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Abstract 

The Joint Monitoring Programme estimates that urban Sub-Saharan Africa experiences the 

highest levels of water poverty, i.e. much of the housing lacks access to basic drinking water and 

sanitation services (WSS). While the actual number of people that gained access in urban areas 

since 1990 may have increased, in Tanzania the percentage of people with improved access to 

water has declined. Dar es Salaam, a city facing growing challenges with the equitable provision 

of water services, is no exception. Failure of policy-driven practices (those by government, 

private sector providers, external support agencies and other key players in infrastructure 

development) to adequately address urban water poverty, has increased the reliance of poor 

women and men on a range of everyday practices to meet their WSS needs, including 

community-managed systems and informal private providers. 

This thesis examines how ‘the urban water poor’ move in and out of urban water poverty and 

how they do so in different ways, exploring the interrelations between policy-driven and 

everyday practices and their influence on individual trajectories. The research adopts a 

normative perspective based on principles of socioenvironmental justice that include 

distribution, recognition and parity of participation, and applies a relational approach that draws 

on intersectionality scholarship and emphasises intersections of time, space and 

socioenvironmental relations. 

Findings confirm a dialectic relationship between policy-driven and everyday practices with 

multiple examples where conditions under which urban water poverty prevails are produced, 

reproduced and normalised. However, evidence further shows instances of more transformative 

practices that challenge unjust processes and outcomes with a potential for people to move out 

of it. Research findings highlight how spatial and temporal specificity alongside people’s 

intersectional identities and relations, shape individual trajectories and define who can and 

cannot escape water poverty traps and why. This thesis argues that a relational investigation of 

urban water poverty trajectories can help tackle the problem by identifying which factors pull 

people out of urban water poverty and which ones push them deeper into it. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This thesis builds on almost a decade of research on urban and peri-urban water supply and 

sanitation (WSS) in the Global South to explore the scope for equitable access to services and 

the sustainable use of resources. Previous studies undertaken with colleagues emphasised a 

failure of policy initiatives instigated by government, private sector providers, external support 

agencies and other key players in infrastructure development (here forth referred to as policy-

driven practices and further explained in Chapter 2) to address urban water poverty. As a result, 

poor women and men in urban and peri-urban settlements rely increasingly on a range of 

everyday practices to meet their WSS needs, including community-managed systems and a 

range of informal private providers (Allen et al. 2006a; Hofmann 2011).  

The starting point of this study is the apparent disjuncture between policy-driven mechanisms 

tackling urban water poverty and the range of everyday (largely informal) WSS practices in urban 

and peri-urban low-income settlements that other scholars have also problematised (see 

Randhawa and Marshall 2014). The range of policy-driven practices to tackle the WSS shortfall 

are influenced by differing definitions of urban water poverty. Organisations involved in efforts 

to increase access to WSS, portray urban water poverty in multiple ways, in line with particular 

underlying worldviews, assumptions and organisational interests. When definitions travel down 

to actual approaches and interventions, they are fuelled by specific ideas about the problem, 

what is considered suitable and where the capacity lies for bringing about positive change.  

While acknowledging important differences and exceptions, initial research (largely carried out 

as part of a Masters of Research (MRes) in 2013 (see Chapter 3 for more details) provided 

evidence that policy-driven practices, particularly those pursued and supported by influential 

organisations, seem to be based on a limited interpretation of urban water poverty, e.g. 

assuming that once people gain access this is maintained over time (Hofmann 2013a). What is 

more, the ‘urban water poor’ are largely portrayed as a homogeneous group, essentially 

classified as those within the lower income bracket living in informal settlements. While 

previous studies provide a disaggregated examination of everyday practices around WSS in a 

context of wider processes of change to investigate the production of structural power relations 

and inequality (Truelove 2011; McFarlane et al. 2014; Björkman 2015), existing research falls 

short of systematically exploring the trajectories of urban water poverty, i.e. how people move 

in and out of it over time, that goes beyond focusing mainly on individual aspects such as land 

tenure or social capital and collective action (e.g. see the work of Payne 2001; Dill 2010a). 

Preliminary insights into the day-to-day realities of the ‘urban water poor’, suggest diverse 
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journeys where the level of access to WSS frequently fluctuates over time, for better or for 

worse, emphasising the temporal dimension of the phenomenon (Hofmann 2013a). This thesis 

is thus concerned with an in-depth examination of urban water poverty trajectories through a 

critical examination of multiple factors and their relations to provide a detailed understanding 

of how ‘the urban water poor’ move in and out of it and how they do so in different ways. Such 

investigation aims to highlight key questions and relations that need to be examined across 

scales rather than prescribing a defined set of strategies and actions. As further elaborated in 

section 1.1.2, this requires an exploration of policy-driven and everyday practices and their 

influence on individual trajectories.  

To understand how the intellectual project presented in this thesis unfolded and how the 

research was approached, the next section contextualises urban water poverty from an 

international  perspective and provides an initial definition of urban water poverty, including a 

discussion on the scale of the problem and who is considered to be ‘urban water poor’. The 

discussion also draws on wider debates around (urban) poverty given the strong correlations 

with more specific discussions on urban water poverty. The thesis subsequently elaborates on 

the rationale and focus of the research and introduces the objectives and research questions. 

The introductory chapter concludes with an outline of the thesis structure.  

1.1 Towards an intellectual project 

Despite the fact that lack of access to WSS has been on the international agenda for decades 

(with a returned commitment to universal access with the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) and numerous investments and interventions in the sector) water poverty levels remain 

high. In other words, many people across the globe struggle to meet their daily water-related 

needs due to insufficient access to services. The most recent global assessment by the Joint 

Monitoring Programme1 (JMP) estimates that worldwide 844 million people are still without 

access to a basic drinking water service and 2.3 billion people lack access to a basic sanitation 

service, a large proportion of which live in Sub-Saharan Africa (WHO and UNICEF 2017). The 

estimates provided can be useful, particularly for macro level comparisons across the globe 

between regions and countries, but they are far from providing a true reflection of the 

magnitude of the problem in urban areas. JMP figures have been increasingly scrutinised, both 

                                                             

1 The JMP is a joint undertaking of the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations 
Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the most widely used assessment in the WSS sector aiming to provide a 
global reporting mechanism to monitor progress over time. 
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conceptually and methodologically, suggesting that the number of people lacking adequate 

access to water and sanitation is much higher (Bain et al. 2012). Lack of data at the global level 

paired with conceptual and methodological limitations to arrive at more accurate estimates, 

result in an oversimplified picture of a very complex issue that leaves many of the urban water 

poor still unaccounted for (Hofmann 2011).  

1.1.1 Starting definition of urban water poverty  

Lack of access to basic drinking water and basic sanitation services is often regarded as one of 

the key indicators to define people’s level of poverty more generally, particularly in urban areas, 

and forms an integral part of wider poverty considerations (Mitlin and Satterthwaite 2013). This 

is evident in the following definition of the United Nations that portrays poverty as a condition 

that is characterised by a severe deprivation of human rights and needs, including insufficient 

access to water supply and sanitation services:  

“It means lack of basic capacity to participate effectively in society. It means not 
having enough to feed and clothe a family, not having a school or a clinic to go to, 
not having the land on which to grow one's food or a job to earn one's living, nor 
having access to credit. It means insecurity, powerlessness and exclusion of 
individuals, households and communities. It means susceptibility to violence and 
it often implies living on marginal and fragile environments, not having access to 
clean water and sanitation” (United Nations 1998, 1). 

According to the UN poverty definition, lack of access to WSS remains a major challenge as part 

of a wider fight against poverty today. While the scale of the problem is evidently much more 

prominent in rural areas compared to urban settings, progress in urban areas has generally been 

slow. For example, in a context of rapid urbanisation, many cities in the Global South continue 

to struggle with the provision of water with increasing inequality in the distribution and access 

to water services. Many cities keep expanding without adequate infrastructure and services, 

leaving many people to experience varying levels of water poverty, with robust evidence that 

water utilities are unable to address challenges at scale (WSP 2006; Stampini et al. 2009; WSUP 

2012). In an increasingly urbanising world, inadequate access to water is frequently associated 

with deficiencies in sanitation services at varying scales and this cannot be ignored when 

defining urban water poverty. While it goes beyond the scope of this thesis to look at water and 

sanitation in equal shares (and require a different approach and methodology at points), this 

research considers sanitation as far as it is directly related to and impacting on people’s access 

to water supply services.  
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Estimating the magnitude of the problem 

Poverty is often defined in absolute terms on the basis of welfare thresholds and has been 

criticised for not capturing income inequality within a country or society and neglecting “the fact 

that needs are socially determined and change over time” while also ignoring any contributing 

structural causes2 (Wratten 1995, 14). If the same poverty line is applied to estimate poverty 

across contexts, many poor people are likely to be overlooked. Urban water poverty, as 

demonstrated by JMP figures, is also a context specific phenomenon with noticeable 

discrepancies in access within and across towns, cities, countries and regions and a general 

definition of water poverty that fails to consider contextual aspects is therefore equally 

problematic. For example, while poor people’s incomes in urban areas tend to be higher 

compared to their rural counterparts, household expenses are also greater, including the 

expenditure required to meet WSS needs. However, conventional poverty lines adopted by 

nations and international organisations like the World Bank and the United Nations do not 

always reflect this (Mitlin and Satterthwaite 2013). As argued by Levy et al., “[s]et a poverty line 

low enough and much of the poverty will disappear” (2015, 23). Globally, Sub-Saharan Africa 

(SSA) is estimated to have the worst levels of WSS access with some of the fewest household 

connections, particularly among the urban poor (UNICEF and WHO 2015). While the actual 

number of people that gained access in urban areas might have increased since 1990, the 

percentage of the urban population with improved access to water has declined in countries 

such as Tanzania, Kenya and Zambia (UNICEF and WHO 2015). To some extent, such decline can 

be associated with the magnitude and speed of urban population growth.  

To recognise contextual specificities, the concept of relative poverty offers a more flexible 

approach in that it is based on a culturally defined standard of living whereby poverty is 

measured in relation to a particular society or nation and what is considered typical in that 

specific context. A further distinction can be made between basic needs poverty (inability to 

meet basic consumption needs) and extreme poverty (or food poverty referring to the inability 

to satisfy basic food needs to meet minimum nutritional requirements) (ESRF et al. 2015).  For 

water poverty, a relative definition that recognises contextual variations and distinguishes 

between different levels of water poverty currently does not exist. The well-established 

definition JMP used to measure progress towards the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 

characterised water poverty as lacking access to an ‘improved’ drinking water and sanitation 

                                                             
2 Monetary indices and poverty lines further neglect the fact that many societies, particularly in a more 
rural setting in countries of the Global South, do not operate around money. 
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facility within one kilometre or less than 30 minutes collection time. This means that the type of 

facility or technology people use serves as a proxy for access to WSS (i.e. the level of urban water 

poverty). On its own, this is problematic as there is no guarantee that these facilities classified 

as ‘improved’ provide satisfactory or adequate access, a weakness acknowledged by JMP itself. 

For instance, an improved water source might not necessarily provide sufficient safe water on a 

regular basis or be affordable to everyone (Hofmann 2011). What is more, for the sake of 

comparability, water poverty is defined in absolute terms with no consideration for differential 

circumstances, e.g. between countries or regions, urban and rural. As a consequence, improved 

access, which associates access with a particular type of facility or technology without much 

consideration for particular access conditions, cannot be equated to adequate access, as the 

latter implies that WSS services provided are safe, sufficient, reliable, affordable and accessible 

to meet people’s individual needs in a particular context (see Figure 1.1).  

Figure 1.1: Key parameters for adequate access to WSS 

 

Source: Hofmann (2011, 42) 

JMP has since addressed these methodological challenges in light of the water, sanitation and 

hygiene (WASH)-related SDG and shifted to ‘safely-managed’ WSS, incorporating issues of 

quality and safety in their assessment, but continues to  struggle with measuring the 

affordability of services (WHO and UNICEF 2015; WHO and UNICEF 2017). 
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Who are the urban water poor? 

Those considered water poor in an urban context typically belong to lower-income groups 

largely residing in settlements lacking formal land tenure and characterised by deficient access 

to formal (piped) service provision, and facilities at the household level are rare3. In cities like 

Dar es Salaam, the public utility is seriously underserving its citizens and large parts of the 

population are affected by intermittent water supply. According to recent official statistics, the 

formal piped water system reaches approximately half of the city population and a mere 3.2% 

of urban dwellers are connected to underground sewers (Pauschert et al. 2012; Kombe et al. 

2015; EWURA 2016). One could argue that this automatically classifies the remaining residents 

of Dar es Salaam as water poor. Water is an essential resource to sustain human lives and 

therefore everyone not served by the utility must access water (and sanitation) through 

alternative means and practices to survive. However, some are able to do so more successfully 

than others. Certain residents gain adequate access through alternative facilities and service 

providers without adversely affecting their lives by compromising on other needs and basic 

services. In some cases, spending might be comparatively higher, yet  they cannot be considered 

water poor solely based on their lack of utility provision and on an increased expenditure on 

water and sanitation. Based on a multi-dimensional conceptualisation of poverty, defining urban 

water poverty solely in relation to people’s economic situation is equally inadequate as 

households with a similar income might not necessarily benefit from the same access to WSS. 

As elaborated further in Chapter 2, ‘the urban water poor’ are  those vulnerable towards unsafe, 

insufficient, irregular and costly services, which makes them susceptible towards negative 

impacts on their health, livelihoods and well-being. This is not simply a result of material 

deficiencies and service maldistribution but ‘the urban water poor’ lack access to adequate WSS 

because they are misrecognised and misrepresented in decision-making processes regarding 

WSS across scales and this significantly limits their capacity to act (Young 1990; Nancy Fraser 

1996; Schlosberg 2007).   

                                                             
3 Terms such as ‘informal’ or ‘low-income’ settlements highlight residents’ economic poverty and informal 
land tenure. They do not sufficiently portray the multi-dimensional character of these settlements. The 
terms are used within the thesis as a shorthand in the absence of an appropriate term, but without 
endorsing their narrow definition.  
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Gap between theory and practice 

While academic discussions on (water) poverty have advanced over the last two decades, in 

practice, (water) poverty levels continue to be measured in a simplified way (Allen and Bell 2011; 

Mitlin and Satterthwaite 2013; Parnell 2015). Composite indices such as the Human 

Development Index or the Multi-dimensional Poverty Index (MPI) have emerged to address 

critiques of standardised poverty lines based on income or consumption, yet both have been 

criticised for leading to arbitrary figures due to data deficiencies and value judgements involved 

in measuring, weighting and aggregating fundamentally different aspects of poverty into one 

index (Ravallion 2010; Alkire 2011). Similar developments can be observed in relation to water 

poverty. Thus far, most attempts to measure water poverty have exclusively focused on either 

the availability of water (quantitative, resource-based assessment), the capacity of a 

country/city to provide water to their population (coverage or utility-based assessment) or 

access to and use of water (needs-based assessment) (Chenoweth, 2008; UNSGAB, 2008; Allen 

and Bell, 2011). What is more, many monitoring and assessment methods produce macro 

indicators that mask contextual variations and unequal consumption patterns within a city or 

settlement. There are noticeable similarities between the MPI to measure poverty more 

generally (Alkire et al. 2013) and the Water Poverty Index (WPI) (see Sullivan 2002; Lawrence et 

al. 2003; Sullivan and Meigh 2003) in that both go beyond measuring single variables and 

consider multiple deprivations. The WPI currently represents the closest attempt to a more 

adequate measurement of water poverty that bridges resource-based, utility-based and needs-

based assessment through a composite indicator. The index considers multiple aspects to 

capture complex realities on the ground and aims at a more equitable distribution of water by 

identifying those most in need (Sullivan 2001). However, it has been criticised for its complexity 

and amenability for manipulation offering only limited application across scales and restricted 

comparability (Chenoweth 2008; Fenwick 2010). Moreover, despite several iterations of the WPI 

(see Cho et al. 2010; Fenwick 2010; Garriga and Foguet 2010) the application in an urban context 

is still met with numerous challenges. Overall, it largely remains a more resource-oriented 

indicator, that is applicable at higher scales, with the community being the lowest. This departs 

significantly from the definition of water poverty adopted in this thesis, which emphasises 

differential water poverty levels across and within households. 

At the urban level, data about access to services, largely collected through surveys and by the 

utility, is not disaggregated by income level or neighbourhood and therefore does not provide 

insights into differential levels of urban water poverty across the city (Ioris 2012; Newborne et 

al. 2012). This conceals the fact that people are subjected to deficient quantities of water not 
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simply because of physical water scarcity but due to relative and socially produced scarcity 

resulting from differential supply and consumption across groups within society, declining water 

quality caused by pollution and growing population density (Molle and Mollinga 2003; Bakker 

2011; Nganyanyuka et al. 2014; McGranahan et al. 2016; Smiley 2016; Smiley 2017). Water 

quality is frequently neglected in popular assessment methods and, as stated above, was only 

recently incorporated into JMP assessment. In light of identifying the need to improve urban 

WSS monitoring towards greater disaggregation of data that could shed light onto unequal 

service provision patterns with a focus on lower-income groups, post-MDG efforts place more 

emphasis on monitoring that integrates data on different aspects and across scales, including 

sub-national statistics, but assessment in informal settlements remains a challenge as data 

about these areas is scarce (JMP Technical Task Force 2011; WHO and UNICEF 2015). Until this 

is addressed, efforts to adequately assess the magnitude of the problem continue to lag behind, 

with examples of measuring the adequacy of access limited to a few small-scale initiatives 

(Hofmann 2011; JMP Technical Task Force 2011; UNICEF and WHO 2011; WHO 2012; WaterAid 

2013). Nevertheless, there seems to be widespread acknowledgement that tackling urban water 

poverty effectively requires aiming at adequate and not ‘improved’ access, as defined above, 

particularly in relation to an urgent quest to tackle water-related diseases. 

It is evident that definitions driving attempts to monitor and assess (urban) water poverty are 

embedded in particular discourses and practices that support specific agendas for the purpose 

of substantiating policy choices, rather than offering attempts that reflect more accurately the 

nature and magnitude of the problem on the ground. Parallels can be drawn to the 

conceptualisation of poverty in general where household income continues to serve as a proxy 

but with limited potential for action:  

“Income is a useful indicator if we want to identify which people are likely to lack 
the resources to achieve a socially acceptable standard of living. However, it does 
not measure accurately their capacity to achieve access” (Wratten 1995, 13).  

Standardised poverty lines based on household income or water poverty assessments using 

facilities as a proxy further mask intra- and inter-household differences as well as rural-urban 

and urban-urban disparities. 
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1.1.2 Research focus and objectives 

This research began as a collaboration with two Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), 

namely WaterAid and Building Partnerships in Development for Water and Sanitation (BPD)4, 

with the overall aim of advancing existing knowledge on the WSS sector. Partnering with 

organisations that are greatly involved in improving access to water supply, sanitation and 

hygiene allowed to ground the research in practice and provided an opportunity for research to 

enhance future efforts to reduce urban water poverty. Apart from aiming to make this research 

relevant to these NGOs and to other organisations working in the sector, this collaboration 

enabled me to observe their practices in tackling urban water poverty, and offered an 

opportunity to examine them in more detail.  

This research is specifically concerned with a systematic investigation of urban water poverty 

trajectories over time that explores which factors pull people out and which ones push them 

deeper into it. This can generate valuable knowledge for policy-makers and practitioners to 

tackle the problem more effectively. As highlighted above, and further emphasised by Bakker et 

al. (2008), to better understand people’s trajectories and the phenomenon of urban water 

poverty it is necessary to analyse not only the practices driven by policy, but also the actions and 

inclinations of households and their individual members. As they interact with or respond to 

each other, it is particularly important to explore interrelations between policy-driven and 

everyday practices and examine their influence on urban water poverty trajectories. This can be 

translated into three research questions (RQs): 

1. How do policy-driven practices tackle urban water poverty and to what effect? 

2. How do everyday practices of those living in urban water poverty deal with inadequate 

access to WSS? 

3. How are trajectories of urban water poverty shaped by policy-driven and everyday 

practices?  

Within the examination of urban water poverty trajectories, the research presented in this thesis 

aims to address the urgent need of a multi-scalar analysis that considers the intra-household 

scale, the settlement, the city and beyond. This can generate knowledge that not only challenges 

simplified narratives and definitions and contests the linearity of how people travel in and out 

of urban water poverty but further provides valuable insights into important factors and 

                                                             
4 BPD seized to exist as an NGO in 2014 and its members formed a consultancy company that builds on 
the work of BPD. 
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relations that influence urban water poverty trajectories. Existing studies on the topic have 

either engaged in a city-level analysis or largely focused on specific communities and thick 

descriptions of social reality (Tetreault 2017). Political ecologists have made significant 

contributions to research on the former with an emphasis on structural and class analysis (e.g. 

see Swyngedouw 1997; Loftus 2009; Swyngedouw 2009; Budds and Sultana 2013), but without 

sufficient attention to human agency and diversity. This has been addressed by a number of 

studies within Feminist Political Ecology scholarship but they do not go into detailed and 

systematic explorations of individual experiences and trajectories over an extended period of 

time (see Truelove 2011; Hanson and Buechler 2015), a gap this thesis aims to fill. I intend to 

push the boundaries in the enquiry of urban water poverty through an integrated interrogation 

that transverses different but complementary concepts and approaches to elucidate why and 

how some can move out of water poverty whilst others cannot. The chosen approach 

emphasises intersections of time, place and relationality and aims to assist in the development 

of more effective approaches to improve people’s access to WSS in urban areas. Figure 1.2 

presents the relational approach adopted within the thesis that integrates a range of 

conceptual, analytical and methodological considerations, which are elaborated in detail in 

Chapters 2 and 3.  

Figure 1.2: A relational approach to investigate trajectories of urban water poverty 

 

Source: Own elaboration 

To facilitate the application of the relational approach in my investigation of urban water 

poverty trajectories, the three overarching research questions above are complemented by 
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additional questions that represent a set of analytical lenses, which I discuss in detail in the 

following chapter: 

1. How do discursive and material practices contribute to reproducing, normalising, 

challenging or transforming trajectories of urban water poverty and for whom? 

a. Which dimensions of justice are embedded in the range of discursive and 

material practices and what are the intended and unintended consequences for 

different people and their trajectories? 

b. How far do discursive and material practices uphold existing structural 

impediments for the urban water poor and to what extent do they allow for 

increasing capacity to move out of urban water poverty? 

c. How far do existing practices consider intersectional identities and relations and 

to what end? 

d. How do spatial and temporal specificities effect discursive and material 

practices? 

e. What influences and relations shape people’s action and decision-making? 

As depicted in Figure 1.2, I strive to contribute to the limited research on urban (water) poverty 

that pays attention to temporal and spatial heterogeneity and focus on a specific city to allow 

for a contextualised and detailed examination. My investigation of urban water poverty started 

from an international perspective, with particular emphasis on Sub-Saharan Africa where, as 

stated above, access levels are significantly lagging behind (see Hofmann 2013a). This formed 

the basis for a more detailed examination in the context of Tanzania and Dar es Salaam.   

Urban water poverty in Tanzania and Dar es Salaam 

Tanzania has markedly failed to record significant progress in meeting the WSS-related MDG 

targets with a substantial decrease in piped access to water in urban areas since 2000. Dar es 

Salaam in particular faces growing challenges with the equitable provision of adequate water 

services and therefore offers a suitable case to explore urban water poverty trajectories in 

context. The city portrays a highly complex environment regarding the governance and provision 

of WSS with major international influence through the presence of ESAs. After a short period of 

private sector participation that failed to instigate an increase in coverage levels and the 

rehabilitation of the acutely dilapidated system, the delivery of WSS in Dar es Salaam was 

returned to public hands in 2005. Today, utility provision in the city is still erratic (see section 

1.1.1) and the incidence of residents enduring water poverty is very high. Many households, 
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primarily the 75% who live in informal settlements, therefore rely on alternative practices to 

meet their WSS needs (Allen et al. 2006a; Pauschert et al. 2012; Research Analysis Working 

Group 2012). Over the past 25 years, rapid population growth exacerbated by accelerated urban 

sprawl (Andreasen and Møller-Jensen 2016), has intensified water demand in the city both for 

economic activities and domestic uses, under challenging physical conditions. Water supply 

degradation due to pollution, over-extraction, poor land use practices and land encroachment 

for agriculture, urbanisation and industrial development purposes placed a further strain on the 

already limited water resources (Allen et al. 2016). Centrally, Dar es Salaam has provided a 

testing ground for a range of new approaches to alleviate urban water poverty, which have been 

driven by a range of hypotheses and discourses involving a variety of stakeholders.  

It could be argued that previous research on Dar es Salaam has reached a point of saturation. A 

multitude of previous studies have focused on the city and examined WSS infrastructure and 

service provision in relation to governance (Allen et al. 2006; Kjellén 2006; Bourque 2010; Allen 

2013; Ekane et al. 2014), privatisation (ActionAid International 2004; Kjellén 2006; Bayliss and 

Tukai 2011), urban planning and development (Pastore 2013; Andreasen and Møller-Jensen 

2016), health (De Castro et al. 2004a; De Castro et al. 2004b; Davis et al. 2011; Mwakitalu et al. 

2013), informal service providers (Godfrey 2009; Pauschert et al. 2012; Keatman 2013; Keatman 

2017), community engagement (Glöckner et al. 2004; Michelutti 2008; Magigi 2013; Mkanga 

and Ndezi 2014), data collection and monitoring (McGranahan et al. 2016) and finance (Blanco 

et al. 2009; Sarzin and Raich 2012; Jenkins et al. 2015). The extent and richness of previous 

investigations was one of the reasons for choosing Dar es Salaam as a case study in the first 

place. The extensive pool of current knowledge offers a suitable basis to further existing 

research and allowed the project to focus on in-depth exploration of the intricacies of urban 

water poverty trajectories. 

Limitations to the thesis and its approach 

Due to the qualitative nature of this particular research and its focus, findings on how people 

move in and out of urban water poverty are context-specific and cannot be transferred to other 

urban areas in Tanzania or SSA with the same degree of certainty. Even within Dar es Salaam, 

while there was an attempt to incorporate comparisons with similar studies in Dar es Salaam 

and elsewhere (see section 3.1.1 in Chapter 3), it is not possible to claim that the sample is 

representative of the study population. Aware of the implications for the breadth of the study 

and its validity outside of the study area, a decision was made to focus on an in-depth study of 

urban water poverty trajectories to provide a detailed understanding of the context. To keep 
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within the scope of an EngD thesis, some concerns, while relevant, could only be explored 

tangentially. For example, while water supply and sanitation both constitute an integral part in 

urban water poverty trajectories, both have distinct characteristics in social, economic and 

political terms and thus deserve to be investigated in their own right (Kjellén 2006). My 

investigation focused on aspects around the provision and access to water supply in which 

sanitation issues are discussed but are not central. Furthermore, it was challenging to get 

residents to talk about sanitation and hygiene practices, which can be partly attributed to my 

positionality as a white European woman and a difficulty other researchers have faced (see 

McFarlane et al. 2014). 

Another constraint to acknowledge relates to the need to carry out fieldwork during several 

shorter visits to Dar es Salaam over an extended period of time rather than through one 

continuous stay. For the temporal exploration of urban water poverty this presented an 

advantage as it allowed to detect certain trends and directly observe changes in the provision 

of and access to WSS over time. At the same time, my inability to spend an extended period in 

the field hindered me from establishing a closer relationship with some potential study 

participants, which somewhat limited data collection and my access to organisational 

information. This is further discussed in Chapter 3 alongside additional challenges and how I 

dealt with them, e.g. regarding my own positionality as a researcher and the inability to 

understand and speak Swahili. 

1.2 Structure of the thesis 

The structure of the thesis does not reflect the iterative nature of the research process whereby 

the development of theoretical and conceptual underpinnings largely evolved alongside the 

planning and collection of empirical data (see Chapter 3 for further elaboration). The thesis tells 

the story through a more conventional structure, which starts with a discussion of the main 

theoretical and conceptual influences and an explanation of the research process and 

methodology before presenting  and analysing the empirical evidence. 

Chapter 2 captures the deliberation of the main theoretical and conceptual considerations that 

underpin the relational approach adopted in this research. After an introduction to key terms, 

the chapter expands on the starting definition of urban water poverty provided in section 1.1.1 

through a normative perspective that draws on principles of social and environmental justice 

and feminist political ecology scholarship. This is followed by a discussion on the dialectic 

relationship between agency and structure regarding urban water poverty, which sheds light on 

the differential capacities among the urban water poor to act and the potential for 
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transformative change.  Subsequently, the chapter offers a nuanced conceptualisation of the 

urban water poor with particular emphasis on intersections of time, space, identities and 

socioenvironmental relations.  

Chapter 3 presents the research process and methodology. This provides detailed insights into 

the iterative nature of the investigative journey. Importantly, the chapter engages with my own 

positionality and how this shaped the research while also raising key ethical concerns and how 

these were dealt with during the research. Subsequent sections focus on the methods applied 

to answer the three overarching research questions, providing detailed information about data 

collection, processing and analysis.  

Chapters 4 and 5, the first two empirical chapters, present an examination of policy-driven 

practices on water poverty in Dar es Salaam. Together, they aim to elucidate how policy-driven 

practices tackle urban water poverty and to what effect (RQ1). Chapter 4 focuses specifically on 

the provision of water supply (and sanitation) in the city, with an emphasis on policy, planning 

and the delivery of services. The chapter provides a historical overview of key developments in 

Tanzania and Dar es Salaam, and highlights implications for the provision of WSS infrastructure 

and services. This is followed by an examination of political priorities and policy directions for 

WSS before analysing the provision of services by the utility and the commitment to extend 

services to the urban poor communities. Chapter 5 scrutinises policy-driven practices in relation 

to wider urban planning and governance concerns. It explores the extent to which policy-driven 

practices reflect integrated approaches within the WSS sector and beyond. The chapter further 

investigates the role envisaged for the urban water poor and deliberates how far policy-driven 

practices show considerations for diversity and intersectional identities and relations.  

Chapter 6 introduces the case study settlements selected to investigate everyday practices of 

the urban water poor that have emerged to deal with insufficient access to WSS (RQ2). The 

chapter explores different management arrangements through which residents gain access to 

water at the local level, including those initiated through policy-driven practices, and specifies 

how different residents benefit from them and in what way. The discussion highlights the 

insufficiency of policy-driven practices in the two settlements and examines the array of 

alternative practices to meet water needs. Moreover, the chapter provides initial insights into 

key factors influencing individual trajectories, highlighting issues around land and housing 

tenure, spatial and temporal specificity as well as intersectional identities and relations.   

Chapter 7 presents a selection of individual urban water poverty trajectories from both case 

study settlements to advance and deepen the investigation of issues identified in the concluding 
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section of Chapter 6. Overall, the chapter presents alternative and diverse narratives on urban 

water poverty and highlights intersecting factors shaping individual trajectories over time and 

how this is influenced by the interplay of policy-driven and everyday practices. 

Chapter 8 builds on the analysis in Chapter 7 to further clarify how urban water poverty 

trajectories are shaped by policy-driven and everyday practices (RQ3). It provides a cross-

reading of the empirical evidence presented in Chapters 4-7 and draws out key factors that pull 

people out of urban water poverty or push them deeper into it. The discussion not only 

demonstrates how these factors interrelate but further emphasises how their influence on 

individual trajectories is shaped by intersections of time, space and socioenvironmental 

relations.  

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by restating the purpose of the research and how it was 

conducted, and synthesises the main findings in light of existing research and knowledge. The 

chapter further outlines the implications of the study for policy and practice and provides 

recommendations for further research.    
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Chapter 2 Theoretical and conceptual considerations 

Within the general focus on trajectories, the main emphasis lies on exploring how people move 

through urban water poverty, what enables some to move out of it while others seem to be 

unable to do so. While previous research established that a limited impact of policy-driven 

practices has led to the development of everyday practices through which the urban water poor 

meet their WSS needs (Allen et al. 2006a; Hofmann 2013), the interrelations between the two 

and their influence on individual trajectories over time is still under-researched. This chapter 

serves largely to introduce and deliberate key conceptual and theoretical ideas that can shed 

light on how this particular research has been approached conceptually and analytically to 

enable a disaggregated analysis. The chapter does not intend to provide a comprehensive review 

of theories and concepts that have emerged in relation to the provision of WSS but focuses on 

those deemed appropriate for this thesis and its particular focus on urban water poverty 

trajectories the aims outlined in the previous chapter. Building on the initial definition of urban 

water poverty in the introduction, and in line with a concern for equitable access to water in 

urban areas, section 2.1 offers a normative perspective on urban water poverty, which forms 

the overarching analytical lens for the study. This is followed by an introduction and discussion 

of further conceptual and theoretical considerations that together culminate in a relational 

approach. The following sections specifically draw on theories and concepts to furnish this 

investigation on urban water poverty trajectories in relation to policy-driven and everyday 

practices. Rather than developing a complete conceptual framework that is subsequently 

applied to collect and analyse the empirical data, the discussion leads to the development of a 

set of interrelated analytical lenses that provides an initial ‘way of making sense’ and allows an 

exploration of the complex underpinning social processes of urban water poverty (Abend 2008), 

as  further explained in Chapter 3.  

Firstly, it is necessary to clarify the meaning of a few key terms in relation to the central focus of 

this thesis and establish how these are used and understood within the remit of this research. 

The term trajectory is frequently used by other scholars to refer to a process of change or 

development (Turton 1999; Walker et al. 2004; Björkman 2015). In poverty research, other 

scholars use this term to capture poverty patterns over time for different groups in society (Kim 

and Shin 2014) and at the neighbourhood level (Séguin et al. 2012). In this thesis,  ‘trajectory’ 

serves as a helpful expression to emphasise the temporal dimension of urban water poverty 

acknowledging that a) it is not a static phenomenon, but it is likely experienced over an extended 

period of time, and b) people’s pathways of urban water poverty may be constant/stable, 

worsen or improve, i.e. acknowledging the fact that urban water poverty levels may fluctuate. 
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A focus on trajectories helps to conceptualise urban water poverty as a process and allows for 

an examination that pays attention to change over time. Other terms introduced in the previous 

chapter that merit some discussion are policy-driven practices and everyday practices.  

The term policy-driven, as it is used in this thesis, largely captures endeavours of the state, ESAs 

(including bi- and multilateral agencies as well as international NGOs), formal private sector 

providers and other key players in infrastructure development, which, in relation to WSS, can 

be identified from the perspective of the production and provision of services, i.e. the supply 

side5 (Allen et al. 2006a). Everyday practices, on the other hand, connote the diverse and 

multiple activities people routinely engage in to try and meet their WSS needs, including efforts 

to improve access (Truelove 2011; Björkman 2014; Peloso and Morinville 2014, 122). They are 

not one-off occurrences but regularly reproduced and performed as part of a routine (Strengers 

2010). Such comprehensive definition could incorporate a large group of people. However, for 

the purpose of this research the term everyday practices encompasses individual as well as 

collective endeavours of those living in urban water poverty.  

The way in which scholars understand and use the term practices can be ambiguous as 

highlighted by Strengers: “[p]ractices are often misunderstood as relating only to what people 

do, or to what they say about what they do, rather than the ways in which these ‘doings and 

sayings’ are constituted and interconnected” (2010, 7). For instance, Kesby (2005) clearly 

distinguishes between discourses and practices, generally encapsulating both policy-driven and 

everyday. Similarly, in their article on entitlements around infrastructure and services in 

Mumbai, McFarlane and Desai use the term ‘everyday practices’ largely in relation to what 

people in informal settlements do and distinguish them from residents’ perceptions (2015). 

Conceivably, discourses and perceptions are part and parcel of people’s practices and thus 

difficult to separate and this  concurs with how other scholars have used the term practices in 

their work (see Truelove 2011; Björkman 2015).  

                                                             
5 What is defined here as policy-driven is sometimes referred to as ‘institutional’ whereby the term 
‘institution’ is synonymous with formal organisation. However, it is evident that the term ‘institution’ has 
been associated with different meanings, often without a clear definition on how it is used, leading to 
misunderstandings and contestations (Hodgson 2006; Harper et al. 2012; Jones 2015). I concur with 
scholars that see formal organisations as a mere type of institution with a wider understanding of 
institutions as ‘special types of social structure’ (Hodgson 2006, 2) and therefore adopt the term policy-
driven in relation to practices of formal organistaions. Institutional practices  are therefore not limited to 
those of formal organisations like the state or ESAs but refer to all systems of structured social interaction 
with established and embedded social rules, including, for example, informal savings groups, federations 
of the urban poor or even households (Hodgson 2006). 
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Some of Lefebvre’s writing can be quite helpful in furthering the discussion about the co-

creation of doings and sayings and the difficulties in viewing them in isolation from each other. 

In his seminal publication ‘the production of space’ he makes an interesting observation about 

the dialectical relationship of lived, perceived and conceived (in this case in relation to space) 

recognising that they are “never either simple or stable, nor are they 'positive' in the sense in 

which this term might be opposed to 'negative', to the indecipherable, the unsaid, the prohibited, 

or the unconscious” (Lefebvre 1991, 46). In other words, how we understand, interpret and think 

about the world is interdependent with what we do, see and feel and it is therefore not useful 

to view them separate from each other (Kant 2010; O’Brien 2016). Lefebvre employs his spatial 

triad of the ‘lived, perceived and conceived’ as an analytical tool to examine how space is 

produced but a similar logic can be applied to the doings and sayings in relation to urban water 

poverty. The ‘doings’ can be referred to as material practices while the ‘sayings’ denote 

discursive practices.  

Discursive practices have to do with how different groups and individuals in society interpret, 

define and ‘talk’ about urban water poverty, based on beliefs, opinions, attitudes and values, 

which other scholars also refer to as ‘framings’ (see Leach et al. 2007; Randhawa and Marshall 

2014). Material practices relate to individual and organisational behaviour, in other words what 

they do or produce (Strengers 2010; Lauesen 2015). On the one hand, they involve daily routines 

to do with the access and use of WSS, and on the other, material practices encapsulate policy-

driven mechanisms, including actual policies, laws and regulations, investments and concrete 

interventions on the ground. It is not about using them as separate analytical lenses but 

acknowledging the dialectic relationship between discursive and material practices whereby 

they constitute each other (Orlikowski and Scott 2015).  For example, efforts of the utility to 

deliver and improve service delivery in a city are based on a particular framing of the problem 

and the evidence they consider appropriate to justify the actions taken. Similarly, how people 

living in urban water poverty access and use WSS is closely intertwined with their assumptions 

and how they make sense of their situation. Evidently, it becomes difficult to disconnect the 

thinking and talking from the doing. Nevertheless, there are instances where the way people 

talk about certain issues and what they actually do does not always match. For example, an 

organisation might emphasise the importance of ‘the urban water poor’ to participate in 

decisions around WSS but then are very tokenistic in their actual approach. Similarly, low-

income residents may perhaps describe their situation in hopeless terms but deploy significant 

agency in what they do to move out of urban water poverty. It is thus worth exploring to what 

extent discursive and material practices (both policy-driven and everyday) connect and 

therefore there is value in distinguishing  between the two. Methodologically, and as discussed 
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below in Chapter 3, it is important to identify suitable ways to capture the dialectic nature 

between discursive and material practices and to avoid an artificial separation of the two. This, 

in turn, should allow for the analysis of empirical data to disentangle the two where relevant 

and to reveal what understanding and knowledge informs people’s action (Strengers 2010). 

2.1 Urban water poverty – a normative perspective 

While the starting definition of urban water poverty provided in the Introduction is useful in that 

it offers an initial understanding of the nature and scope of the problem, including some pointers 

on who lives in urban water poverty, adding a normative perspective allows to capture and 

assess the change in urban water poverty trajectories over time in that it helps to highlight issues 

of inequality in how people around the globe access WSS. This is particularly pertinent in relation 

to the WSS-related SDG, which aims towards universal and equitable access to safe and 

affordable drinking water and sanitation for all (SDG Goal 6, Targets 6.1. and 6.2) and can offer 

valuable insights for developing equitable pathways out of urban water poverty. Particularly 

since the UN recognition of WSS as a human right, urban water poverty, with its prevailing 

patterns of unequal access to adequate WSS, has become an issue of justice.  

Scholars and practitioners would generally agree that urban water poverty can be commonly 

understood as an issue of maldistribution, whereby people are deprived of adequate access to 

material resources such as WSS due to unequal distribution of infrastructure and services, which 

is predominantly associated with people’s income level. As a consequence, researchers and 

practitioners alike often consider people water poor if they lack affordable access to WSS.  

While there is no agreed benchmark that defines the affordability of water, any spending 

exceeding 5% of a household’s combined disposable income to access water seems to be 

inappropriate (Smets 2009). This is in line with conventional definitions of poverty centred 

around material welfare and monetary poverty lines mentioned above (Wratten 1995). Such 

emphasis can largely be explained by the fact that research and writings on poverty are 

dominated by economists (Shildrick and Rucell 2015) and economic reasoning also features 

quite strongly in policy-driven practices to tackle water poverty (Minten et al. 2002; World Bank 

2009; Hofmann 2017a). However, the understanding of urban water poverty and why people 

living in cities and towns are water poor can be tied to other forms of injustices beyond the 

material. While income is significant, many would argue that understanding urban water 

poverty simply in economic and distributional terms is not sufficient as struggles around access 

are frequently related to social and political marginalisation and exclusion (Mitlin and 
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Satterthwaite 2013; Björkman 2015) whereby the process of urbanisation in the Global South is 

characterised by “intense social and political struggles around water” (Swyngedouw, 1997: 312).  

Acknowledging the social implications of urban water poverty caused by “poverty, inequality 

and unequal power relationships [….] exacerbated by social and environmental challenges” goes 

beyond distributional struggles whereby unequal access to WSS is associated with income 

(OHCHR et al. 2010, 1). In fact, the international human rights framework clearly highlights 

participation, non-discrimination and accountability as key variables in the attainment of human 

rights and in a life without poverty (UNICEF and WHO 2012). This is not to downplay the 

importance of distribution; however, several social and environmental justice scholars have 

established that an exclusive focus on distribution does not offer a complete explanation of 

urban water poverty as maldistribution (of WSS) is often reinforced by conditions of 

misrecognition and lack of participation (Young 1990; Fraser 1996; Schlosberg 2007; Holifield 

2013; Zwarteveen and Boelens 2014). Urban water poverty is, to some extent, identity-based 

but marginalisation and exclusion do not only occur in relation to class but also with regards to 

race, gender, age, ability and other characteristics (Fraser 2007). A sole focus on distributional 

aspects overlooks the importance of power relations (in social, political, economic and cultural 

terms) regarding access to water, particularly in urban areas where water has become a 

commodified good (Swyngedouw et al. 2002; Swyngedouw, 2009). Fraser’s framework of social 

justice (2007) helps to emphasise this triad of justice and allows an examination of urban water 

poverty trajectories (considering policy-driven and everyday practices) not only with regards to 

material injustice (maldistribution). She further highlights cultural injustice (misrecognition) and 

political injustice (misrepresentation). The latter is particularly important as it “furnishes the 

stage on which struggles over distribution and recognition are played out”, highlighting the 

frame in which decision-making takes place (Fraser 2007, 313) and demonstrating how the three 

are closely intertwined. This conceptualisation of justice is visible in other scholars’ work, see 

for example Allen and Frediani’s (2013) application of an analytical justice lens, considering the 

interlinked domains of distribution, recognition and parity of participation, to examine urban 

agricultural practices in Accra, Ghana.  

To challenge prevalent assumptions about who is currently excluded and why, incorporating a 

political ecology (PE) perspective enables a critical exploration of processes of socio-

environmental change and reveals deeply ingrained structural drivers of urban water poverty 

(Robbins 2012). PE draws from a wide variety of disciplines, including geography, development 

studies, political sciences and human ecology, and allows a politicised examination of 

environmental issues and phenomena as it draws attention to the power relations embedded 
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in the uneven distribution, access and control over resources such as water. Despite a variety of 

approaches within the application of a PE perspective to investigate human-environment 

interactions, there is broad agreement among political ecologists, that environmental change is 

not a neutral, but a political process where costs and benefits are distributed unequally among 

actors (Bryant and Bailey 1997). Such unequal distribution can reinforce or reduce existing social 

and economic inequalities. Furthermore, this also has political implications regarding power 

relations between actors, whereby “environmental change not only signifies wealth creation for 

some and impoverishment for others, it also thereby alters the ability of actors to control or resist 

other actors” (Bryant and Bailey 1997, 28). Adding a critical PE perspective helps to examine 

intersections between flows of power and water in different policy-driven and everyday 

practices and uncover how these shape hydro-social arrangements and relations (see 

Swyngedouw 2009; Bakker 2011; Budds and Sultana 2013). In other words, a PE lens highlights 

the importance of social relations in shaping the governance over and distribution of resources 

such as water in addition to relations with natural resources and technology. However, PE has 

been criticised for its limitation in offering convincing counter-narratives that can advance new 

strategies to guide future efforts and for underplaying human agency and diversity (see 

Finewood and Holifield 2015;  Blaikie 2012 cited in Hanson and Buechler 2015). “[C]ritical urban 

political ecology examinations of water have largely focused on detailing how social power 

relations serve to produce class and community-wide distributional inequities within the 

regulation of water in cities” (Truelove 2011, 144) focusing the analysis on city-wide water 

governance arrangements often emphasising class in relation to socio-political inequalities and 

neglecting other forms of social stratification, e.g. gender, race and ability (Hanson and Buechler 

2015). The pathways approach developed by scholars at the STEPS Centre in Sussex makes an 

explicit effort to move from critique to guiding future action. It aims to challenge dominant 

discourses that perpetuate poverty and social injustice and build new pathways through an 

integrated approach that examines the relationship between ecology, technology, poverty and 

justice (Leach et al. 2007; Leach 2010);  an appropriate perspective for the analysis of policy-

driven and everyday practices.  

With a focus on urban water poverty trajectories, this investigation needs to go beyond the city 

level to reveal the diversity among the urban water poor, how they deal with and respond to 

the inadequacies of WSS systems and how they might do so with differing abilities. “The 

geographies of sanitation and water provision and access across and within urban informal 

settlements are profoundly diverse and contingent on various social, economic, political, 

institutional, technological and historical processes“ (McFarlane and Desai 2015, 442). Within 

the broader field of PE, a Feminist Political Ecology (FPE) perspective allows to explore the range 
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of everyday practices and power relations at the micro level as well as policy-driven practices 

within wider processes of change and development in the city, country and globally. FPE was 

introduced in 1996 and draws on post-structuralism, feminist geography and cultural ecology 

and considers gender as a key variable that shapes access to and control over resources 

(Rocheleau et al. 1996). FPE does not solely focus on women but more generally allows the 

examination of social and material inequalities. In the case of urban water poverty, “[b]y 

examining the meanings and spatialities of everyday practices, particularly in reproducing 

patterns of social difference and exclusion, FPE scholarship gives analytical attention to the 

myriad and diverse water practices that residents employ unequally within communities” 

(Truelove 2011, 146). While FPE focuses on the scale of everyday practices it also considers the 

interconnectedness between local processes and regional, national and international 

developments (Elmhirst 2011; Sundberg 2015). Combining an exploration of the diverse 

everyday practices of the urban water poor with an analysis of policy-driven practices within the 

city and beyond, can serve to interrogate the interplay between the two in shaping people’s 

trajectories of urban water poverty. This allows researchers to trace, track, interrogate and 

unsettle dominant assumptions about key principles, structures and relations (Hayman 2015). 

The subsequent section introduces further concepts and theories that add complementary 

analytical lenses to such interrogation. 

2.2 What shapes urban water poverty trajectories?  

“Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they please . . .”  

(Marx 1981, p. 15 cited in Baber 1991) 

While people live through urban water poverty in distinct ways, adopting a range of everyday 

practices to meet their needs, their trajectories are not isolated from wider processes of change 

and development within the city, the nation and beyond. But how much is dependent on 

people’s own action and how far is the fate of those living in urban water poverty influenced by 

external factors and forces?  And how do these processes intertwine and influence each other? 

Examining debates around poverty, it is evident that they are essentially dominated by two 

largely divergent perspectives regarding the principal causes of poverty with one arguing that 

structural factors induce poverty while the other emphasises the role individual behaviour and 

responsibility plays and each school of thought leads to significantly different policy 

prescriptions (Wratten 1995; Harkness et al. 2012; Shildrick and Rucell 2015). The above quote 

by Marx suggests that it is not necessarily a case of ‘either or’ but rather hints towards an 

intricate interplay between structural forces and individual action and Shildrick and Rucell 
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further cement the case for considering both influences: “a growing emphasis on individual 

responsibility and behaviour can render class inequality and the importance of opportunity 

structures less obvious. Despite this, it remains the case that where you start out in life continues 

to have a significant influence on where you are likely to end up” (Shildrick and Rucell 2015, 5). 

Transferring the same logic to urban water poverty, this suggests that while people have some 

influence over their trajectories, they are simultaneously conditioned by wider, often structural, 

processes. For example, the discourse of privatisation and private sector participation in WSS 

provision is still dominant in the international arena and resonates quite clearly in policy-driven 

practices in the Tanzanian context but they do not affect everyone in the same way. Instead, the 

implications for people and their level of urban water poverty is concurrently influenced by 

people’s ability to act and their everyday practices. The discussion in the following section aims 

to add another layer to the examination of policy-driven and everyday practices and how they 

shape urban water poverty trajectories. To that end, it draws on critical debates in social theory 

on agency and structure towards a more dialectic approach that bridges simple binaries inherent 

in structuralist and post-structuralist perspectives (Harvey 1996; Tetreault 2017). This will help 

to gain insights into the differential capacities to act among the urban water poor and explore 

the potential for transformative change within and across existing practices that can move 

people out of urban water poverty.  

2.2.1 Defining agency and structure in the context of urban water poverty 

In the most basic terms, structure, often referred to as social structure, denotes the relationship 

between variables (Dowding 2008). (Social) structure broadly refers to “systems of shared 

norms, values and ideas that shape social behaviour” to organise and regulate human action and 

relations (Elder-Vass 2010a, 78). Different scholars also relate to structure as ‘external forces’, 

‘macro perspective’ (Lamsal 2012) or ‘macro systems’ (Habermas cited in Rafiee et al. 2014) and 

‘field’ (Bourdieu cited in Walther 2014). The difficulty in defining ‘structure’ has led to many 

scholars using it ambiguously because they implicitly attach different meanings. Based on the 

original work by Giddens, structures can be seen as dual in that they are composed by schemas 

or procedures (Giddens refers to these as rules) and human and non-human resources6, which 

co-constitute each other: “Nonhuman resources have a material existence that is not reducible 

to rules or schemas, but the activation of material things as resources, the determination of their 

                                                             
6 Human resources refer to people’s knowledge, skill and strength/power while non-human resources 
capture natural and manufactured objects distributed unevenly among society (Sewell 1992).  
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value and social power, is dependent on the cultural schemas that inform their social use” (Sewell 

1992, 12). Structure is frequently associated with limits. However, the duality of structure 

implies constraints as well as opportunities: structures can enable or empower as well as 

constrain people’s actions, which in turn is associated with access to and control over resources, 

e.g. water, infrastructure and financial capital (Lamsal 2012). Structures exist across scales and 

they vary between different institutional spheres, e.g. religious, cultural, political or educational, 

based on resources that differ in nature and quantity and are unequally distributed.  

Agency refers to the capacity of any social actor to act independently and choose freely; “agents 

behave according to their internal composition and history, and their external relations” 

(Garikipati and Olsen 2008, 329). The literature also makes reference to ‘micro perspectives’ or 

‘internal motivations’ (Lamsal 2012), ‘micro lifeworlds’ (Habermas cited in Rafiee et al. 2014) 

and ‘habitus’ (Bourdieu cited in Walther 2014). The definition above by Garikipati and Olsen 

suggests that the intent of agency is not fixed and that the capacity to act, e.g. to move out of 

urban water poverty, varies across different agents. This is corroborated by Sewell, who argues 

that while some level of agency is inherent in everyone, it differs significantly both in nature and 

extent, across and within societies, as it is culturally and historically determined (Sewell 1992). 

On a very basic level, agency denotes the capacity of individuals to conduct their daily lives and 

cope with changing and unforeseen circumstances through their everyday practices (Sewell 

1992; Walther 2014). For the urban water poor exercising such rudimentary degree of agency 

involves living their lives and adapting to change in a way that does not worsen their access to 

WSS, but their capacity to improve it is insufficient. On a more substantial level, agency is 

broadly understood as the capacity or power to instigate actions and influence decision-making 

(Giddens 1984; Coole 2005; Cleaver 2007). Accordingly, being an agent, having agency, implies 

a capability to exert some control over social relations and the ability to transform them, to 

some extent, through the mobilisation of human and non-human resources (Sewell 1992). In 

reference to urban water poverty, this denotes people’s capacity to lower their level of urban 

water poverty (individually or collectively) through their everyday practices by altering existing 

structures and relations, e.g. by enhancing their access to and control over resources such as 

water. A focus on everyday practices of the urban water poor thus offers a means to examine 

their level of agency to alter their trajectories.  

Giddens, in particular, defines agency largely in relation to purposive action, emphasising self-

consciousness, reflexivity and intent (see reflexive agency in Figure 2.1). In itself, reflexive 

agency does not provide any indication about the morality or creativity behind the action. While 

the term is often used in relation to capacity for progressive change, it can serve to either 
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reinforce and stabilise existing networks of power or “force open spaces for resistance and 

change within and between presently available discourses and practices” (i.e. material and 

discursive practices) (Kesby 2005, 2046). Thus, some might use their agency to uphold existing 

practices and maintain, or even worsen, current water poverty levels while others use it to 

change existing practices and develop pathways out of urban water poverty. Moreover, 

reflexivity can also be accompanied by powerlessness and domination in that people might be 

aware of unjust access to WSS and the underlying causes but lack the power or resources to 

influence material and discursive practices and this turns people into objects rather than agents 

of change (see ‘self as reflexive object’ in Figure 2.1).  

Figure 2.1: A model of agency 

Reflexivity 

Self as object 

 

Self as reflexive 
object 

 
 

 

Reflexive agency 
(Giddens) 

 
Self as agent 

Self as  
non-reflexive  

object 

Non-reflexive 
agency 

(Bourdieu) 

Non-reflexivity 

Source: elaborated on the basis of Hoggett (2001) 

Contrary to Giddens, Bourdieu’s theory of practice awards limited power to people’s reflexive 

behaviour, particularly to those in more marginalised positions like the urban water poor, 

stressing that agency is predominantly constituted by non-reflexive practice (Cleaver 2007; 

Walther 2014). Accordingly, agency does not only denote purposive action, but can be exercised 

via routine practices and unconscious behaviour (see non-reflexive agency in Figure 2.1), which 

classifies most everyday practices in relation to WSS as non-reflexive (Greener 2002; Cleaver 

2007; Cleaver and De Koning 2015). Essentially, “it is possible that some parts of our actions can 

be determined more or less unconsciously while others are determined as a consequence of 

conscious, and perhaps sometimes rational, decision making” (Elder-Vass 2010b, 109). How far 

reflexivity influences people’s action is, again, variable and many scholars would argue that 
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transformative change, i.e. people moving out of urban water poverty, is not only possible 

through purposive/reflexive action, but also through small reconfigurations of everyday 

practices (Armstrong 2002; Cleaver 2007; Strengers 2010; Walther 2014). Nevertheless, the 

level and nature of agency varies considerably because of its recursive relationship with 

structure, an aspect discussed in more detail in section 2.2.2.  

Within the debate around agency, the conceptualisation of individual and collective agency and 

the role each of them play in shaping lower-income groups’ political action is a heavily discussed 

issue and fuelled by different assumptions (Cleaver 2007). It is crucial to understand what shapes 

collective endeavours and to what effect since low-income residents frequently take action as a 

group to tackle inadequate access to services (see Cheng 2015; McGranahan 2015; McGranahan 

and Mitlin 2016). Steel argues that too much emphasis on collective agency runs the risk of 

overlooking the heterogeneous character of poor communities and underestimating the 

potential of individual agency in opposing or reinforcing oppressing structures (2012).  Some 

individuals are evidently better able to align collective endeavours with their personal interests 

than others (Cleaver 2007). Sometimes, people might act together, but the intention behind 

that action is not fully shared, or predominantly driven by motives of personal gain from certain 

individuals, rather than a commitment to a collective goal. Types of collective action that 

represent more of an aggregation of individual acts rather than a form of collective agency are 

less powerful in generating change in collective life (Elder-Vass 2010b; Roth 2011). For instance, 

a household’s decision to join a sanitation project might be largely driven by an individual 

interest in gaining access to a better household toilet instead of a collective intent to improve 

sanitary conditions in the neighbourhood. As a consequence, individual household efforts 

towards the common goal are likely to be limited. While distinguishing between individual and 

collective or political agency can provide valuable insights regarding the capacity to move out of 

urban water poverty, importantly, human agency is always relational in that social relations are 

key, i.e. the capacity to mobilise others, whether initiated by individuals or a collective, for 

cooperation and support (De Herdt and Bastiaensen 2008). 

2.2.2 The dialectics of agency and structure in urban water poverty 

As already established at the beginning of section 2.2, discussions on the relationship between 

agency and structure largely depart from two different schools of thought, structuralism and 

individualism, whereby “[s]tructuralists understand individual interests as being caused by social 

structure, whereas individualists tend to see agents as reacting to structure in defining their 

interests” (Dowding 2008, 23). It is critical to return to the debate to deliberate the relationship 
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between agency and structure in more detail to explore how far transformative change within 

policy-driven and everyday practices requires structural alterations and investigate the potential 

for individual and collective agency to lower urban water poverty levels. Dowding argues that, 

by and large, the two perspectives offer two sides of the same coin. Rather than showing 

significant analytical differences, disparities are mainly rhetorical in terms of where they place 

the emphasis: “[i]f we concentrate upon the set of relationships that constrain and enable then 

we privilege structure; if we concentrate upon how those relationships constrain or enable the 

agents to do what they want – that is we concentrate attention upon individual agency – we 

examine the power of individuals” (Dowding 2008, 24). As a criticism to extreme voluntarism 

and determinism, Giddens’ structuration theory offers a valuable starting point for the agency-

structure discussion (and an exploration of policy-driven and everyday practices) in that it 

provides an attempt to conceptualise social action by transcending the dualism of structure and 

agency and asserting that they are co-constitutive of each other:  

“Structure represents the rules and resources and exists only in the constituting 
moments of social systems; social systems, on the other hand, represent the 
reproduced relations between actors and collectivities organized as regular 
practices, while structuration refers to the conditions governing the continuity or 
transformation of structures and the reproduction of systems. Finally, action 
represents a wide range of options for the actor” (Baber 1991, 223–224).  

While structuration theory in itself does not provide a finished analytical framework, the 

concepts of the theory, as Giddens himself claims, are useful ‘sensitising devices’ that 

acknowledge the inextricable interconnectedness of agency and structure and form the basis to 

rethink the relationship between micro and macro perspectives and processes that is enacted 

in policy-driven and everyday practices (Giddens 1984, 326). Elder-Vass has critically explored 

the complex relationship between structure and agency, reflecting on key scholars such as 

Giddens, Bourdieu and Archer, and arrived at a useful definition that acknowledges the intricate 

and dynamic connection whereby  

“structures are made up of agents, thereby inherently including in the structure 
the knowledge that agents have of the structure by virtue of including the agents 
as its parts and thus their knowledge as properties of these parts. ….[T]his 
knowledge plays a central role in the interplay of structure and agency that 
implements, reproduces and transforms social structures” (Elder-Vass 2010b, 
105).  

In other words, there is no structure without agents and no agents without structure. Such 

definition helps to move away from the theoretical dichotomisation of structure and agency 

largely driven by Cartesian conjectures that place the two at opposite sides of a spectrum (Coole 
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2005) and recognises that they presuppose each other (Rafiee et al. 2014). It further shows that 

agency is strongly intertwined with structural systems and “appropriate ways of being and 

behaving are not simply a matter of individual choice”, but further subject to structures that 

shape the “opportunities and resources available to individuals” (Cleaver 2007, 226). Since 

human and non-human resources carry power and are unevenly distributed among people, for 

some the range of possible actions regarding urban water poverty might be restricted while 

simultaneously extending it for others. “For many poorer and subordinate individuals and 

groups, access to resources is primarily exercised through inequitable social arrangements” 

(Cleaver 2007, 234). Having said that, it is important to highlight that “[p]ower is not inherent 

within powerful subjects but is dispersed throughout the complex networks of discourse, 

practices, and relationships that position subjects as powerful and that justify and facilitate their 

authority in relation to others (Kesby 2005, 2040). This emphasises the need for a disaggregated 

examination of power imbalances amongst groups that are overall perceived as less powerful, 

such as the urban water poor, which is deliberated in section 2.2.3. 

Unequal power relations are produced, reproduced and reflected in policy-driven as well as 

everyday practices. They can be evident at the level of the household (e.g. between husband 

and wife), settlement (between different residents), city (across settlements) and beyond 

(Cleaver 2007; Truelove 2011; Brock et al. 2012) and manifest in disparate levels of urban water 

poverty and different levels of control over one’s practices and trajectory. They might be 

reinforced by structural conditions and human agency or challenged. “[S]tructures shape 

people’s practices, but it is also people’s practices that constitute (and reproduce) structures” 

(Rafiee et al. 2014, 143). The choices people have over their everyday practices regarding access 

to WSS is as dependent on their degree of agency as on ‘the rules of the game’ and people’s 

structural position: “We can always say that individuals make choices, as long as we do not 

forget that they do not choose the principle of these choices” (Bourdieu cited in Wacquant 1989, 

45). In this sense, agency, individual or collective, plays a key part in defining whether material 

and discursive practices (policy-driven and everyday) are maintained and uphold existing levels 

of urban water poverty, thus constitute part of structure, or if they are transformed in a way 

that can lift people out of it (Lamsal 2012). As such, structures are not impervious to human 

action or agency and need to be envisaged as processes that are susceptible to change (Sewell 

1992). However, the potential for transforming current practices depends, to some extent, on 

how far they are considered as permanent and natural, and Katz argues that “[t]he knowledge 

that what is given is always made up and thus could be made different is perhaps unlearned, 

forgotten, or dulled by routine in most adults” (Katz 2004, 257). For instance, women might 

accept or challenge their given roles (e.g. as main water collectors and with little involvement in 
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household decision-making) based on socially embedded moral world views and cultural norms, 

which in Tanzania are strongly gendered (Cleaver 2007; Van Aelst 2014). Consequently, practices 

are as much constitutive of people’s lives as they are reconstitutive of social structures (Hays 

1994) highlighting how both policy-driven and everyday practices are, in essence, enactments 

in space and time of a dialectic agency-structure relationship that shapes urban water poverty 

trajectories.  

Potential for transformative change 

Katz’s typology of agency helps to explore the capacity for transformation in the multitude of 

urban water poverty trajectories and practices. She distinguishes between the interwoven and 

mutually sustaining practices of resilience (adaptation of circumstances to get by on a day-to-

day basis); reworking (alterations within existing structure and constraints) and resistance 

(reorder and undermining of structural constraints) (Katz 2004). In the case of urban water 

poverty ‘small acts of resilience’, as Katz (2004) calls them, refer to practices that people have 

developed to access enough water in the absence of adequate supply, e.g. through the 

diversification of water sources and facilities. These are usually not driven by a critical 

consciousness of the problem but rather constitute coping mechanisms. Small crises or ‘breaks’ 

to people’s routines, e.g. power cuts, changes to household structure, illness etc., can trigger 

temporary or permanent reconfigurations of practices as people adjust to the emerging 

circumstances. “The transformation of practices is therefore a dynamic process involving shifts 

and breaks in their everyday reproduction, which occur with reference to their historical and 

current composition” (Strengers 2010, 17). An example of reworking could be individual or 

collective self-help initiatives that, in the absence of a utility network, extend water supply 

through distributed infrastructure systems. Such initiatives are motivated by an obvious 

recognition of the problem but rather than challenging hegemonic relations through opposition 

or confrontation they focus on pragmatic responses that have the potential to lift people 

incrementally out of urban water poverty (Katz 2004). For instance, some grassroots 

organisations intentionally seek a practical engagement with the state to meet both practical 

and strategic needs of the urban (water) poor through a process in which actors renegotiate and 

transform prevailing rules and relations (Mitlin 2008; Levy 2015). Finally, acts of resistance have 

a clear oppositional character whereby individuals or groups explicitly challenge the rules of the 

game with the aim of undoing prevailing unequal power relations at various scales that sustain 

urban water poverty and they are more effective if combined with a clear vision for change. 

“Such ruptural, non-incremental changes may occur in individuals’ lives, in family systems, in 

neighbourhood communities, within institutions and, just occasionally, within whole societies” 
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and are based on conscious and reflexive action (Hoggett 2001, 51), e.g. a wife facing up to her 

husband about her lack of influence in household decision-making with a desire of gaining more 

authority or local communities confronting the government about failing to fulfil their right to 

adequate service provision in their neighbourhood.  

Any successful effort to move out of urban water poverty can emerge equally in everyday 

practices of “’resilience’ and the processes of ‘reworking’ as much as in the course of more 

targeted and conscious acts of resistance” but only if they are ultimately able to alter social 

relations (Katz 2004, 254). Kesby’s (2005) discussion on agency and structure in relation to 

empowerment and participation helps to think more critically about transformative change 

regarding urban water poverty. Nowadays, WSS projects frequently have a component that 

emphasises the participation and empowerment of marginalised people, particularly when 

supported by ESAs. Even when a project succeeds in generating a participatory and empowering 

environment that enhances the agency of disadvantaged groups, the difficulty lies in 

transporting and reproducing the conditions generated within a carefully managed project 

environment to people’s everyday practices that are constituted and governed by rather 

different power constellations and structural forces (Kesby 2005). At the local level, this would 

require altering social relations whereby social groups uphold the values of participation and 

empowerment in WSS-related processes and decision-making and embed them in everyday 

spaces and practices. Moreover, maintaining people’s increased agency towards more equitable 

access to WSS requires conducive social relations not only in everyday practices, but also in 

policy-driven practices at other scales (Kesby 2005).  

For the investigation of urban water poverty trajectories, insights from critical institutionalism 

provide a useful addition to the agency-structure debate by highlighting the importance of the 

meso level or the ‘messy middle’ of institutions to explain how change takes place. “Here we 

can see the blending of logics, the leakage of meaning, the exercise of authoritative power, as 

well as the creative exercise of agency, the generation of practical governance and the stubborn 

persistence of inequities” (Cleaver and De Koning 2015, 6). As such, critical institutionalism 

scholarship “treads a middle ground between structural accounts of agency in which people’s 

actions are defined by their place in the social system (the roles, norms and forms of cognition 

that this imposes), with post-structural emphases on diversity and creativity of identities and 

practices” (Cleaver and De Koning 2015, 8). In this sense, agents are not only those living in 

urban water poverty, but also other stakeholders and their organisations. With regards to the 

latter, it is important to consider the agency of planners, practitioners, policy-makers, etc., as 

individuals as well as the institutional agency of organisations they represent, i.e. ESAs, NGOs 
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and the state, in shaping urban water poverty trajectories through their policy-driven discursive 

and material practices (De Herdt and Bastiaensen 2008).  

According to Dowding, the rules of an organisation significantly influence the practices of their 

agents while also structuring the powers of different agents (Dowding 2008). Structures are 

therefore places of power relations in which practices of agents take place. The role played by 

infrastructure and technology should not be underestimated as it has clear implications for 

people’s practices to access WSS and their capacity to exercise agency; different types of WSS 

facilities constitute non-human resources that entail distinct levels of power for different actors 

(Giddens 1984; Cleaver and De Koning 2015, 11). 

Applying the insights and logic of the preceding discussion to the analysis of policy-driven and 

everyday practices in relation to urban water poverty, will not only help to unveil who and what 

shapes these different practices, but will also uncover how far they are restricting or enabling 

pathways out of urban water poverty. The debate further established that not everybody carries 

the same level of agency, whether this is to maintain the status quo or towards transformative 

change. The differences between the poor and the non-poor in urban areas is fairly obvious, 

particularly in cities like Dar es Salaam. Many water supply systems in cities of the Global South 

tend to be restricted to more affluent areas while others remain unserved and urban water 

poverty is frequently associated with wealth and income inequalities (Ekers and Loftus 2008) 

culminating in areas that are largely inhabited by lower-income populations. However, the 

thesis contends that the urban (water) poor cannot be treated as a homogenous group as the 

capacity to move out of urban water poverty can vary significantly among them. But how can 

trajectories of the urban water poor and their everyday practices be examined in a way that 

acknowledges complexity and diversity? The focus in the following section is on the ‘urban water 

poor’ to review relevant literature and develop a conceptualisation to that end. 

2.2.3 Conceptualising the urban water poor 

As mentioned above, the ‘urban (water) poor’ are still, by and large, classified based on their 

economic incapacity to meet their needs, masking the diversity among people belonging to this 

broad grouping. Over the years, the awareness of gender-based needs with regards to WSS 

provision and access has grown (Saleth et al. 2003; O’Reilly et al. 2009 Sultana 2011; Truelove 

2011) with increasing research that focuses on ‘‘the multi-faceted ways in which experiences, 

discourses and policies of water are gendered, and how gender is created through processes of 

access, use and control of water resources’’ (O’Reilly et al. 2009, 381).  
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Women and children have been gradually highlighted as particularly marginalised and 

vulnerable in relation to inadequate access to WSS (see the MDGs and more recently the SDGs). 

As a consequence, more and more WSS initiatives, frequently driven or supported by the 

international development community, have specifically focused on the needs of women and 

children (SNV et al. 2008; Gosling 2010; Batty et al. 2011). Other scholars have problematised 

the issue of land and housing tenure and tenure security in relation to WSS, which has led to a 

range of initiatives across the Global South trying to address this, often with support from ESAs 

(Aristizabal 2004; Homeless International 2011; Scott 2013; Scott et al. 2013). While these can 

be considered positive moves in the right direction, a sole focus on single elements of people’s 

identity leads to a limited understanding of the problem that could marginalise those differing 

from what is considered ‘the norm’ in other aspects, e.g. race/ethnicity, religion or ability 

(Hancock 2007; Dhamoon 2011).  

Consequently, several scholars have voiced a growing dissatisfaction with the independent 

analytical treatment of homogenous categories such as gender, class, age or income and the 

limiting explanatory power of this approach (Yuval-Davis 2006; Levy 2009). Cleaver reminds us 

that “[i]ndividual identities and associated motivations are complex and multi-layered, as are 

the channels through which resources are accessed. Plurality manifests in agents themselves” 

(2007, 233). In other words, differential access to WSS cannot simply be explained in relation to 

single identities as this would lead to a simplified understanding of urban water poverty. This 

discontent with grouping people around particular characteristics is largely grounded in and 

influenced by intersectionality scholarship. With the remit of intersectionality “to unsettle 

conventional mindsets, challenge oppressive power, think through the full architecture of 

structural inequalities and asymmetrical life opportunities, and see a more just world” (May 

2015, xi), the concept builds fittingly on the notions of justice and FPE and provides an 

opportunity to further refine the agency-structure discussion in the previous section. The 

following section draws on intersectionality literature to this end and refers to other concepts 

and literature where appropriate.  
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Intersectional identities and relations of the urban water poor7 

Intersectionality analysis originally emerged from research on gender and race in the United 

States and the discontent with single-axis analytical frameworks, but has since been more widely 

conceptualised and applied (for historical reviews see McCall 2005; Prins 2006; Hancock 2007; 

Nash 2008). The key argument of intersectionality is that people’s identities cannot be captured 

or reduced to a sole category but need to be defined by considering intersections of multiple 

identities and relations. For quite some time, the formation of collectives has largely been driven 

by identity politics whereby marginalised people unite around a common characteristic of their 

identity (e.g. class, people of colour, women, gay and lesbians) to challenge domination and 

oppression. This conflates or even ignores intragroup differences that intersectionality 

specifically aims to transcend by acknowledging that identity categories intersect and co-

construct each other in different ways (Crenshaw 1991). Part of the literature on 

intersectionality insists that to analyse inequality and marginalisation it is not sufficient to solely 

focus on disadvantaged groups, but to further study those where power and privilege prevail 

(Choo and Ferree 2010; Yuval-Davis 2011; Christensen and Jensen 2012). While this may be 

important, there is already a broad, albeit, unsophisticated awareness of those living in water 

poverty in an urban context, as portrayed in the starting definition of urban water poverty in 

section 1.1.1. Instead, and as argued before, what is currently lacking is a much more nuanced 

and disaggregated conceptualisation of urban water poverty within the broad grouping of ‘the 

urban water poor’, which this section of the thesis aims to advance.  

In the Global South, it is largely feminists that have embraced the concept of intersectionality 

since the early 2000s but the application in relation to issues of environmental injustice and 

inequality, particularly with regard to water and sanitation, has so far been limited (see 

Symington 2004; Seward 2014; Hanson and Buechler 2015; Thompson 2016). While a systemic 

approach to intersectionality, largely embraced by US scholars, emphasises the constitutive role 

of social categories in people’s identities and social inequalities, the British approach adopts a 

constructionist interpretation of the concept, which downplays their determining character and 

underlines the importance of dynamic relations (Prins 2006; Mollett and Faria 2013). This 

research calls attention to the latter as over-emphasising categories and individual identities in 

an investigation of urban water poverty trajectories that disregards how relational aspects 

                                                             
7 The discussion that follows is based on earlier and shorter versions that I developed for two book 
chapters, which explore trajectories of urban water poverty in Dar es Salaam and Lima (see Allen and 
Hofmann 2017; Hofmann 2017b). 
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influence access to services runs the risk of replicating the approaches that intersectionality 

analysis tries to critique (Nash 2008; Dhamoon 2011). In fact, newly created but fixed categories 

are problematic even if informed by aspirations of inclusiveness as they fail to acknowledge the 

dynamic character of power relations and thus foreclose the possibility to challenge, contest 

and transform them (Somers 1994). For example, treating all female Muslim tenants in their 

thirties in the same manner, overlooks the different (and changing) power relations their lives 

are embedded in, e.g. with their husbands, landlords or water vendors, and how these impact 

on their urban water poverty trajectories. The importance of relations is corroborated by 

Symington who argues that “people live multiple, layered identities derived from social relations, 

history and the operation of structures of power. People are members of more than one 

community at the same time, and can simultaneously experience oppression and privilege” 

(2004, 2).  

Political ecologists traditionally define their subject identities based on fixed categories, while 

an FPE lens, as adopted in this thesis, supports a relational approach as it “responds to the 

destabilization of gender by emphasizing intersectionality as the primary method of addressing 

how social subjects are constituted in and through diverse and interlocking processes of 

differentiation such as gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, class, and livelihood” (Sundberg 2015, 

12). A relational FPE approach thus enables the examination of urban water poverty to focus on 

“the social relations surrounding who accesses and how access is achieved, including direct 

versus indirect access within communities” and pay attention not only to relations in the 

community and beyond, but also within the household (Truelove 2011, 146). This, as contended 

by Sundberg, lends itself particularly well to an investigation of everyday practices of the urban 

water poor: “research in FPE draws attention to everyday intimate and embodied practices along 

with household micropolitics. The scale of the everyday is where social reproduction takes place, 

where subject identities and social orders are brought into being and contested. Attending to 

daily life allows FPE to shed light on otherwise neglected dimensions of environmental 

engagements” (2015, 7–8).  

Within this focus on micropolitics, everyday practices and trajectories, a relational perspective 

allows for the analysis to connect to other scales and policy-driven practices, i.e. that of the city, 

nation and global political economy and “a relational view of how social life is constituted 

emphasizes the importance of an analytic focus on the quality of relational interactions. These 

are the threads through which power relations are made manifest, in different ways and through 

different levels of consciousness” (Healey 2003, 112). The plurality and overlapping of people’s 

identities and social relations means that individuals can be agents for transformative change as 
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well as constituent parts of structure. It is not uncommon in Dar es Salaam that local residents 

are both local government representatives as well as members of a community collective trying 

to enhance the voice of marginalised people. While action under one identity would 

predominantly reinforce structure through policy-driven practices, the other aims to challenge 

such practices by enhancing individual and collective agency of the urban water poor. 

There are two key aspects in relation to intersectionality scholarship to be emphasised in the 

approach adopted in this thesis. Firstly, intersectionality scholarship offers an effective way for 

a disaggregated conceptualisation of the ‘urban water poor’ as it moves beyond identity politics 

and acknowledges how  intersections of multiple identity characteristics influence people’s lives. 

Secondly, while it is valuable to consider intersectional identities, an examination of existing 

practices and how they shape individual trajectories of urban water poverty needs to focus 

particularly on changing intersectional relations, which concedes that urban water poverty is 

not a static phenomenon but subject to changes over time. The following section will further 

deliberate the importance of space and time in such investigation.   

Intersections of time, space and relationality 

In their work on entitlement to services, McFarlane and Desai highlight the spatial and temporal 

aspect of urban water poverty and argue that research, policy and practice commonly do not 

pay sufficient attention to the heterogeneity within and across settlements and cities in spatial 

and temporal terms (McFarlane and Desai 2015). In other words, researchers, policy makers and 

practitioners tend to overlook the fact that urban water poverty is not experienced in the same 

way across the globe, within cities, inside settlements and households; it is not a static 

phenomenon but constitutes a multi-layered process embedded in a particular place and time 

and subject to change. To highlight the influence of spatial features on urban poverty Parnell 

asserts that “the material experience of the organisation of streets, the physical distribution of 

urban services, and the natural and built terrain of cities establish the canvas on which and 

through which profiles of poverty are etched” (Parnell 2015, 21). Critics of Giddens’ a-contextual 

approach also highlight the importance of time and space, emphasising the need to explore the 

dialectic relationship of agency and structure in particular local and historical settings (Baber 

1991; Cleaver 2007). The investigation of policy-driven and everyday practices thus needs to be 

rooted within the intersection of time and place as key domains in shaping, challenging and 

restructuring social relations that shape urban water poverty trajectories at the individual as 

well as the structural level (Yuval-Davis 2006).  
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In that sense, "[s]pace is not an empty dimension along which social groupings become 

structured, but has to be considered in terms of its involvement in the constitution of the systems 

of interactions” (Lamsal 2012, 119). Methodologically, an integration of time, space and 

relationality moves away from categorical identities and emphasises “the embeddedness of 

identit[ies] in overlapping networks of relations that shift over time and space”. This supports a 

contextual examination of urban water poverty as a trajectory rather than a static phenomenon, 

in which policy-driven and everyday practices are scrutinised to reveal how they are constituted, 

reconstituted, challenged and transformed over time by people’s hydro-social relations in a 

particular historical and spatial setting (Somers 1994, 607). Adopting such approach helps to 

develop a more disaggregated understanding of urban water poverty and shed light onto the 

‘multiple axes of inequality’ that shape different practices and affect people’s trajectories (Prins 

2006). 

Based on the preceding discussion, it becomes evident that people’s capacity or agency to move 

out of urban water poverty, i.e. the ability to take advantage of an intervention or opportunity, 

or to overcome constraining conditions, is unequal because it is strongly influenced by the 

multitude of social relations and networks that a person is embedded in. As mentioned above, 

and in accordance with non-rationalist models, people’s agency needs to be recognised as 

relational based on “a concept of a ‘relational self’ in which self cannot be understood except in 

its relation to other”, rather than seen as synonymous with autonomous individuals (Hoggett 

2001, 45; emphasis in original). Essentially, to move out of urban water poverty requires an 

application of agency that can mobilise others and trigger a shift in social relationships (Katz 

2004; Cleaver 2007). In line with FPE and intersectionality scholarship, it is important not to limit 

the analysis of urban water poverty to relations between urban water poor communities and 

the city but equally consider relations within these communities down to individual households 

(Truelove 2011) because decision-making regarding WSS is not confined to one place, but occurs 

at multiple levels and locations in the public as well as in the private realm (Cleaver 2007). 

Structure captures an important aspect of social relations because there is “the tendency of 

patterns of relations to be reproduced even when actors engaging in the relations are unaware 

of the patterns or do not desire their reproduction” (Sewell 1992, 3). As mentioned above, policy-

driven and everyday practices are, consciously or unconsciously, influenced by socially and 

culturally embedded moral world views, which are both tied to specific historical and spatial 

settings, and perceptions that carry particular connotations regarding social identities and 

relations, e.g. gendered relations and responsibilities within the household, class positions, etc. 

(Cleaver 2007). Hays argues that “systems of relations between differently located social groups, 

are recurrently reproduced far more often than they are transformed; they must be considered 
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as a form of social structure, a pattern of social life that tends to remain stable over time” (1994, 

69). The potential for transformative change to move people out of urban water poverty 

depends on how far existing systems of relations are considered permanent and naturalised, 

e.g. how far are unequal relations that put some in an inferior position, leading to differential 

access to WSS and disparate levels of urban water poverty, believed to be normal and somewhat 

justified?  

In this sense, “power governs not simply by refusal but also by permission: by telling people what 

they must be, by enabling and conditioning the possibilities for their action, and by constituting 

regimes of truth by which they may understand and live their lives. Far from being absent except 

when exercised, this kind of power is constantly at work within the discourses and practices that 

structure daily life. Moreover, the effects of power are not intrinsically stable; they appear to be 

so only if the knowledges and practices constituting prevailing inequalities continue to be 

reproduced” (Kesby 2005, 2040). When examining policy-driven and everyday practices in 

relation to trajectories of urban water poverty, this needs to reveal how they have come into 

being. Highlighting the uneven social relations that define people’s trajectories and that shape 

different practices, opens up the possibility that things could be different, at least in theoretical 

terms. 

2.3 Towards a relational approach to investigate urban water poverty  

Through the three overarching research questions outlined in the introduction, this research 

aims to shed light on what enables or restrains people to move out of urban water poverty and 

why. This chapter presented and deliberated a range of complementary analytical lenses that 

are key in framing and guiding the analysis of urban water poverty trajectories and intersect in 

a relational approach. The additional questions presented in section 1.1.2 of the Introduction 

constitute an interrelated set of queries. They have been developed in line with the arguments 

established in this chapter to facilitate a relational investigation to unpack the intricate 

relationship between policy-driven and everyday practices and how they shape individual 

trajectories within the case of Dar es Salaam.  

The aim of a relational investigation on urban water poverty trajectories is to identify which 

factors pull people out of urban water poverty and which ones push them further into it, thus 

providing insights towards the potential for transformative change. As emphasised above, the 

analysis needs to pay careful attention to how intersections of time, space and 

socioenvironmental relations, shape people’s actions, practices and urban water poverty 

trajectories. Analytically, a normative perspective centred around principles of 
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socioenvironmental justice and complemented by an FPE perspective allows for the unveiling of 

aspects of injustice and inequality within existing practices and incorporates environmental 

considerations in the enquiry. FPE specifically enables a multi-scalar analysis that is sensitive to 

space and time, which is pertinent to a contextualised investigation of practices and trajectories. 

Insights from the agency-structure debate help to demonstrate how far policy-driven and 

everyday practices (as enactments of the dialectic agency-structure relationship) produce, 

reproduce or challenge unequal power relations that shape urban water poverty trajectories 

across scales, including the level of the household, settlement, city and beyond. This exposes 

where unequal social relations have been normalised and by whom while also identifying ‘shifts’ 

and ‘cracks’ in existing practices. This will not only reveal current vulnerabilities and wider 

structural influences, but also provide an understanding of agency and the capacity to challenge 

and transform existing practices in a way that can lift people out of urban water poverty. The  

integration of a constructionist approach to intersectionality that emphasises intersectional 

relations specifically enables a disaggregated examination of the ‘urban water poor’ that can 

provide insights into their diverse needs and differential abilities to act towards enabling as well 

as restraining structural processes. The following chapter addresses the operationalisation of 

this relational approach.  
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Chapter 3 Research process and methodology 

Understanding the forces that drive trajectories of urban water poverty requires analysis of 

complex, intersecting factors and practices. To this end, richness and detail of context specific 

trajectories are important and therefore the research used qualitative methods to answer the 

three overarching research questions presented in section 1.1.2. The previous chapter provided 

a detailed introduction and discussion of key conceptual and theoretical debates and presented 

a number of analytical lenses that culminate in a relational approach to examine urban water 

poverty trajectories. Spatial and temporal specificities are emphasised alongside the importance 

of multi-layered intersectional identities and relations. This led to a number of tasks with 

particular methodological considerations; tasks 3 and 4 (described below) specifically engage 

with the operationalisation of the analytical lenses discussed in the previous chapter:  

1) Identify a suitable case study city to explore urban water poverty;  

2) Select specific settlements where urban water poverty materialises and that 

demonstrate a range of everyday practices and varying exposure to policy-driven 

interventions; 

3) Examine urban water poverty through an exploration of policy-driven practices that 

directly or indirectly impact on urban water poverty in the chosen case study; everyday 

practices of the urban water poor in selected settlements; and individual trajectories of 

those living in urban water poverty. In line with the relational approach, these three 

interrelated enquiries require the following: 

a. Identification of appropriate methods to investigate the spatial and temporal 

specificities of urban water poverty; and 

b. Capture information on intersectional identities and relations of the urban 

water poor and their capacity to act. 

4) Analyse the relationship between policy-driven and everyday practices as enactments 

of the dialectic agency-structure relationship and their influence on urban water poverty 

trajectories. 

This chapter aims to convey how the research was carried out and what methods were applied 

to answer the research questions. Preceding the elaboration of the research design and process, 

a brief, yet necessary, explanation is provided with regard to earlier research and how this 

shaped the focus of this EngD. Subsequently, section 3.3 will focus on information needs and 

data collection to answer the research questions, paying particular attention to the selection of 

case study settlements. Section 3.4 presents a critical analysis of my own identity and relations, 
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and how these shaped the process and outcomes of the research, before focusing on research 

methods with regards to different study components. Section 3.5 thus details the methods 

employed to capture policy-driven practices, everyday practices and trajectories of the urban 

water poor. This is followed by insights into the processing and analysis of data before closing 

the chapter with a brief recapitulation about how the analytical framing was operationalised. 

Throughout the process, a number of ethical concerns emerged. Rather than devoting a 

dedicated section of the chapter to reflect on ethical considerations and how these were dealt 

with throughout the research process, particularly during fieldwork8, discussions on research 

ethics are integrated in the following sections and deliberated upon throughout the chapter in 

relation to specific components. 

3.1 Earlier research and focus 

Before embarking on my EngD journey, my research focused on water supply and sanitation in 

urban and peri-urban areas for almost a decade, dealing with issues relating to governance, 

access to infrastructure and services, rights and entitlements through a number of research 

projects and initiatives. The first few years of engagement with WSS-focused research helped to 

clarify issues on (peri-)urbanisation without infrastructure and the multiplicity of practices that 

materialise in such areas (see Allen et al. 2006a; Hofmann 2013b). Earlier studies conducted with 

colleagues further highlighted a significant misalignment between policy-driven practices and 

everyday practices of the urban poor (see Allen et al. 2006a; Hofmann 2011) with some evidence 

of practices that combine policy-driven and everyday efforts (e.g. see Allen et al. 2016). The 

focus on trajectories appeared at a later stage and emerged as a central theme of enquiry for 

this doctoral research as a result of the research component of the MRes completed in 2013.  

As described above, this EngD provided an opportunity to consolidate previous research and to 

continue with a practice-oriented inquiry of water and sanitation-related issues through a 

collaboration with two UK-based NGOs, namely WaterAid and BPD. This partnership influenced 

the research in that it pushed the project towards  the production of findings that are of value 

for both policy and practice. Moreover, both NGOs became the subject of study, particularly 

during the MRes, which enabled a preliminary investigation that largely consisted of examining 

urban water poverty through the practices of these two NGOs and other associated 

                                                             
8 A full application outlining the nature of the research, providing details about the fieldwork in Dar es 
Salaam, any ethical issues and how these would be addressed, was submitted to and approved by the UCL 
Ethics Committee (Project ID 6102/001) in August 2014. 
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organisations. The study contained a literature review, including unpublished documents from 

WaterAid and BPD, and was complemented by a discrete number of interviews with NGO 

representatives and other international development practitioners. While the research evolved 

and deepened substantially since, several years of previous research in the field together with 

the MRes laid the foundations for this EngD. These  specifically supported the clarification of the 

focus for this larger study, reflecting upon existing knowledge gaps, potential research questions 

and suitable case studies, and offered a good opportunity to establish the base understanding 

of the range of policy-driven practices on urban water poverty.  

As previous research has demonstrated, including findings from the MRes research (see 

Hofmann 2013a), urban water poverty is context specific and very much shaped by where it 

occurs. I therefore chose a city case study, not as a way of generalising aspects of urban water 

poverty, but because it enables a detailed study of the dynamics of urban water poverty in a 

particular setting (Eisenhardt 1989). Tanzania is one of the countries that has struggled to 

enhance access to WSS in urban areas and shows evidence of persistent levels of urban water 

poverty, a diverse range of WSS practices and an interesting history of WSS governance. Dar es 

Salaam, as already emphasised in section 1.1.2, provides a pertinent case mainly for three 

reasons: Firstly, the city displays a vast array of experimentation with WSS and related sectors 

of both policy-driven and everyday practices and therefore offers a rich scenario to explore 

urban water poverty trajectories. Secondly,  the wealth of previously conducted studies allowed 

for this research to move beyond basic data collection and to focus on a deeper interrogation of 

the intricacies of urban water poverty in the city. Thirdly, opportunities to research WSS-related 

issues in Dar es Salaam prior to embarking on this journey gave me the advantage of already 

having initial insights into the governance of WSS provision and the range of practices in the city. 

Because of the spatial characteristics of urban water poverty, emphasising inter- and intra-

settlement disparities, it became important to explore the phenomenon not just at the city level, 

but also within different neighbourhoods.  

3.1.1 Connections with other research projects 

Throughout this doctoral research I focused on an in-depth examination of urban water poverty 

trajectories in Dar es Salaam while opening windows for comparative analysis with other cases. 

In addition to drawing on previous research, synergies with other projects were established 

throughout the EngD. Overall, this enhanced my research in Dar es Salaam in several ways and 

allowed for an exploration of urban water poverty in low-income settlements in Dar es Salaam 

and elsewhere, which in turn enriched my analysis and helped test some of the emerging 
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findings. Moreover, these opportunities enhanced and widened the impact of my research. The 

foci of said projects, my role and the added value to this doctoral research, are briefly outlined 

below. 

Translocal learning for water justice: Peri-urban pathways in India, Tanzania and Bolivia 

(WatJust)  

Seed Grant by the International Social Science Council’s Transformations to Sustainability 

Programme (September 2014-March 2015) 

This exploratory research investigated the transformative potential of alternative water supply 

arrangements for and by urban and peri-urban poor communities in the urban regions of Kolkata 

(India), Dar es Salaam (Tanzania) and Cochabamba (Bolivia). In my role as co-investigator I 

focused largely on the case of Dar es Salaam, which enabled a field visit in February 2015 where 

preliminary fieldwork in the case study settlements was conducted, while also gaining insights 

into urban water poverty in the other two cities. Part of my doctoral research contributed to a 

published city profile on water justice in Dar es Salaam (see Kombe et al. 2015)  

Pathways out of urban water poverty in Nigeria  

DFID-funded project (May 2015-April 2016) 

This project, carried out in collaboration with the University of Lagos, explored urban water 

poverty in Nigeria to assist in future efforts to meet the current and projected service gap in 

urban areas. As principal investigator, I directed the work of others in Lagos in applying a similar, 

albeit condensed, approach and methodology to that of this doctoral research. Within this 

project, pilot fieldwork was conducted in Dar es Salaam together with my primary supervisor 

and the main researcher in Lagos, which enabled us to test and refine the operationalisation of 

the relational approach for fieldwork in case study settlements and opened another window for 

comparison. 

Mapping water supply facilities in low-income areas of Dar es Salaam  

UCL Beacon Bursary (November 2015-June 2016) 

I led this public engagement project in collaboration with the centre for Community Initiatives 

(CCI), a local NGO, which focused on participatory mapping of water supply facilities in three 

low-income areas of Dar es Salaam. The project applied a methodology developed for my own 

fieldwork (see section 3.5.2). This work complemented the data collected as part of this doctoral 
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research in the two case study settlements and provided insights into urban water poverty in 

another low-income area of the city. The evaluation report produced after project completion 

enabled a reflection on the process and the outcomes, and helped to better understand how 

part of the methodology could be adapted to suit the needs of community data collection and 

enhance existing practices of local partners.  

Cities and basins research project  

DFID-funded project led by the International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) 

(January-December 2016) 

This project aimed at connecting the river basin and urban water and sanitation agendas to 

consider the challenges of realising the water and sanitation SDG, using Dar es Salaam as a case 

study to explore this at different scales. Research at community level built on the mapping 

project mentioned above, applying the same methodology to capture sanitation practices and 

conducting a geo-referenced household survey in the same case study settlements. This 

provided access to additional data sets collected by the communities. Given this EngD research 

I was invited to provide distinct inputs into the community level research and contributed to 

develop and deliver Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) at community level and a multi-stakeholder 

workshop at city scale (see fieldwork table), which enhanced data collection and analysis on 

both sides. 

3.2 An iterative research process 

Figure 3.1 illustrates that the qualitative research undertaken did not follow a sequential model 

with clearly defined steps throughout the process, but instead involved multiple and complex 

interactions between overall research aims, development and testing of concepts and theories, 

formulation of research questions, methods of data collection and analysis, as well as the 

soundness and reliability of findings and conclusions (Maxwell 2013). This research did not 

commence with a set of definite concepts and theories that would determine a specific 

perspective of the social phenomenon of urban water poverty trajectories and prescribe what 

data to collect and how. Unlike a rationalist approach to knowledge that starts with a clearly 

defined theory of cause (Freeman 2007) my research is aligned with an informed grounded 

theory approach that allows for a more flexible relationship between theory and data 

(Thornberg 2012).  
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Figure 3.1: Research design map 

 

Source: own elaboration based on Figure 1.3 in Maxwell (2013, 9) 

Thus, I used existing theories and concepts to inform my research with the aim to extend, 

challenge, refine or revise the current knowledge base through insights induced by new data 

(Thornberg 2012). I started with a number of sensitising concepts and theories that could 

provide a sense of direction, guidance and orientation rather than definite and prescriptive 

concepts (Bowen 2008; Creswell 2013) to allow for important themes to emerge from the 

fieldwork (Glaser 2013) and for empirical data to sharpen initial analytical lenses. I identified 
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sensitising concepts drawing from my previous research experience, complemented by a 

thorough literature review, and formed an exploratory conceptual framework (as presented in 

Chapter 2); exploratory in a sense of providing important variables for guidance, without limiting 

the study overall through pre-defined ideas about the relationship between variables. As argued 

by Eisenhardt, and further endorsed in an informed grounded theory approach (see Thornberg 

2012),  

“investigators should formulate a research problem and possibly specify some 
potentially important variables, with some reference to extant literature. 
However, they should avoid thinking about specific relationships between 
variables and theories as much as possible, especially at the outset of the 
process” because this could bias and limit the findings (1989, 536).  

The refinement of the research focus, what data to collect and how to analyse it evolved 

throughout a process of desk research and data analysis interspersed with fieldwork periods 

amounting to a total of 17 weeks of fieldwork as outlined in Table 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows 

influencing factors in the process, some of which are discussed in more detail throughout the 

chapter.  

How to conduct the fieldwork in Dar es Salaam, e.g. dividing it across a number of trips over 2.5 

years, was significantly influenced by my personal situation. As a mother of two young children 

I was unable to spend several consecutive months abroad and therefore had to find alternative 

ways to organise the fieldwork. To that end, the collaboration with organisations on the ground 

helped to quickly ground the research in Dar es Salaam (see Section 3.4 for a more detailed 

discussion). In the end, the possibility of staggering the fieldwork became an advantage in that 

it helped to shape and refine some of the conceptual and theoretical approaches as well as 

create opportunities to reflect upon part of the fieldwork before continuing the process of 

primary data collection. It was further invaluable for my iterative approach and methods 

applied, as well as for the findings generated. Moreover, staggered fieldwork enabled a direct 

observation of change over time. For example, in one of the case study sites a sanitation project 

had not been implemented when I first visited Dar es Salaam in May 2014 but I was able to 

witness completion of the first and second phase of the project during subsequent fieldwork 

visits. Fieldwork in Dar es Salaam amounted to 14 weeks complemented by 3 weeks of London-

based fieldwork, largely through time spent at the offices of the two collaborating NGOs. 
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Table 3.1: Fieldwork periods and activities in London and Dar es Salaam 

Period Activities 

June 2013-August 2014 3-weeks London fieldwork spread over 14 months 
(Interviews with international practitioners, time spent at 
WaterAid/BPD offices with access to unpublished 
documents). 

May 2014 2-weeks exploratory field visit to gather and establish local 
contacts and visits to different low-income settlements. 

August-September 2014 1-month field visit to explore policy-driven practices in the 
city (interviews with organisational representatives; and 
visits to and focus group discussions (FGDs) in different low-
income settlements). 

February 2015 1.5 weeks visit to conduct preliminary fieldwork in case study 
settlements (transect walks, discussions with local leaders, 
NGO staff and academics). 

June 2015 1.5 weeks visit to conduct pilot fieldwork in case study 
settlements to explore everyday practices and capture 
individual trajectories (conversations with key informants, 
mapping of water supply facilities, FGDs and interviews with 
residents). 

November 2015 2.5 week visit to explore everyday practices and capture 
individual trajectories in case study settlements (interviews 
with residents and local leaders; participatory mapping of 
water supply facilities). 

September 2016 1 week visit to Dar es Salaam conducting community 
workshops with representatives from three low-income 
settlements (including the two case study settlements) on 
their practices to access WSS and potential strategies to 
move out of urban water poverty. 

November 2016 1 week visit to participate in a multi-stakeholder workshop 
on the challenges of WSS and conduct supplementary 
interviews  

While the focus on trajectories was established during the MRes, as an opportunity to address 

an important gap in existing knowledge, the first few visits clearly helped to generate and refine 

ideas about the appropriate methodology to capture trajectories over time and across space.   
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Figure 3.2: Factors influencing research design and process  

 

Source: Own elaboration based on Maxwell (2013, 6) 

London fieldwork helped to develop the guide for Dar es Salaam to conduct interviews with 

organisational representatives (see section 3.5.1). Field visits to Dar es Salaam were crucial for 

the informed grounded theory approach and helped to take key decisions regarding the 

refinement and operationalisation of the analytical approach. Fieldwork in Dar es Salaam started 

with a two-week reconnaissance visit in May 2014. I was able to gain first-hand impressions of 

the city through informal meetings with a range of stakeholders and visits to a few low-income 

settlements. The trip was important in that it offered initial insight into the specificities of service 

provision in the city and helped to establish valuable contacts with potential interviewees for 

the exploration of policy-driven practices, which mainly took place during August/September 

2014 (see section 3.5.1). Visits and FGDs in low-income settlements generated some 

understanding about the range of practices residents engage in to gain access to WSS and helped 

to refine the criteria for the selection of case study settlements. This initial fieldwork further 

provided an understanding of important intersectional aspects and relations that required 

further investigation and pointed towards significant temporal and spatial variations on how 
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people access WSS. Finding ways to integrate intersectional concerns and capture temporal 

change and spatial specificity therefore became an important consideration in the choice of 

methods (see Figure 3.2). Subsequent visits were mainly dedicated to an investigation of 

everyday practices (see section 3.5.2) and individual trajectories of urban water poverty (see 

section 3.5.3), but also served to fill any remaining information gaps. The field visit dedicated to 

piloting the approach to capture everyday practices and individual trajectories was key to test 

and refine the methodology, e.g. to experiment with the timeline method and how to apply it 

in the field (see section 3.5.3). Time in-between fieldwork periods were used to process and 

analyse data previously collected to review and refine the analytical lenses and to elaborate 

their operationalisation.  

3.3 Information needs and data collection  

As stated in the introduction, this research is concerned with investigating trajectories of water 

poverty in Dar es Salaam through the following research questions (RQs): 

1. How do policy-driven practices tackle urban water poverty and to what effect? 

2. How do everyday practices of those living in urban water poverty deal with inadequate 

access to WSS? 

3. How are everyday trajectories of urban water poverty shaped by policy-driven and 

everyday practices?  

The myriad of influencing factors and relations captured in the set of supplementary questions 

presented in the introduction can only be explored, explained and understood through the 

collection of qualitative data, using quantitative data, where appropriate, in a complementary 

way to show the relevance of those relationships within a settlement or a city (Eisenhardt 1989). 

As this research is particularly concerned with a temporal examination of urban water poverty, 

it was necessary to define a specific time period to focus on. To provide some contextual 

background, the research considers how colonisation and post-independent efforts have shaped 

WSS provision in Dar es Salaam, but focuses particularly on the period ranging from the 1980s 

to 20179, as a time when the country endured major policy reform and transformation (see 

                                                             
9 The last trip to Dar es Salaam took place in 2016, yet the thesis considers some more recent 
developments that took place in 2017. As most of the fieldwork was carried out in 2014 and 2015, findings 
from the field do not always reflect the latest developments. 
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Chapter 4 for more details). Most of the methods involved fieldwork in Dar es Salaam and 

interactions with organisational representatives and residents in a selection of case study sites.  

Defining the number of case study settlements depends on research aims and methods. With 

the aim of an in-depth exploration (rather than aspiring to generate results that could be 

representative for the entire city) the number of case study sites were limited to two. Choosing 

settlements that could share common features, but also show distinct characteristics, added a 

comparative element to this research (see also section 3.5.2). There was also an intention to 

draw on information about other settlements, cities and countries to scrutinise findings.  

The two case study settlements were selected based on findings from fieldwork activities 

explained in section 3.5.1, conversations with local contacts and exploratory visits on the basis 

of the following criteria: 

• Subject to increasing levels of urbanisation without adequate provision of infrastructure 

and services; 

• Evidence of an evolution of diverse practices (policy-driven and everyday) involving a 

range of actors to improve the provision of WSS across the settlement;  

• Residents experiencing various levels of urban water poverty; 

• Residents involved in a variety of income-earning activities; 

• Evidence of collective action/community collectives.  

Each of the selected settlements had to meet the above criteria in a distinct way to allow for a 

comparative analysis. The two selected settlements (see Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6 for their location 

within the city) predominantly house low-income residents in two different municipalities of Dar 

es Salaam. Because of their geographical location in the city they differ with regards to their rate 

of urbanisation, density, population size and the range of practices to meet WSS needs (see 

Chapter 6 for more details). One of them used to be peri-urban, but became incrementally 

absorbed into the urban core (Andreasen 2013). The other settlement is less urbanised and still 

portrays some peri-urban features (see Allen 2003; Simon et al. 2006) 

3.4 Researcher positionality 

Different to many other doctoral researchers, this research journey did not begin as a way of 

entering a new professional realm, but as logic progression after several years of research and 

teaching at the Development Planning Unit (DPU) at UCL. As such, my own personal and 
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professional trajectory significantly influenced the focus of this research as well as the ways in 

which it was carried out (see Figure 3.2). 

“Although a researcher’s knowledge is always based on his or her positionality 
[…], as qualitative researchers we have an appreciation for the fluidity and 
multilayered complexity of human experience. Holding membership in a group 
does not denote complete sameness within that group. Likewise, not being a 
member of a group does not denote complete difference. It seems paradoxical, 
then, that we would endorse binary alternatives that unduly narrow the range of 
understanding and experience” (Corbin Dwyer and Buckle 2009, 60). 

As a researcher, I had to acknowledge that, similar to my research participants, I, too carry 

multiple identities and belong to various communities (see Massey 1994; Fraser 2007; Cho et al. 

2014). The above quote resonates with the discussion on intersectional identities and relations 

in the previous chapter and contends that an insider-outsider dichotomy is not helpful to engage 

with the positionality of researchers and how that might influence different aspects of a study 

(see Figure 3.2). A dialectical approach that emphasises differences and commonalities with the 

research group is therefore more appropriate (Corbin Dwyer and Buckle 2009). As a European 

researcher conducting research in the Global South, I am part of a Northern academic 

community while also temporarily locating myself within the communities and spaces where 

the inquiries were conducted. Such relational thinking extends the geographies of responsibility 

and communities outward of a particular place (Massey 2004) and Jazeel and McFarlane 

particularly highlight the implications of such wider geographical responsibility with regards to 

the knowledge produced as part of research (2010). It was therefore necessary to accept that 

my presence in these communities when conducting fieldwork could influence what information 

participants decided to share or not. Quite a few participants in the two case study settlements 

hoped that my interest in WSS issues would soon lead to significant improvements in the area. 

With the help of an interpreter (see following section) I had to be very clear and honest about 

the remit of my research and how the findings would be used and I thus tried to limit 

expectations regarding direct and immediate benefits, although this was not always easily 

achieved.  

Several academics have discussed the implications of relational thinking for the production of 

knowledge dominated in the Global North and its application in the Global South based on 

Doreen Massey’s Geography of Responsibility (2004) (see Robinson 2003; Jazeel and McFarlane 

2010; Parnell and Robinson 2013). Parnell and Robinson pose the question about what kind of 

role and responsibility researchers take in the construction of an alternative body of knowledge 

(2013). As argued before (see Hofmann 2013a; Hofmann 2017a), much of the popular discourses 
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on urban water poverty adopted by influential players represent a de-politicised view of the 

problem that leaves existing injustices and vulnerabilities unanalysed. Conversely, people 

lacking adequate access to water have the potential to generate knowledge with 

transformational capacity that challenges hegemonic forms of knowledge transfer, dominating 

policy-making circles (Freeman 2007; Jazeel and McFarlane 2010). While this research did by no 

means have the capacity to directly lift Dar es Salaam residents out of urban water poverty I 

hoped to identify key push and pull factors influencing individual trajectories to enhance future 

efforts. 

Based on the adopted normative perspective on urban water poverty (see Chapter 2), I was 

conscious about not wanting to worsen existing inequalities and felt an obligation for my 

research to explore potential and actual capacities for transformative change. For a Northern 

researcher, engaging with the subaltern can be a way of challenging dominant structures of 

power and knowledge production, provided the knowledge generated is not simply inserted into 

Euro-American discourses that marginalise alternative voices (Jazeel 2007; Jazeel and McFarlane 

2010). In that sense, subaltern voices need to embrace the communities investigated, hence the 

need to give voice to marginalised communities that have been living in urban water poverty 

but without inviting the enforcement of regulations that operate against the residents. Based 

on insights from the intersectionality scholarship discussed in the previous chapter, this meant 

going beyond the representational structure of the two case study settlements and finding 

participants that somewhat reflected diversity among the urban water poor and the range of 

intersectional identities and relations. I had an ethical responsibility to be sensitive to the 

circumstances in which I placed myself, but without simply following a blueprint for what acting 

responsibly entails as “reducing responsibility to a script, to merely an automated response to 

one’s dealing with others, is to reduce any ethic of care and passion that we might want to foster 

to mechanical duty” (Derrida cited in Jazeel and McFarlane 2010, 121), which required a certain 

level of flexibility and spontaneity in the field.  

Accordingly, it was necessary to engage with the implications of my own positionality as a white 

European woman undertaking research in Tanzania and Dar es Salaam. The ‘Outsider Doctrine’ 

claims that an outsider status enables researchers to be neutral, detached and objective 

observers (Kerstetter 2012). Many scholars would question a researcher’s ability to be neutral 

and objective because of previous knowledge, beliefs and preconceptions (see Figure 3.2) and 

instead emphasise reflection and reflexivity (Thornberg 2012; Glaser 2013; Holmes 2014; 

Mitchell Jr. 2014). In addition to specific methods explained below, I kept a reflexive journal, 

particularly during fieldwork, as “an ongoing stream-of-consciousness commentary about what 
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is happening in the research, involving both observation and analysis” (Eisenhardt 1989, 539). 

On a practical level, the journal served to keep notes, but it also permitted to critically engage 

with my own prejudice and assumptions based on my positionality and reflection on emerging 

issues. Additionally, I regularly discussed my research with local partners (see below for more 

information). As a non-native researcher, this was beneficial to further understanding of the 

local context, but also helped to crystallise findings and appreciate some of the striking issues 

emerging. These conversations were further used to test and challenge my own explanations, 

beliefs and assumptions. This allowed for an overlap of data collection with critical reflections 

and data analysis, and enabled a more flexible and interactive research process.  

Having explored similar issues in comparative contexts through previous research, provided an 

opportunity to enrich my research and relate the case of Dar es Salaam to findings from other 

inquiries. Additionally, being a foreigner in the country of research can offer a different 

perspective to the issues. Asking certain questions was easier as foreign researchers are able to 

ask about issues that locals are assumed to know. The challenge often lies in gaining access to 

research participants, particularly in selected communities, and being aware of cultural aspects 

when interacting in the field. Collaboration with local partners can be crucial and studies have 

found that this can mitigate potential limitations for foreign researchers (Kerstetter 2012). 

When selecting my case study, I carefully considered locations where I could draw on existing 

collaborative networks and partnerships, particularly in view of my inability to spend entire 

months on end in the field, and thus the collaboration with WaterAid and BPD was initially useful 

in that respect. Having said that, I did not want to be affiliated with one particular organisation 

but rather maintain some form of independence. I chose Dar es Salaam not only because it hosts 

the Tanzanian WaterAid office but also because it allowed me to build on previous research 

collaborations, which have led to long-standing partnerships with academics at Ardhi University 

and CCI who works with organised groups of urban poor. To honour these long-term relations 

and reciprocate their support, discussions were held repeatedly on how my research could be 

relevant and valuable to them, which consequently helped in the selection of case study 

settlements and shaped some of the fieldwork components. Furthermore, given the 

understanding that this research would not bring immediate benefits to water poor 

communities, there was a conscious effort to work towards ensuring that the value of my 

research could eventually be transmitted through my collaboration with local partners. 

A university professor at Ardhi University endorsed my research project which helped when 

reaching out to potential participants. Collaboration with CCI was also essential to gain initial 

access to case study settlements and in introducing me to local leaders. Different strategies were 
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applied when recruiting participants, but could not secure interviews with all of them; while 

some of them displayed a clear disinterest, others were cautious about the fact that the object 

of study is a highly political issue in a country that was not my own. As mentioned in the 

limitations section of the introduction, my inability to spend long periods of time in the field 

somewhat constrained the research in this regard. A research permit obtained from the 

Tanzanian Commission for Science and Technology and the affiliation with local partners 

facilitated access to certain interviewees, but this was not always enough to eliminate the 

suspicion and lack of trust towards westerners in Dar es Salaam, particularly among some of the 

government officials (Bourque 2010). 

3.4.1 Working with an interpreter  

One of the issues related to being a foreigner was the fact that I do not speak Swahili, the local 

language. While most of the organisational representatives interviewed were conversant in 

English, this was not the case for local government and community group representatives and 

low-income residents.  This obliged me to rely on an interpreter to conduct some of the 

fieldwork, particularly in case study settlements. As outlined in the growing literature around 

the use of interpreters and translators in research, it is insufficient to find somebody that is 

proficient in both languages as he or she further needs to be familiar with doing qualitative 

research in the topic of interest (Murray and Wynne 2001). To find appropriate ways of 

approaching and engaging with participants, it is favourable to work with a local person aware 

of and sensitive towards cultural aspects. However, too much commonality between the 

translator and the participants can be problematic and researchers have to deliberate how far 

the interpreter’s organisational affiliation might influence the research (Edwards 1998; 

Lauterbach 2014). Working with somebody associated with a local organisation can enhance 

credibility of the research, but it may also affect the nature of participant engagement. I wanted 

participants to talk freely without feeling the need to contain their criticism towards certain 

organisations and their actions. This influenced the selection of my interpreter and I strategically 

chose somebody that has not been directly involved in any interventions in the case study 

settlements.    

Through contacts at the university in Dar es Salaam I found a local town planning graduate with 

some experience assisting other researchers in the field. As much as his existing knowledge and 

skills were an advantage, I was mindful that his own take on the issues would influence the 

fieldwork. While a positivist approach to social science research would hide the impact of 

interpreters on the research process and findings, I adopted a social constructionist approach 
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that acknowledges the role of the interpreter and highlights collaboration, participation and 

justice concerns (Berman and Tyyskä 2011). As interpreters are actively involved in the study, 

researchers need to recognise that they, too, are not free from beliefs and assumptions (Temple 

and Young 2004; Lauterbach 2014). If the researcher does not engage with the methodological 

implications related to using an interpreter it can weaken the trustworthiness of the research 

findings (Squires 2009).  

Common challenges when relying on interpreters have to do with the “omission, revision, and 

reduction of content”, but rather than minimising the effects, a social constructionist approach 

argues for the continuous exchange and discussion between researcher and interpreter 

(Berman and Tyyskä 2011, 181). Thus, in the lead-up to fieldwork I sat down with the interpreter 

to outline the aims of the research overall and explain the fieldwork he would be involved in 

(see sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 for more detail). We discussed the role he would play, agreed on 

the suitable terminology to be used and deliberated over appropriate ways to ask questions. I 

emphasised that I was leading the fieldwork, but gave him enough discretion to intervene if 

necessary, particularly to deal with cultural aspects I was unfamiliar with. For example, at points 

interviews would touch upon issues that interviewees were uncomfortable discussing. In these 

situations, I relied on him to be sensitive and responsive and we would discuss afterwards how 

best to approach these in future interviews. Regular follow-up discussions were not only 

important to review and address emerging issues, but further served to engage with my 

interpreter as a key informant by discussing some of the issues emerging from the fieldwork 

(Edwards 1998).  

While some highlight the benefits of using the same interpreter throughout the entire research 

process (Berman and Tyyskä 2011), I chose a different person to translate and transcribe the 

interview recordings, another town planning graduate with experience in translation and 

transcription, as a way to validate the translation that took place in the field. Similar to the field 

interpreter, I was in constant dialogue with her while she translated and transcribed the 

interview recordings to discuss the use of particular terms and the meaning of certain answers. 

Empirical research on the use of translators shows no need for exact word-for-word translation 

as long as the contextualised meaning in its entirety is conveyed (Lauterbach 2014). In the end, 

involving somebody else clarified to what extent the personal and professional views and 

interpretations of my interpreter influenced the interviews and provided an opportunity to 

check the translation he provided in the field (Murray and Wynne 2001). It turned out that at 

points he asked leading questions or slightly changed the focus of my inquiry. While I could not 

change this retrospectively, it helped me with the interpretation and analysis of findings.  
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3.5 Research methods 

The following sections discuss the research methods in more detail in relation to the research 

questions (i.e. focusing on policy-driven practices, everyday practices and trajectories of urban 

water poverty).  

3.5.1 Policy-driven practices on urban water poverty in Dar es Salaam  

One of the overarching research questions focuses on the exploration of different policy-driven 

practices to lift people out of water poverty (RQ1). To answer the question, I conducted a 

thorough review of secondary sources and interviews with organisational representatives.  

Review of secondary sources 

The review of secondary sources was a continuous process throughout the research. Before 

commencing fieldwork in Dar es Salaam, it served to gain initial insights into organisational 

framings of urban water poverty, actual approaches to solve it and their impact. The MRes 

research project was based on a thorough review of the literature consisting of academic peer-

reviewed journal articles, books and non-commercially published documents and reports. This 

was accompanied by an analysis of in-depth interviews with WSS practitioners (see below), 

review of grey literature and scrutiny of organisational profiling in the public domain. An 

important part of this was the examination of unpublished documents from WaterAid and BPD 

accessed during the time spent at their offices and interaction with various staff members. This 

allowed for an initial typology of practices across organisations involved in urban WSS 

interventions (see Table 4.1 in Chapter 4). Later, I used secondary sources to contextualise, 

complement and contrast fieldwork data (collected within this component as well as 3.5.2 and 

3.5.3). Sources reviewed include policy, programme and strategy papers, legal documents, 

statistical data, budget reviews, organisational publications and reports, research papers, 

journals and newspaper articles. 

Interviews with organisational representatives 

Many organisational initiatives and interventions are not properly documented and therefore 

individual engagement and discussions with organisations that directly or indirectly influence 

concrete WSS measures on the ground were needed. This allowed to gain a more detailed 

understanding about their discursive and material practices and how these might have changed 

over time. I conducted in-depth interviews with organisational representatives ranging from 
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ESAs, NGOs, government entities, micro-finance institutions, private sector organisations and 

service providers (see Table 3.2). In total, these amounted to 8 interviews in London10 and 43 in 

Dar es Salaam, complemented by informal conversations during various interactions in the field 

and email exchanges. Due to the qualitative nature of the research, the number of interviews 

conducted was limited. Consequently, there are limitations with regards to how much weight 

can be attached to individual interview statements and how far they can be generalised. 

Interviews under the last three categories in the table were carried out with the help of my 

fieldwork interpreter. To include interviewees from a wide range of organisations across scales, 

participants have been selected through purposive and snowball sampling. While I sought a 

more even spread of interviews across the type of organisations, as discussed above, not all 

those contacted were willing or able to participate, particularly higher-level officials.  

Table 3.2: Interviews with organisational representatives 

Type of organisation Organisations interviewed Number of interviews 

Bi- and multilateral external 
support agencies 

DFID, GIZ, World Bank, UN-
Habitat, UNDP, UNICEF, 
BTC 

9 

Consultancy COWI 1 

International NGOs WaterAid, Plan 
International, BORDA, Care 
International, SNV 

7 

Local NGOs CCI, SAWA 3 

Microfinance institutions TAFSUS, Habitat for 
Humanity 

2 

National government Ministry of Water, EWURA, 
Ministry of Land 

3 

Public entities at metropolitan 
level 

DCC, DAWASA, DAWASCO 4 

Local government Municipal, ward and sub-
ward level 

8 

Community-based organisations Water committees 4 

Local private sector UMAWA (waste collection 
and pit-emptying business), 
private DAWASCO operator 

2 

                                                             
10 18 people were approached and eight in-depth qualitative interviews were conducted, largely with 
personnel from the two partnering organisations, namely WaterAid and BPD, and a few others from 
associated organisations. 
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Each interview lasted between 45 minutes and 2 hours, depending on the availability of the 

interviewees. Despite having an interview guide that gathered some information about 

participants and listed important aspects to be discussed (see Appendix 1), each interview 

differed in how I asked the questions and in what order. This allowed to discuss issues specific 

to each interviewee and their organisation and follow-up on answers provided by the 

respondents. In practice, the interview guide mainly served as a checklist to ensure that the 

conversations touched upon key aspects but most interviews demonstrated a much more fluid 

dialogue.  

3.5.2 Everyday practices of the urban water poor 

This component of the research was particularly aimed at identifying and collecting data in 

relation to RQ2. Before selecting the two case study settlements I visited various low-income 

areas in the city and conducted four Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) with groups of residents. 

Both activities offered preliminary insights into the diverse range of everyday practices in low-

income areas of Dar es Salaam and the FGDs further indicated gender disparities and 

intersectional differences in perception and behaviour. The following sub-sections explain the 

methods and activities employed to explore everyday practices in the chosen settlements. 

Key informants 

Conversations with key informants (local community leaders and local government 

representatives) took place at various points of the research. Initially, they served to learn more 

about the history of the settlement, important developments, past interventions and existing 

facilities and services. Most of the time, I used a large-scale satellite map to facilitate discussions 

and capture spatial references (see Figure 3.3). This was particularly helpful in preparation for 

the mapping of WSS infrastructure, in which key informants actively participated (see below). 

Regular dialogue with key informants further helped to follow up on and triangulate insights 

gained through other means (e.g. review of secondary sources, interviews with organisational 

representatives and residents, mapping and FGDs).  
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Figure 3.3: Discussion with key informants in a case study settlement  

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

Mapping of water supply facilities 

Initially, the aim of the mapping was not to obtain a holistic view of WSS infrastructure and 

services, but to acquire information about the range of everyday practices in the two case study 

settlements. The mapping was done through transect walks with key informants involving a 
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tripartite process11 of (1) capturing the location of WSS infrastructure on a printed satellite map 

of the settlement; (2) recording WSS infrastructure data on an online geo-referenced platform 

using smartphones12; and (3) compiling survey sheets to chart the history and current operation 

and management of WSS facilities through interviews with water supply facility operators (see 

Appendix 2 for a sample questionnaire). This tripartite method provided valuable insights into 

the management, maintenance, regularity, reliability and affordability of water supply facilities, 

in contrast to more conventional methods used to assess access to WSS, which capture the 

existence of infrastructure and facilities with little information regarding the quality of the 

service they provide, as discussed in section 1.1.1.  

Following the exploratory mapping process explained above, CCI expressed an interest in 

applying the same methodology to undertake participatory mapping with community 

representatives to enhance their own survey and enumeration methods, as well as that of the 

Tanzanian Federation of the Urban Poor (TFUP). To this end, funding was secured to work with 

CCI and TFUP on participatory mapping of water supply facilities in three low-income areas (see 

section 3.1.1), which allowed CCI and the communities I worked in to reap some direct and 

immediate benefits from my work, thus enhancing the impact of this research. When I began 

designing this project, I thought about how I could demonstrate respect and reciprocity to local 

partners and study communities to avoid exploitative research practices (Creswell 2013); this 

mapping project provided an opportunity to respond to this. I collaborated with CCI to plan, 

prepare and conduct workshops to build capacity among community mappers, mostly from 

TFUP’s mapping and enumeration team, but also including settlement residents and local 

leaders, to apply the methodology explained above. Each workshop started with a meeting to 

introduce the scope of the mapping exercise, the data required and an explanation of the 

methodology before sending the teams out to map collectively used water supply facilities13. 

The mappers were split into four teams, each accompanied by a local leader, to map a specific 

area of the settlement. At first, leaders were envisaged as key informants that provide initial 

                                                             
11 The methodology applied is based on an approach developed by colleagues at the Development 
Planning Unit as part of a project on the disruption of risk traps in Lima, Peru (see 
http://www.climasinriesgo.net) and was modified to suit the mapping of water supply facilities.  

12 The platform used was Epicollect+, developed at Imperial College London (http://plus.epicollect.net).  

13 Due to restrictions of time and resources it was unfeasible to map all water supply facilities in the 
settlement. Instead, focus was placed on collectively used water supply facilities. In other words, the 
mapping recorded facilities benefiting users beyond a single household or compound. Thus, it did not 
capture individual household connections or private boreholes unless they provided water to others, 
whether for free or against payment.  
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inputs and as possible users of the data and maps generated. However, as they demonstrated a 

keen interest to be actively involved in the process, they became an integral part of the mapping 

teams.  

Each workshop concluded with a session where the data collected by the different teams was 

compiled and an initial assessment carried out (see Figure 3.4). Community mappers and local 

leaders were then given an opportunity to provide feedback on their mapping experience and 

the capacity built;  this allowed the team to reflect upon the outcomes and to then refine the 

methodology. All data collected was subsequently digitised, enabling the production of maps 

with different emphases (see Chapter 6).  

Figure 3.4: Compiled mapping results 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2016) 
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While it was difficult to foresee the impact of the project beyond its lifespan, I hoped that the 

methodology would become an integral part of CCI and TFUP activities . In fact, the training and 

the equipment purchased in the context of this project, enabled CCI and TFUP to apply the same 

methodology in another project mapping sanitation facilities and conducting a sample 

household survey in low-income areas of Dar es Salaam (see section 3.1.1). The methodology 

has therefore become part of TFUP and CCI’s mapping and enumeration practices and they 

intend to use the data generated in these projects in negotiations with the utility management 

entities and with other relevant stakeholders to improve WSS in low-income settlements across 

the city. For my own research, the data generated helped to better contextualize some of the 

findings and enhance the spatial analysis of urban water poverty.  

Focus group discussions with residents 

FGDs provide a suitable platform to gather detailed information about opinions, perceptions 

and experiences of individuals and groups and they further allow to seek clarification on specific 

issues (Barbour 2007). I conducted one FGD in each case study settlement on the basis of 

discussions with key informants and the mapping of water supply facilities. To discuss the range 

of policy-driven and everyday practices that had emerged over time to access WSS, it was 

important to have a diverse group of participants. 15 participants were selected in each 

settlement to reflect diversity in terms of age, gender, place of residence and period of 

occupation, tenure/housing status, how services are accessed and involvement in collective 

activities. This selection process was facilitated by CCI who has developed horizontal 

relationships with the case study communities based on respect, trust and transparency, all of 

which were valued during my interaction in the field.  

Initially, participants provided some basic information about themselves (see Figure 3.5) and 

marked their location on the settlement map (see Figure 3.6) to frame the discussion. This 

largely focused on the range of practices people engage with to access WSS, factors and 

relations influencing individual and collective action and what enables or hinders people from 

improving their access to services. They further centred around specific practices (both policy-

driven and everyday) to understand how far they provide opportunities to lift people out of 

water poverty and for whom, and explored links to developments and interventions at different 

scales (i.e. the household, settlement, city and national). FGDs also offered a good opportunity 

to complement, contrast and triangulate previous findings (Barbour 2007). 
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Figure 3.5: Transcribed enumeration of FGD participants 

 
Source: Own elaboration 

Figure 3.6: Annotated settlement map 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2016) 

No Gender Tenure Arrival Household2Size Occupation Access2to2Water Access2to2Sanitation Notes2
1 F Tenant 2007 5+-5-other-tenants entrepreneur DP-from-private-BH;-DP-

from-private-BH
simple-pit-latrine federation-

member
3 M Landlord-

(no-RL)
1981 6,-no-tenants fumigation DP-from-private-BH simple-pit-latrine

5 M Landlord-
(no-RL)

2009 7-(no-tenants) Entrepreneur HH-connection-from-
private-BH

improved-pit-latrine

6 F Landlord-
(RL)

1980s 7-+-7-tenants-(3-
single,-4-couples)

housewife,-rent-
from-tenants

DP-from-private-BH;-
water-truck

simple-pit-latrine federation-
member

7 F Landlord 1986 12+ food-seller DP-from-public-BH simple-pit-latrine
8 F Landlord-

(RL)
2002 6,-no-tenants street-vending HH-connection-from-

public-BH
simple-pit-latrine

9 M Landlord-
(RL)

1990 6,-2-tenants-(5-
people)

technician HH-connection-from-
public-BH

septic-tank federation-
member

10 F Landlord-
(RL)

1997 7--+-1-tenant drinks-vending DP-from-private-BH improved-pit-latrine

11 F Tenant 2000 5-people hairdresser DP-from-private-BH simple-pit-latrine
12 F Tenant 2007 1-(other-5-tenants) football-player DP-from-private-BH;-DP-

from-private-BH
simple-pit-latrine federation-

member
13 M Tenant born-here-

(1998)
2-+-7-other-tenants entrepreneur DP-from-private-BH;-DP-

from-public-BH;-mobile-
water-truck

simple-pit-latrine

14 M Landlord-
(no-RL)

born-here-
(1989)

4+4-tenants entrepreneur DP-from-public-BH;-
water-truck

simple-pit-latrine

15 M Landlord-
(no-RL)

1978 6,-no-tenants entrepreneur DP-from-private-BH simple-pit-latrine

16 F Landlord 1989 6+3-related-
families,-no-tenants

entrepreneur DP-from-public-BH septic-tank federation-
member

17 M Tenant 2015 3-+-4-other-tenants entrepreneur DP-from-private-BH simple-pit-latrine

RL=-residential-licence;-DP=distribution-point;-BH=borehole;-HH=household
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3.5.3 Trajectories of the urban water poor 

This component of the research is key for answering RQ3. Insights into the range of everyday 

practices in the case study settlements, including the mapping of water supply facilities, 

provided the basis for a more detailed exploration of urban water poverty trajectories. The 

earlier activities explained above supported a temporal exploration of urban water poverty 

through qualitative interviews with individual residents or households14. Although a list of issues 

to discuss was developed, I did not use an interview guide as I wanted to tailor the conversations 

to individual everyday practices and experiences.  

The objective of interviewing diverse interviewees was to test some of the factors and relations 

emerging from the literature and to investigate possible push and pull factors influencing urban 

water poverty trajectories emerging from the empirical data collected up to that point (vicinity 

to certain WSS facilities; land/housing tenure; social capital -largely evident through people’s 

membership or participation in collective activities; household structure; economic ability and 

mobility - including access to finance). I intended for a representative mix of interviewees in 

terms of their intersectional identities (using gender, age, access to WSS, livelihood activities, 

level of education and time lived in the settlement as proxies) to explore significant intersections 

with push and pull factors and how these shape urban water poverty trajectories. To allow for 

an inductive exploration that can identify how various identities and relations intersect and 

shape practices differently, it is key to ensure that there is a representative, and sufficiently 

heterogeneous, sample in each settlement (Hunting 2014). Some interviewees were purposely 

selected from among the participants of the FGDs using the information collected, but most 

were recruited walking across the settlements. None of the participants were coerced into 

participating and their approval was sought before engaging in an interview. To show my 

appreciation I reciprocated their participation in my research by giving them a bar of soap at the 

end of the interview.  

Despite the best intentions, many interviews were initiated without knowing much about the 

person (particularly regarding relations of power) , apart from visual appearances, providing an 

indication about gender, age and ability, and where in the settlement they live, as many 

interviews were conducted at or outside of people’s homes. I therefore had to check regularly 

how far the group of participants was meeting my diversity criteria. Based on the qualitative 

                                                             
14 Most of the interviews were conducted with one household member only, but in some cases the 
conversation involved both husband and wife. 
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nature of my investigation, and given the limitations in time and resources, I managed to 

conduct 26 interviews in one settlement and 24 in the other (see Annex 3 for a characterisation 

of interviewees in both settlements). I conducted interviews at various times of the day, 

including weekends, to reach residents who are employed and/or carry out their income-

earning activities outside of the settlement. Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that there 

is a certain bias towards small entrepreneurs working from their home or in the settlement, and 

non-working residents because of the time and place the interviews took place. However, 

representativeness is secured as the majority of the population of both settlements is self-

employed or not working (CCI unpublished household survey, 2016).  

At the beginning of each interview basic information about participants was collected, in a 

similar way to the enumeration carried out in the FGDs (see Appendix 4 for a copy of the form); 

this helped to tailor the discussion to the individual’s particular circumstances. During the 

interviews, I used timelines to trace individual trajectories and to explore change over time. 

Questions largely focused on everyday practices and I tried to avoid questions that would single 

out particular identity categories to be able to observe significant intersections (Christensen and 

Jensen 2012; Hunting 2014). Interviews conducted as part of the pilot fieldwork in June 2015 

were crucial to experiment with the method and to refine it. Eventually, I decided on charting 

three parallel timelines while conducting the interviews: 

• Timeline 1: Household structure and living conditions;  

• Timeline 2: Education, livelihood activities and collective action; 

• Timeline 3: Access to WSS.  

Timelines offer a suitable method to capture key events and change processes over time as 

perceived and understood from the perspective of participants (Sword-Daniels et al. 2014). In 

this study, they were not intended to reflect the interviews in their entirety. For that purpose, I 

produced audio recordings that were translated and transcribed afterward. Figure 3.7  provides 

an example of a timeline produced during one of the interviews and illustrates what types of 

information were captured.  

Widening the focus beyond access to WSS and charting parallel timelines formed a crucial 

element of this method and enabled an analysis of how far people’s trajectories (e.g. 

fluctuations in their access to WSS) interrelate with other aspects of their life. I paid particular 

attention to the time participants were residing in the case study settlements to contextualise 

the findings, with data collected on the everyday practices in each settlement, and to explore 

how individual access to WSS over time has influenced and is influenced by a wider set of hydro-
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social processes and relations. Additionally, the satellite images from the mapping exercise 

served to examine the spatial dimension of people’s trajectories. The maps were used to capture 

interviewees’ place of residence and the location of WSS facilities accessed and put in context 

with the information gathered through the water supply facilities mapping and FGDs. 

Figure 3.7: Example of a timeline developed during fieldwork in Dar es Salaam 

 
 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2016) 

3.6 Data processing and analysis  

Most interviews were audio recorded and complemented with written notes, or timelines in the 

case of resident interviews, to allow for a detailed transcription afterwards. I could therefore 

focus on conducting the interview while only capturing key aspects and observations through 

written notes. Organisational representatives and FGD participants signed a consent form and 

oral agreements from residents were captured on the audio recordings. Many participants 

allowed the proceedings to be audio-recorded, but some felt uncomfortable and in those 

instances detailed written notes were produced instead, albeit not as comprehensive as the 

transcripts produced from audio recordings. In those cases, I transcribed the notes on the same 

day, complemented by my memory of the conversation, but it is possible that some of the detail 

was lost and that I was unable to capture the exact wording of participant responses.  
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In preparation for my data analysis, I carefully listened to all the recordings from interviews with 

organisational representatives and produced summary notes for each. All interviews with 

residents in case study settlements, and a selection of those with organisational representatives, 

were fully transcribed. As mentioned in section 3.4.1, transcripts of interviews conducted with 

the interpreter represent English translations of the Swahili parts of the conversation. This way 

I could gain insights into how my questions were translated, including clarifying comments and 

questions added by the interpreter and a full translation of participant responses. During the 

interviews, the interpreter could often only provide a summary of what participants said and 

therefore it was key that the translated transcripts gave a detailed account of the conversation.  

Data analysis 

The relational approach was developed over the course of the research, as part of the iterative 

process outlined in section 3.2, adding and refining the analytical lenses incrementally over time. 

As illustrated in Figure 3.8, they are applied in a cross-cutting way to answer the three 

overarching research questions. 

Figure 3.8: Analytical lenses of relational approach 

 

Source: Own elaboration 

I used the qualitative analysis software NVivo to code primary data applying a hybrid approach 

of inductive and deductive coding that combines codes emerging from the data itself (i.e. data-

driven) with pre-defined codes on the basis of my research questions and conceptual approach 

(i.e. theory or concept-driven) (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane 2006). This was by no means a linear 

procedure, but a highly iterative and reflexive process and involved regularly testing the validity 

and relevance of codes and adjusting the coding if necessary. In line with methodologies of some 
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feminist political ecology scholars, based on the concept of situated knowledge, I examined the 

data to highlight inconsistencies, e.g. between policy-driven and everyday practices, and 

generated new insights about urban water poverty and how to address it (Sundberg 2015). The 

three research questions helped me to layer my analysis and the following empirical chapters 

tackle each layer in more detail: 1) policy-driven practices (Chapters 4 and 5); 2) everyday 

practices (Chapter 6); and 3) people’s trajectories of urban water poverty (Chapter 7). The 

examination of urban water poverty trajectories on the basis of the relational approach was 

largely done through narrative construction and analysis, as further explained below. Chapter 8 

combines the three layers and concludes the analysis  to specifically draw out key push and pull 

factors that influence urban water poverty trajectories. All interviews have been anonymised 

and names used within the thesis changed. 

Personal narratives  

“[S]tories of ourselves and others are only partly of our own making: we enter 
upon a stage already set, and our lives for the most part follow the course of 
already available narrative scripts. On the other hand, our stories are multi-
layered and contradictory; the scripts of gender, race, ethnicity and class play a 
constitutive role, but never in the same way, never as mere determining factors” 
(Prins 2006, 281).  

Personal narratives or life stories are well suited for the relational approach developed in 

Chapter 2 as they seek to explore in more detail the complex interplay between individuals and 

social or structural processes in specific times and places by transcending the micro and macro 

analysis and focusing on the interlinkages (Maynes et al. 2008). Particularly more recent 

approaches to narrative analysis seem appropriate to present and analyse unique trajectories 

of poor women and men, offering an opportunity to engage with the discursive and material 

practices of different individuals and groups (Golsteijn and Wright 2013). To that end, capturing 

a diverse range of trajectories not only helped to avoid oversimplification and stereotyping but 

also raised the voices of marginalised people through their counter-narratives to enrich our 

understanding of social action and human agency and challenge dominant discourses and 

universal claims (Maynes et al. 2008; Allen and Hofmann 2017; Hofmann 2017b). Ultimately, 

narrative analysis allowed for a meaningful engagement with the stories and lives of those being 

researched and assisted in examining the ways in which policy-driven and everyday practices 

shape individual trajectories of urban water poverty, emphasising intersections of time, place 

and socioenvironmental relations (Allen and Hofmann 2017). I did not strive towards the 

unattainable goal of portraying the ‘truth’ as seen through the eyes of selected residents, but 
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instead explored their stories as a means to investigate what their own trajectories say about 

how their intersecting identities and social and political relations tell us about the conditions 

that shape the capacity to move out of urban water poverty. Because of the reliance on an 

interpreter, as discussed above, the actual construction of narratives or story telling by 

participants themselves was limited. Instead, I constructed them from the interviews using first 

order narratives (direct citations from the translated interview transcripts) as well as my own 

interpretation and analysis (Harling Stalker 2009; Golsteijn and Wright 2013). Thus, the 

trajectories presented later on portray my understanding of what the translator produced rather 

than being a true reflection of the views and perspectives of the interviewees (Temple and 

Young 2004).  

3.7 Methodological considerations for a relational approach  

This chapter explained the nature of the research process and how I operationalised the 

relational approach to answer the research questions. It thus provided detailed insights into the 

staggering of methods to allow a layered process of data collection and analysis. The three sub-

sections under 3.5 specifically clarify how the research questions have been operationalised. 

The additional questions in the introductory chapter have been developed to guide data 

collection and analysis on the basis of the relational approach, but it is particularly in the analysis 

of data where the relational approach comes to life. Dimensions of the normative framework 

serve to unearth existing injustices and identify the capacity for transformative change in the 

processing and analysis of data, e.g. by contrasting policy-driven and everyday practices to 

generate findings about diverse enactments of the dialectic agency-structure relationship in Dar 

es Salaam. This requires some key considerations in the data gathering process to be taken into 

account. It is crucial to gather data on both discursive and material practices without artificially 

separating them. Engaging organisational representatives in a discussion on their understanding 

of existing challenges and approaches and their organisational practices can reveal to what 

extent discourses translate into material practices. Moreover, a focus on everyday practices and 

the construction of narratives can operationalise the intersectional aspect in the relational 

approach and provide insights into how different identities and relations intersect in the 

construction of discursive and material practices among the urban water poor (Christensen and 

Jensen 2012). Mapping and spatial referencing of data is crucial to allow for a spatialised analysis 

of findings. While the timelines employed to record individual trajectories evidently allow to 

systematically gather detailed information on changes over time (Sword-Daniels et al. 2014), it 

is equally important to capture key events and temporal variations within the other data 

gathering methods.  
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The research journey leading to the development of this thesis has been a very personal one. I 

realise that another researcher might have chosen a different path and selected other means 

leading to distinct findings. My doctoral research was influenced by previous experiences and 

knowledge and I evidently benefitted from my embeddedness in different interacting spheres, 

i.e. other research, consultancy and teaching. Intersectional considerations enabled me to 

critically reflect on my positionality and how this might influence fieldwork practices and the 

interpretation of findings (Carstensen-Egwuom 2014). Through my engagement in other 

research and consultancy projects (e.g. see section 3.1.1) and MSc teaching I was able to create 

synergies with my doctoral research. This provided an additional opportunity to enhance the 

validity of my findings by expanding the comparative element and serving to minimise the 

influence of my own biases. 
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Chapter 4 Policy-driven practices in relation to water supply and 

sanitation  

Throughout several decades of tackling the immense shortfall in access to WSS services 

worldwide, largely triggered by the UN Mar del Plata conference in 1977 and the subsequent 

international drinking water and sanitation decade of the 1980s, different policy-driven 

practices have emerged to tackle urban water poverty, which define the problem in multiple 

ways to substantiate different approaches. This is evident in the governance of WSS in Dar es 

Salaam, which is characterised by a diversity of perspectives with varying influence to set the 

agenda. As published elsewhere (Hofmann 2017a), prevalent views and approaches to urban 

water poverty demonstrate a preference towards science and technology leading to a 

depoliticised portrayal of the problem. Particularly in light of discussions and developments 

around the human right to water, a range of alternative discourses emphasising people’s rights 

and entitlements for WSS gained traction since the early 2000s. In an attempt to categorise how 

urban water poverty is understood and approached, Table 4.1 tries to categorise the range of 

discourses that have emerged over time, which drive policy-driven practices15. While many of 

the discourses are interlinked and display certain similarities, particularly across discourses 1-4 

and 5-7, the table provides a stylised classification in order to emphasise their particularities. 

Discourses 1-4 (see Table 4.1) constitute variations of the dominant views on urban water 

poverty and access to WSS whereby the latter is largely equated with coverage in that efforts to 

increase the distribution of services allocate a major role to utilities, the state and External 

Support Agencies (ESAs). The last three discourses in the table are based on a multi-dimensional 

view of urban water poverty and emphasise lack of recognition and participation as significant 

underlying causes. 

The overall aim of this chapter and the next is to examine how policy-driven practices in Tanzania 

and Dar es Salaam tackle urban water poverty and to what effect (RQ1). Policy-driven practices, 

as defined in Chapter 2, encompass discursive and material practices rooted in policies of the 

government, ESAs and other key players influencing the WSS sector (e.g. formal private sector 

organisations, local NGOs and micro-finance organisations). Under such general premise, 

                                                             
15 I developed the first version of this within my MRes research through desk research complemented by 
a limited number of interviews with international development practitioners (see Chapter 3). Table 4.1 
represents an iteration involving further review of secondary sources and fieldwork in Dar es Salaam.  An 
early analysis that uses the categories in the table to structure the discussion is published in Hofmann 
(2017a). 
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Chapters 4 and 5 are particularly concerned with examining specific discursive claims, how far 

they are reflected in material practices and why. In doing so, both chapters aim to identify the 

main influences that shape policy-driven practices and their implications. Furthermore, the 

chapters explore the extent to which views and understandings of individual staff members 

deviate from those of their organisation and to what effect. This will be done using the analytical 

lenses developed in Chapter 2 and embedded in the set of supplementary questions introduced 

in Chapter 1. This chapter focuses specifically on the policies, planning and delivery of WSS while 

Chapter 5 examines policy-driven practices in relation to urban planning and governance. This 

enables a dedicated and detailed examination of the water supply and sanitation sector in 

Tanzania and Dar es Salaam within this chapter, while Chapter 5 focuses on exploring how urban 

water poverty is influenced by wider aspects, developments and processes.  

Table 4.1: Discourses driving policy-driven practices on urban water poverty 

1) Water scarcity: limited availability of water restricts the number of people that can be 
reached in a city.  

2) Lack of institutional capacity and financial resources hinder the utility from serving the 
entire urban population.  

3) Deficiencies in policy and planning obstruct an integrated approach that is needed to 
address urban water poverty.  

4) Economic poverty: the urban water-poor have insufficient financial resources to meet 
their WSS needs.  

5) No right to water: the urban water poor are not entitled to gain access to WSS.  

6) Dependency on land and housing tenure status: people’s ability to demand and gain 
access to WSS is closely associated with their tenancy arrangements.  

7) Lack of representation and participation of the urban water poor��
a. Recognition and representation: the urban water poor are not adequately recognised in 
political representative systems that influence WSS decisions.��

b. Empowerment and participation: urban water poor communities lack a collective voice 
to participate equally with others in decisions influencing access to WSS.  

Source: Hofmann (2017a)  

The case of Dar es Salaam shows that many policy-driven practices are intertwined, with some 

of them sharing similar approaches, making it difficult to separate them from each other. To 

allow for a nuanced analysis that highlights significant interconnections, chapter sections are 

not structured around the categorisation of discourses depicted in Table 4.1 but evolve around 

key aspects of WSS provision that have emerged from an examination of policy and programme 

documents, organisational publications, budget reviews, news articles and interviews with 

organisational representatives in Dar es Salaam (see section 3.5.1 in Chapter 3 for further 
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details). This chapter starts with a brief overview and history of Tanzania and Dar es Salaam with 

emphasis on the governance and supply of WSS in the city. The chapter provides some 

background on the development of the city during colonisation and the beginning of 

independence but the main analysis focuses on the 1980s till today, as explained in Chapter 3. 

The introductory section is followed by a discussion on national policy directions and political 

commitment before focusing on utility service provision and efforts to extend supply to the 

urban poor. The chapter finishes with a brief synthesis on the main findings. These are taken up 

and expanded in the concluding section of Chapter 5 for a combined reflection on the main 

discoveries in relation to policy-driven practices on urban water poverty. 

4.1 Introduction to Tanzania and Dar es Salaam 

Tanzania is located on the East coast of Africa with an estimated population of 55.57 million and 

classified as one of the least developed countries in the world (The World Bank 2017). Although 

the number of urban dwellers is increasing, most of the population still lives in rural areas. 

Tanzania was colonised by the Germans in the late 19th century who surrendered to the British 

following the first World War. The country declared independence in 1961 and the United 

Republic of Tanzania, merging mainland Tanzania and Zanzibar, was formed in 1964. The  

economy relies heavily on agriculture and although economic growth has increased steadily over 

the years high levels of poverty prevail. 

With an estimated 5.2 million inhabitants (National Bureau of Statistics 2016) the coastal city of 

Dar es Salaam is the most populous city in East Africa. As of 1974 it is no longer Tanzania’s capital 

but still constitutes the main economic and administrative centre hosting most government 

offices, foreign diplomatic missions and international organisations16. Colonisation left its 

imprint on the city, both in terms of the physical shape as well as the provision of services, with 

today’s layout and building structure induced by colonial land laws. While the city was racially 

zoned during German and British colonisation, dividing native and non-native groups, Bryceson 

asserts that ethnicity did not play a prominent role during Tanzania’s movement towards 

independence and nowadays Dar es Salaam is considered the ‘harbour of peace’ as the city has 

seen relatively little evidence of ethnic or tribal tensions and upheaval (2008). The Swahili 

language, which is a composite rather than a native language, has contributed significantly to 

                                                             
16 Following the last general elections in 2015 the current president John Magufuli is taking action 
regarding a decision made by Tanzania’s first president in 1973 and in the process of moving government 
offices to the country’s capital Dodoma. 
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depoliticise ethnic and tribal identities and helped with the creation of an inclusive national 

identity by aiming to unify different ethnic groups (Korybko 2016). As argued by Kironde (2007), 

since the 1950s  and 1960s class has prevailed over race as the principle that orders the city’s 

land use structure and still today, unlike other African countries, ethnicity is not at the centre of 

people’s struggles around land, water or political power (Malipula 2014).  

With an average 5.8% growth per year, well above national figures, Dar es Salaam’s population 

has grown steadily over decades. It witnessed a particularly rapid increase during the 1970s, 

partly due to negative impacts of national policies on agriculture (e.g. villagisation and 

nationalisation of the country’s economic sectors) and again since 2002, following a period of 

economic crisis and reform17. Postcolonial growth was largely driven by rural-urban migration 

from the city’s hinterland but with Dar es Salaam’s international connectedness and status as a 

global city, net migration continues to play an important role (Brennan and Burton 2007a; 

Andreasen 2013).  

As shown in  Figure 4.1, Dar es Salaam has expanded radially along its four main roads “propelled 

by a process of social and spatial differentiation” and a growing clandestine land market, with 

middle-class households largely settled along the major arteries towards the north and lower-

income households concentrated in the southern peri-urban areas away from main roads 

(Bryceson 2008, 16). During the 1990s, spatial expansion in peri-urban areas was driven by 

foreign investments in the housing and real estate market, facilitated by structural adjustment 

programmes and their liberalisation policies and the deregulation of public transport, with 

privately run minibuses improving the connection of these areas to the city centre (Andreasen 

2013). The planned and unplanned parts of the city have coexisted side by side since German 

colonisation but post-colonial urbanisation has been particularly characterised by “burgeoning 

informal settlements and limited opportunities for formal employment” (Wenban-Smith 2015, 

19).  

 

                                                             
17 Despite the country’s anti-urban bias until 1984 urban centres in Tanzania experienced high growth 
rates during the 1970s, largely because national policies did not achieve the intended outcomes. For a 
more detailed analysis of the urbanisation trends in Tanzania, the growth of Dar es Salaam and how the 
country’s economy and policies have influenced urbanisation, please see (Wenban-Smith 2015). 
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 Figure 4.1: Urban growth of Dar es Salaam 

 

Source: Congedo and Munafò (2014) Urban Sprawl as a Factor of Vulnerability to Climate Change: 
Monitoring Land Cover Change in Dar es Salaam. Figure 5.4: Land Cover Classifications of Dar es Salaam, 
84. In Macchi, S. & Tiepolo, M. (Eds.) Climate Change Vulnerability in Southern African Cities. Cham, 
Switzerland: Springer International Publishing. 
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Figure 4.2: 2008 informal settlement status in Dar es Salaam 

 

Source: Map prepared based on data from Dr Richard Sliuzas, Faculty ITC, University of Twente, 
Netherlands (r.sliuzas@utwente.nl) 

 

Most of the city’s growth is happening in informal areas (see Figure 4.2) that expand and emerge 

in close proximity to work opportunities, e.g. the port, markets and industrial areas, largely 

without the provision of infrastructure and services (Brennan and Burton 2007a). Nowadays, an 

estimated 75% of inhabitants live in informal settlements predominantly inhabited by lower-

income dwellers. In 2011, the Ministry of Land, with support from the World Bank and other 
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donors, hired an international consortium of consultants to prepare a new Master Plan for Dar 

es Salaam. Since the new plan is still awaiting approval urban development in the city is 

technically still guided by the 1979 Master Plan, even though it is outdated and has never been 

implemented (The World Bank 2016). Since independence, different discourses have driven 

Tanzania and Dar es Salaam’s development with concrete implications for WSS. Figure 4.3 

provides an overview of key events shaping policy developments and governance arrangements 

in Tanzania and Dar es Salaam as well as significant changes in the evolution of WSS provisions 

and responsibilities since independence. 
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Figure 4.3: Timeline of key policy developments and governance arrangements  

 

 

Source: Own elaboration based on literature review and fieldwork notes.  
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4.1.1 WSS policy and governance in Dar es Salaam 

As depicted in Figure 4.4, several actors across different scales are involved in the governance 

of WSS in Dar es Salaam. The Ministry of Water (MoW), under the Government of Tanzania, 

provides policy directions for WSS and monitors the service. In line with the country’s Local 

Government Reform Programme (see below for more details), the current National Water Policy 

(NAWAPO) established in 2002, denotes a shift away from central government as the sole 

investor, implementer and manager of water, and portrays the state as a facilitator, regulator 

and promoter for decentralised implementation (Kjellén 2006).  

Figure 4.4: Institutional WSS landscape 

 

Source: Own elaboration 

In 2006, the Ministry launched a National Water Sector Development Strategy (NWSDS) and a 

Water Sector Development Programme (NWSDP) to implement the policy; both were funded by 

the Government of Tanzania and several ESAs. NWSDP constitutes one of Africa’s largest 

national sector-wide programmes to channel ESA and government funding towards an 
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integrated approach for WSS combining rural and urban water supply and sewerage and water 

resources management under one investment and regulatory regime. Priorities for Dar es 

Salaam include increasing the capacity and autonomy of the existing system, in terms of water 

production as well as expansion of WSS infrastructure. In line with decentralisation efforts (see 

below), implementation falls under the remit of local government entities with a facilitating 

central government and private sector involvement to finance and manage service provision 

(MoW 2006; OECD 2013a). The Ministry’s Urban Water Supply and Sewerage Services Division, 

oversees and supports all Urban Water Supply and Sanitation Authorities (UWSSA) while the 

Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority (EWURA), an autonomous multi-sectoral 

regulatory authority established in 2006, is responsible for technical and economic regulation of 

water, including licensing, tariff review and establishing quality standards. EWURA is also tasked 

with promoting effective competition and economic efficiency, protecting the interests of 

consumers and promoting the availability of regulated services to all customers including low-

income, rural and disadvantaged communities18. Under the existing regulatory framework, non-

licensed providers (all providers other than UWSSAs) are considered informal and therefore not 

regulated by EWURA. However, in 2013 the regulator published guidelines for the operation of 

informal service providers (see EWURA 2013a; EWURA 2013b) for UWSSAs to regulate water 

tankers and private boreholes (see section 4.3 for further details).  

The city itself has a unique local governance structure (see Figure 4.5). Following the country’s 

Local Government Reform Programme (LGRP) in the late 1990s, driven by a Decentralisation by 

Devolution Policy (DDP) established in 1996, Dar es Salaam was divided into three districts, 

namely Temeke, Ilala and Kinondoni19, which became municipal councils in 1999 to execute their 

functions and roles as provided in the 1982 Local Government Act. LGRP led to several 

amendments to the 1982 Act towards more transparency, accountability and efficiency of local 

authorities (Mollel 2010). The Dar es Salaam City Council (DCC), a city-wide governing body, is 

supposed to perform a coordinating role and deal with cross-cutting issues of health services, 

transport, fire and rescue as well as city-wide projects (UN-HABITAT 2010a) but has been largely 

ineffective. The municipal councils have an administrative order for their respective jurisdictions 

and the power to make by-laws and pass their annual budgets, which DCC lacks (UN-HABITAT 

                                                             
18 www.ewura.go.tz  

19 To deal with the rapid growth of the city, the Kigamboni and Ubungo municipalities were added to the 
local governance structure in 2016. Given this represents a recent change that is still underway (and 
happened after most of the fieldwork was conducted) this thesis largely refers to the municipal councils 
and jurisdictions that existed prior to 2016.  
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2009). Municipal councils, as well as the city council, have a combined political and executive 

leadership structure whereby each of them is governed by a democratically elected mayor and 

an appointed director.  

Figure 4.5: Administrative structure of Dar es Salaam 

 

Source: Own elaboration based on the 2012 census and www.citypopulation.de20  

Wards constitute sub-divisions of the municipal councils with the mandate to enhance efficiency 

and coordination while the Mtaa (sub-wards) represent the lowest local government level 

deemed most suitable for citizen participation in local development issues, but without 

executive or legislative powers. They, too, have a dual governance structure of locally elected 

representatives and civil servants, but the latter are appointed (and appraised) by central 

government, which considerably impedes local decision-making powers (Venugopal and Yilmaz 

2010; Mmari and Wangwe 2017; ODI 2017). Through DDP, local government is responsible for 

policy implementation and LGRP awarded local government authorities the mandate to ensure 

that their constituents are provided with key services, including health, education, community 

services, waste management and water supply (Dar es Salaam City Council 2004; Norman and 

Massoi 2010; MoW 2011). While overall provision and management of water and sewage 

services are delegated to a city-wide utility, municipal councils have by law a responsibility to 

ensure that residents access minimum WSS services. Each municipality has a dedicated cross-

departmental, multidisciplinary team that works with low-income communities on issues of 

                                                             
20 Website accessed on 14/08/2017. 
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water, health, education and community development (WAHECO)21. They largely act as a 

catalyst between communities and other stakeholders and collaborate directly with relevant 

ward level government officers (e.g. environmental health officers and community development 

officers).  

DDP transferred WSS responsibilities from the national level to a newly established local entity 

tasked with commercial operation and legislative changes in 1999, which subsequently allowed 

for the privatisation of the WSS operation. The Dar es Salaam Water and Sanitation Authority 

(DAWASA) established in 1997 is a parastatal organisation whose operations are governed by 

the DAWASA Act 2001. The organisation is one of Tanzania’s UWSSAs licensed in accordance 

with EWURA to provide water and sewerage services in the DAWASA service area. In an effort 

of decentralisation aimed at cost recovery and commercial operation, DAWASA has been subject 

to significant reforms since its inception (see Figure 4.3), shifting from direct provider to enabler 

and regulator (Bayliss and Tukai 2011; Rugemalila and Gibbs 2015). The Dar es Salaam Water 

Supply and Sanitation Project (DWSSP), an externally funded intervention that pushed for a 

private-public partnership (PPP) to provide WSS in the city, made DAWASA the asset holder in 

2003 and a 10-year lease contract with a private operator was issued, but terminated in 2005 

due to non-compliance (see section 4.2 for a more detailed discussion). Following a short period 

of private sector participation (PSP), the private operator was replaced in 2005 by the publicly 

owned Dar es Salaam Water and Sewerage Corporation (DAWASCO) with a similar contract and 

driven by principles of self-sufficiency and cost recovery. As indicated by the name, DAWASCOs 

remit in relation to sanitation is limited to sewerage infrastructure and services. DAWASA 

manages investment and monitors DAWASCO who, in turn, is responsible for operating and 

maintaining the assets, installing new connections and customer meters, issuing water and 

sewage bills, collecting revenues and rehabilitating selected works. As part of DWSSP, DAWASA 

set up a community liaison unit (CLU) in 2003 to manage non-networked service provision, 

largely through community WSS projects where CLU collaborates with low-income 

communities. Triggered by a EU-funded project, DAWASCO established a small pro-poor unit in 

2014, tasked with WSS improvements in low-income areas of the city.  

                                                             
21 Temeke was the first municipality to establish a WAHECO team in 1998. WaterAid, who assisted the 
municipality to fight water-related diseases following the El Niño rainfall, helped set up a cross-
departmental team and built their capacity in collaborating with lower-income communities on issues of 
WSS provision. The other two municipalities followed suit in 2012 and set up a WAHECO team as part of 
a project funded by the European Union (Interview with WAHECO team leader in Temeke, August 2014).  
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4.1.2 Water supply in Dar es Salaam 

DAWASCO largely draws its water for the city from the Ruvu river, approximately 80km away, 

as well as a small number of deep boreholes that were drilled in response to the 1997 drought 

(see Table 4.2). The region experiences a bimodal rainfall pattern peaking in April/May and a 

smaller peak in November/December, with a mean rainfall of 1,124mm, but with a potential 

evapotranspiration of 1,900mm (Gomme 2016; Nobert and Skinner 2016).  

Table 4.2: Existing DAWASCO water sources to supply Dar es Salaam 

Source Location Quantity (m3/s) Notes 

Upper Ruvu offtake River Ruvu, 
Morogoro Bridge 

2.27 Recently upgraded* 

Lower Ruvu offtake River Ruvu 3.13 Recently upgraded* 

River Kizinga offtake Mtoni, Dar es 
Salaam 

0.10  

Boreholes In Dar es Salaam 0.31 Viewed as 
emergency cover 

*Figures provided reflect the planned upgrade quantities. 

Source: Gomme (2016 based on Mwangingo (2013))  

Over the years, Dar es Salaam has been affected by an increasing frequency of droughts and 

floods with significant impacts on the water supply system and the prevalence of water-related 

diseases (Mwanyoka et al. 2016). With supply figures well below demand, plans are 

implemented to increase the capacity of the system. Figure 4.6 shows the location of existing 

and proposed reservoirs, treatment plants as well as network extensions, most importantly the 

expansion of upper and lower Ruvu treatment plants and two new schemes at Mpera and 

Kimbiji in the south of the city where networked water supply is currently absent. As depicted 

in Figure 4.7, the current water network does not cover the entire city and service hours differ 

depending on geographical location. Recent statistics show evidence that the formal system 

reaches about 46% of the city population, largely benefitting higher-income citizens, as only a 

small proportion of low-income households are estimated to have a utility connection, with 

nearly half of them reported as dysfunctional, and the number of operational kiosks is limited 

(Pauschert et al. 2012; EWURA 2016). Areas not served by the utility network rely on non-

networked schemes using groundwater from Dar es Salaam’s coastal aquifer. In addition to the 

few boreholes operated by DAWASCO, findings from various studies suggest more than 10,000 

boreholes across the city with total abstraction quantities similar to those at the upper Ruvu 
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offtake, as shown in Table 4.2 (Gomme 2016). Most of these boreholes are unregistered, leading 

to largely unmonitored groundwater abstraction at unsustainable rates. 

Figure 4.6: Current and projected utility water supply schemes in Dar es Salaam 

 

Source: DAWASA (2016)
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Figure 4.7: Coverage and frequency of utility water supply in Dar es Salaam 

 

Source: Map produced with data from DAWASA (2014) 

Construction of today’s WSS infrastructure started in the 1920s and extended beyond the city 

centre since the 1950s. Apart from its limited coverage, the utility system suffers from large 

amounts of non-revenue water; 46% of the water produced at the city’s three surface water 

treatment plants is lost due to broken pipes, illegal connections and a combination of other 

issues22 (EWURA 2017). Expansion works are expected to meet Dar es Salaam’s water demand 

                                                             
22 This includes for instance unbilled connections, broken or rigged meters, unpaid bills etc.. 
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in future, but during dry years, surface water sources are unlikely to be sufficient all year round 

and as the government continues to issue more abstraction permits in the upper Ruvu 

catchment, water shortages are likely to increase further (Nobert and Skinner 2016).  

In some settlements lacking utility provision, particularly in the most peripheral ones, municipal 

councils and NGOs have established water supply schemes that are subsequently managed by 

local communities. Since the late 1990s the number of public water kiosks and distributed 

systems has increased significantly with recent estimates of 239 water kiosks connected to the 

network and 280 standalone schemes in low-income areas across Dar es Salaam (EWURA 2016; 

Interview with DAWASA CLU Engineer, September 2014). DWSSP alone led to the construction 

of 180 networked kiosks and 41 distributed borehole systems23 under the project’s community 

water supply and sanitation component (CWSSP) (Newborne et al. 2012). Nevertheless, most 

low-income residents in Dar es Salaam continue to rely on informal service providers, including 

private boreholes, neighbourhood resellers, mobile vendors and tankers (Pauschert et al. 2012). 

Dar es Salaam’s water supply is characterised by a range of practices whereby lower-income 

residents largely access water through means other than utility household connections, which 

have arisen out of people’s needs, rather than driven by policy, and are heavily reliant on the 

fast depleting groundwater from the coastal aquifer (Mtoni 2013; Gomme 2016). Sanitation 

provision in the city is even more dire. With only 3.2% of the population connected to 

underground sewers, the majority of dwellers relies on onsite sanitation in form of pit latrines 

or flush toilets connected to soak-away pits or septic tanks (EWURA 2016). 

4.2 Political commitment and policy directions for WSS 

As summarised in Figure 4.3, shifts in the country’s overall development and policy direction 

since independence have had direct implications for the supply of WSS. Until the 1960s, WSS 

infrastructure and service provision was financed through a cost-sharing system between the 

state, local authorities and private individuals, which led to differential supply as some local 

authorities were less able to mobilise the necessary financial resources than others (Rugemalila 

and Gibbs 2015). After independence in 1961, the socialist government under Julius Nyerere, 

the country’s first president, introduced a ‘free water for all policy’ in 1969 as part of African 

                                                             
23 Many low-income settlements that lack access to the utility network rely on water from distributed 
systems. These are borehole systems with one or several distribution points (DPs) spread across the 
settlement where water can be purchased by the bucket; some other schemes also feature household 
connections. Some of them are operated by the utility but there is a wide spectrum of management 
arrangements across the city.  
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Socialism (also referred to as Ujamaa, meaning familyhood in Swahili),  but the policy somewhat 

promoted a culture of non-commitment by neglecting ownership and maintenance of the 

system (Maganga et al. 2002). Failure of Ujamaa to lift the country out of poverty gave way to 

an ongoing period of capitalist transformation leading to the return of a cost-sharing system in 

the 1980s to manage water supply in urban areas (Brennan and Burton 2007a).  Poverty 

reduction was the rationale of the decade, with free water supply from public kiosks and 

standpipes while those with a household connection, and considered better-off economically, 

had to pay (Pigeon 2012). Since then, the country has witnessed a constant push to 

commercialise the WSS sector, in line with policies of economic liberalisation. 

Commercialisation of WSS 

The country’s first National Water Policy (NAWAPO) of 1991 paved the way for full cost recovery 

in urban areas and private sector participation (PSP). In 2002, as part of ongoing economic 

liberalisation reforms, a revised NAWAPO advanced on the full cost recovery principle through 

a tariff-setting mechanism and has provided directions for the sustainable development, 

management and utilisation of water sources (Rugemalila and Gibbs 2015). Since then, existing 

regulation stipulates a lifeline tariff for public standpipes of TSh22 per 20 litres to offer 

affordable water to the poor (MoW 2002; EWURA 2015). 

Liberal reforms in line with structural adjustment programmes promoting privatisation of all 

public services, were implemented in the education and health sectors in the mid-1980s 

followed by social security and eventually water supply and sanitation in 2003 (Brennan and 

Burton 2007b). The 1999 ‘Water Laws (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act’ is the first piece of 

legislation paving the way for PSP in WSS starting with Dar es Salaam in view of other 

municipalities following suit (Howsam 1999) and this was further cemented through NAWAPO 

in 2002.  

While the shift from a state-led to a market-led economy has boosted economic growth in the 

country overall, and Dar es Salaam more specifically, this has not translated into infrastructural 

improvements and the impact on poverty reduction has been negligible. As argued by Brennan 

and Burton:  

“Dar es Salaam today offers the paradox of unprecedented economic growth 
despite a plainly failing infrastructure” (2007a, 65). 
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As a least developing country, Tanzania continues to rely on assistance from ESAs such as IMF 

and the World Bank, who significantly condition national policy and planning with their claims. 

Arguments of insufficient institutional and financial capacity (see discourse 2 in Table 4.1) have 

driven the country to prioritise market liberalisation and reform while transferring the duty to 

empower the poor to others, as exemplified through the following quote from a World Bank 

WSS specialist in Dar es Salaam: 

“The [utility] is running a deficit, they need to invest more and they should think 
about themselves as a company and increase the price of water... While 
accountability is good, that alone will not solve the problem and the business case 
needs to be solid…it would be good if they [the urban water poor] could have a 
voice but where would the money come from? For me that is two very separate 
things…that is something that NGOs can do, to empower the citizens, but on the 
business side that is a management issue and you have to make tough decisions” 
(Interview conducted August 2014). 

The World Bank has been influential in shaping sector priorities and WSS policies towards legal 

and institutional reform through technical assistance, loan conditions and earmarked funds 

(World Bank 2016). Central government as well as ESAs continue to control utility reform and 

shape the nature of WSS improvements in Dar es Salaam (World Bank 2016). Although both 

exercise significant political influence over the development of the city’s water supply system, 

neither are directly accountable because they operate through local implementing agencies 

(Pigeon 2012; Interview with World Bank Urban Specialist, August 2014).  

Pro-poor pledge  

The government of Tanzania pronounces the right to water (for domestic purposes) in NAWAPO 

and embeds it in its draft new constitution (URT 2014a), flagging issues of affordability and social 

equity. Recognising WSS as a human right helps to legitimise the struggles of those suffering 

from urban water poverty in their wider claims for social and environmental justice, but it does 

not foreclose liberalisation agendas and privatisation efforts. The water policy frames a pro-poor 

approach in a context of neoliberal reforms that define water as an economic good and actively 

promote cost recovery and PSP in service provision (see Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8: Excerpt from NAWAPO 2002  

 

Source: MoW (2002, 43) 

By explicitly removing its predecessor’s emphasis on central government as the sole investor, 

implementer and manager of WSS projects, the policy broadens the role of other stakeholders, 

including ESAs, Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) and the private sector actors, and therefore 

relieves the government from its direct responsibility of serving the poor.  

Pro-poor principles embedded into the rhetoric of NAWAPO remain too vague, which is one of 

the reasons why they do not gain traction in actual strategies and interventions on the ground 

(Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs 2010; Newborne et al. 2012). An overall emphasis on 

cost recovery and proper tariff setting, outlining concrete measures to achieve this, while simply 

stipulating to ‘promote’ pro-poor mechanisms is not sufficient to safeguard the needs of the 

poor, particularly since the onus shifted to third parties. Accordingly, NWSDP pushes for the 

commercialisation of UWSSPs and apart from supporting pro-poor tariff structures, it does not 

include any measures that specifically target lower-income residents, particularly in urban areas 

(MoW, 2006). Internationally, trickle down development whereby overall improvements will 

eventually reach everyone, has long been proven unsuccessful, but the rationale is still used to 

justify investment decisions: 

“[…] but there has been an improvement in water supply, as I said, if the cake is 
too small it ends up being eaten by the well to do, if you increase the cake, 
naturally, there will be at least left overs for the peri-urban poor people. Because 
there’s more water, they have also improved the water supply systems […] and 
naturally it trickles down to the poor, it’s not 100% but the improvement is very 
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good, when you talk of 80-90% coverage it’s very good for an African city…” 
(Interview with World Bank consultant, August 2014). 

The Dar es Salaam Water Supply and Sanitation Project (DWSSP) provides a suitable example to 

elaborate on the tensions between pro-poor principles and a drive to commercialise the sector.  

4.2.1 DWSSP – privatisation and remunicipalisation 

The World Bank’s US$165 million Dar es Salaam Water Supply and Sanitation Project (DWSSP) 

jointly funded by the African Development Bank (AFDB), European Investment Bank (EIB) and 

the International Development Association (IDA), was implemented between 200324 and 2010 

with the overall objective “to provide a reliable, affordable and sustainable water supply service 

and improve the sewerage and sanitation” in Dar es Salaam (World Bank 2011, viii). Funding of 

the project was tied to the creation of the above-mentioned PPP with DAWASA as the main 

implementing agency. In 2003 City Water Services Limited (CWS) became the private operator 

with a 10-year lease contract, which was terminated two years later due to non-compliance 

(World Bank 2011). At the time, concerns from other bidders were not adequately addressed 

and eventually caused most to drop out, leading to the appointment of a less competent and 

unexperienced private operator. More importantly, an evaluation of the project revealed that 

had the World Bank undertaken a thorough assessment of the utility, this could have ruled out 

PPP as the most feasible option to achieve the set objectives (Newborne et al. 2012). In 2005 

the government of Tanzania took control and replaced the private operator with publicly owned 

DAWASCO under a similar contract (Pigeon 2012).  

Both lease contracts, with CWS and later DAWASCO, are deficient in a specific commitment to 

serve poor communities (see Appendix B in World Bank 2005 for key performance indicators of 

both lease contracts) and an evaluation of DWSSP revealed significant deficiencies in catering 

for the needs and capacities of low-income households within the project (Newborne et al. 

2012; Uwejamomere and Northover 2012). For example, in the name of ‘affordability’, the utility 

introduced a lifeline tariff for household connections whereby the first 5m3 per month were 

charged at a lower rate, irrespective of household income or size, which disproportionately 

benefitted the better-off (Ngana et al. 2010; Newborne et al. 2012).  

Table 4.3 lists the project components further and demonstrates that most of the investment 

                                                             
24 Preparations of the project began in 1997 but challenges regarding the intended role of PSP in the 
rehabilitation and improvement of WSS in Dar es Salaam led to a delay in the actual start of the project 
until 2003 (www.dawasa.go.tz).   
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went to improve and extend the current network system, with only 2.3% specifically targeting 

the low-income areas that house most city dwellers.  

Table 4.3: Project components and indicative costs for DWSSP (stated costs in US$ million) 

Source: Own elaboration based on Newborne et al. (2012, 124–125) 

There is an obvious mismatch between the claims of the project and the means chosen to deliver 

it, caused by an emphasis on service standards and financial performance and the pressure on 

DAWASA to repay the loan rather than an honest concern to increase distribution to the poor, 

as is also evident in Figure 4.9. Internationally, failed privatisation in Dar es Salaam added to 

growing doubts as to whether PSP offers a viable option (Dill 2010b; PSIRU 2014; Kishimoto et 

al. 2015), but in Tanzania and Dar es Salaam the drive towards commercialisation of water 

supply and PSP persisted. In fact, remunicipalisation did not significantly change the institutional 

architecture initially designed for PSP, because the World Bank and MoW officials were eager 

to continue instilling a commercial management culture (Pigeon 2012) cemented in NAWAPO 

and in the DAWASA Act: 

Component (inclusive of contingencies)  Source of 
finance 

Indic. 
costs 

% of 
total 

1. Rehabilitation and Extension of Water Supply 
Rehabilitation and extension of: production facilities; transmission mains and 
services, primary distribution mains; secondary and tertiary distribution mains. 

AFDB, IDA, 
EIB 

106.05 64 
 

2. Rehabilitation and Extension of Sewerage and Waste Water 
Rehabilitation of existing sewers and construction of new ones, rehabilitation 
of wastewater pumping stations, stabilisation plants, and existing ocean outfall. 

EIB, AFDB 22.40 13.60 
 

3. Community Water Supply and Sanitation (CWSS) 
Support through grants by DAWASA to 50 beneficiary communities for water 
projects to provide a minimum service to low income communities not 
immediately served by piped water network. The project was also to support 
on-site sanitation facilities. DAWASA was to implement this component with 
assistance of NGOs to support communities in grant requests, implementation 
and capacity building for post construction management. 

AFDB, IDA 3.85 2.30 

4. Institutional Strengthening  
(a) assistance to the Operator to finance its initial operating costs;  
(b) technical assistance to DAWASA: engineering, financial, legal, assets 
revaluation, audits, communication, environmental monitoring, independent 
assessments of institutional framework and activities to prevent HIV/AIDS;  
(c) training of DAWASA and MoWI staff,  
(d) operational equipment and repairs of emergency nature to be financed by 
DAWASA under the Lease Contract; and  
(e) technical assistance to the Wami/Ruvu Basin Office.  
DAWASA to implement all components with supervision from MoWI  for (e). 

IDA 25.00 15.20 
 

5. Preparation of a Medium Term WSS development program 
Support to a series of studies aimed at preparing the medium-term capital 
works programme. 

IDA 6.15 3.70 
 

Total Project Costs 
Refinancing of Project Preparation Fund 

 163.45 
1.15 

 
0.70 

Total Financing Required  164.60 100 
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Figure 4.9: Excerpt from the DAWASA Act   

 

Source: URT (2001) 

The World Bank blames an incompetent government and contractual failure for the 

unsuccessful PSP in Dar es Salaam (World Bank 2005) while an MoW official highlighted the 

country’s unpreparedness at the time and lack of a PPP policy (Interview with MoW urban WSS 

Director, February 2015). An increasing number of sector specialists question the effectiveness 

of the World Bank support, as evident from the quotes below. However, individual voices have 

been unable to influence organisational priorities and the general direction of WSS investments. 

“Since about ten years ago the World Bank has injected capital to increase the 
supply network, the pipes, and also to increase the intake to make sure there is 
more water being treated and pumped in the system and also the main pipes to 
carry more water into the city. So we were expecting things like that to have 
started improving but there is no improvement. I remember vividly that twice the 
World Bank has injected capital to make sure there is improved water supply but 
the improvement has not been seen at all, so maybe there are also issues of 
management” (Interview with UNICEF WASH specialist, August 2014). 

 “World Bank policies should not be adopted uncritically. When they pushed for a 
PPP in Dar, there was no PPP policy or act in the country. This is now in place but 
there are a number of issues to do with the split between the asset holder and 
the operator and there is no other city in Tanzania where this split is present. The 
public-public partnership in Dar does not work. […] there are complicated issues 
with DAWASCO. There are politics involved, it is not a water issue, there are 
politics, which is never working. […] and I’m wondering, as an engineer who 
knows this water sector for at least 15 years, I’m wondering. Maybe there are 
some other interests…I cannot talk about that” (Interview with EWURA technical 
manager, August 2014). 

Consequently, pro-poor measures continue to be neglected. The Second Water Sector Support 

Project (SWSSP), under the second phase of NWSDP (NWSDP II), financed through an IDA loan, 

allocates most funds for WSS improvements in Dar es Salaam to network rehabilitation and 
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extension (US$50 million out of a total US$57 million) with a small concession for kiosks and 

public standpipes. With 2.4% of the overall state budget in 2015/16 (down from 4.4% in 

2011/12), the water sector remains a low national priority (Quinn 2013; UNICEF and MoFP 

2016). Urban water poverty is therefore an issue of insufficient government commitment and 

lack of prioritisation rather than financial constraints, as implied in the following quote: 

“I will give you engineers and lots of money. I can give you US$ 1 billion every 5 
years then you will still ask me why am I not supplying water. So, it is not about 
money” (Interview with DFID Tanzania WSS advisor, August 2014). 

Nevertheless, the MoW continues to emphasise insufficient resources as a way to involve others 

and continues to present PPPs as a solution to address the apparent shortfall, even in low-

income settlements: 

“[…] as I said, we have limited resources, I think it’s much better to utilise this 
approach of PPP where you meet various companies. [… ] the PPP I am talking 
about, since we are interested to increase coverage you can get various 
companies that will come so long as the interest is very reasonable” (Interview 
with MoW urban WSS Director, February 2015). 

In 2009, the country issued a national PPP policy whereby: 

 “Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) have been identified as viable means to 
effectively address constraints of financing, management and maintenance of 
public goods and services” (URT 2009a, ii). 

Although PPP regulations include an affordability requirement the main emphasis remains on 

cost-effectiveness (URT 2015). Nevertheless, policies to attract private sector investment are 

still weak and the promotion of PPPs has proven difficult so far (Interview with MoW urban WSS 

Director, February 2015; MoW 2006; MoW 2011; Fierro et al. 2016). In line with the country’s 

shift towards a market-based economy, the withdrawal of the state and decentralisation efforts, 

NWSDP II aims to widen the pool of WSS stakeholders by promoting local independent 

management entities, including Water User Groups, Water User Associations and private 

operators (Fierro et al. 2016). To support WSS in low-income areas NAWAPO explicitly highlights 

the role of NGOs and CBOs “in financing, developing and managing the water supply and 

sewerage service in low income areas” alongside the promotion of pro-poor PPPs (MoW 2002, 

43). This partially relieves local government and the utility from their service provision 

responsibilities. However, NGOs do not see themselves as service providers, but understand that 

their role is to enhance the recognition of low-income communities with an expectation for 
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government buy-in. The local NGO Centre for Community Initiatives (CCI) uses pilot initiatives 

to set a precedent that aims to instil new ways of addressing WSS challenges: 

“Now, the second part of the research is to implement a precedent setting 
project, we are calling them precedent setting projects. These are projects that 
we believe… because we know CCI cannot solve all problems, we believe the 
government, the ministry and whoever is interested can pick the good lessons and 
be able to scale up and replicate” (Interview with CCI Director, August 2014). 

Nevertheless, examples where the government has replicated and mainstreamed pro-poor 

approaches using their own resources are difficult to find as they do not align with their overall 

priorities.  

4.3 Utility network supply 

As explained above, Dar es Salaam’s water sources are limited and the city’s increasing 

population places further strain on the current supply system. Alongside liberalisation efforts, 

the international discourse of awarding demographic expansion the blame for physical or 

‘volumetric’ scarcity’ (discourse 1 in Table 4.1), which began as a major political concern during 

the 1970s, was particularly dominant in the Tanzanian policy context during the 1990s and still 

prevails today. Emphasis on enhancing the quantity of water at source is firmly embedded in 

NWSDP and supported by ESAs, such as the World Bank, to meet increasing demand, particularly 

in Dar es Salaam: 

“[…] for Dar es Salaam the biggest issue seemed to be the water sources, so we 
were focusing on developing water sources to supplement the current ones which 
were becoming problematic. For at least five out of twelve months of the year, 
during the dry season the flows in river Ruvu were becoming so low and no 
matter whether you have infrastructure or how good it would be, there was no 
water” (Interview with World Bank consultant, August 2014). 

In 2012, NWSDP channelled more than 10% of the overall budget to Dar es Salaam to expand 

the capacity of existing plants and to develop additional well fields to supplement insufficient 

surface water supply (Quinn 2013).  

“Completion of the expansion works at Upper Ruvu, Lower Ruvu and the 
exploration of the Kimbiji Aquifer being in its final stages of completion; the vision 
to provide potable water supply to all customers within its service area is no 
longer a dream but a reality” (DAWASA 2016, 4). 

While DAWASA portrays the expansion of existing water sources as an important contribution 

to combat urban water poverty in Dar es Salaam, this is unlikely to benefit low-income dwellers 
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any time soon. Many unserved low-income residents almost exclusively rely on groundwater 

from Dar es Salaam’s coastal aquifer. Despite the lack of robust data on current abstraction 

rates, educated guesses suggest it currently provides almost one third of the city’s water. 

However, the resource is fast depleting as abstraction seems to exceed recharge estimates (see 

Figure 3.6 in Gomme 2016). The utility projects that the Kimbiji well field will render the coastal 

aquifer almost redundant, yet recent assessments regarding the capacity of the Kimbiji scheme 

are far more conservative and a hydrogeologist highlights issues in relation to informal 

abstraction, a limited water network and affordability that jeopardises the utility’s plans:  

“There seems to be no attempt to integrate private water supplies into the 
equation […] The plans therefore tacitly assume that current abstraction from the 
DQCA25 will be replaced by the increased DAWASCO supply, and no long-term 
abstraction from the DQCA is envisaged under these plans. In practice, unless a 
very strict non-abstraction policy can be instigated and enforced by the [water 
board] it should be clear that informal abstraction from the DQCA by 
communities, households and private operators and businesses will continue. 

We also note that replacing current informal DQCA use with water from other 
supplies will require the provision of widespread new distribution networks in the 
areas that DAWASCO currently does not reach. Main pipelines for this distribution 
are already built into recent plans, but the funding and practical construction 
requirements suggest that this may take several years to accomplish. Use of the 
DQCA will continue during this period, and perhaps beyond if piped water proves 
less affordable to poor communities” (Gomme 2016, 19–20). 

Government policies and programmes use the narrative of water scarcity (see Table 4.1) to 

justify their actions.  As projections are based on a selective assessment of water resources and 

supply modes using incomplete official statistics, they  fail to provide realistic pathways towards 

more sustainable and inclusive water supply in Dar es Salaam. Disregard for the costal aquifer 

sidelines the multitude of alternative providers and practices and jeopardises the ways in which 

many low-income residents meet their water needs. 

While Dar es Salaam’s growth is evidently constrained by finite water resources, reducing urban 

water poverty to such selective view of physical scarcity makes it a distributional struggle 

whereby the water poor remain unrecognised and invisible in policy and decision-making 

(Marshall et al. 2009; Leach et al. 2010). This is a fitting example of water scarcity being a 

welcome discourse for the politics of distribution to hide behind the environmental scarcity 

                                                             
25 This refers to the Dar es Salaam Quaternary Coastal Aquifer, which is the underground aquifer for Dar 
es Salaam.  
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concept (Janakarajan et al. 2005; Lankford 2010; Mehta 2011; Nompumelelo Tapela 2012). 

Examination of utility supply across the city, as depicted in Figure 4.7, shows that urban water 

poverty is not simply a matter of natural scarcity; it is also the result of unequal distribution and 

consumption. Rapid population growth and urban expansion do pose a challenge for limited 

water resources, but a CLU engineer highlights challenges of unplanned settlements and lack of 

investment in low-income areas and gives an indication of the magnitude of the problem that 

his small unit within DAWASA must tackle: 

“[T]he situation is tricky in a sense that we have never improved the services in 
terms of quantity for quite a long time, now we had a dilapidated kind of 
distribution network for production and transmission and our distribution 
network was so limited and even the investment we’ve been doing previously 
could not catch up with the pace of the population growth in the city and I am 
afraid also, that the city is growing, its growing horizontally, that means that we 
are increasing a lot of peri-urban settlements. Unfortunately, again the biggest 
percent of the growing settlements are also unplanned, not only that they are not 
planned in terms of the complication we are expecting in laying down the 
infrastructures, but also they are not planned, they are not even in our plans. […] 
and the pace of increment I can say is more than twice as much the pace of 
investment in such areas, because even the several interventions we’ve been 
doing in such settlements, really, if you look at them, some of them work but if 
you see them, c’mon, we’ve finished one, two, three, four but we need about fifty 
in these areas, you know, you can just wake up in the morning and see how big 
the problem is” (Interview with DAWASA CLU Engineer, August 2014). 

A deeper spatial analysis, overlaying DAWASCO supply with the location of informal settlements 

(see Figure 4.10) shows a strong correlation between areas with very limited or no utility supply 

and the location of informal settlements in the city, while the areas receiving 24-hour water are 

largely inhabited by high-ranking politicians and diplomatic communities, pointing towards 

maldistribution and misrecognition of the urban poor by policy and decision makers. Informal 

settlements that, according to the above Figure, appear to receive 24 hours utility supply tend 

to house middle to higher-income groups while informal settlements inhabited by lower-income 

residents have limited or no utility supply (Nganyanyuka et al. 2014; Smiley 2016).  As is evident 

in the following quote by the urban WASH coordinator of WaterAid Tanzania (WAT), higher-

income residents have political clout to put pressure on the authorities, which low-income 

dwellers lack:  

“As I said now, it’s the focus from the service providers, from the utilities. They 
think that in Temeke26 the investment cost will not be recovered at full. But also, I 

                                                             
26 Temeke is considered the poorest district in Dar es Salaam with the highest percentage of low-income 
residents.  
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think they are, in terms of political pressure […] if they serve Temeke, there’s no 
political gain, the kind of political gain if they serve in Masaki. If the service will 
not be in Masaki the pressure is more on the utilities than if they will not serve in 
Temeke because of the kind of people and the influence” (Interview conducted in 
August 2014). 

Figure 4.10: Utility supply in informal settlements 

 

Source: Map prepared based on data from DAWASA (2014) and Dr Richard Sliuzas (2008), Faculty ITC, 
University of Twente, Netherlands (r.sliuzas@utwente.nl). 

Interviewed utility employees equally raised issues of inequality and misrecognition where the 

poor spend more money and time to meet their water needs, with scepticism towards the 

effectiveness of interventions that enhance the water source to improve access for those 

currently not reached: 
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“[…] the population is growing, the city is growing and urban activities are 
growing...and we lack enough sources of water. […] But we have not defined who 
needs water and whether we have a distribution system in all these areas. Water 
might come and pass all these areas, like water is coming all the way from 
Bagamoyo to the city centre, passing people who live along those big pipes. But 
have we defined these people, have we put the systems ready that once we 
switch from there that everybody is getting water? Is it ready?” (Interview with 
DAWASCO Plant Manager, August 2014). 

The official position of the utility is one where serving the poor seems incompatible with the 

national push for full cost recovery. The following quote validates that actions of the utility are 

driven by a higher-level political agenda influenced by dominant ESAs: 

“From our point of view, that is in DAWASA and DAWASCO, we have milestones 
that mostly go with elections, political relations, that’s how it is. There is a 
programme that is supposed to end by mid next year, we are going for [national] 
elections in October next year, so all these factors are being taken into 
consideration…that new structures have to come up, new projects have to be 
completed by that time” (Interview with DAWASCO Plant Manager, August 2014). 

As consistently documented by EWURA27, the utility in Dar es Salaam has performed poorly over 

the years and is renowned as one of the worst utilities in the country. Overall progress to serve 

the population living within the service area has been slow and sometimes even reversed28 

(EWURA 2016). Since most of the investment goes towards development expenditure (almost 

80% in 2015/16) operation and maintenance of WSS infrastructure and services are largely 

disregarded, putting the sustainability of water supply services at risk (Quinn 2013; UNICEF and 

MoFP 2016). As argued by a World Bank economist, the challenge of maintenance following 

project completion is not sufficiently addressed: 

“Infrastructure maintenance is to me the biggest issue – not just for slum 
upgrading. […] Understanding how to shift the political will towards maintenance, 
and also understanding effective approaches to maintenance are what we should 
really be spending our research focus on in many cases” (Email correspondence 
with World Bank economist, December 2015). 

                                                             
27 See http://www.ewura.go.tz/?page_id=1109 for utility performance reports. 

28 According to EWURA statistics (EWURA 2016), the number of connections per km of pipe network has 
decreased from 76.8% in 2014/15 to 59.4% in 2015/16; with the population of the city increasing and with 
no rise in sewerage connections since 2013, coverage levels dropped from serving 7% of the population 
in 2013 to 3.2% in 2016. 
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His comment refers specifically to the 2004-2011 World Bank-funded Community Infrastructure 

Upgrading Programme (CIUP), which focused on improving accessibility, infrastructure and 

services in a select number of low-income settlements (see also Chapter 5) but so far, World 

Bank projects lack a dedicated budget line to sustain infrastructure and services over time. 

Figure 4.11 shows that road and drainage improvements have not been adequately maintained. 

Similarly, the utility has not put enough effort into maintenance and repair of the old and 

dilapidated water network, which is a significant contributor to high levels of non-revenue 

water. 

Figure 4.11: Condition of CIUP improvements in Kombo in 2015 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 
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Non-revenue water 

Stakeholders across organisations have highlighted Dar es Salaam’s problem with non-revenue 

water (NRW) for years. High rates of NRW are caused by a combination of leakages, burst pipes, 

illegal connections and inaccuracies in metering: 

“The biggest issue we have in Dar es Salaam is non-revenue water, there are a lot 
of leakages but also there are people using water without paying for it, illegal 
connections, and we are worried if we bring in more water now it will be lost, we 
will not be able to sustain the system. Lastly, the biggest of course… people say 
the worst loss is leakage, which is true. The system is disrupted, it’s old, in most 
cases if you bring in too much water it means too much pressure, so there will be 
a lot of bursts and leakages” (Interview with World Bank consultant, August 
2014). 

From 2012-2015, the utility was losing an estimated 1m3 per connection per day, which amounts 

to almost twice the average household consumption in Dar es Salaam and if addressed could 

not only enhance the amount of water reaching customers, but also increase the customer base 

(Brandes et al. 2015; EWURA 2016). Most of the 44 water kiosks constructed within CIUP have 

not been operational for many years because of water supply issues in the network (email 

correspondence with World Bank economist, September 2014). As reflected in budget 

allocations mentioned above, government efforts have largely focused on a selective 

enhancement of water resources and expansion of the water network with little attention 

towards maintenance and repair. The director of a local NGO argues that it is the utility’s lack of 

maintenance culture that hinders progressive change:  

“I feel DAWASA could have used the water services properly, efficiently and 
effectively if they could have proper maintenance culture within their 
organisation. Sometimes we call to let them know of leaking and broken pipes, 
but they take so long to respond. […] So, it is a culture which is just mainstreamed 
in different angles, actually. […] So, response into maintenance culture I think is a 
very big problem, which if instilled, we would be able to address the problem in a 
very short period of time. That would be a very great advantage to many people 
now who are losing and entering into water poverty because of lack of proper 
maintenance from the water utility” (Interview with CCI director, August 2014). 

The utility, pushed by the national discourse of cost-recovery and financial autonomy, has 

continuously tried to boost revenue through tariff increases (Rostapshova et al. 2015). Upon 

EWURA approval, the residential tariff increased by 50% from TSh1,098 to TSh1,663 (£0.41 to 
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£0.6229) per m3 in November 2015 with a concession for water kiosks at TSh1,106 (£0.41) (an 

increase from TSh1,000 (£0.37)) (Mbashiru 2015; FGD in Kombo, September 2016; EWURA 

2016). Tariff structures can be used to balance out affordability with cost recovery and profit 

taking but in Dar es Salaam, affordability is associated with the type of access (household 

connection versus kiosk), which effectively lowers the chances of a utility connection for low-

income residents although it is proven to bring the highest level of health and other benefits 

(UNICEF and WHO 2015).  

Sector commercialisation is further pushed by plans to restructure the utility in Dar es Salaam 

whereby “a performance contract based on agreed key performance indicators (KPIs) will be 

signed between DAWASA and DAWASCO and their respective management board to enable 

more cost-effective and efficient implementation” with MoW maintaining significant control 

over both entities, as evident in Figure 4.12 (World Bank 2016, 4).  

Figure 4.12: Planned utility restructuring in Dar es Salaam  

 

                                                             
29 The exchange rate used throughout the thesis corresponds to £1=TSh2,777.78 as valid in June 2017. 
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Source: World Bank (2016, 48) 

Concurrently, the utility has focused on informal water vendors in informal settlements 

denunciating them as major contributors to NRW. While there is no evidence from the fieldwork 

confirming such accusation, trying to prosecute them is cheaper than tracking existing leakages 

and replacing dilapidated infrastructure. 

“Most of these people [stealing water] are water vendors and these water 
vendors are mainly established in those pro-poor areas. They take advantage to 
gain profit from selling water to the poor. Once you go to pro-poor areas, you will 
find them…you see, all these illegal connections are found in those pro-poor 
areas. That is why we need to go there” (Interview with DAWASCO PPU Leader, 
August 2014). 

As evidenced by various scholars, the water market in Dar es Salaam is afflicted by bribery, not 

just in low-income settlements (Bourque 2010; Triche 2012; Andreasen and Møller-Jensen 

2016). The government has long turned a blind eye on DAWASCO employees assisting illegal 

water transactions in higher income areas and factories with high levels of corruption among 

public service entities overall (Transparency International Kenya 2009; Lamtey 2016; Mmari and 

Wangwe 2017). Some changes started to materialise during the 2015 election campaign and 

following president John Magufuli’s inauguration. In line with his anticorruption campaign and 

push for accountability within government, the utility in Dar es Salaam has been pressurised to 

eliminate bribery (Tanzania Daily News, 12 March 2016). Simultaneously, a growing number of 

pipe bursts and water outages across the city have increased political pressure from a broad 

range of stakeholders and NRW is now firmly embedded in NWSDP II. In Dar es Salaam this is 

pursued as part of the overall restructuring of the utility through a performance-based contract 

with the private sector (MoW 2014; Ministry of Water and Irrigation 2016). Since the end of 

2015, DAWASCO is obliged to submit quarterly status reports to EWURA to demonstrate 

progress towards their NRW reduction strategy and although the utility has managed to reduce 

NRW to 46% in 2016/17, a 7% improvement from the previous year, levels remain high (EWURA 

2017). 

4.4 Extending supply to the urban poor 

In line with NAWAPO (see Figure 4.13), the utility has used a connection fee waiver in the past 

to maximise utility connections. However, NWSDP as main means to implement NAWAPO 

clearly aims the provision of utility connections at financially able customers rather than 

adhering to principles of affordability (see Figure 4.14) (Newborne et al. 2012). 
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Figure 4.13: Excerpt from NAWAPO  

 

Source: MoW (2002, 42) 

Figure 4.14: Excerpt from NWSDP Implementation Manual  

 

Source: MoW (2011, 127) 

Accordingly, network extensions to lower-income areas are demand-led, whereby interested 

communities should approach DAWASCO on the basis of potential profit and their ability to pay: 

“What you can do is not on your own, you can organise yourself in a community-
based way, like you may say ‘we are the people from this district, this area, we are 
living in this area, this has potential for generating income for you, so we require 
your services to reach us here’” (Interview with DAWASCO plant manager, August 
2014).  

Service provision to the poor has never been a priority across scales, as already evident in 

colonial patterns of water supply and sustained through post-independence efforts (see Pigeon 

2012; Pastore 2015; Rugemalila and Gibbs 2015). Overall, the utility maintains that the poor 

cannot afford to pay for and maintain a household connection but according to a DAWASA CLU 

engineer this does not reflect the reality on the ground: 

“And the second one is actually the perspective… the utility’s perspective in 
serving low-income and unplanned settlements. There is a long term growing 
notion that people in such settlements cannot pay for the services. […] I don’t 
agree with the fact that those guys cannot pay for the services, because now they 
are paying ten to twenty times as much as people in other areas pay where they 
can get water, they can shower, they pay less. Those who are getting reliable 
supply are actually paying less than those who are not getting services, so you can 
see that this rules out that these guys can’t actually pay for the services if made 
available to them.” (Interview conducted September 2014) 

Chapters 6 and 7 show evidence of much more complex circumstances whereby the ability to 

pay for WSS varies considerably within and across low-income settlements.  Generalisations on 

either side are thus problematic. Importantly, new customers in low-income areas nowadays 

pay the full cost of connection charges because the state does not consider household 
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connections as pro-poor measures (Interview with DAWASCO DP operator, November 2016; see 

Figure 4.14). At the same time, to enhance their customer base, DAWASCO allows payments in 

instalments and the organisation has further increased the number of DAWASCO Distribution 

Points (DPs)30 (FGD in Kombo, September 2016), as discussed further in Chapter 6.  

Pro-poor concerns are transferred to small units like CLU within DAWASA and PPU in DAWASCO. 

Although they offer a good foundation towards pro-poor service delivery, transformative 

capacity is limited unless their approach is mainstreamed within the organisations (Peal and 

Drabble 2015). CLU only has six staff members tasked with assisting the large number of 

unserved city dwellers far away from the network (Interview with DAWASA CLU engineer, 

August 2014). DAWASCO’s PPU is not only small, in an organisation with 1,000 staff members, 

the unit additionally lacks appropriate expertise, which is not surprising given the lack of pro-

poor commitments31: 

“We are just five people. It is a very new thing, very new unit, and no one among 
us has any idea or any educational background on pro-poor issues. I have become 
more interested knowing the poor, knowing the urban poor, how they are. How 
can I know them, describe them, you see? […] How are they found? how do they 
live? And when we talk about urban water, urban poor or pro-poor people, who 
are they in the cities?” (Interview with DAWASCO PPU leader, August 2014). 

In the name of enhancing the poor’s responsibility to use water wisely (while the utility has 

ignored NRW for many years), DAWASCO PPU envisages to increase connections in poor 

settlements through a prepaid token system, a payment modality that the electricity sector 

already implements across the city:  

“it would be better if we can use new technologies to serve [poor settlements] 
instead of making them pay after the service as we have been doing for those 
domestic users and all, we want those to pay before service. […] We can 
introduce tokens as they do in some other countries. So they buy water through 
the tokens…it will be prepaid. So that's when they want water they go and buy 
water through the tokens. They come and use and when it is finished they come 

                                                             
30 DAWASCO DPs are utility connections established at the house of an individual who is authorised by 
the utility to sell water. Contractually, the utility is not involved in the resale but simply charges the 
operator for the amount of water consumed every month (Interview with DAWASCO DP operator, 
November 2016). See section 6.3.1 in Chapter 6 for a more detailed discussion. 

31 DAWASCO’s PPU was set up in summer 2014 as part of an EU funded project. It has not been possible 
to verify whether the unit continues to exist as there is no record or mention in any publicly accessible 
document by the utility or other organisations.  
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back and buy another. That is a way to make them responsible, use water as they 
can” (Interview with DAWASCO PPU leader, August 2014). 

While prepaid meters emphasise the lack of economic capacity of the urban water poor (see 

discourse 4 in Table 4.1), they do nothing to remedy their situation as poor people’s unstable 

livelihoods remain untouched and their access to water continues to fluctuate based on the 

available income. Responsibility is shifted to poor customers to optimise their consumption 

based on economic reasoning rather than health concerns, ignoring existing struggles to 

mobilise sufficient money to meet daily water needs (von Schnitzler 2008). Prepaid meters have 

been characterised as the ‘ultimate cost recovery tool’ (Berg and Mugisha 2010), enhancing the 

chances of profit for government and the utility, through a ‘technological culmination of 

neoliberal policies’ (E. Harvey 2007, 127). For a few, this might tackle urban water poverty in 

distributional terms, but it constitutes a form of ‘prepaid citizenship’ (von Schnitzler 2008) that 

neglects procedural rights as water is provided on the basis of prepayments rather than 

entitlements, while silencing over-consumption in higher-income settlements and non-payment 

of water bills by several government departments (Shekighenda 2016). 

Alternative forms of service provision 

In line with NWSDP, utility efforts to increase network supply to low-income households at 

affordable rates, have largely focused on establishing kiosks and DPs as well as distributed 

borehole systems in areas where the network does not reach (MoW 2011). Municipal teams 

(mostly WAHECO) and NGOs have also been involved in establishing standalone water supply 

schemes subsequently operated by community groups or private individuals, with varying 

abilities to provide a sustainable and affordable service (see section 5.2.2 in Chapter 5, and 

Chapter 6). However, as exemplified in the following quotes, many systems struggle to become 

or remain operational due to technical issues that the utility tends to neglect: 

“Because you find there is one small kiosk and everyone is fighting for that. But 
also for that kiosk to get water, it has to go in the midst of unplanned settlements. 
So, you find a lot of frequent cuts. I did a study in Dar es Salaam and I visited them 
myself, one after the other, 150 kiosks…and only 32 were working. That was 
about 3 years ago and the utility kind of claimed they were all working” (Interview 
with EWURA Technical Manager, August 2014). 

“The pipe is now close but the problem is water […] Lack of pressure in the water 
and also vandalism, so you can have a pipe but no water. […] In all CIUP areas 
there are kiosks but no water especially in the Manzese area. [DAWASCO] 
promised when water comes those kiosks will be used but until now there is no 
water” (Interview with DCC Community Development Officer, August 2014).  
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According to official tariff agreements, water at public standpipes is sold at a lifeline tariff of 

TSh22 per 20 litres. Not only is this a fictitious amount (TSh50 is nowadays the smallest 

currency), but since the utility or municipality is not the direct provider in the majority of these 

schemes, residents are vulnerable to higher prices (Uwazi 2010), as explained by a WaterAid 

Tanzania (WAT) urban WASH coordinator: 

“With regards to the kiosks, I don’t have much to be proud of because it 
encountered quite a number of challenges such as the management of that kiosk, 
the constant supply of the services. Where the kiosks are working, this is not 
really to serve the people. It’s not working as per designed project. It has been left 
to few people and they’re operating the kiosk like a business, kind of full business, 
monopoly of that kiosk. I think they are charging more, sometimes water is not 
available…those up and downs. One of the problems with kiosks is the 
positioning, the land ownership of those kiosks, they were positioned in 
households, on private land, so the owner of the land monopolises the kiosk and 
it becomes their private business” (Interview conducted August 2014). 

Local dynamics are not the only reason why official tariffs lack enforcement. As NWSDP 

prescribes removal of the state from service provision and compels community-managed 

schemes to self-sufficiency, consumer charges are set to cover operation and maintenance costs 

with affordability becoming a secondary issue, as explained by the WASH advisor of a local NGO: 

“When after implementing the project, you know the capacity of the tank, you 
know the usage, so you calculate from here, you develop a budget, so if we have a 
borehole we need to repair, maybe there will be breakdown of the pipes, so you 
put all your expenditure, you list them and just give them the figures, so from 
there you will see…if that happens can we have that money? So how much now 
should we sell water for?” (Interview with SAWA WASH advisor, August 2014). 

Since borehole systems are heavily reliant on electricity to operate, a 70% rise in electricity 

charges since 2008, has led to significant water price increases (OECD 2013b; FGD in Kombo, 

September 2016). Many borehole schemes promote household connections to increase self-

sufficiency (Interview with water committee member, November 2015; field notes September 

2014). Ironically, this unintended consequence of national policies and programmes has 

rendered the running of certain DPs unviable, highlighting the tensions between the 

affordability and sustainability of service provision that materialise at the local level (see 

Chapters 6 for further details). 
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Informal service providers 

Due to the limited coverage of utility services in the city the government has increasingly 

acknowledged informal service providers and their contributions to enhance access, at least as 

a temporary measure to serve low-income settlements (Interview with MoW urban WSS 

director, February 2015). However, until recently, they were not regulated by existing rules and 

regulations. To ensure provision of safe water and to avoid excessive prices, EWURA, in 

collaboration with GIZ, has developed guidelines for the operation of private boreholes and 

water tankers to regulate them (EWURA 2013a; EWURA 2013b).  

“What we have come up with in low-income areas in the urban areas, is the fact 
that these ISPs [informal service providers], they have got a big stake in the 
provisional water supply so they cannot be prosecuted, so they ought to be 
regulated. And the way of regulation is through the licensee…the service provider. 
[…] then we will go into another stage of setting tariffs for those because now the 
supply is kind of the licensee supplying water to them or private boreholes 
supplying water to the water tankers and for that matter, we’ll be able now 
to….what we’ll say is we’ll be setting like a cap tariff that people should not sell 
beyond this” (Interview with EWURA Technical manager, August 2014). 

DAWASCO was initially reluctant, but since replacing DAWASCO’s CEO in the lead up to the 2015 

general elections, following pressure by national government to deal with the risk of 

contamination and combat high levels of water theft, the organisation started to tackle 

corruption and encourage borehole owners and water tankers to register (Dar Post 2015; 

Lwangili 2015; Interview with EWURA Technical Manager, August 2014; Lamtey 2016). 

Accordingly, the utility tries to control quality by compelling tanker trucks to only use authorised 

DAWASCO filling stations and carries out water testing at boreholes (ATAWAS 2016), but it is 

difficult for the government to enforce the envisaged price cap. Moreover, although this 

targeted intervention should have been completed by January 2016, evidence shows that the 

prevalence of contaminated water in low-income settlements remains high, while president 

Magufuli continues to put pressure on DAWASA and DAWASCO (Buguzi 2017; CCI water testing 

results, November 2016; Interview with sub-ward Executive Officer, November 2015; see also 

Chapter 6). Evidence further suggests an increased risk of water contamination after collection 

at a water source (UNICEF and WHO 2015) and these measures, even if implemented 

successfully, are not sufficient to address this additional problem.  

4.5 Preliminary conclusions 

The discussion in this chapter portrays a range of perspectives on urban water poverty in Dar es 

Salaam and demonstrates which claims get translated into material practices on the ground. 
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While there is evidence of all discourses captured in Table 4.1 (with some more apparent in the 

following chapter), it is particularly the first four that have driven the WSS agenda in Tanzania 

and Dar es Salaam over the last few decades. By scrutinising policy-driven practices through the 

relational lenses it become evident “how power relations have been forged and upheld under 

the guise of scientific rationality” (Trottier 2008, 212). Prima facie, it appears that WSS has 

shifted towards a pro-poor approach. However, when examining the details of dominant 

discourses and what they emphasise, there has not been a noticeable structural shift. In fact, 

the WSS sector in Tanzania and Dar es Salaam continues to be driven by an overarching 

liberalisation agenda where pro-poor principles and human rights considerations have been 

incorporated into discursive practices but remain marginal in influencing material practices and 

structural shifts. Thus, the ability of poor dwellers to move out of urban water poverty remains 

largely unchanged.  

Existing policies and interventions continue to uphold the conditions that govern the continuity 

of structures and the reproduction of systems that sustain and reinforce unequal power 

relations (Baber 1991). This is not to say that policy-driven practices have not assisted some to 

meet their practical needs, but by and large, they have not challenged or transformed the 

structural conditions that underlie urban water poverty. It becomes clear that influential ESAs, 

national government and the utility treat pro-poor principles in many instances as rhetorical 

add-ons rather than placing them at the centre of their agendas. Nevertheless, the evidence 

presented shows that certain organisational representatives are critical towards mainstream 

approaches and activating or enhancing their agency can lead to crucial ‘shifts and breaks’ in 

processes of transformative change (Katz 2004; Strengers 2010). There is potential for 

combining cost-recovery principles with more equitable access to water for the urban water 

poor and a range of organisations and individuals are trying to push for the latter. The following 

chapter continues with an examination of policy-driven practices on urban water poverty in 

relation to urban planning and governance and concludes with an integrated review of policy-

driven practices.  
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Chapter 5 Policy-driven practices in relation to urban governance and 

planning 

This chapter continues to explore policy-driven practices on urban water poverty. While the 

discussion in the previous chapter largely centred around WSS policies, governance and the 

provision of services in Dar es Salaam, the analysis here expands to issues of sector integration 

within and outside of the sector and the role of the urban water poor and pays particular 

attention to the consideration of diversity and intersectionality across policy-driven practices. 

This enables an examination of policy-driven practices beyond the WSS sector and emphasises 

the importance of other considerations in shaping urban water poverty trajectories. The first 

section examines how far policy-driven practices reflect integrated approaches within the sector 

as well as any attempts of cross-sector collaboration. This is followed by a discussion on the role 

of the urban water poor in planning, implementing and managing water supply and sanitation 

in the city. Before concluding with a synthesis of the main findings, the penultimate section 

explores how far policy-driven practices recognise and are amenable towards diversity and 

intersectional considerations. 

5.1 Integrated approaches 

Dar es Salaam lacks appropriate guidance for coordinated, city-wide urban planning alongside 

infrastructure development and the stalled approval of the new Master Plan constitutes a fitting 

example of failed coordination in the city. As a consequence, the city largely continues to 

develop informally and on an ad-hoc basis (The World Bank 2016). While the need for cross-

sector collaboration and integration of informal settlements into policy and planning 

approaches has penetrated discursive practices across organisations, the following two quotes 

illustrate that this has not influenced material practices and institutional arrangements as 

government departments continue to operate disjointedly and without incorporating informal 

settlements in policy and planning processes:  

“The underlying issue on unplanned settlements by itself is lack of planning 
policies or rather we say implementation of the planning policies. […] what we are 
lacking right now is the integrated approach, we do not have an integrated 
approach in these public offices, like the Ministry of Land, the Ministry of 
Environment, the Ministry of Infrastructure and Development or the Ministry of 
Water, the Ministry for Energy, they have to be integrated in a way, maybe if a 
city or Municipal office issues a title deed at a certain place for construction of 
houses all these other sectors should have been informed beforehand that we are 
providing land somewhere so please provide these services so that people can 
move in” (Interview with DAWASCO Plant Manager, August 2014). 
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“I think that planners and policy makers have to make policy with the 
understanding that the informal settlements will stay here longer than they have 
always anticipated but they will have to make plans, make policies with the 
consideration that those informal settlements are not going to just evaporate and 
go, so the plans should not be thinking of how to get rid of them, they have to be 
plans that support the fact that informal settlements and formal settlements will 
have to live side by side for a very long period of time” (Interview with WaterAid 
Regional Director, September 2014). 

The central contention, particularly in the second quote, is that the prevalence of unplanned or 

informal areas in the city has significant implications for land development, housing and service 

delivery, but continues to be sidelined in policy-making circles.  

5.1.1 Land, housing and tenure security 

NAWAPO recognises access to water as a right irrespective of people’s settlement status and 

this is supported by other pieces of legislation, e.g. the National Land Policy (see Figure 5.1), 

meaning that all residents are entitled to WSS even if they lack formal documents. 

Figure 5.1: Excerpt from the National Land Policy  

 

Source: URT (1997, 28) 

Existing legislation therefore recognises the right of all Dar es Salaam residents to safe WSS 

(contrary to discourse 5 in Table 4.1). Thus, the utility in Dar es Salaam claims an obligation to 

provide WSS irrespective of people’s settlement status and has decoupled service provision 

from tenure rights. In practice, DAWASCO maintains that insufficient information about low-

income settlements hinders a more proactive approach (Interview with DAWASCO plant 

manager, August 2014) yet there is little evidence of the utility reaching out to existing 

(participatory) processes of data collection and knowledge production in low-income areas. 

Even though the government might recognise this right, efforts to bridge the existing gap, which 
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governments are obliged to under the UN Human Rights framework, are rather limited (OHCHR 

et al. 2010). Furthermore, people living on land classified as hazardous are not only limited in 

their improved access to WSS (most projects explicitly exclude hazardous areas (see Figure 5.3)), 

but are also under the constant threat of eviction by the government without appropriate 

compensation (CCI 2016; Makoye 2016). The long-term success of initiatives that decouple 

access to WSS from tenure rights therefore depends on efforts to increase tenure security32 and 

to protect informal settlements from eviction; it is therefore not an issue of informal occupation, 

but the degree to which residents in informal settlements are recognised as rightful citizens, as 

evidenced by empirical data from Dar es Salaam and elsewhere (Urban LandMark 2013; 

Interview with CCI Director, August 2014).  

The World Bank largely promotes tenure security through legal titles, yet these efforts have 

been unable to contain the spread of informal land development in the city. A 2004–2007 

programme of the Ministry of Land in collaboration with local authorities, to formalise 

unplanned areas, fostered incremental land titling through residential licences33 (RLs) to 

enhance tenure security for the urban poor, to empower them economically (Kironde 2006; 

Kiunsi 2013). DCC subsequently coordinated a city-wide action plan with reduced plot sizes and 

lower government housing standards for low-income areas (UN-HABITAT 2010b), however 

these are still unattainable for most low-income dwellers and implementation has lagged behind 

(Locke and Henley 2016; Presentation by ARDHI Professor, May 2014; Interview with Ministry 

of Land employee, September 2014). Many plot sizes in informal settlements are below 

minimum standards and the envisaged transfer from RLs to legal land titles has not happened 

(Kironde 2006). The new Master Plan, which envisages Dar es Salaam as East Africa’s capital hub, 

is equally deficient of a pro-poor approach that considers the city’s current situation, whereby 

the majority lives in informal, low-income settlements34 (MoLHHSD 2013; Interview with World 

Bank Urban Specialist, August 2014). 

                                                             
32 Security of tenure refers to legal aspects as well as people’s perception regarding “the rights they enjoy 

over land and the economic benefits that flow from it; the certainty that an individual’s rights to land will 

be recognised by others and protected in cases of specific challenges” including the protection from forced 
evictions (UN-HABITAT 2008, 5; Sheuya and Burra 2016). 

33 These are issued for five years and can be renewed up to three times and are considered a stepping 
stone towards legal land titles.  

34 The plan emphasises redevelopment rather than upgrading as promoted in the National Human 
Settlements Development Policy and does not include concessions of standards for low-income areas.  
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The non-existence of a housing policy further indicates the government’s lack of adequate 

solutions for low-income areas. Like NAWAPO, the National Land Policy Act and the National 

Human Settlements Development Policy (NHSDP) (see Figure 5.2) provide additional examples 

to the ones in Chapter 4, where the State shifts responsibilities of dealing with the poor to other 

actors. Both stipulate a major role for NGOs and CBOs, as well as residents themselves, in 

processes relating to the acquisition and effective utilisation of land and informal settlement 

upgrading, including service provision (URT 1997; URT 2000).  

Figure 5.2: Excerpt from NHSDP  

 

Source: URT (2000, 26) 

In practice, most Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) shy away from getting involved in the 

complex and highly corrupt land sector in Tanzania. Under-resourced offices and complicated 

land administration procedures have led to lengthy and expensive land regularisation processes, 

poorly enforced land use regulations and corruption (Kiunsi 2013; Locke and Henley 2016; 

Sheuya and Burra 2016). Longitudinal policy research revealed how corruption and low 

accountability have negatively impacted on service provision to the poor (Mmari and Wangwe 

2017) and informal practices, as described in the quote below, are common (Interview with UN-

Habitat country representative, September 2014; Fieldwork notes, November 2015). 

“If I had my money I would just go anywhere, find a place and put my structure 
there and when somebody sees, they also come put their own structure and we 
start our own settlement, then we go and ask for services. We might get it or not 
depending on the person who’s in the office on that particular day, we might 
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bribe him to give us the title deed because mostly it is due to corruption” 
(Interview with DAWASCO Plant Manager, August 2014). 

The Tanzanian Federation of the Urban Poor (TFUP)35 together with CCI, tried to address existing 

challenges through a pilot scheme of collective land titles, whereby a community housing 

cooperative offers collective land ownership to formerly evicted residents, with individual titles 

for the units they occupy (SDI 2010; Fieldwork notes May 2014). The Unit Titles Act 2008 

provides a legal basis, but has not yet influenced planning and development practice in 

unplanned settlements. A Ministry of Land employee working on land regularisation argues that 

shared land titles are culturally unacceptable in Tanzania and therefore the Ministry does not 

pursue them in their strategies for low-income areas (Interview conducted September 2014). 

Similarly, micro-credit institutions such as TAFSUS (Tanzania Financial Services for Underserved 

Settlements) do not recognise unit titles as collateral for issuing loans (Interview with TAFSUS 

programme officer, August 2014). In line with the draft Master Plan, the Ministry of Land 

envisages redevelopment for unplanned settlements with high-rise developments to attract 

private developers (MoLHHSD 2013; Interview with Ministry of Lands employees, September 

2014). 

Evidence gathered during fieldwork suggests that incremental mechanisms like RLs have the 

potential to increase people’s recognition, but have not yet enhanced infrastructure investment 

to tackle maldistribution, particularly in settlements with a high proportion of tenants, 

newcomers and absent landlords (see section 5.3). Unless addressed simultaneously, tenure 

security does not automatically translate into better access to WSS. 

5.1.2 Integration within the WSS sector 

While NWSDP presents an attempt to consolidate the sector, institutional fragmentation and 

lack of integrated approaches (equally addressing issues of water resources management, water 

supply and sanitation) are major barriers in practice. Existing platforms to foster collaboration, 

e.g. the Development Partners Group (DPG) (an alliance of ESAs that aims to harmonise 

development aid) and TAWASANET (a network of NGOs working on WSS) have had some impact 

at the national level, but not regarding concrete interventions at the city or settlement scale. A 

                                                             
35 TFUP is a network of poor community groups living in informal settlements. There are currently 
approximately 17,000 members across eight urban centres in Tanzania and the federation is a member of 
Slum/ Shack Dwellers International.  
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Programme Director at Plan International Tanzania (PIT) explains how ESAs are driven by their 

own interest and finance streams: 

“But we as practitioners in urban areas, we have a number of international 
organisations working in water and sanitation, but what do they really do? Are 
they collaborating themselves enough? Are we synergising our efforts for a 
maximum impact? Or are we only governed by our policies, donor policies, which 
are not really part of the country” (Interview conducted September 2014). 

Institutional fragmentation is further apparent within government and has contributed to the 

marginalisation of sanitation and hygiene concerns across scales. These are not under the MoW 

but the responsibility of the less influential Ministry of Health, with less than 3% of the NWSDP 

budget (UNICEF and MoFP 2016; Interview with UNICEF employee, August 2014). A UNICEF 

WASH specialist explains how institutional fragmentation and overlap of responsibilities 

contribute to sanitation being sidelined:  

“The institutional part is the major factor. The other issue is that because of 
fragmentation, sanitation is discussed in different policies in bits and pieces. The 
water policy says something about sanitation, the environment policy says 
something about sanitation, the health policy says a paragraph on sanitation, the 
education policy talks about a paragraph on sanitation, and none of them address 
sanitation in a holistic manner. […] The Ministry of Health is supposed to take the 
lead to coordinate the other ministries. But the Ministry of Health is not well 
institutionalised to take the lead because the component which deals with 
sanitation within the Ministry is located so low that it doesn’t get heard at the 
highest level. Ministry of Water deals with sanitation as well as part of the 
implementation of water supply but they are not the main Ministry responsible 
for policy guidelines, institutional guidelines, it’s the Ministry of Health. Ministry 
of Education deals with the sanitation part related to schools. Making sure that 
there are toilets for children in schools and water for washing hands with soap 
etc., […] The ministry responsible for regional administration and local 
government is supposed to guide and supervise regional and district level people 
to implement sanitation. They are starting to get institutionalised but it wasn’t 
there at all in their priorities. It was only when NWSDP started that they were 
being drawn into it. So hopefully in the next 10 years they will be able to 
understand what sanitation means and how to guide the regional and the local 
government. So institutionally sanitation is more disadvantaged than water and 
needs a lot of external facilitation” (Interview with UNICEF WASH specialist, 
August 2014). 

After 5 years in the making, the National Sanitation and Hygiene Policy still awaits approval. A 

vigorous follow up by the DPG led to the government reinstating the process without involving 

others (Interview with UNICEF WASH specialist, August 2014). With most residents in Dar es 

Salaam relying on on-site sanitation (only 3.2% are connected to underground sewers) 

responsibility for improved sanitation is transferred to individual households with some policy-
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driven efforts focused on assisting low-income households. NGOs like WAT promote better 

sanitation practices by supporting local pit-emptying businesses. According to community data 

collected by WAT there is sufficient demand and willingness to pay for pit-emptying services in 

low-income areas (Interview with WAT urban WASH specialist, August 2014). However, a 

household survey in three informal settlements in Dar es Salaam suggests that this is insufficient 

to influence actual practices as many households continue to perform informal pit-emptying to 

avoid costs (CCI unpublished survey, 2016). Moreover, the onus is on individual households and 

their capacity to act, which varies significantly. WaterAid’s Regional Director perceives careful 

monitoring and development of a healthy local business environment as a possible solution to 

guarantee that nobody is left out (Interview conducted September 2014). However, the CCI 

director, and former WAT employee, emphasises that the tensions between commercialisation 

and inclusive service provision within this approach could exclude the most marginalised and 

vulnerable: 

“WaterAid has taken drastic measures to go into privatisation and contracting, the 
World Bank kind of approach, and we have been a little bit slow in grasping these 
issues because we feel market-driven solutions are good, they are very good but 
they also have some limitations especially for the urban poor. So, you have to 
tread it carefully. And having the private sector that can also have the interest to 
serve the urban poor is tricky” (Interview with CCI Director, August 2014). 

Concurrently, several organisations, including UNICEF, WAT, SNV, SAWA and BTC, as well as 

DAWASA CLU, have placed increasing efforts into the promotion of integrated water supply, 

sanitation and hygiene (WASH) interventions in schools. A CLU engineer explains the approach, 

which identifies children as change makers to influence safe WASH practices at home:  

“[…] to be very honest if you improve water supply services without doing 
anything with sanitation and hygiene, instead of being an improvement it might 
be disastrous, if they are not properly handled […] initially we didn’t know how to 
go about it, how do we address the sanitation issue in such communities and 
recently, […] with UN HABITAT we are working in the same communities, meaning 
with similar characteristics, we improve water supply now but we invest much in 
sanitation in the local schools, actually our intention is to use the students as a 
medium for change in the process, improving their living and studying conditions 
in schools by improving water and sanitary services, but in the same place we 
want to use them as medium for change back home […] we are trying to show 
them that there is a possibility of having a clean toilet at home, which is very 
possible. Now we are embarking to move from that, our next stage will be going 
back to the community and showing them how can they have low income clean 
toilets […] so that is the approach we are trying to convey with UN HABITAT at the 
moment, we are not constructing anybody’s toilet, but we are advocating for 
them to improve it themselves” (Interview conducted September 2014). 
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School WASH is one of the few areas where organisations have collaboratively implemented an 

integrated approach, but as evident from the above quote, scaling up relies again on residents 

themselves.  

Overall, the sector is perceived as fragmented, largely because of ill-defined responsibilities and 

unclear relations across government entities as depicted below by a UNICEF employee and the 

director of a local NGO:  

“In Dar es Salaam you have the Dar es Salaam City Council and the three 
municipalities. Before, we only had the city council but ten years ago the three 
municipalities came into place. They used to act from the drive of the City Council 
leading; […] And the regional secretariat who are supposed to supervise local 
government authorities are just starting to regain their mandate which they had 
lost completely […] There is lack of clarity of mandates and roles so there is a lot 
of quarrelling. For example, when there are resources the utility would say they 
are responsible and the municipal would also say ‘that is our responsibility, how 
come you are taking our responsibility?’” (Interview with UNICEF WASH specialist, 
August 2014). 

 “The water utility although is mandated to provide water services for the whole 
city, they have always claimed that for them their mandate is only within the CBD 
[commercial business district] where the services have already been installed. So, 
the rest of the city is nobody’s business. However, the municipality now, like 
Temeke, the councillors who are there have a responsibility to ensure that these 
people also get something. So, you find in the city now, you have the water utility 
like DAWASA then you have the municipality who are also competing for different 
kinds of services to the community” (Interview with CCI Director, August 2014). 

With no effective city-wide institution in Dar es Salaam, too many stakeholders struggle to 

collaborate and, as argued by a World Bank Urban Specialist, “there is currently no accountability 

and nobody is responsible for driving the train” (Interview conducted August 2015). The new 

Master Plan aims to address this by strengthening “the position of the operational structure of 

the Dar es Salaam LGAs by placing DCC (or creating a DSM Metropolitan Authority?) in a clear 

leadership position on matters of urban planning and physical development coordination” with 

newly proposed powers and functions (MoLHHSD 2013, 90). It is unclear how this will be 

implemented and financed and apart from existing governance constraints, a UNICEF WASH 

specialist clarifies how the government’s sporadic approach hinders sustained progress in 

addressing urban water poverty, returning the discussion to political commitment and 

prioritisation deliberated in Chapter 4: 

“Hygiene and sanitation awareness, behaviour change, communication and 
empowerment, that in urban areas is done maybe but erratically, not 
systematically. When the rains are coming and there is threat of cholera etc. then 
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you will find people will announce:  ‘food vendors cover properly your food and 
make sure it is hot and whatever, please clean your surroundings, no solid waste 
should be seen and liquid waste, please drain it out completely’ etc. and maybe 
there are resources to do that as a result of a specific event coming, maybe 
President Obama is coming to Tanzania so resources will be made available; or 
there is a cholera outbreak in a certain locality in Dar es Salaam and it is feared 
that it might spread, so that happens but on a regular basis there is not a lot done. 
[…] It is only when UNICEF comes with some funds and then we implement a 
certain program so it is not done properly and it is a very critical aspect of urban 
water poverty that should be done continuously but it is not” (Interview with 
UNICEF WASH specialist, August 2014). 

During the recent cholera outbreak in 2015 government spending increased significantly to treat 

the affected population without much effort dedicated to investing in better WSS to prevent 

future outbreaks (Interview with Kombo sub-ward Executive Officer, November 2015). Similarly, 

Temeke municipality has put continuous support into household fumigation programmes to 

prevent Malaria rather than investing in sanitation and drainage improvements to address root 

causes, i.e. reduce mosquito breeding sites (Interview with Vingunguti health officer, November 

2016). Municipalities prioritise curative over preventative measures because the person in 

charge is a physician:  

“[T]he health officer responsible for sanitation is located under the district 
medical officer [DMO]. So, it depends on the awareness of the DMO to recognise 
the importance of sanitation and not to only allow the health officer to undertake 
her or his duties but also to guide, supervise. But if this one is so medically 
oriented many times that doesn’t happen. […] So, it requires external facilitation 
to make sure that this DMO understands and this district health officer is 
empowered to also articulate the sanitation issues to their supervisor. And that 
doesn’t always happen” (Interview with UNICEF WASH specialist, August 2014). 

The Decentralisation by Devolution Policy (DDP) has achieved a transfer of responsibilities to 

local government for service improvements without fiscal decentralisation and devolution of 

decision-making power36 (Norman and Massoi 2010; Venugopal and Yilmaz 2010). Therefore, 

central government sustains substantial power over local government affairs. A shift in 2016 

transferring property tax collection from municipalities to the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) 

exemplifies the reversal of devolution efforts (Mtulya 2017). Officially, the government justifies 

this by highlighting TRA’s experience and efficiency in revenue collection yet TRA’s poor 

performance when previously charged with property tax collection (2009-2013) suggests that 

                                                             
36 Municipalities only collect about 5% of public revenues while being responsible for 20% of public 
spending with an increasing reliance on intergovernmental transfers over the years (OECD 2013b). 
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there are political reasons involved37 (Hidaya Kayuza 2014; Lugongo 2016; Mpango 2017). In 

theory, decentralisation has paved the way for bottom-up participatory planning processes but 

a ward health officer keen to pursue more preventative measures argues that the municipality 

continues to disregard lower levels of government (Interview with Vingunguti health officer, 

November 2016). This shows that decentralised decision-making structures are not a guarantee 

for more democratic processes (Marshall et al. 2009). In fact, longitudinal policy research in 

Tanzania confirms that council management teams carry out actual planning, reflecting central 

government priorities without much downward accountability (Mmari and Wangwe 2017). The 

absence of a truly democratic system is most evident at the ward and sub-ward level, particularly 

if governed by an opposition party (Fieldwork notes, November 2015), as explained below by a 

local NGO representative highlighting the lack of capacity: 

“They are under-resourced and this is really seen as political, because you have a 
chair who is a politician, then we have the executive officer who is managed by 
the district executive director or the Municipal director. […] So, if we are aiming to 
improve even these urban areas we need to strengthen the Mtaa to capacitate 
the local government. And then hold them accountable upwards, they don’t 
account… […] it’s really a problem, that’s my observation, I feel that if we can 
capacitate the Mtaa within our local government institutional set up to 
strengthen them, I mean, if we had developed them they could even have these 
health officers, have the community development and inspectors…” (Interview 
with SAWA WASH advisor, August 2014). 

As it stands, ward health officers are tasked with promoting environmental health in their 

jurisdiction through regular water quality tests at local water supply schemes and visits to 

businesses and households with no equivalent paid staff at sub-ward level (Interview with 

Vingunguti Ward health officer, November 2016). However, with limited resources at ward 

level38 much of the action regarding water supply, sanitation and environmental health depends 

on voluntary efforts in the communities through sub-ward environmental health committees, 

water committees, sub-ward representatives and ten-cell leaders, offering yet another platform 

for corruption.  

                                                             
37 Following independence, Tanzania was a single-party country until 1992. Over the years, the opposition 
parties have grown and are particularly strong in Dar es Salaam. This recent move could therefore be seen 
as an act of central government to weaken the opposition by crippling devolution efforts in the country 
(Mtulya 2017).  

38 For example, Vingugnuti has two health officers for a population of 106,946 (Census 2012). In a year, 
the two of them manage to visit about 6% of all households in the ward, not considering necessary follow 
up visits (Interview with Vingunguti health officer, November 2016). 
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5.2 Participation of the urban water poor and the role of CSOs 

While there is broad agreement among stakeholders regarding the importance of involving the 

urban poor in WSS processes, discussions evolve around their participation in the planning and 

implementation of WSS improvements and the management of local WSS schemes based on 

differing claims and objectives.  

5.2.1 Involvement in WSS planning and implementation 

National and international NGOs have been essential in pushing for more meaningful 

involvement of lower-income communities in processes of improving WSS and have played a 

key role in building capacity within public sector organisations such as WAHECO and DAWASA 

CLU to collaborate with the poor. 

NGOs operating in Dar es Salaam claim that the urban water poor lack access because WSS policy 

and planning fails to recognise and represent their needs. While a range of stakeholders, 

including parts of the utility, increasingly engage in participatory data collection processes, a 

review of different data portals shows that existing information on service provision in low-

income settlements remains patchy and quickly out of date39. Different NGOs are trying to break 

with the tradition of planning and decision-making that is largely based on aggregate data. In 

Dar es Salaam trained members of TFUP supported by CCI, conduct local surveys and self-

enumerations in informal settlements to generate detailed information that is used to initiate a 

conversation with government agencies to put these unrecognised communities on the map of 

urban planning (Interview with CCI Director, August 2014; Interview with CCI Co-founder, 

November 2015). CCI is one of the main organisations working directly with the urban poor 

through a demand-driven approach. 

 “We like the demand-driven because this is where we can make a really huge 
impact. Sometimes, you can go to a community and do the profile, people have 
needs but there is no demand, that is the difference. […] Although, for water it 
has been okay but for sanitation it is a little bit tricky. People can have a need but 
they might not have the demand. We need a toilet but we can find somewhere, 
maybe at the neighbours….it is not a priority” (interview with CCI Director, August 
2014). 

                                                             
39 E.g. see www.opendata.go.tz; http://citysanitationplanning.org/; http://ramanihuria.org.  
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Evidently, social organisation and mobilisation are essential but not without challenges. 

Organisations working with the urban poor argue that collective processes of self-enumeration 

and community mapping can increase the ability of poor communities to represent their 

interests, demand their rights and enhance their negotiating power for fairer distribution of 

services (Glöckner et al. 2004; Interview with CCI Director, August 2014; Interview with PIT 

programme director, September 2014; Alam et al. 2005; Ettyang 2011). In contrast to the 

government’s portrayal of urban water poverty as a technical and managerial issue, urban water 

poverty is political. 

Thus, engagement of communities with the utility and municipal government is crucial but often 

limited and slow. Until recently, Ilala municipality prohibited low-income communities living 

near wastewater stabilisation ponds to use them for sewage disposal (Informal conversation 

with Ilala municipal health officer, May 2014). A lengthy period of continuous interaction 

between the local community, the municipality and the utility, facilitated by CCI, eventually led 

to a pilot initiative in Kombo sub-ward that connects a few household toilets to the ponds using 

simplified technology, which CLU is now keen to replicate elsewhere (fieldwork notes, August 

2014; Interview with DAWASA CLU Engineer, September 2014). Despite its achievements, the 

project faced challenges regarding its beneficiaries and the scope for scaling up, as discussed in 

the following chapters (fieldwork notes, February 2015). 

Since the 1990s, a range of organisations have adopted rights-based approaches to enhance the 

agency of the poor in international development (Aberese Ako et al. 2013). In Tanzania, CCI was 

founded in 2004 on that premise, but among international NGOs working on WSS issues this is 

a more recent occurrence, with both PIT and WAT shifting in 2011 following the UN recognition 

of WSS as a human right in 2010. PIT switched from a needs-based approach whereby they no 

longer fund WSS systems but focus on facilitation of community processes and capacity building 

to enhance ownership (Interview with PIT Programme Director, September 2014). WAT recently 

adopted a district-wide approach that aims to tie the national sector-wide approach to district 

development plans and directly influence national policy (Interview with WaterAid Regional 

Programme Manager, September 2014) while also enhancing poor people’s rights. WAT’s urban 

WASH coordinator emphasises the importance of community empowerment and participation 

in district-wide development processes: 

“Water is a human right and they should also be having that right in the 
community themselves. Now it’s the issue of understanding, awareness, 
empowerment. If the people will be empowered in terms of understanding their 
rights and where to go looking for their right, I think this is the point of change 
from the people. But also the service providers, the utility and the local 
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government should understand that. […] They have the right to transform these 
people from their poverty of water. Maybe that understanding is not at that level 
from the utilities. […] So, I think we need to bring the community to be part of the 
development agenda within their government. […] They should have a slot in the 
forum of the local government authorities. The communities should be 
represented and bring what’s coming from their areas to the development 
discussion at a higher level. That’s the approach that WaterAid is now taking, we 
call it district-wide approach where we say that the community should be part of 
the development process. We need to work more with the community, we need 
to empower the community so that they can bring the agenda at the 
development discussion table” (Interview with WAT urban WASH Coordinator, 
August 2014). 

Both organisations make worthy claims regarding the recognition and participation of the urban 

water poor. However, PIT’s shift has left communities confused about what support they can 

expect, an issue that CCI is also struggling with (Interview with PIT Finance Manager, August 

2014; Interview with CCI Director, August 2014). WAT moved away from working directly with 

low-income communities and their urban WASH programme seems to focus primarily on 

creating capacity for local government and the private sector, while empowerment of the urban 

water poor is left to local organisations such as CCI, as articulated in their country strategy: 

“We will work to bridge the gaps between government - local government 
authorities [LGAs], […] and the private and corporate sectors to forge a common 
pathway for investing in commercially viable inclusive WASH services. We will 
support LGAs to strengthen their capacity to provide effective oversight and 
leadership, to create an enabling environment, and to provide support for public–
private partnership development” (WAT 2016, 16). 

WAT’s new approach clearly aligns with the national policy direction towards commercialisation, 

while CCI endorses an integrated bottom-up approach that galvanises mobilisation of the urban 

poor and aims to enhance their collective agency: 

“In CCI, initially we used to have the approach of WaterAid, which uses the 
government approach whereby the mobilisation begins by setting up of water 
committees in settlements or villages, but CCI approach is a bit different. We start 
by mobilizing savings and credit groups within the settlement because we believe 
that once people begin to save that is when they can become more empowered 
with a lot of skills to be able to contribute…because most interventions now 
require people to contribute. How can they contribute if they don’t have savings? 
[…] And we tend to integrate all these components [water, sanitation, housing] 
because we feel that water in itself cannot stand alone but it needs to come to 
people’s homes, water has to address sanitation and needs to be integrated in the 
family. So, the security of tenure and land issues also have to consider water. This 
is what sets CCI apart from others because we tend to integrate, to think 
holistically on how water can be used to instigate the sense of sanitation, security 
of tenure, of ownership and all those kinds of components” (Interview with CCI 
Director, August 2014). 
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Many externally funded interventions are nowadays tied to the condition of community 

mobilisation and participation (e.g. the Dar es Salaam Water Supply and Sanitation Project 

(DWSSP) and the Community Infrastructure Upgrading Programme (CIUP) mentioned in Chapter 

4). Depending on the selection process, some communities are better equipped than others to 

become beneficiaries. Figure 5.3 outlines the process within DWSSP whereby the final selection 

was based on the capacity of beneficiary communities to quickly raise contributions. 

Figure 5.3: Selection of beneficiary communities under DWSSP  

 

Source: Newborne et al. (2012, 137) 

Consequently, communities with high degrees of vulnerability that are unable to mobilise funds 

in time were excluded, a difficulty many low-income settlements face (Interview with WAHECO 

team leader, August 2014). Similarly, CIUP selected settlements with evidence of mobilised and 

organised communities and economic vibrancy, thus prioritising communities with a potential 

to thrive (UCLAS 2002). While CCI engages with communities to enhance their preparedness to 

benefit from opportunities like DWSSP and CIUP, TFUP struggles to increase membership 

(Multiple conversations with CCI Director and employees, 2014-2016). In 2015, only 0.7% of 

informal settlers were members of TFUP (McGranahan and Mitlin 2016). CBOs are common 

vehicles for community participation, but limited membership undermines the potential for 

broad and inclusive participation (Dill 2010a). A sociologist at the Belgian Technical Cooperation 

(BTC) further warns about local politics interfering with democratic processes (Interview 

conducted September 2014). For example, CIUP’s predominant focus on road infrastructure can 

be associated with the fact that local participatory processes were not fully inclusive and 
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dominated by male representatives (Interview with World Bank urban specialist, August 2014). 

Evidently, community involvement is often seen as a panacea and frequently triggered without 

considering governance structures and power relations at the micro level. Even if the intentions 

of those driving the process are set towards more just and inclusive development processes, 

their approaches are insensitive towards aspects of diversity and intersectionality among 

participants, and they can foster and legitimise a system of popular participation that 

disempowers a large proportion of citizens rather than enhance their capacity to act (see also 

section 5.3). It appears that Dar es Salaam residents have largely “internalized the norms of 

popular obedience and quiescence”, which can be traced back to the oligarchic and authoritarian 

tendencies of the post-colonial state, dampening grassroots movements in an effort to contain 

Africanisation40 and create a unified nation (Dill 2010a, 42). Oppression of independent power 

structures at local level somewhat explains the limited impact of CBOs in the city and the 

following chapters will unveil various challenges that are frequently overlooked. 

5.2.2 The poor as WSS operators 

Sector specialists across organisations, including the utility and MoW, promote participation of 

marginalised communities in collective water management. However, the following quotes 

exemplify distinct emphases whereby ESAs and NGOs highlight equity goals and increased 

agency of the urban poor (first quote) while the government stresses ownership, responsibility 

and accountability (second quote):  

“I think the idea of getting the poor people to manage the water supply is very 
important even in urban areas. Because these people easily get forgotten. They 
don’t have the power to lift up the phone and talk to the manager of the utility 
and say there is no water in my home, what is happening? So, somehow, they 
should be empowered to have a common voice but also to take action on their 
own in terms of water supply without waiting for the goodwill from others” 
(Interview with UNICEF WASH specialist, August 2014). 

“So, what we do we make sure, as I said it’s demand-driven, we take them on 
board right from the beginning, we make sure they know it, the idea is to build a 
sense of ownership within themselves right from the beginning, that this is yours, 
if there’s a leakage, people should not say that this is a DAWASA pipe leaking but 
this is our water leaking and that’s what we want” (Interview with DAWASA CLU 
Engineer, September 2014). 

                                                             
40 Africanisation primarily entailed giving preference to black citizens in government appointments and 
promotions. 
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Figure 5.4: Excerpt from NWSDP Programme Implementation Manual  

 

Source: MoW (2011, 127) 

In line with NAWAPO, CLU establishes community-managed systems in low-income areas while 

DAWASCO kiosks and borehole schemes are either managed by the community or private 

individuals and rarely by the utility itself. Recent increases in DAWASCO DPs suggest a growing 

preference towards decentralised private operation in line with NWSDP, which warns against 

running water facilities purely as a social service, as evident in Figure 5.4.  

For the utility, shifting responsibility to local stakeholders is cost-effective and removes them 

from local settlement politics, as argued below by two utility employees, but it does little to 

enhance the agency of the marginalised as they remain embedded in unequal local power 

structures.  

“From my perspective, it’s preferable for the community to operate the kiosk. […] 
For us it is cost effective but it also relieves us from the problems that are out of 
our hands, because if there is a DAWASCO operator and there is any problem, 
maybe that staff is late or not there and people want to get water, but if they put 
their own people and they can task somebody from their own….and also most of 
these areas are politically prone, so everything is being politicised so you remove 
yourself from the politics of those areas, because we have two or three different 
large political parties. […] So, if you put somebody from the ruling party over 
there, then they know how to handle it” (Interview with DAWASCO Plant 
Manager, August 2014). 

“To me, I believe in the public community private partnership, that you have your 
community here, I’m talking about areas, in those pockets of the city, and you 
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have your network around the street, kind of, give them supply by bulk and leave 
the community to manage the distribution and revenue collection through private 
people. This can lift the efficiency and service efficiency, the collection might be 
more than 90% […] the nature and complexity of these localities you can hardly 
see if these guys have illegal connections, they know you cannot know, you are 
collecting 25% of what you are supplying, but if you give them…. these 
communities by themselves and tell them that I need 70% and whatever you 
collect above 70 is yours, they will get 90, they’ll have their 20” (Interview with 
DAWASA CLU Engineer, September 2014). 

In line with efforts to transfer WSS responsibilities to independent management entities, the 

government pushes community water committees to register as Community Owned Water 

Supply Organisations41 (COWSOs). COWSOs are collective management entities recognised in 

the WSS Act (URT 2009b) and promoted by NWSDP, whereby members participate in the 

decision-making to increase transparency and accountability. However, a lengthy and 

complicated registration process has resulted in a limited number of registrations (48 in Dar es 

Salaam in 2015 as per www.opendata.go.tz) and only represents a fraction of those envisaged 

under NWSDP (Fierro et al. 2016; Interview with PIT Programme Director, September 2014). 

Evidence from elsewhere in Tanzania, implies that community water committees and COWSOs 

sustain or even reinforce existing local power imbalances if they fail to address uneven abilities 

to shape decision-making and mainly involve “those who can talk, walk, and work before, during 

and after” (Sokile and van Koppen 2004, 4). As cemented in the WSS Act (see Figure 5.5) the 

government maintains a very pragmatic view of community involvement as temporary measure 

with limited capacity to influence and transform. 

Nevertheless, the collaboration between DAWASA’s CLU or WAHECO and community water 

committees in low-income areas has fostered reciprocal learning to help improve the provision 

of services. Social learning within government and civil society is a key ingredient towards a 

more just and sustainable provision of services (Shaw and Maythorne 2012; Balazs and Lubell 

2014). However, these under-resourced units are already pro-poor in their inclination and there 

is not much evidence that the gained experience has influenced the overall action of the utility 

or the municipality. All too often, localised efforts largely maintain the status quo without 

                                                             
41 As per Water Supply and Sanitation Act, these are registered entities regulated by MoW through local 
authorities (municipal councils in Dar es Salaam), e.g. water consumer associations, water trusts, 
cooperative societies, NGOs and companies (URT 2009b). Water users in a sub-ward can become COWSO 
members, which then elect a committee that manages the operation and maintenance of the water 
supply system. COWSOs have their own constitution and set their own tariff based on EWURA guidelines, 
which should reflect the operational cost. Tariff increases need to be agreed by its members and relayed 
back to DAWASA and EWURA.  
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tackling the structural root-causes of urban water poverty, as already discussed above. Self-

organisation triggered by prevailing injustice can improve local communities’ practices of 

resilience or reworking (see reference to Katz 2004 in Chapter 2), but this alone does not 

automatically enhance justice if the transformative capacity is limited (Keck and Sakdapolrak, 

2013). 

Figure 5.5: Excerpt from the WSS Act  

 

Source: URT (2013, 13–14) 

In practice, stark differences are noticeable across community-managed systems with many 

struggling to be financially sustainable. To address this, CLU has introduced a double account 

system, as explained by one of their engineers: 

“We have introduced the double account system, where 60% of the revenue 
collected goes to the operational account which is fully managed by themselves, 
and 40% goes to an investment account which is co-managed by us. […] the 
operation covers the operation costs, maybe electricity, salaries, this is the 
operation and maintenance is within the 60%. Now the 40%, we call it an 
investment account, the investment account is co-managed by the community 
and us, and the idea for it is, we spend that money if we have a major breakdown, 
maybe we need to replace a pump, the extension of a network and maybe if we 
want to extend services and they have to justify why do we have to release the 
money for that, so some are drilling a second borehole, some are extending the 
network, some have a broken pump. But previously it was a problem, they collect, 
they put it in their account when they have a breakdown then you don’t find 
money, that’s what we did, that’s the arrangement we are trying to do” (Interview 
conducted September 2014). 

This has the potential to enhance access to water for many, but it is another example that puts 

the onus on the poor to operate on a commercially sound basis and somewhat relieves the utility 

from their responsibility. With cost recovery at the forefront, principles of affordability and 

inclusiveness can easily disappear into the background. What is more, the fact that most of the 

community-managed systems rely on water from the depleting coastal aquifer jeopardises the 

long-term use and replicability of such schemes. 
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5.3 Diversity and intersectional considerations 

As evidenced above, economic poverty is commonly seen by the government, bi- and 

multilateral agencies and consultants as the determining factor that pushes people into areas 

where lower levels of service provision prevail. The Tanzanian government largely defines the 

poor through economic measures using poverty lines based on income and expenditure 

thresholds, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.6: Excerpt from the 2011/12 Household Budget Survey  

 

Source: URT (2014b, xviii) 

Poverty lines are applied equally across the country and those that fall below are entitled to 

receive safety net support payments by the Tanzanian Social Action Fund (TASAF), a fund 

initiated in 2000 with money from central government and various development partners 

(National Bureau of Statistics 2013; World Bank 2015). With no differentiation between urban 

and rural areas, the number of eligible residents in Dar es Salaam falls below 5% (see Table 7.4 

in URT 2014b, 97). What is more, TASAF resources meet less than 10% of the demand (TASAF 

2011). Sub-ward leaders in Dar es Salaam have highlighted the irregularity of disbursements and 

claim they essentially occur during election campaigns (Interview with sub-ward executive 

officer, November 2015; Interview with sub-ward chairperson, October 2015).  
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CCI’s director argues that an overall bias towards rural poverty reduction has hindered progress 

in tackling urban water poverty: 

“[DAWASA’s] major funding depends on a loan from the World Bank and other 
financiers which means it takes long to negotiate for that funding and priority as 
well is a huge problem so the investment has been very small into the water 
sector particularly in urban areas. Even the budget allocation from parliament for 
the urban water services is so small in comparison to the rural areas. I think it is 
very different. They always consider that the urban areas are more advantageous. 
Because they really feel that the cities are well improved and everyone wants to 
move to the city because it is good but in reality, the situation is worse. Due to 
that the budget allocation for urban areas is very small. Even you can wonder, the 
number of NGOs who are working in urban areas, it is very very small” (Interview 
with CCI Director, August 2014). 

The country’s poverty reduction strategy, with rural water supply as one of six priority areas, 

portrays a similar priority and this is reflected in NWSDP II and budget allocations within the 

sector (see UNICEF and MoFP 2016; Mmari and Wangwe 2017).  Although the household budget 

survey highlights higher household expenses in urban areas, and particularly Dar es Salaam, this 

has not significantly influenced poverty reduction initiatives such as TASAF support payments. 

Standardised poverty lines continue to be applied to the disadvantage of the urban poor.  This 

has led ESAs like DFID (and some INGOs) to focus predominantly on rural areas. 

“I think if you get it from the equity angle, if you compare urban and rural, it is 
mainly rural, there is no similarity between urban and rural. But if you look within 
urban you have low income areas, those are the ones who don’t have access. So 
even within the urban area there is inequality. There are those who live with less 
than $1 a day income who do not have access basically, so within the urban there 
is inequality” (Interview with DFID Tanzania WSS Advisor, August 2014). 

WAT drafted a dedicated urban strategy in the late 2000s, which was never implemented, and 

their recent efforts in urban areas has largely focused on liquid waste with little work on water 

supply (Conversation with WaterAid Urban Technical Support Manager, July 2014; Conversation 

with WAT Senior Programme Coordinator, August 2014). Apart from instilling a rural bias, 

defining urban water poverty in economic terms, as done in NAWAPO, singles out class as a key 

contributor to inequality, with no consideration for how people’s intersectional identities and 

relations shape their ability to access WSS over time. Moreover, it disregards the widely-

acknowledged fact that low-income households often pay much more for a lower service level 

due to their reliance on alternative and multiple service providers, as highlighted by most 

interviewees.  
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Economic poverty, the rationale in the 1980s for free water supply from public kiosks, was 

superseded by the country’s push towards full cost recovery. Nowadays, the Tanzanian 

government considers the accessibility of microfinance services to low-income dwellers as a 

relatively low-cost, low maintenance way to support poverty alleviation, including better access 

to WSS, but as further elaborated below, such measures disproportionately benefit men. The 

micro-finance policy largely focuses on increasing the availability of micro-finance services to 

the poor, but falls short in addressing the inability of low-income dwellers to access these 

services and manage repayments.  

While the Ministry of Finance oversees implementation of the microfinance policy, the provision 

of microfinance services, similar to WSS and other services, is carried out by private or third 

sector institutions as evident from Figure 5.7. Poverty reduction is non-compulsory, but the 

policy encourages NGOs in particular, to serve lower-income and marginalised groups. In Dar es 

Salaam, an increasing number of microfinance institutions (MFIs) are available to residents, 

including large commercial banks (Trémolet et al. 2015). MFIs mainly issue loans to individuals 

but some also serve cooperatives (e.g. local federation groups, community water committees). 

However, repayments with regards to the latter, have proven difficult and, in the case of the 

former, prospective borrowers often need a residential licence as collateral, hence excluding the 

large percentage of tenants  and those without a licence to access loans (Interview with TAFSUS 

employee, August 2014; Interview with Habitat for Humanity Branch Manager, August 2014).  

Due to the limitations of MFIs and commercial banks, an increasing number of  informal savings 

and loan associations have emerged in low-income settlements. After the centralised politics of 

the postcolonial state led to a decrease in associational life, community development activities 

at the local level were re-invigorated during the late 1980s, largely triggered by the economic 

crisis, and aimed at meeting people’s practical needs in a context of decreasing state capacity 

and support (Dill 2010a). Privatisation of social security prompted the formation of ‘upatu’, 

which are informal ‘merry-go-round’ savings groups formed by women still active today 

(Brennan and Burton 2007a). Furthermore, the number of Village Community Banks (VICOBAs) 

in Dar es Salaam’s low-income areas has significantly increased over the last 5-10 years 

(Interview with Tungi ward assistant, November 2015; Interview with Kombo sub-ward 

Executive Officer, November 2015). VICOBAs are registered groups of 20-30 individuals that 

provide savings and credit services to their members, which are accessible to landlords and 

tenants alike, in contrast to the schemes of most MFIs and commercial banks, and are an 

attractive initiative to enhance household finances, particularly for women. Savings groups set 
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up by TFUP and CCI operate in a similar way but are, unlike VICOBAs, not registered with the 

municipality.  

Figure 5.7:Excerpt from the National Microfinance Policy  

 

Source: Ministry of Finance (2000, 22) 

Loans are predominantly for income-earning activities but more recently, some members have 

used them for home improvements, including sanitation (Interview with TAFSUS employee, 

August 2014; Interview with Habitat for Humanity Branch Manager, August 2014). To promote 

latrine improvements, PIT encourages VICOBAs to earmark part of the money collected for a 

sanitation fund that provides non-interest loans (Interview with PIT programme director, 

September 2014). This can offer feasible mechanisms for sanitation upgrading but is again 

clearly targeting landlords. As is evidenced by Sheuya and Burra (2016) and further discussed in 

the following chapters, many low-income residents remain generally reluctant to take loans, 

particularly to invest in improved access to WSS, unless they are landlords that can recoup the 

investment through increased rents. Moreover, micro-finance initiatives are another example 

of the state shifting the responsibility to those currently affected. 
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5.3.1 Diversity among the urban water poor 

Over the years, organisations have become more sensitive towards gender, age, health and 

ability and many interventions in Dar es Salaam include explicit components that support groups 

perceived as less able to fulfil their right to WSS. As evident from the quote below, the most 

vulnerable among the poor are identified based on household characteristics and gender. 

“[…] but still there are some who are left out. For example, the population census 
of two years ago has revealed a number of women-headed households and child-
headed households. […] Certainly, they have bigger challenges than that so these 
people are bound to be left out. And then there are households which are a lot 
more challenged than others. Even though they are poor people, there are some 
who are much poorer. For example, if it is a single parent-headed household, it 
might be more challenged. […] And if it is a single headed household, the head of 
the household will be more challenged than if they were two people managing 
the households. These people might easily drop out from the main course of 
interventions. They might not own a radio or be able to listen to these radio 
messages. I think it was the census of two years ago when it was realized that a 
big percentage of poor women, even the richer ones, are not accessing radio. The 
radio might be there in the home but the male head of the household will be 
managing it directly and they don’t want anyone to play around with them 
because they want to be able to listen to their favourite program and when they 
go out they take out the battery or take the radio with them” (Interview with 
UNICEF WASH specialist, August 2014). 

As established in Chapter 2, disaggregating the urban water poor according to fixed categories 

is problematic. NAWAPO singles out women as being more vulnerable or affected. This assumes 

that all women suffer equally and have the same ability or lack thereof to act, which contributes 

to a homogenisation of the urban water poor (Allen and Hofmann 2017; Hofmann 2017b). From 

a constitutional perspective, men and women in Tanzania are considered equal and entitled to 

the same rights with legal, policy and institutional frameworks across sectors promoting gender 

equality (TAMWA 2012), e.g. NWSDP flags the importance of women’s active participation in 

WSS provision and decision-making to achieve gender equity (MoW 2006). However, Islamic and 

customary law, although nowadays legally superseded, still influences people’s beliefs, attitudes 

and practices (Van Aelst 2014). Tanzania, by and large, continues to be a male-dominated 

society whereby men are considered the main breadwinner and household head and women, 

particularly those with lower levels of education, are only marginally involved in household 

decision-making (Feinstein et al. 2011; Van Aelst 2014). As such, traditional social and cultural 

norms can dominate over more progressive national and international laws and agreements. 

Most interventions do not challenge existing gender relations and potentially worsen 

inequalities rather than alleviate them, e.g. more men (65%) benefitted from the above-

mentioned RL project compared to women (30%) (Kironde 2006) (see also the example of the 
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CIUP participatory process in section 5.2). Water management committees and other 

community fora are predominantly composed of women, not necessarily as a means to enhance 

their decision-making power, i.e. to address strategic needs, but because voluntary engagement 

in self-help initiatives is seen as the preserve of women (Molyneux 2002; Van Aelst 2014). 

Unequal power relations similarly exist among women as other intersectional identities and 

relations shape their capacity to act. For example, while TFUP has enhanced the individual and 

collective agency of certain members, leadership is not very dynamic as some feel threatened 

by the prospect of newcomers (informal conversation with CCI employee, November 2015). 

Unless participation helps to outmanoeuvre more dominant forms of power, including at the 

local level, it is unlikely to contribute towards more just and equal outcomes (Kesby 2005). 

Moreover, in organisations like WaterAid, diversity and equality concerns are often the 

responsibility of specialised teams and therefore not automatically integrated in all 

organisational practices. 

The following quotes of representatives from the utility and an INGO not only show a limited 

understanding of diversity and intersectionality, but further demonstrate how interventions 

might meet practical needs but rarely challenge subordinate roles, positions and relations in 

society.  

“It’s a bit complicated but when we mobilize them [the communities] we always 
tell them about the disabled, the disadvantaged, the elderly, because they know 
who cannot afford to pay in their locality, they know it. So, we always tell them 
now they should think of service provision to the disadvantaged, they should be 
equally served. But you cannot tell them serve the disadvantaged. But trust me 
it’s happening in these communities, they have a list and if you go to their offices 
they have a list that so and so is exempted from paying. […] A practical experience 
I have was in one of the communities, two old ladies were given water for free 
and then there was another man who was paralysed in the same community, but 
they have a limit. I think it’s 7,000 litres per month, I am not sure, so he was given 
that but there is a limit” (Interview with DAWASA CLU Engineer, September 
2014). 

“In urban areas, you will find that there are people who are very very poor and 
cannot afford anything, they are really poor. So, if we can have a mechanism of, 
yes, the policy is not stating clearly, but if we can have subsidies only for this 
group which cannot afford, and if you empower the community very well, then 
they can identify those people. So, if we can have such mechanism for the poorest 
of the poor…I think there is a group of old people sometimes living alone, in some 
areas just left with the grandchildren and no adults who can support the family; 
also there are some families with HIV household heads with no support from the 
family. […] Another group now is these children-headed families” (Interview with 
PIT Programme Director, September 2014). 
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Essentially, the measures articulated above do not enhance people’s control over hydro-social 

relations, but augment the reliance of more vulnerable residents on charitable action from local 

communities. Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 2, empowerment of communities is limited  to 

the local level and neglects higher platforms of decision-making. 

Both NAWAPO and NWSDP are largely deficient in being sensitive towards intersectional social 

identities. For example, both disregard that most low-income residents in Dar es Salaam have 

very little direct influence over their access to WSS because of their tenancy status and 

associated relations42, e.g. tenants’ access to WSS, and any efforts to improve it, are frequently 

negotiated through landlords, as illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7. The government and the utility 

generally overlook the complexity of tenancy profiles that characterises informal settlements, 

e.g. tenants in rental arrangements with on-site or off-site landlords and owner-occupiers, when 

examining people’s ability to access WSS. There is evidence that tenants are much more likely 

to rely on shared or off-site WSS facilities, particularly with live-in landlords, compared to owner-

occupiers (Scott 2013). Many ESAs and NGOs show awareness of tenants’ limited agency and 

this is embedded in their discursive practices (see discourse 6 in Table 4.1), as exemplified by 

representatives from WaterAid and UNICEF, but their material practices still lack effective 

mechanisms to address this. 

“So the tenants have very little say over not only the type of toilet but also the 
quality of sanitation that they get ultimately and the lower you go down the 
ladder the less say the tenants have over the kind of sanitation they get and if 
they get one at all, and common place are settlements where you may get a block 
of residential spaces that do not have a toilet at all, so that actually happens but 
again there’s also the kind of effectiveness of the municipal council, the kind of 
policy and regulating done and that in itself is a problem as much as it’s a 
challenge because tenants rarely have anybody else to turn to when they actually 
understand the kind of service they should access legally. They do not have 
anyone to turn to because the local authority does not necessarily have the 
effectiveness to turn to them and get some kind of recourse or…redress” 
(Interview with WaterAid Regional Programme Director, September 2014). 

“So, when services in that neighbourhood improve and landlords will start 
increasing rent, increasing this, increasing that, services will start getting 
expensive and they will be forced to move away, and that is very common in Dar 
es Salaam. For example, people were living in places like Sinza, which at that time 

                                                             
42 Importantly, tenancy status is not simply an identity but a relationship with a legal basis and norms 
that determines the conditions under which different individuals or groups can use land and associated 
resources such as water (Payne et al. 2015).  
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was cheaper but when things became expensive they moved to Temeke. Temeke 
is the poorest of all the districts in Dar es Salaam. And then Temeke itself became 
expensive, then they moved to Mbagala. Mbagala now has become expensive 
then they move even further” (Interview with UNICEF WASH specialist, August 
2014). 

In a simplified sewerage project CCI and TFUP tried to protect tenants from subsequent rent 

increases43 but faced difficulties to enforce this in practice (Informal conversation with CCI 

engineer, February 2015). CCI has experimented with different mechanisms to enhance the 

direct influence of tenants in WSS improvements, but as explained by CCI’s Director none of 

them fully protect tenants from potential rent increases: 

 “We have an example whereby the tenants have pressurised the landlord to 
improve the toilet but also ensured that he put up a new toilet, otherwise they 
would take him to enforcement. So, the tenants become like a pressure group to 
ensure that the landlord improves the services. Again, if the house does not have 
water services, the rent is low. But once you improve, your rent can increase. […] 
We developed a mechanism where the landlord and tenants can work together to 
develop a toilet rather than an individual toilet where you just deal with the 
landlord. But in this we really embedded the tenants because we feel that the 
tenant has a role to determine the dynamics of building an improved toilet. If the 
tenants are lazy, they are not really proactive in pressurising the landlord to build 
the toilets, the toilet will be bad” (Interview with CCI Director, August 2014). 

Evidence from Nairobi suggests that the ratio of many tenants versus few resident-landlords and 

owner-occupiers, paired with a fast occupancy turnover, hinders service provision investments 

(Scott 2013). The importance of tenant-landlord relationships and how they influence people’s 

urban water poverty trajectories is discussed in more detail in the following chapters.  

5.4 Sayings and doings in policy-driven practices 

Interestingly, most organisations convey an understanding of urban water poverty that 

considers multiple dimensions of the problem, whether that is through individual employees or 

organisational policies. However, the aspects incorporated into material practices are often 

more limited than the portrayed rhetoric, particularly when it comes to national government 

entities and influential ESAs. This was evident in the discussions with World Bank 

representatives, where they highlighted the lack of voice of low-income residents, which is not 

embedded in their material practices. Similarly, the government, including the utility, make pro-

                                                             
43 A clause was added to loan agreements for beneficiaries of the project to prevent landlords from 
increasing rents following the provision of better toilet facilities.  
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poor claims but often lack direct engagement with low-income communities with a tendency to 

shift the responsibility predominantly to those without adequate access to WSS. Where pro-

poor targets are formulated, they remain too vague and are therefore dwarfed by a focus on 

financial and technical objectives, as illustrated through DWSSP. Some of the quotes from 

organisational representatives clearly indicate that political interests play an important role in 

the provision of water in the city but are frequently obscured at the same time as finance and 

technical expertise are highlighted. 

In line with previous findings, dominant claims regarding urban water poverty emphasise 

deficiencies in the supply of WSS and are based on a politically produced ideology that blames 

technical and natural constraints (see Hofmann 2013a; Hofmann 2017a). Failure to consider 

political, social and policy-based causes of urban water poverty have led to material practices 

that simply focus on maldistribution and largely leave existing inequalities and vulnerabilities 

untouched (with very limited consideration for diverse and intersectional social identities 

among the ‘urban water poor’), ignoring the fact that water systems do not solely rely on the 

physical infrastructure, but are complex socio-technical-ecological systems (Smith 2012; Joy et 

al. 2014). They produce and reproduce deep-seated structural power relations by depoliticising 

urban water poverty through a utility-centric rather than people-centric focus that mostly 

excludes the urban water poor and, at best, recognises them as customers or temporary service 

providers but not as right-bearers. It could be argued that the concern by big and powerful 

players for bottom-up and participatory approaches towards the recognition of the urban water 

poor, is only voiced to silence the critics and is not seen as an opportunity to enhance their 

agency and to challenge unjust structural conditions. 

Nevertheless, as evident in the history of WSS policy and developments in Tanzania and Dar es 

Salaam, and summarised in Figure 4.3, policy-driven practices are not static, they can be 

challenged and changed. Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrate evidence of reflexive agency through a 

surprising array of critical views and insightful understandings around urban water poverty that 

have been translated into a small number of innovative approaches. Expectedly, these are 

mainly expressed and endorsed by CSOs and their representatives, but are also remarkably 

articulated by employees of organisations that tend to endorse the above-mentioned dominant 

practices. Such progressive thinkers can use their agency to potentially shift enduring policy-

driven practices and structures towards more inclusive processes and fairer outcomes. How far 

this is possible depends on the position of such individuals and the level of agency they possess 

within and outside of their organisations. Local government employees, particularly those 

collaborating more closely with low-income communities, demonstrate an awareness of 
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underlying issues but on their own have limited capacity to influence, as illustrated through the 

example of ward health officers. Chapters 4 and 5 have demonstrated clear power imbalances 

within and between organisations, e.g. between local, municipal and central government, but 

also among ESAs, and the dependencies with regards to financial, technical and other support. 

For instance, a significant amount of NGO funding is dependent on donors pursuing their own 

interests, some evidently find themselves aligned with national commercialisation efforts with 

some pro-poor elements added. 

Much of the progress in Dar es Salaam’s low-income settlements seems to be dependent on 

initiatives of the urban poor themselves with support from CSOs. Although such acts of 

‘reworking’ (see Katz 2004) somewhat demonstrate a level of reflexivity, they are largely 

pragmatic responses that have not been able to transform dominant claims and alter structuring 

practices and relations. As evident from the preceding discussion, organisations might support 

the same material practices (e.g. community-managed water supply or demand-driven 

approaches) but because they base their actions on differing claims and objectives (i.e. 

discursive practices) the outcomes can be very different. To enhance distribution of both goods 

and rights, urban water-poor communities need to engage and enter into dialogue with the 

authorities. Some settlements managed to improve access to WSS while also incrementally 

enhancing the capacity and recognition of low-income residents through the development of 

collaborations with government, e.g. the simplified sewerage project where TFUP and CCI 

formed an alliance with the utility and municipal government. Locally-driven initiatives that 

engage critically with government policy and technocratic approaches through the application 

of alternative mechanisms in the delivery of services, are examples of what Katz terms ‘acts of 

resistance’  as they aim to challenge traditional unequal relationships and trigger change. This 

sets a precedent for more inclusive alliances between the state and informal communities, 

provided the alteration of social relations can be sustained beyond a particular intervention. The 

fact that DAWASA’s CLU is keen to replicate the simplified sewerage scheme elsewhere in the 

city shows potential that policy-driven practices can be transformed, scaled up and 

institutionalised. This does not erase the market-driven development paradigm prevailing in 

Tanzania and Dar es Salaam, but renders policy-driven practices more sensitive towards the 

needs of the urban water poor. 

Some of the policy-driven practices discussed evidently offer potential for transformative 

change. The capacity of the urban water-poor to engage in deliberative processes more equally, 

can enhance justice in terms of distribution and recognition. Nevertheless, as the following 

chapters will demonstrate in more detail, residents in low-income areas do not share the same 
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capacity and therefore do not benefit automatically or equally from policy-driven practices. Yet, 

policy-driven practices mostly treat the urban water poor as a homogeneous group, categorised 

by their income bracket, with limited consideration for diverse abilities and needs, but spatial 

and temporal variations in access to WSS play an equally important role. Those practices that 

acknowledge temporal aspects of urban water poverty, e.g. water scarcity worsening with 

continued population growth, consider change over time as consistent and neglect possible 

fluctuations or disruptions. Similarly, most organisations assume a natural progression of 

people’s access from public kiosk to yard level access and eventually a household connection, 

but the next two chapters show a more complex picture with different rationales. With regards 

to spatial specificities and characteristics of urban water poverty, the discussion has 

demonstrated varying considerations across the range of policy-driven practices, however, 

overall not enough attention is given to differences between low-income settlements and intra-

settlement variations. ESAs like UNICEF and various NGOs support interventions that target 

beneficiaries with specific identity characteristics while underestimating the importance of local 

dynamics and relations in shaping people’s access to WSS over time. The example of the 

simplified sewerage project further shows that good intentions do not always translate into 

effective and inclusive solutions on the ground. What is more, inconsistencies in policy can 

sometimes lead to unintended consequences at the local level. This is illustrated through the 

tensions experienced by local borehole systems that are supposed to provide an affordable 

service while also adhering to principles of self-sufficiency, as discussed in section 5.2.2 and 

section 4.4 in the previous chapter. By incrementally removing itself as direct provider of pro-

poor water supply, the State enhances the possibility for further distortions at the local level. 
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Chapter 6 Everyday practices of the urban water poor 

The previous two chapters presented and explored the range of policy-driven practices on urban 

water poverty in Dar es Salaam. While there are clear differences between some of them, 

overall, they provide an oversimplified understanding of urban water poverty, with particular 

assumptions about how people living in low-income areas of cities access services and how this 

leads to undifferentiated approaches on how access should be improved.  Key elements to take 

from this are: 

1) Limited efforts to consider and act on intersectional identities and relations of ‘the 

urban water poor’ in an inclusive way, which at best characterises people based on age, 

gender, ability or on land and housing tenure status; 

2) Failure to consider urban water poverty as a phenomenon with clear spatial and 

temporal characteristics.   

This chapter focuses on the universe of everyday practices through which low-income residents 

from the two case study settlements, Kombo and Tungi, gain access to water supply, with the 

objective of answering RQ2. Unless otherwise stated or referenced, the information in this 

chapter is taken from the fieldwork conducted in the case study settlements, which, as explained 

in the methodology chapter, consisted of transect walks, WSS facilities mapping, focus group 

discussions, qualitative interviews with residents and local leaders and observations. Where 

information is directly drawn from specific interviews or FGDs, individual references are 

provided. 

The chapter starts with an introduction to both case study settlements, providing initial insights 

into the history of both areas and their trajectories regarding WSS provision over time. This is 

followed by a detailed  exploration of the range of everyday practices through which residents 

in Kombo and Tungi access water. Firstly, the discussion focuses on the management and 

operation of service provision, i.e. looking at the array of arrangements through which water is 

provided and accessed, and secondly concentrates on where people access water, distinguishing 

between off-site and on-site access. The discussion differentiates between discursive and 

material practices where applicable, to highlight the interconnectedness (or lack thereof) 

between people’s sayings and doings (Strengers 2010). This provides preliminary insights into 

how people themselves understand their situation, why they favour certain practices over 

others, including their own perceptions and assumptions, and the opportunities and limitations 

for improving their level of urban water poverty, which is further explored in the subsequent 

chapters. Sensitivity towards intersectional identities and relations as well as applying a spatial 
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and temporal lens throughout the chapter will reveal how accessible different practices are and 

for whom. The chapter concludes by highlighting significant emerging issues that are further 

examined in Chapter 7.  

6.1  Case study settlements 

Kombo and Tungi, are low-income communities in Dar es Salaam and located in different 

municipalities (see Figure 6.1). They both meet the selection criteria outlined in the 

methodology chapter in section 3.3, albeit in different ways, as further outlined below. While 

Tungi is closer to the city centre when compared to Kombo, it is harder to reach because of its 

location across the harbour and, until recently, access was  predominantly via ferry. Kombo is 

more urbanised, with higher density levels and has, for the most part, been incorporated into 

the urban core, while Tungi is less densely populated and still shows considerable peri-urban 

features44 (Andreasen 2013). However, even there, vacant land is becoming scarce and land 

values are fast increasing. While the two settlements are quite distinct in many ways, including 

the diverse range of practices available to access water, both have been undergoing a process 

of urbanisation with little or no infrastructure characterised by a continuous influx of people, 

and an increase in the built-up areas, whilst continuing to lag behind in the provision of adequate 

infrastructure and services to their residents. Most of the local practices by which residents in 

the two settlements access water are not regulated and therefore considered informal. Recent 

measures taken by DAWASCO to regularise informal service providers, as discussed in Chapter 

4, have not yet materialised locally and both settlements therefore experience problems with 

over-extraction from the underground aquifer and from distribution of contaminated water.  

 

 

 

 

                                                             
44 Peri-urban areas are spaces where rural and urban features coexist in physical, environmental, social, 
economic and institutional terms, and are subject to rapid change over time (for a more detailed 
discussion see Allen 2005; Simon et al. 2006; Marshall et al. 2009). Tungi hosts a variety of natural, 
productive and urban ecosystems influenced by material and energy flows required by both rural and 
urban systems, with a mix of rural and urban income-earning activities. 
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Figure 6.1: Location of case study settlements  

 

Source: Map data ©2015 Google Imagery ©2015 CNES/Astrium, CNES Spot Image, Digital Globe 
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6.1.1 Kombo 

The sub-ward of Kombo is an unplanned settlement in Vingunguti Ward approximately six 

kilometres from the city centre within Ilala municipality. Some residents are under permanent 

employment while the majority is involved in small enterprises and casual work with many 

earning less than TSh200,000 (£74.73) per month (CCI, unpublished documentation; CCI 

household survey, 2016). Kombo is located next to one of the city’s nine wastewater 

stabilisation ponds established during the 1960s. At that time, the area largely consisted of 

farmland with a few farming support structures and  communities accessed clean and sweet 

water from shallow wells, a few natural springs and the nearby Msimbazi river. Since the 1980s, 

Kombo has seen a large influx of people due to the establishment of nearby industries and over 

the past few years the wells started to disappear as population figures rose and more houses 

were built. An elderly resident that has been living in Kombo since the 1960s remembers:  

“We were using nearby shallow wells. It was like spring water and it was 
free……..The water was very clean since there were few people. There used to be 
a well where that house is now and with the construction of more houses the 
wells started to disappear” (Interview with K31 in Kombo, November 2015).  

The river then became polluted and started to dry up, thus limiting access to safe drinking water 

by the local community. Prior to the introduction of the first National Water Policy in 1991, 

water from public standpipes was provided free of charge, however Kombo did not have any at 

the time; residents therefore continued to rely on shallow wells and fetching water from 

neighbouring settlements, particularly for drinking, with return trips of up to twelve hours 

(Bayliss and Tukai 2011; female FGD, September 2014; Interviews with K16, K18 and K20, 

November 2015). Figure 6.2 shows how water supply facilities have evolved spatially within the 

settlement, with a particular increase in facilities since 2010. There was an attempt in the early 

1990s by the utility to connect households in Vingunguti to the network, but not only was that 

effort limited in reach (it is unclear whether Kombo residents were among those connected), 

the service also proved irregular and insufficient (CCI, unpublished documentation). An elderly 

lady that settled in Kombo before the ponds were installed remembers how challenging it was 

to get water during the 1990s: 

“We used to go fetch water very far away in Buguruni or Tabata. We really 
suffered. This was difficult. I remember carrying my granddaughter on my back to 
go and fetch water” (Interview with K20 in Kombo, November 2015). 
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of water supply facilities in Kombo 

 

Source: Map produced with data collected by CCI and TFUP (2015) 

By then, network coverage levels were notoriously low across the city and the water supply 

system suffered overall from dilapidation (DAWASA 2000; Pigeon 2012). This led to a small 

number of individuals in the settlement drilling their own boreholes and selling water to others, 

while also attracting mobile water vendors (Bayliss and Tukai 2011; male FGD in Kombo, 

September 2014). Two public boreholes were constructed since 1998 with the assistance of Plan 

International (in 1998 and 2007 respectively) and a third one paid for by Ilala municipality (in 

1998); each system has multiple distribution points (DPs) across the settlement where water is 

sold by the bucket. Over the years, these systems have established an increasing number of 

household connections for which customers are charged a monthly flat rate45. After the initial 

setup, the management and operation of each scheme has been handed over to water 

committees, consisting of elected community members, and are expected to be self-sufficient. 

                                                             
45 It is difficult to quantify the number of beneficiaries per scheme. Based on estimates arrived through 
data collected during fieldwork, a borehole system with 10–15 distribution points can serve between 200 
and 400 households in addition to household connections, which in Kombo range between 60 and 70 per 
scheme (Fieldwork notes 2014 and 2015). 
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Despite the government’s promotion of Community-Owned Water Supply Organisations 

(COWSOs), as explained in Chapter 5, none of the committees is a registered COWSO. Since 

these policy-driven systems were put in place, an increasing number of private boreholes and 

DPs have emerged across Kombo and there are nowadays over 20 private boreholes and more 

than 100 private DPs (see Figure 6.3). Tanker trucks continue to operate in Kombo, selling water 

by the bucket to meet people’s drinking water needs. Connections to the utility network are still 

existent but, until recently, did not constitute a reliable water source, and those connected used 

to complain about irregular supply or no service at all. Since mid-2015 water has been flowing 

again regularly through DAWASCO pipes and following efforts by the utility to improve access 

to water in the settlement a few DAWASCO DPs have been established where utility water can 

be purchased by the bucket and the number of household connections has also steadily 

increased since.    

Vingunguti Ward continues to be one of the most densely populated areas in the city with an 

average annual growth rate of 2.71-5.8% (Andreasen 2013). Until 2005, the lower-lying areas of 

Kombo mostly consisted of farmland, but have largely been built up since, leading to an increase 

in flood occurrences. According to the 2012 census, Kombo spreads over 46 ha and has a 

population of 36,81646 predominantly housing low-income households with a majority of 

tenants (2012 census data). Urbanisation and densification processes have substantially 

reduced the land available for farming with only a few Kombo residents continuing to earn their 

living from farming and livestock activities. High population densities, the accumulation of 

informal lower-income residents, lack of access to clean water and poor sanitary conditions have 

been associated with high incidents of cholera in the area since 2006, particularly during the 

rainy season (Penrose et al. 2010; Pastore 2013) and Kombo was among the worst affected 

settlements during the cholera outbreak in 2015 (Interview with Vingunguti health officer, 

November 2016). Today, service provision in Kombo is characterised by a diverse range of policy-

driven and everyday practices that have emerged at different points in time to deal with the 

inadequate provision of WSS infrastructure and services within the settlement. Figure 6.3 shows 

                                                             
46 Following the 2012 census, Kombo was sub-divided into two sub-wards at the end of 2014 (Kombo and 
Mji Mpya), with Kombo remaining under the jurisdiction of Vingunguti ward and Mji Mpya being part of 
the newly established ward of Myamani. As the fieldwork commenced prior to this sub-division taking 
place, reference to Kombo includes the newly created sub-ward. 
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the water supply facilities in Kombo that are collectively accessible47. Policy-driven practices 

have improved access to water in Kombo, but reliance on private supply (through boreholes and 

mobile water vendors) is significant, and most residents access water outside of their premises 

(2012 census data). Regarding sanitation, many residents depend on simple pit latrines. A small 

but slowly increasing number of households, uses hand flush toilets connected to soak-away 

pits, and a few households benefit from a simplified sewerage scheme implemented in 2014 

that connects household toilets to the nearby wastewater ponds using simplified technology. 

Some households do not have a toilet on the compound and thus depend on neighbourly 

solidarity to meet their sanitation needs. Local federation groups started to emerge in 2012, 

triggered by an externally funded project, and by November 2015, 135 community members of 

the Kombo settlement had been organised into nine groups. 

                                                             
47 This Figure, as well as Figure 6.2, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, displays data collected through the 
participatory mapping project outlined in section 3.1.1 of Chapter 3. Due to time and resource constraints 
the mapping could not capture utility household connections as well as facilities whose use is restricted 
to single households or compound. The maps are also limited in depicting mobile water vendors. The 
residents marked on the maps are those that participated in FGDs and individual interviews. 
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Figure 6.3: Collective water supply facilities in Kombo 

Source: Map produced with data collected by CCI and TFUP (2015) 
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6.1.2 Tungi 

Tungi is an unplanned settlement within the recently established Tungi ward in the Kigamboni 

Municipality48 to the south of the city, and has an estimated population of 9,744 (2012 Census). 

As depicted in Figure 6.1, it is located 4.5 km from the city centre across the harbour. Many 

residents decided to live there because of the settlement’s proximity to the city, however, and 

until the opening of a toll bridge in early 2016 that connected the entire Kigamboni area to the 

city centre, the settlement was mainly accessible via a badly maintained ferry service. Like 

Kombo, Tungi sub-ward largely houses lower-income households with the majority of residents 

being tenants. Residents are involved in a variety of rural and urban income-earning activities, 

some of which have stable employment in the city centre. However, the  most are small 

entrepreneurs and casual labourers. Until the mid-1970s, the area Tungi occupies largely 

consisted of a few big farms. In 1975, as part of the government’s Ujamaa villagisation scheme 

(see Chapter 4), people were given free plots of land in an attempt to agglomerate Tanzania’s 

rural population in collective villages for cooperative development (Ibhawoh and Dibua 2003; 

Interview with T11 in Tungi, October 2015). Back then, residents relied on hand-dug wells 

located on the farming fields. An elderly resident that moved to Tungi as part of the villagisation 

programme recalls: 

“In 1976, we used to access water from a well until 1982 when someone came 
and installed five wells operated with manual pumps” (Interview with T11 in 
Tungi, October 2015).  

Population numbers started to increase particularly since the 1980s, as comparatively low land 

prices offered an opportunity for households to shift from renting to owning their own plot and 

house. At that time the government, in collaboration with the Water Resources Institute, 

established a few wells with manual pumps across the settlement where water was available 

for free (CCI, unpublished documentation). Water charges were introduced in the 1990s to cover 

operation and maintenance costs and over the years public manual wells were handed over to 

                                                             
48 Tungi was previously a sub-ward of Kigamboni ward but increasing population numbers have led to the 
establishment of Tungi ward in 2010 containing the sub-wards of Tungi, Mungano and Magogoni. Because 
of these, reference to Tungi prior to 2010 is likely to include a broader area than what constitutes the sub-
ward of Tungi today. As already explained in Chapter 4, a recent administrative change added two new 
municipal councils in 2016. Tungi is no longer under the jurisdiction of Temeke municipality but now 
belongs to the recently established Kigamboni municipality. However, as most of the fieldwork in Tungi 
took place prior to this and because of the emphasis on change over time, reference is made to Temeke 
municipality.  
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private individuals who started to establish small water selling businesses with multiple DPs. 

Population densities remained comparatively low and the settlement did not experience major 

disease outbreaks (CCI, unpublished documentation). In 2002, a public borehole system with 13 

DPs was installed with assistance from WaterAid, but the scheme was not operational for long 

due to a stolen pump and disputes over the land where the borehole is located. Around the 

same time, private boreholes and DPs started to emerge (see Figure 6.4). Small mobile water 

vendors were also operating in the area, particularly to supply the growing number of residents 

with drinking water.  

Figure 6.4: Evolution of water supply facilities in Tungi 

 

Source: Map produced with data collected by CCI and TFUP (2016) 

Increasing development and improved accessibility attracted more migrants from mid-2000 

onwards, as explained by a resident that has lived in Tungi for his entire life: 

“from 2004 to 2010 there was a sharp increase in land value…….and this was 
because of the infrastructure that was coming up. Electricity and water was 
readily available, also the tarmac road has attracted many people. Social services 
such as hospitals, people are building better houses and the vicinity to the city 
centre has led to this rapid increase of population” (Interview with T01 in Tungi, 
October 2015). 
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In 2008, plans were published to develop the entire Kigamboni area into a new planned city and 

the government issued a stop order to prevent further migration and development until 

implementation of the plan was complete. As a consequence, urbanisation and development, 

including land transactions in Tungi, slowed down and the stop order reduced access to micro-

credits for Kigamboni land owners, consequently leading to the stagnation of certain income-

earning activities, particularly in the building sector (Joseph and Mramba 2012). Land 

transactions and construction activities in Tungi continued but at reduced speed and intensity, 

and the announcement of the planned development led to more cautious investments, 

including in WSS, both at the household level and by the government. The Kigamboni plans have 

been cause for much controversy around displacement and compensation and lack of local 

residents’ participation (Lindell et al. 2016). However, after a few years of general inaction, 

households and government alike seem to have gone back to ‘business as usual’. Eight years 

after revealing the plans, project implementation has still not begun and national government 

officials have continuously tried to push the Ministry of Land to abandon the plans (Nyanje 

2016).  

From 2010 onwards, private boreholes and DPs increased and in 2012 Temeke municipality 

eventually invested in the resurrection of the public borehole system, including a new pump, 

new taps and the installation of water meters. There are now nine DPs, five of which are in Tungi 

sub-ward, and 170 metered household connections, both are managed by a newly elected 

community water committee. A small TFUP borehole system was also set up in 2011. TFUP 

started in Tungi in 2006 and there are now 130 members in the Tungi ward, 55 of which in the 

Tungi sub-ward (email exchange with CCI programme manager, January 2016). 
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Source:  Map produced with data collected by CCI and TFUP (2016) 

 

Figure 6.5: Collective water supply facilities in Tungi 
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Like many other low-income dwellers of Dar es Salaam, Tungi residents rely exclusively on 

shallow wells and boreholes as the utility network does not reach the Kigamboni area (Kombe 

et al. 2015). With 27 private borehole systems, 19 shallow wells and a significant presence of 

mobile water vendors, residents access water predominantly through private facilities, as 

evident in  Figure 6.5. Due to the increase in private borehole systems and the continuous use 

of shallow wells, the availability of water is not perceived as an issue, but many residents 

complain about the salinity of water. Most boreholes now have salt water, but households that 

can afford to satisfy their drinking water needs do so by buying from mobile vendors that deliver 

water from outside the settlement, although at a much higher price. Under the National Water 

Sector Development Programme (NWSDP), the utility has plans to provide large parts of 

Temeke, including Tungi, with water through a future network that draws water from a deep 

aquifer at Kimbiji, several kilometres south of Tungi (URT 2014c). However, it remains unclear 

when and how those plans will become a reality for Tungi, as discussed in section 4.3 in Chapter 

4 (see also section 6.3.1 below). Although a small number of households benefit from hand-flush 

toilets with a septic tank or soak away pit, most residents rely on some form of pit-latrine to 

meet their sanitation needs.  

6.2 Everyday practices to access water 

Residents in the two case study settlements access water through a universe of practices, with 

significant changes taking place since the settlements’ inception. With a few exceptions, the 

range of infrastructure and technology involved in the provision of water is very similar in both 

areas. However, arrangements in terms of how these facilities are run and managed are multiple 

and involve a range of stakeholders with implications for people’s everyday practices, as 

discussed in the following section. Everyday practices further differ in relation to where people 

access their water from, i.e. away from their dwelling (off-site) or on their compound (on-site). 

Access through on-site facilities can be in the form of a household connection from a borehole 

or from the utility network and residents’ own on-site facilities, e.g. boreholes or wells. Access 

outside of people’s compound ranges from borehole DPs, network DPs, neighbours’ facilities 

and water tanks. Both settlements further have a significant presence of mobile vendors, which 

comprise tanker trucks and small-scale water vendors using bicycles, pushcarts and donkeys. 

Table 6.1 shows the range of practices to access water in Kombo and Tungi, grouped by water 

supply arrangement. To put these figures into context, the majority of households in both 

settlements (60% in Kombo and 51% in Tungi) have an average monthly household income of 

less than TSh200,000 (£74.73) (CCI household survey, 2016). Further contextualisation of WSS 
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costs in relation to the household economy are provided below when discussing each 

arrangement in more detail. 

Table 6.1: Water supply practices and their costs in Kombo and Tungi49 

Public – utility managed Kombo Tungi 

Of
f-s

ite
 

DAWASCO kiosk Not operating N/A 

On
-si

te Household (HH) connection from 
DAWASCO network 

TSh1,663 per m3 
(connection fee 
TSh300,000) 

N/A 

Public-community partnership 

Of
f-s

ite
 Public DP (from borehole)* TSh50x20l 

(one system offers 60l for 
TSh100) 

TSh50x20l 

On
-si

te 

HH connection from public borehole TSh15,000 per month 
(connection fee TSh50,000-
80,000) 

Metered – TSh1,800xm3 
(TSh25,000 connection fee 
plus cost of pipes, meter and 
labour) 

NGO-community partnership 

Of
f-s

ite
 Federation DP (from borehole)* N/A TSh50x20l 

Faith-based DP (from borehole) Free (for worshipers at the 
Mosque)-TSh100x20l 

Free (only for worshipers at 
the mosque)-TSh150x20l 

On
-si

te HH connection from Federation 
borehole 

N/A TSh1,000 per m3 
(TSh150,000-250,000 to 
connect) 

Public facility privately run 

Of
f- 

sit
e DAWASCO DP operated by a local 

resident 
TSh100x20l N/A 

Private (non-mobile) 

Of
f- s

ite
 

Neighbour’s well N/A free 

Private DP (from borehole)* TSh50-100x20l TSh50-150x20l 

Neighbour’s HH connection (from 
borehole) 

TSh50-100x20l Free-TSh150x20l 
TSh5,000 x month 

Neighbour’s HH connection 
(DAWASCO network) 

Free-TSh200x20l N/A 

Private tank (filled by trucks) TSh400x20l TSh150-400x20l 

 

 

                                                             
49 The exchange rate used corresponds to £1=TSh2,777.78 as valid in June 2017 when the table was 
developed. 
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On
-si

te 

HH connection from private borehole 
 
 
 

TSh20,000-30,000 per 
month (varying connection 
fees) 

TSh15,000 per month 
(varying connection fees) 

Own borehole Electricity charges plus set 
up costs (drilling, 
equipment, storage, tank) 

Electricity charges plus set 
up costs (drilling, equipment, 
storage, tank) 

Own well N/A free 

Rainwater collection Free free 

Private (mobile vendors) 

Of
f-s

ite
 Water trucks (private) TSh400-600x20l N/A 

Small scale water vendors (bicycle, 
pushcart, donkey carts) 

TSh500x20l TSh400-500x20l 

* Landlords who provide the land for these facilities tend to get water for free (either unlimited or an 
agreed number of buckets per day), while tenants would still have to pay the regular fee. 

Source: fieldwork data (2014-2016) 

With no underground sewerage in Kombo and Tungi, most sanitation practices rely on some 

form of pit latrine. On-site sanitation is seen as a household responsibility by residents and the 

government alike. Therefore, the majority uses simple pit latrines since it represents the 

cheapest available option. Properly installed and maintained pit latrines can offer acceptable 

sanitation solutions, but many facilities in the two settlements are hazardous as they violate one 

or more international safety guidelines and therefore significantly compromise the quality of 

water from local sources (Robens Institute 1996; Graham and Polizzotto 2013). Because of 

limited space, particularly in Kombo, and the informal nature of development and construction 

in both settlements, pit latrines are frequently found too close to dwellings and water sources 

and many of them are of poor quality. What is more, even where pit latrines have been 

constructed safely, lack of maintenance, i.e. irregular cleaning, unsafe and unhygienic pit 

emptying practices50, has led to contamination of the local environment and local water sources 

and exposure to faecal waste. Recent water testing of selected boreholes and DPs in both 

                                                             
50 To avoid paying for pit emptying services, the opening up of pits during the rainy season is a common 
practice; some use salt and other additives to reduce the amount of sludge in the pit and others employ 
a mechanism of pit diversion or manual emptying (FGD in Kombo, September 2016; Jenkins et al. 2015). 
Pit diversion encompasses a process whereby the sludge from the pit is slowly drained or flushed into a 
temporary adjoining hole on the plot, while manual emptying is usually done by so-called frog men that 
fully or partially empty the pit with a bucket (Jenkins et al. 2015). All three are hazardous practices as they 
either involve direct human contact with faecal waste or the dispersal of such waste in the local 
environment.  
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settlements detected unsafe levels of coliform contamination, particularly in Tungi (EWURA 

2014; CCI water test results November 2016).  

6.3 Who manages access to water and the implications for everyday practices 

Who manages water facilities has implications not just with regards to price (see Table 6.1), but 

also other important aspects of service provision and access. As demonstrated through the 

following illustrative example, people’s everyday practices are influenced by who manages 

access to water locally: 

Let us assume Ally51 accesses water from his neighbour Serafina’s household connection who is 

connected to the utility network. The water source in this case is overseen by the utility, but Ally’s 

access to that source is directly managed by Serafina, the owner of the household connection, 

who is therefore the intermediary between the utility and Ally. Consequently, she determines the 

conditions under which Ally, and others, can access water, i.e. the amount to pay, the quantity 

of water, as well as the times when the facility is accessible. The utility influences these 

arrangements indirectly through the tariff they set for their customers and the regularity and 

sufficiency of their service.  

Figure 6.6 illustrates the range of practices through which residents in Kombo and Tungi 

currently access water by capturing the spectrum of management arrangements. Some of them 

are policy-driven practices explored in Chapters 4 and 5, i.e. largely initiated from the production 

and provision of services, but the majority of everyday practices to access water have arisen out 

of people’s needs to find solutions that satisfy their daily water requirements and are therefore 

dependent on highly localised strategies (Allen et al. 2006).  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
51 The identity of residents in the two case study settlements has been anonymised and names used 
throughout the thesis have been changed and used only for illustration purposes. 
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Figure 6.6: Policy-driven and everyday practices to access water in Kombo and Tungi  

 

Source: Own elaboration based on (Allen et al. 2006) 

6.3.1 Utility supply 

As stated above, utility water supply is absent in Tungi and restricted to certain areas of Kombo 

where it can be accessed either through a household connection or through privately operated 

DAWASCO DPs that sell water by the bucket. With regards to the former, access to utility supply 

is directly managed by DAWASCO. A small number of landlords established utility connections 

years ago through an intervention that enabled connections at a highly-subsidised fee of 
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TSh15,00052 (£5.40). Utility supply is largely confined to the Northern and North-Eastern parts 

of the settlement where the network mains are and only those within a 50m radius can connect. 

A large proportion of Kombo residents are thus excluded from the possibility of gaining access 

to utility water because of where they live. Even for those connected, the utility failed to provide 

a reliable service until recently. Once residents started to experience intermittent supply, they 

began to rework their everyday practices seeking other sources to meet their water needs. The 

utility did not take any action to resolve the supply problems in Kombo until 2015.  As discussed 

in section 4.4 in Chapter 4, a change in DAWASCO leadership at the beginning of 2015 led to a 

renewed commitment by the utility to significantly increase access across the city, which 

triggered network repairs that restored utility supply in Kombo. Residents are aware that water 

in Dar es Salaam is a political issue and link recent repairs to the general election in October 

2015 as a measure by the ruling party to secure votes (Interviews with K31 and K33 in Kombo, 

November 2015).  

Further pressure was placed on the utility following the new President’s pledge “to ensure that 

there was access to clean water as well as women are not walking longer distances seeking the 

precious liquid” and his threat to dismiss ineffective government staff, particularly those in 

leading positions (Daily News 2015). Although the utility failed to meet the target of reaching 1 

million people in Dar es Salaam by June 2016, service hours across the city have improved and 

Kombo residents started to regain trust (EWURA 2016; EWURA 2017). Since the end of 2015, 

utility connections have steadily increased and by September 2016 at least 40 additional 

household connections were established and another 100 in the process of becoming connected 

(FGD in Kombo, September 2016). Administratively, it has become easier for residents to apply 

for a utility connection as they can now do so locally at the sub-ward office (FGD in Kombo, 

September 2016).  

                                                             
52 Lack of consistency across different sources makes it difficult to estimate when exactly utility supply 
reached Kombo sub-ward. Research from other scholars mentions the presence of utility supply in 
Vingunguti in the 1990s (Bayliss and Tukai 2011), but it is unclear whether this included Kombo and during 
fieldwork people referred to different years. Answers were very much based on their own experience and 
knowledge rather than representative for the entire sub-ward. This suggests that there must have been 
a few interventions focusing on different parts of the settlement. Triangulating different pieces of 
information, it is safe to conclude that an intervention using Chinese contractors, sometime between 
2006 and 2010, established subsidised utility household connections in the northern parts of Kombo.   
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Direct utility access 

It is too early to understand how DAWASCO’s recent intervention in Kombo impacts on 

residents’ everyday practices, but as utility connections are becoming increasingly costly, more 

people have become excluded. Since utility services returned to Kombo in 2015, the connection 

fee increased by 50% from TSh200,000 (£72), to TSh300,000 (£108) within a couple of months, 

although it is possible to pay for this in monthly instalments over twelve months to make it more 

accessible. However, this fee is still well above most household’s monthly income and up to six 

times more expensive than connection charges for the distributed borehole systems (see Table 

6.1 and section 6.5), which are already prohibitive for many. Home owners with lower and 

irregular incomes are particularly hesitant to apply because they are increasingly unable to 

afford this and fear they will not manage repayment alongside their monthly bills. DAWASCO 

supply is not very amenable to individual circumstances and terms and conditions are entirely 

determined by the utility.  

Until recently, the utility water tariff was among the lowest in the city and the quality of 

DAWASCO water is perceived as very high. Despite the President’s urge for lower water tariffs 

to reach more people, DAWASCO increased theirs by 50% in December 2015 to TSh1,663 (£0.60) 

per cubic metre (Daily News 2015; see also section 4.3 in Chapter 4). This is still lower than most 

other systems available in the settlement and when considering the superior quality of water 

supplied, it offers the best value for money. Those with a utility connection tend to monitor their 

consumption quite closely so as not to end up with a bill they are unable to pay. However, the 

billing process is not very transparent as the tariff per cubic metre is not stated on customer bills 

(see Figure 6.7). Even though utility tariffs are regulated, Kombo reflects different local realities. 

Most households with a DAWASCO household connection pay the official utility tariff but some 

with an old connection do not pay at all because of an unrepaired broken meter, which means 

that the utility has no record of their consumption. They also grant access to neighbouring 

households without charging, as discussed below. 
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Figure 6.7: Utility bill for DAWASCO DP 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2016) 

Utility water through intermediaries 

Households without a DAWASCO connection can still access utility water, either informally 

through other people’s connections or through authorised DAWASCO DPs, and they do so at 

differing costs. Although DAWASCO does not permit residents with regular utility connections 

to sell water to others, many do so informally and at a marked up price of TSh100-200 (£0.04-
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0.08) per 20 litres, as the utility has no local presence to enforce this rule. Depending on how 

much they sell, this allows them to cover part or all of their water expenses. As explained in 

section 4.4 in Chapter 4, DAWASCO DPs are metered utility connections on the plot of private 

individuals who are authorised by the utility to sell water and are charged a slightly lower tariff. 

In theory, as instructed by DAWASCO, these facilities offer affordable off-site access at TSh50 

per 20 litre bucket. However, local dynamics can distort the prices charged by these private 

operators. The Kombo sub-ward office was concerned the tariff recommended by the utility 

would put the public borehole systems at risk as they charge the same price for lower quality 

water and therefore convinced DAWASCO DP operators to charge more. Consequently, the local 

tariff at DAWASCO DPs was raised to TSh100 per 20 litres without communicating this to the 

utility. Some operators tried to charge more to increase their profit but had to lower their prices 

because of local competition. Initially, with only a few DAWASCO DPs and a limited number of 

household connections, private operators could make a healthy profit from selling water 

amounting to more than the average household income of TSh200,000 (£74.73) per month. The 

quantity of water currently sold at DAWASCO DPs has decreased, but private operators still 

manage to cover their monthly water bills and retain a profit as residents are prepared to pay a 

premium because they consider DAWASCO water to be of superior quality. This might change if 

utility connections in the settlement continue to rise. Residents relying on utility supply continue 

to be vulnerable to service disruptions because the system is prone to breakages. In November 

2016, one of the utility mains was broken for two weeks, forcing connected households to find 

alternative sources. This had further implications on livelihoods for those that depend on water 

to generate an income. 

Kombo also has some DAWASCO kiosks (see Figure 6.8), but residents and leaders claim they 

have never been operational. Where DAWASCO itself operates kiosks in other settlements, 

residents can access utility water at TSh50 per 20 litres (Interview with K35 in Kombo, November 

2015). However, as evidenced through the DAWASCO DPs and discussed in Chapter 4, the 

utility’s eagerness to contract private operators rather than run facilities themselves subjects 

customers to unregulated price structures. According to some residents (Interviews with K32 

and K24 in Kombo, November 2015), DAWASCO kiosks in the neighbouring settlement charge 

TSh200-300 (£0.07-0.11) per 20 litres and research elsewhere in Dar es Salaam recorded 

similarly high prices (Uwazi 2010). The involvement of intermediaries in selling utility water leads 

to prices that are significantly higher than those recommended by the regulator and the utility 

(Pauschert et al. 2012; GIZ 2013). Moreover, private operators add their own access terms and 

conditions, e.g. keeping the facility locked unless customers ask to buy water. 
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Figure 6.8: Non-operational DAWASCO kiosk in Kombo 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

As mentioned earlier, Tungi is not connected to the utility network and neither does the area 

receive utility water through intermediaries. However, as shown in Figure 4.6 of Chapter 4, 

DAWASA and DAWASCO have established a new well field at Kimbiji, Southeast of Dar es Salaam, 

that is supposed to provide most of Temeke/Kigamboni residents with water soon. It is unclear 

how Tungi residents will benefit and when, with most of them unaware of the plans. 

Furthermore, Chapter 4 highlighted that initial assessments regarding the capacity of the aquifer 
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were overly optimistic and much lower water production rates could jeopardise the planned 

supply to Tungi.  

6.3.2 Public-community partnerships 

As mentioned above, Kombo and Tungi hold public borehole systems that were established with 

initial support from international NGOs; in addition, Kombo has another borehole that was 

entirely financed by the municipality53. These are the decentralised, distributed systems 

introduced in Chapter 4. Management is very similar in that both types are run by water 

committees and DPs are operated by water sellers. Occasionally, customers get a chance to 

participate in meetings to discuss emerging issues, but ultimately community water committees 

represent local interests and municipal government reigns over spending decisions, with the 

occasional technical support. Residents have therefore limited opportunities for collective 

decision-making around water. One of the public systems in Kombo recently reduced the 

number of community representatives on the water committee to deal with issues of 

mismanagement. Consequently, residents are predominantly recognised as individual 

customers. Some elderly and disabled people are entitled to access free water from public DPs, 

but their ability to benefit from these favourable conditions frequently relies on others to collect 

water for them, which the systems fail to consider, as discussed further in section 8.1 of Chapter 

8. Furthermore, recurrent electricity cuts pose an additional challenge that often requires 

reverting to other sources against payment.  

Cost and supply capacity 

To cater for different income levels, public borehole systems in Kombo and Tungi sell water by 

the bucket through DPs across the settlements (see Figure 6.9) and through household 

connections. While the former clearly represents a policy-driven practice promoted in NWSDP, 

the latter have emerged over time as a needs-driven practice as the government does not 

consider household connections as a pro-poor measure (see section 4.4 in Chapter 4). While not 

every household in the two settlements benefits directly, evidence suggests that the existence 

of a public system brings advantages to the entire sub-ward population in that it helps to keep 

prices in a settlement down and limits the marketisation of water. In another low-income 

                                                             
53 To distinguish between the different public systems in Kombo the following discussion refers to the 
Plan International systems and the government system. 
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community lacking a public borehole system, the average price per 20 litre bucket is double 

compared to Kombo and Tungi because private sellers are controlling local water prices54. In 

both settlements, most DPs, public and private alike, charge TSh50 per 20 litres. Public borehole 

systems currently represent the most affordable option in both settlements to gain a household 

connection (see Table 6.1), provided people live near the water mains. However, the connection 

fee is still an impediment, particularly for households with low and irregular income. Once 

connected, households in Kombo pay a flat rate while in Tungi they pay by consumption as 

connections are metered.  

Figure 6.9: Government borehole with overhead storage tank and DP in Kombo 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

                                                             
54 In the absence of a public water supply system private suppliers dominate the water selling business 
and define the price. Until recently, residents in Mtoni largely accessed water from private providers. In 
2013, TFUP set up a borehole system selling water at half the price charged by private suppliers to offer 
a more affordable service. Private suppliers in the area were angered as they were losing customers and 
consequently paid people to tamper with the infrastructure of the TFUP system. TFUP was only able to 
resume operation of their system after raising their prices to those charged by the local private sector 
(fieldwork notes, September 2016).  
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As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, municipalities often fail to consider local contexts and tend to 

shift responsibilities to solve existing problems to lower government levels and communities. 

None of the community-managed schemes has the capacity to guarantee a safe and sustainable 

service over time, putting customers at risk from purchasing unsafe water. The quality of water 

is tested twice a year but only at the borehole and not at the DPs. As pipes connecting DPs to 

the borehole are prone to breakage, and frequently laid through polluted drainage channels 

(see Figure 6.10), the water is susceptible to contamination but local monitoring practices are 

currently unable to detect this. 

Figure 6.10: Haphazardly repaired water pipe in a drainage channel in Kombo 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

While residents differentiate between water sources with regards to the quality of water 

provided, their judgement is largely based on visual appearance and taste. None of the residents 

interviewed expressed concerns about the vicinity of sanitation facilities to local water sources 

when choosing their preferred facility. As evidenced by recent CCI water test results mentioned 
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above, residents continue to be exposed to contaminated water, many of them without 

knowing.  

Although public-community partnerships are supposed to be self-sufficient, i.e. costs incurred 

(including electricity bills, stipends for water vendors and security personnel and maintenance 

expenses) need to be covered by the revenue collected; however, this is often not enough to 

operate the system and to deal with unforeseen circumstances. One of the Plan International 

boreholes in Kombo has been defunct for years because of a broken pump and therefore its 

customers, i.e. largely residents living in the vicinity of the system’s DPs, had to seek alternatives. 

In Tungi, the public system faced periodical service suspensions, once because of a stolen motor 

and soon after due to a land dispute. What is more, all the public systems lack sufficient storage 

capacity to cope with power cuts and to accommodate an increasing customer base. To enhance 

their revenue, public systems are keen to augment the number of household connections as the 

profit made from DPs is increasingly negligible, e.g. the revenue from household connections 

for Tungi’s public borehole system is almost seven times that of all DPs (Interview with water 

committee member in Tungi, November 2015). However, without an increase in storage 

capacity, this further enhances the pressure on a system that is already over-stretched and thus 

impacts on everyday practices of existing customers as they compete over limited amounts of 

water. 

There are noticeable differences in the proficiency of public systems. In Kombo, they operate 

without water meters. This makes them vulnerable to inefficient operation and revenue 

collection as there is no record of how much water is distributed. To augment their income 

informally, DP water sellers (whose pay often corresponds to a percentage of their sales) declare 

lower takings. While this does not impact on customers directly, it reduces public revenue that 

could be invested in service improvements, e.g. to tackle inconsistent water supply. Raising 

household tariffs is often used as a way to deal with rising operation and maintenance costs55. 

The government system in Kombo increased the monthly flat rate by 50% from TSh10,000 to 

TSh15,000 (£3.60 to £5.40) in 2014 (interview with Kombo water committee member, 

November 2015) and the public system in Tungi augmented the price per cubic metre from 

TSh1,000 to TSh1,800 (£0.36 to £0.65) in June 2016 to cope with growing electricity charges 

                                                             
55 Over the years, prices charged per bucket at the public distribution points have also increased slightly, 
but this is largely due to changes to the Tanzanian currency. When the country stopped circulating TSh10 
coins the price per 20 litre bucket increased from TSh30 to TSh50. One of the systems in Kombo charges 
less than TSh50 per bucket but this is only possible if multiple buckets are purchased at the same time 
(e.g. three buckets for TSh100). 
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(FGD in Kombo, September 2016). As further discussed in section 6.5, this recent increase in 

Kombo disadvantages those with lower consumption levels as it raises the threshold for flat 

rates to make economic sense. In Tungi it might affect households whose income is small as they 

have to mobilise extra funds or reduce their water consumption56.  

6.3.3 NGO-community partnerships 

There are two types of NGO-community partnerships in the case study settlements, some 

borehole systems operated by faith groups and one managed by a grassroots organisation. Both 

have received support from NGOs and are managed by community members. With regards to 

the former, both settlements have a few boreholes attached to mosques that have been 

established with the assistance of the African Relief Committee Kuwait. This comprises a 

borehole with an overhead tank and a number of on-site taps. Most of these faith-based systems 

are for the exclusive use of worshippers and the families living on site while some operate on a 

commercial basis selling water by the bucket to residents irrespective of their religious 

affiliation57.  

After TFUPs settlement enumeration in Tungi identified a need for better access to water, the 

federation set up a small borehole system in 2011. The system has three DPs and six household 

connections operated by a water committee consisting of six TFUP members, but access to the 

system is not restricted to members. Like the public borehole systems, residents are recognised 

as customers but the number of households benefiting is limited to those living in the vicinity of 

the DPs where water is sold by the bucket at the same price as the public system and most of 

the private ones. If it was not for the public water supply system in the area it is quite likely that 

the private sector would control the water selling business in Tungi, leading to higher tariffs 

overall.  

CCI has been working with TFUP since its inception and set up a loan for TFUP to repay the cost 

of the system with the revenue collected. TFUP’s ability to sustain the system, let alone extend 

it and reach more residents, is currently quite restricted as they struggle to meet the monthly 

                                                             
56 As this happened after conducting interviews with Tungi residents, it is unclear how this has affected 
them. The new tariff remains cheaper compared to charges at local distribution points, but it would be 
beneficial to explore how far households have been affected.  

57 These systems are quite restrictive in reach; they do not offer multiple distribution points or household 
connections. I have not studied these in detail but as they are very similar to privately owned boreholes 
most of the discussion in Section 6.3.4 is relevant. 
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loan repayments (CCI, unpublished loan documentation). The limited number of household 

connections offer water at a very affordable price (TSh1,000 (£0.36) per m3) but generate little 

revenue and at the same time competition from the private sector seems to impede an increase 

in the number of household connections (email exchange with CCI engineer, November 2017). 

The TFUP system improved access to water particularly for those living on the land where the 

DPs have been placed as these land owners can now access a facility in front of their house and 

further benefit from a free allowance (see Section 6.4 for a more detailed discussion). As 

discussed in Chapter 4, TFUP membership is fairly small compared to the population in low-

income areas, particularly in Tungi (see section 6.1.2). In Kombo, TFUP groups have been 

growing as the federation uses interventions such as the simplified sewerage project to increase 

membership, but overall they face challenges with raising awareness about TFUP activities, 

recruiting new members and invigorating local leadership.   

6.3.4 Private non-mobile provision 

This category includes on-site practices of self-provision whereby individuals have set up their 

own water supply either in the form of a well, borehole or tank as well as on-site connections 

from a private borehole. It further encompasses the range of everyday practices that rely on off-

site access from different private sources (wells, boreholes, tanks or neighbours’ household 

connections).  

Self-provision and commercial water providers 

In both settlements, there are a few households that have managed to invest in their own well 

or borehole, primarily to meet individual water needs. There is a general reluctance to take a 

loan to pay for WSS improvements due to the fear of not being able to manage repayments. 

People therefore tend to pay for these investments from their savings or with the help of family 

members. In cases where residents have taken a loan, they use them primarily for income-

earning opportunities rather than water supply improvements. As installation costs usually need 

to be paid upfront, they are an impediment for most households to establish their own water 

supply as setting up a borehole is expensive (TSh 1 million (£360) and above), while wells or 

household connections are more affordable. However, some residents develop good relations 

to reach more manageable agreements. One of the private borehole owners negotiated 

instalment payments with his contractor (Interview with K33 in Kombo, November 2015). 

Households that succeed in establishing their own water source, commonly venture into selling 

water to others to recover costs. In a few cases, it serves to generate additional income and it 
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can develop into a small business if water supply in the neighbourhood is scarce. As discussed 

in section 6.3.2, public water supply has some influence over private tariffs. However, there is 

still a variation in how much customers pay at private DPs (see Table 6.1). Customers with the 

ability to pay more can get preferential treatment. Some providers in Tungi allow people to jump 

the queue by charging a higher fee (Interview with T04 in Tungi, June 2015). Moreover, if 

residents perceive a private borehole to supply better quality water, i.e. less salty, they are 

prepared to pay a higher price as it is still cheaper compared to some other drinking water 

sources, as explained by an elderly landlord that accesses water from a nearby private DP 

(Interview with T19 in Tungi, November 2015):  

Tungi resident: I pay TSh150 per bucket of 20 litres. 

Interviewer: And why is it so much? Is the quality very good? 

Tungi resident:  Yes, the water is very good…Since the water is of good quality it 
is cheap compared to people who can’t access this water and 
have to buy it for TSh500 from the water vendors who take 
water to them. 

Figure 6.11: Private commercial borehole in Tungi 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 
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However, people’s perception is not necessarily a reflection of the actual quality of water, and 

private boreholes are equally at risk from supplying faecal-contaminated water as public ones.  

Inadequate public water supply in Kombo and Tungi has enabled the water vending business to 

flourish, with a significant increase in private boreholes and DPs over the last few years (CCI 

water facilities mapping, 2016). Both settlements feature commercial boreholes with multiple 

DPs and household connections (see Figure 6.11). Particularly Kombo has seen a recent 

emergence of entrepreneurs from outside the settlement engaging in the local water selling 

business. In certain cases, private supply outmanoeuvres public supply because of a more 

reliable service and this led to two public DPs in Kombo closing down (Interview with water 

committee member in Kombo, November 2015). The water selling business in Tungi is less 

developed in comparison, but nonetheless increasing. The announcement of the Kigamboni 

development plans stalled local development for a few years, including water supply 

improvements, but since 2010 the settlement has witnessed a steady growth of private non-

mobile vendors and most everyday practices in the settlement rely at least partially on private 

facilities (CCI, unpublished report).  

Private household connections and wells 

Households with an on-site connection from a private borehole pay a monthly flat rate and are 

not allowed to give water to residents outside of the compound (Interview with K18 and K21 in 

Kombo, November 2015). Since most private borehole owners live locally, it is difficult for 

households to ignore this condition. Monthly flat rates benefit some households more than 

others, an aspect discussed in more detail in section 6.5. Some households (either landlords that 

cannot afford their own connection or tenants) depend on their neighbours’ facility to access 

water, which means that their access is conditioned by the terms set by them with regards to 

cost and quantity of water, as well as the time when the facility can be accessed. Most 

households pay their neighbours for water, largely in relation to local prices based on the quality 

of water, but Tungi further demonstrates examples of benevolent neighbourly behaviour, which 

was not encountered in Kombo. A male landlord with an income above the local average from 

his well-established catering business  explains (Interview with T01 in Tungi, June 2015): 

Interviewer:  So are you the only one who uses water from that connection or 
also your neighbours? 

Tungi resident: I use it only in my household but sometimes in special cases the 
neighbours come to ask for some water and I give them free of 
charge…People come to get water because some of them can’t 
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use the salty water for cooking and neither can they afford to 
install water from the public borehole. 

Interviewer: On a regular basis? 

Tungi resident: They come every day to get water. 

Interviewer: How much would they get?  

Tungi resident: They can get as much as they want, 2 or 3 buckets…that’s fine 
with me. 

Figure 6.12: Shallow well outside the compound of the well owner 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 
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Fieldwork revealed a few more examples in Tungi where landlords with a household connection 

grant free access to others in need. These arrangements are usually based on close social ties 

among neighbours. In Tungi, wells continue to offer a free water source and many households 

use them to meet non-drinking water needs. They used to be important in both settlements, 

particularly until the late 1990s when local water supply was extremely limited (see Figure 6.2 

and Figure 6.4). In Kombo, they disappeared with increasing urbanisation but there are still more 

than 15 in Tungi, particularly in the lower-lying area where groundwater levels are higher, and 

they continue to play an important role. Even though they are privately owned, most of them 

are kept outside of people’s compounds so that others can access them unconditionally (see 

Figure 6.12). 

6.3.5 Private mobile vendors  

In Tungi, small scale water vendors using pushcarts, bicycles and donkeys are quite prominent 

and tanker trucks are the dominant type of mobile vendors in Kombo. While some households 

in other low-income settlements exclusively rely on mobile water vendors to meet their water 

needs, this is not the case in Kombo or Tungi due to an increasing range and number of water 

supply facilities. Nevertheless, mobile vendors still play an important role, particularly for 

drinking and cooking as the water they provide is considered better quality, but not as good as 

utility water. Residents increasingly complain about the saltiness of water from local sources. 

This is only going to worsen due to continuous over-extraction from the underground aquifer 

discussed in Chapter 4, but residents are largely unaware of this.  

Not all residents use mobile vendors; to some extent this is conditioned by space and time, e.g. 

Kombo residents near DAWASCO water supply only use mobile vendors when there is no utility 

supply. In Tungi, some households revert to mobile vendors purely when their usual sources fail 

to meet their water needs while others use them regularly for drinking and cooking purposes. 

Household composition and structure can further determine whether residents draw on mobile 

vendors. Single households tend to see less of a need to spend more on water from mobile 

vendors while families with young children would use mobile vendors to meet drinking water 

needs (Interview with K14 in Kombo, November 2016). Mobile vendors are the most expensive 

water providers in both settlements with trucks and small-scale vendors charging TSh500 

(£0.18) per 20 litres.  
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Tanker trucks 

Tanker trucks drive along the main access roads in Kombo on a daily basis and stop on demand 

to fill people’s buckets (see Figure 6.13). Many residents, landlords and tenants alike, are willing 

to pay this price to access better quality water for drinking and cooking. However, the 

superiority of tanker water is primarily judged based on taste and visual appearance, and does 

not necessarily reflect actual quality. Tanker trucks usually get their water from large 

commercial boreholes or from utility standpipes, but it is often unclear to the customer where 

the water originates. As discussed in Chapter 4, DAWASCO primarily started to enforce EWURA 

guidelines to regulate tanker trucks after the cholera outbreak in 2015 and following evidence 

that some trucks had been supplying wastewater to their customers, thus initiating a process 

compelling trucks to register and use authorised DAWASCO standpipes (Kazoka 2015; Interview 

with Kombo Executive Officer, November 2015). However, field visits could not verify whether 

this has been enforced in Kombo and it remains unclear how successful this intervention has 

been. 

Figure 6.13: Private tanker truck supplying water to Kombo residents 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

Water from tanker trucks has become more accessible since the settlement benefited from the 

Community Infrastructure Upgrading Programme (CIUP), which improved access roads and 
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drainage in 2011 (see Chapters 4 and 5). However, Figure 6.14 shows how the quality of roads 

has deteriorated over the years due to lack of maintenance (see also Figure 4.11 in Chapter 4) 

and it has become more difficult (and time-consuming) for some households to reach these 

trucks, particularly during the rainy season when road conditions worsen, especially for 

households living further away from main access roads. 

Figure 6.14: Main access road in Kombo following an episode of heavy rainfall 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

Small-scale vendors 

Small-scale mobile vendors usually deliver water directly to the home of their customers. They 

tend to fill their drums at private boreholes with better quality water outside of the settlements 

they supply. As illustrated in Table 6.1, they charge considerably more per 20 litre bucket (on 

average 10 times the price at local DPs) because of the additional labour and transport costs 

involved in providing the service. Small-scale water vending not only provides drinking water for 

a number of households in Tungi, it further offers an income earning opportunity, mainly for 

men between the age of 18-30 because of the physical strength required to transport water 

over longer distances (Materu and Mkanga 2006). Many small-scale vendors in Tungi fill their 

drums at a private borehole approximately 2km away where the water is considered to be of 

high quality as it is not salty (see Figure 6.15).  
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Most manage to do two trips per day, which in the case of pushcart vendors can give them an 

average monthly income of TSh400,00058 (£144) or more (less for those using bicycles or 

donkeys), i.e. double the estimated monthly income of most households in Tungi (CCI household 

survey, 2016). While there is no formal association of water vendors, they meet informally and 

agree collectively on price increases (Interview with T26 in Tungi, November 2015). Customers 

pay the high price when they do not have a cheaper alternative that offers the same quality of 

water. 

Figure 6.15: Private borehole in Kisiwani, 2km from Tungi 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

6.4 Off-site everyday water practices 

Most everyday practices in Kombo and Tungi involve accessing water facilities outside of 

people’s houses and compounds as only a small proportion of residents benefits from a 

household connection or their own borehole. This largely encompasses purchasing water by the 

                                                             
58 Monthly income is dependent on the number of drums. This calculation is based on a push-cart with 15 
drums and two trips per day each day of the month. 
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bucket from a borehole DP. These distributed systems pump groundwater to an overhead 

storage tank. From there, water flows by gravity to the connected DPs (see Figure 6.9). Some of 

the private boreholes only have one DP, usually at the location of the borehole. However, the 

public systems, and the more commercial private ones, have several DPs across the settlement. 

Occasionally, DPs are equipped with additional storage tanks to boost the capacity of the 

system. As mentioned above, there is a considerable reliance in Tungi on shallow wells where 

water is accessible free of charge. Compared to previous times, the distance to water facilities 

for Kombo and Tungi residents has decreased significantly and nowadays it is hardly necessary 

to go beyond the sub-ward boundaries to fetch water. Nevertheless, Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.5 

show that water facilities59 are not distributed equally, but decisions around where to access 

water in the absence of on-site supply is complex and not solely defined by distance. 

The location of DPs in both settlements is closely related to the availability of land. Since public 

land is scarce in both areas, water facilities are frequently found on private land, even for public 

services. Landlords with space to spare can therefore somewhat influence the position of water 

supply facilities and gain on-site access without their own investment. In some cases, they are 

approached by borehole operators (public and private alike) and in others, landlords themselves 

take initiative for facilities to be placed on their plot. They often agree to provide land for water 

supply infrastructure because of the attached benefits. These can amount to a fixed volume of 

free water per day or even unlimited water supply and/or a monthly payment. If tenants live on 

the plot where facilities are placed, they benefit from closer access to water, but must still pay 

as any other customer. What is more, they are unable to trigger or influence negotiations 

between their landlord and service-providers. As shown in the following conversation with a 

water committee member (WCM), landlords can be extremely influential. By providing the 

space for facilities, many believe that they deserve preferential treatment and this can affect 

the provision of water and disrupt everyday practices of other residents (Interview with WCM 

in Kombo, November 2015): 

Interviewer: What about the landlords where you have put the distribution 
points, do you have any particular arrangements? 

WCM: The landlord gets free water. We don’t pay them anything. 

                                                             
59 As explained above, the maps capture collectively accessible water supply facilities and do not show 
individually used household connections and wells. 
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Interviewer: What if they have tenants, do they buy water? 

WCM:   The tenants pay for water. 

Interviewer: Is there a fixed amount of water that the landlord gets? 

WCM: No, there is no limit on how many buckets they should fill. 

Interviewer: Is this the same everywhere, or are there different 
arrangements? 

WCM: It is the same. The only challenge is that sometimes when there 
is no water due to power cuts, when it starts flowing they 
demand that they get first preference, which many times affects 
the day’s sales. 

This does not only apply to times of limited water availability. As the arrangements between 

water providers and landlords are based on informal verbal agreements, changes in 

landownership often trigger re-negotiations and this can significantly disrupt service provision. 

The public borehole in Tungi is on private land, which at the time the landlord provided free of 

charge. Following his death, his children did not honour the original agreement and demanded 

government compensation. Operation of the borehole, and consequently the entire system, was 

halted for years until the dispute was settled. Meanwhile, households depending on that system 

had to seek alternatives to meet their water needs. 

Quantity and cost 

While many residents consider on-site water supply as the ideal scenario, they commonly 

perceive practices relying on off-site facilities where water is paid for by the bucket as 

acceptable(FGD in Kombo, September 2016); as discussed in the previous chapter, this is what 

the government actively promotes for low-income settlements. However, pay-by-use schemes 

particularly suit small households, particularly singles, with fairly low water consumption as they 

tend to prefer the flexibility and non-committal arrangement these schemes offer. For 

households with low and irregular income, purchasing water on a daily basis can be challenging 

as the money they have available defines the quantities they can buy (Interview with K36 in 

Kombo, November 2015; Interview with T08 in Tungi, June 2015). For larger families, and those 

using big quantities of water for income-earning activities, paying by the bucket can become 

expensive and limit other household expenditures. Improved sanitation facilities further 
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increase the water demand of a household as residents perceive water-based sanitation 

facilities as the natural progression. Those that can mobilise the necessary investment upgrade 

from a pit latrine to a hand-flush facility. With off-site water access this has implications on the 

money spent on water as well as the time to collect the daily requirements. Some of the 

beneficiaries of a simplified sewerage project in Kombo estimate that their water consumption 

has doubled since their toilet was connected (Interviews with K18 and K19 in Kombo, November 

2015) and others further confirmed their need for larger quantities of water since moving to a 

hand-flush system. Many households, particularly tenants but also landlords, unable to afford a 

household connection, are left with no other option but to continue purchasing water by the 

bucket; however, some residents manage to establish more favourable arrangements with 

water providers. A landlady in Kombo has been living in the area with her large family for years 

and used to spend more than TSh25,000 (£9) a month buying water from a private borehole 

nearby. Eventually, she managed to agree with the borehole owner to pay a monthly flat rate 

of TSh15,000 (£5.40) regardless of the amount collected, but these arrangements are quite rare 

(FGD in Kombo, September 2014). While such agreements decrease the financial burden, and 

can offer a more convenient payment mechanism for some, they do not reduce collection time 

that can be significant, particularly in large families, if mainly one person is tasked with collecting 

water. As the responsibility predominantly falls on women and children, they are 

disproportionately more disadvantaged. What is more, everyday practices dependent on off-

site access are challenging for households with limited mobility. Relying on others can prove 

difficult if those assisting live elsewhere and are not readily available. As people get older, having 

a water source nearby can be significant to people’s lives, even if it means paying more, as 

argued by an elderly female landlady in Kombo (Interview with K20 in Kombo, November 2015):  

Interviewer: How has improved water access affected your life? 

Resident: I really do appreciate that now I can access water when I want 
to. But the water is still very salty for drinking. 

Interviewer: Do you feel that the money that you have to pay has increased 
your expenses? 

Resident: Yes, it has some impact but again it is better to have water close 
by. 
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Service variability 

Apart from wells, most water supply systems have fixed opening hours, usually starting early in 

the morning until 8 or 10 o’clock in the evening. Some, further tend to close for a few hours over 

lunch, but customers might find DPs locked and unattended even during operating hours 

because the operator has other business to attend to. This does not impact on those fetching all 

their daily water in the morning, but it can restrict others. A female landlady explains how the 

midday closure of a public DP used to influence her everyday practice before her family was able 

to gain a household connection: 

“It used to affect us then since only those who had many storing vessels were able 
to store water. So, if we didn’t have enough storage we had to wait until 4pm or 
go to the private distribution points which were also very far” (Interview with K08 
in Kombo, June 2015). 

Variable water supply in both settlements forces most households to have contingency plans for 

when their preferred facility cannot meet their water needs. The ability of storing sufficient 

quantities of water at home becomes important, even more so during frequent electricity 

outages. These tend to occur every few months, but sometimes they can happen several times 

per month and last from a few hours to a few days. Power cuts are more frequent during the 

dry season as Tanzania relies heavily on hydropower, although the government is working on 

developing alternative energy sources (Reuters 2011). Throughout these periods, most 

residents are affected as nearly all borehole systems in Kombo and Tungi are dependent on 

power from the grid, with only a few of the private boreholes having access to back-up 

generators. However, different households have different coping capacities. When the quantity 

of available water reduces60, queues are longer and people alter their everyday practices in 

different ways. Those accessing DPs further away from the borehole and tanks are the first ones 

to experience water scarcity. Some prepare for water shortages by storing water at home, 

provided they have the necessary storage vessels and space. Those with limited storage capacity 

are forced to either wait for the power to come back or seek water elsewhere. This can have 

significant time and cost implications and can also compromise the quality of water accessed. 

Households that can afford to, prefer to save time and revert to buying more expensive water. 

                                                             
60 Water can still flow from the storage tanks to the distribution points but limited storage capacity means 
that water in the tanks is fast depleting. Most systems nowadays have to pumping water throughout the 
day to serve a growing population and satisfy an increasing number of household connections in both 
settlements. 
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The following quote from a female landlady in Kombo illustrates how people’s relationships with 

others can shape their everyday practices during these periods: 

“During those times [of power cuts], my husband would get us water from the 
university [where he works]. The problem is only when there is no electricity for 
even two days, you will find people scrambling for water since the tank there is 
small……I remember one incident when I went to fetch water and a lady came and 
shoved her buckets in front of me. I came home and asked my husband to please 
connect water for me” (Interview with K08 in Kombo, June 2015). 

In Tungi, shallow wells are still an important water source and constitute essential backup 

facilities. A male landlord born in Tungi with an income above the local average explains the 

importance of wells in the area and why people are reluctant to upgrade them (Interview with 

T01 in Tungi, June 2015): 

Tungi landlord:  I get water from the public borehole and I have a well but I 
haven’t installed a pump yet. If I get one, I’ll have to cover it so 
that it won’t get stolen. And if I cover it, I will need to use 
electricity, which is also not suitable because of the regular 
power cuts. The water I get from the public borehole also comes 
for short periods and it gets cut. 

Interviewer: Who uses the water from the well? You mentioned your 
neighbours and family, how many neighbours? 

Tungi landlord: All the people living nearby. 

Tungi landlord: Don’t they have their own facilities? 

Resident: Even those who have water supply use the well because 
sometimes there is no water in the public water supply system. 

Tungi residents have experienced seasonal variations to the water table and many shallow wells 

run the risk of drying up during the dry season. However, they are oblivious to processes of 

increasing groundwater depletion that threaten the long-term existence of shallow wells in the 

settlement. In Kombo, where shallow wells have already vanished, residents attribute their 

disappearance to the urbanisation processes they have witnessed.  
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6.5 On-site everyday water practices 

Access to on-site water facilities in Kombo and Tungi is lower compared to ward level figures61 

and limited to a small number of households, approximately 10% and 5% respectively according 

to a CCI household survey (2012 census data; CCI household survey, 2016). Unlike Lagos, Nigeria, 

where tenants in certain settlements can establish a household connection, in Dar es Salaam 

only landlords count as potential recipients of household connections and the onus is therefore 

on them to initiate the process and cover the cost while tenants can become secondary 

beneficiaries. Residents, including family members of landlords, do not invest in a household 

connection if they are not the owner of the house, even if it could reduce their water expenses. 

Although tenants do not contribute to cover connection fees, landlords tend to find other ways 

to recover their investment, as improved access to services through a household connection is 

often a reason for an increase in rent. When this occurs, tenants end up paying twice for their 

on-site access – through their monthly contribution and through their augmented rent. In cases 

encountered during fieldwork, gaining access to a household connection has lowered tenants’ 

water bill. However, in the instance where tenants are subsequently faced with higher rents, 

their overall household expenses increase and they are frequently worse off financially 

(Interviews with K18 in Kombo, November 2015; Interview with T08 in Tungi, June 2015). Such 

situations may force some to look for cheaper accommodation with the likely consequence of 

poorer access to water; most tenants interviewed during fieldwork did not move, but were 

forced to reduce their household expenditure for food or schooling.  

Payment modalities 

The price of installing a household connection usually differs according to the distance to the 

water mains, but there are further variations depending on the type of system. For some 

landlords this equals or even surpasses (in the case of a utility connection) their monthly 

household income. Since the fee in most cases must be paid upfront, this constitutes an 

impassable hurdle for quite a few landlords, even if it subsequently enables them to lower their 

monthly water expenses. Landlords that manage to gain access to a household connection 

further save time in the collection of water and for those with limited mobility it reduces reliance 

on others. In cases where tenants live on the same compound as their landlords, they are able 

                                                             
61 According to the 2012 census, 14% of residents in Vingunguti and 24% in Tungi ward have water piped 
to their dwelling or onto their plot (2012 census data). 
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to share the convenience of on-site water access and the monthly fee is divided among the 

number of households.  

Both settlements reveal two kinds of household connections, those paying a monthly flat rate 

and those with a water meter charged in relation to consumption levels. The former applies to 

household connections from private boreholes as well as public ones in Kombo, while public 

household connections in Tungi and utility connections in Kombo are metered. For households 

paying a monthly flat rate, the price paid is the same regardless of the number of water users or 

the level of consumption. Consequently, monthly flat rates disproportionately benefit larger 

households (or compounds with several households sharing) and those using big quantities of 

water. Switching to more water intensive sanitation facilities is easier to manage for households 

paying a flat rate as their water bills will not alter. Lack of transparency with flat rate payments 

generates feelings of being overcharged, as argued by a landlady in Kombo whose yard 

connection is shared by four households:  

“We pay 20,000 shillings (£7.20) per month. No, we don’t have a meter. I believe 
we would pay less if we had” (Interview with K18 in Kombo, November 2016).  

For singles or small families with low water consumption levels, whether they are landlords or 

tenants, paying a monthly flat rate generally does not make economic sense unless a connection 

can be shared between multiple households. However, even then some profit more than others 

because of how the bill is divided. Households with low consumption levels benefit from the 

convenience of an on-site facility, but pay proportionately more as bills are split by the number 

of households sharing rather than the number of users or the amount of water consumed. 

Moreover, a flat rate encourages households to increase their water consumption to get their 

money’s worth, which, as mentioned above, contributes further to depletion of the 

underground aquifer, increased saltwater intrusion and the drying up of shallow water sources. 

While this is known among hydrologists and groundwater specialists, residents remain largely 

unaware; but even if they were, most of them would be unable to alter their everyday practices 

because groundwater sources are currently the only local option.  

Local relations  

With the uneven distribution of water mains in both settlements, the possibility to get a 

household connection is not only dependent on land and housing tenure and the ability to pay 

for a connection, but also conditioned by location, because of an uneven spatial distribution of 

local water pipes, with significant intra- and inter-settlement disparities. A few landlords 
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interviewed have been unable to connect because the pipes are too far from their premises. 

Actions and behaviours at the neighbourhood scale can significantly influence people’s everyday 

practices, for better or for worse. For example, a family in Kombo where the main income earner 

benefits from stable employment in the city, was able to gain a household connection after their 

neighbour connected: 

“Initially, when we enquired for the connection, the technician gave us a 
quotation of TSh300,000 (£108), which we could not afford so we postponed. 
Then later on, when my neighbour decided to put a household connection, the 
technician came and told me to pay TSh80,000 (£28.80) and we got the 
connection” (Interview with K08 in Kombo, November 2015).  

In cases like these, a joint effort of neighbourly solidarity can make household connections more 

realistic and affordable, but there is no evidence of this in either of the settlements. Instead, 

these acts of reworking (see reference to Katz, 2004 in Chapter 2) are pursued individually for 

personal gains rather than a collective goal (see section 2.2.1 in Chapter 2). Consequently, 

sharing a household connection to split monthly bills between families is a pragmatic decision 

taken by a household after gaining a connection and not the result of collective agency that can 

lead to change in collective life (Elder-Vass 2010b; Roth 2011). 

Behaviour of neighbours can also hinder better access. In contrast to the example above, a home 

owner couple living in Kombo that earns a living from rearing livestock, was deterred from 

gaining a utility connection by a local water seller (see dialogue below). By the time utility supply 

reached certain parts of Kombo, the private water selling business was already quite 

established. So as not to lose customers, local entrepreneurs use their influence to prevent their 

clients from connecting (Interview with K33 in Kombo, November 2015): 

Interviewer: How much did you pay for your DAWASCO connection? 

K33: We paid 246,000 shillings (£88.56). Yes, we have a meter. 

Interviewer: How come you paid so much money? We have spoken to 
people who have a DAWASCO connection and they paid only 
15,000 shillings (£5.40). 

K33: Those who paid 15,000 shillings got their connection during the 
project that was being done by the Chinese. At the time, we 
were getting water from a private borehole and when we 
wanted to get this connection through the Chinese, the owner 
of the borehole used his connections to make sure that we did 
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not get it. So, after his borehole stopped working we decided to 
get a DAWASCO connection. 

Figure 6.16: Rainwater harvesting in Kombo 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

Storage facilities at the household level are still important precautionary measures even for 

those with household connections as water supply in both settlements can be erratic, e.g. during 

power cuts, those with household connections are equally susceptible to lack of water as 

households relying on off-site facilities. As is the case for DPs, landlords with household 

connections furthest away from the system’s water tanks are the first to lose out. Tenants are 
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also more vulnerable, particularly where the landlord lives on site, as they are the first to get cut 

off when water is scarce, although they are still obliged to pay their monthly contribution 

(Interview with T08 in Tungi, June 2015). As illustrated above, wells in Tungi offer an important 

backup facility because of problems with intermittent supply. In Kombo, in the absence of wells, 

rainwater harvesting at the household level is commonly practiced to meet non-drinking water 

needs (see Figure 6.16). However, the practice of rainwater harvesting is of seasonal nature and 

therefore does not provide a reliable water source all year. Wells are also gradually more 

susceptible during the dry season because of a sinking groundwater table. 

6.6 Key issues emerging from everyday practices in the two settlements 

Unequal distribution of water supply facilities in Dar es Salaam is not only evident when 

comparing Kombo and Tungi, but similarly materialises within each of the settlements. More 

and more water supply facilities have emerged over the years, but as evident in Figure 6.3 and 

Figure 6.5, they are not equally distributed. With perceived differences in water quality and 

variations in price, reliance on multiple water sources is part of most residents’ everyday 

practices. To satisfy different needs, multiple everyday practices further constitute an important 

coping strategy to deal with unreliable and irregular supply.  

Beyond policy-driven practices 

Local communities and private individuals step in to compensate for the limited capacity of the 

state for different reasons. Public-community partnerships and the TFUP system in Tungi were 

set up to increase access to water supply in the two settlements and offer options that cater 

towards varying income levels. As discussed in Chapter 4, the government has been pushing for 

distributed systems with multiple DPs in low-income areas far away from the network while 

household connections of these schemes emerged out of efforts to make the systems self-

sufficient and respond to local demand. Private providers are largely profit-driven and mimic 

the public systems because of the inherent business potential. They are mostly able to fill the 

gap left by unevenly distributed public systems that are vulnerable to intermittent supply and 

increasingly operate beyond their capacity. Despite the difference in motives, the implications 

of public and private borehole systems on individual everyday practices are not substantially 

different. For both, the right to access water is linked to the ability to pay rather than increased 

citizen recognition.  

The public-community partnerships and the TFUP scheme provide limited opportunity for active 

resident participation. Neither are able to tackle issues of exclusion, provide affordable services 
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to the entire settlement and to build equal capacity among the urban water poor. As already 

raised in Chapter 5, only a select few have gained recognition locally through their roles in water 

committees and within TFUP, however with a few exceptions (e.g. see section 0 in the following 

chapter) these positions tend to be taken by women that are already well connected and as 

most activities are voluntary, they must be able to afford the time needed, thus are unlikely to 

belong to the poorest of the poor. The potential for inclusive transformation therefore needs to 

be carefully assessed. As argued by Bakker, “[m]uch activism in favour of collective community-

based forms of water supply management tends to romanticize communities as coherent relative 

equitable social structures, despite the fact that inequitable power relations and resource 

allocation exist within communities” (2012, 33). As discussed above, community-managed water 

supply schemes do not automatically represent viable solutions for every household among the 

urban water poor or be equally beneficial for different household members.  

Intersectional identities and relations 

Residents in both settlements largely act based on their own experience and knowledge or that 

of their neighbours, friends and family. They are therefore generally unaware of processes and 

actions beyond the settlement scale unless they are involved in activities elsewhere in the city. 

For example, those buying water from tanker trucks tend to be oblivious to the risk of 

contaminated water distributed across the city through some of these trucks. The experience 

and knowledge of certain men and women is restricted to their immediate neighbourhood, e.g. 

not everyone in Kombo knows about the partial utility provision in the settlement. There is a 

clear hierarchy regarding which source is perceived as providing the best quality water, with the 

utility right at the top, followed by tanker trucks and some of the big commercial boreholes, 

then private and public boreholes (their quality varies) with well water at the bottom. Water 

users make assumptions about the quality of water based on who supplies it and the price per 

bucket is somewhat an indication for the quality. Judgements regarding the quality of water are 

furthermore based on taste and appearance, particularly to distinguish between different local 

sources.  

Individual everyday practices are closely intertwined with and conditioned by actions of others 

at different scales and these can be enabling as well as restraining. Both settlements offer 

examples of policy-driven practices that have directly or indirectly impacted on everyday water 

and sanitation practices, but as highlighted in the preceding sections, they do not effect 

residents equally. Similarly, evidence shows how local dynamics, relations and needs can alter 

policy-driven practices. For many, their everyday practices are often intertwined with and 
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conditioned by local practices of others, e.g. husbands, landlords and water providers, and this 

makes them more vulnerable as they have less control over their access to water. Intermediaries 

play an important role locally and this is particularly evident with regards to everyday practices 

involving access to utility water, with significant implications regarding price, accessibility, 

regularity and sufficiency. How much individuals pay for water depends as much on the type of 

access (e.g. on-site, off-site or from mobile vendors) as on where the water is coming from, i.e. 

the source, and the relations with those directly managing access for the end user, as discussed 

throughout this chapter.  

Decisions around water and sanitation practices tend to arise out of the agency of individual 

households, with both settlements showing limited evidence of collective action and 

mobilisation around water supply improvements. TFUP initiatives could bring improvements 

beyond their members, but the question is whether they constitute an inclusive form of 

collective action or rather an aggregation of individual acts (see section 2.2.1 in Chapter 2). 

Nevertheless, some landlords in Tungi, largely those with an income above the local average, 

have shown neighbourly solidarity and support by offering free water to neighbours less able to 

procure sufficient quantities by themselves (Interviews with T01, T14 and T16 in Tungi, June and 

November 2015); there is no evidence that the same occurs in Kombo.  

Land and housing tenure 

Everyday practices of the urban water poor are further influenced by land and housing issues. 

Insufficient land for service infrastructure is one of the factors that affect the location of WSS 

schemes and has led to an uneven supply of facilities in beneficiary settlements. Tenants are 

generally less able to improve their access to water and sanitation than landlords. Tungi further 

shows that tenure security plays an important role. As residents learned about the Kigamboni 

development plans landlords became less willing to invest in WSS improvements. At the same 

time, better access to infrastructure and services is a factor that increases land values, while 

improvements to housing conditions, including access to services, can trigger rent increases. At 

different times in the past, both settlements initially offered low-income tenants an opportunity 

to climb onto the property ladder, but as each settlement developed and became better 

connected, most newcomers continue to be tenants rather than landowners. Recent migrants 

in Kombo and Tungi, therefore have fewer opportunities to take direct control over their living 

conditions, including access to WSS. There are tenants that have managed to buy plots but not 

within the settlements where they currently reside.  
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Spatial and temporal considerations 

None of the water supply practices in the two settlements considers the settlement scale, with 

each of them in their own way restricted in their spatial reach. Where people live, not just in the 

city but also within a settlement, can extend or restrict their options for access to water. For 

example, Tungi residents are unable to access utility water and, within the settlement itself, the 

DPs from the public borehole system provide a feasible supply option for households in the 

vicinity of the system while out of reach for those living further away. Everyday practices are 

further influenced by time as many practices are subject to change. Some reconfigurations (or 

acts of resilience as Katz terms them – see Chapter 2) are triggered by seasonal variations, e.g. 

individual coping strategies to deal with water scarcity induced by frequent electricity cuts, and 

others constitute longer term transformations. Over the years, access to water has significantly 

improved in both settlements with regards to the distance and the variety of sources and 

facilities available. Residents that have been in the settlements for longer periods generally see 

the influx of newcomers as a positive development that has triggered WSS investment and 

improvements in access. This is based on a belief that the arrival of newcomers with differing 

financial abilities in both settlements has fostered the amplification and diversification of water 

supply facilities (Interview with K14 in Kombo, November 2015; FGD in Kombo, September 

2016). This implies that more diverse communities can attract a broader spectrum of service 

providers that cater for varied needs and abilities. However, while the population in each 

settlement continues to rise, the public schemes are not growing in capacity while an increasing 

number of private systems have continued to emerge and fill the gap without consideration for 

watershed scale and depletion of the underground aquifer.  

The chapter flagged important aspects about everyday practices in the two case study 

settlements that shape trajectories of urban water poverty, e.g. the nature and impact of 

collective action, how policy-driven practices are altered at the local level, the spatial and 

temporal specificity of certain practices and the influence of intersectional identities and 

relations. The following chapter discusses these further through an investigation of selected 

trajectories from residents of both settlements.  
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Chapter 7 Everyday trajectories of urban water poverty 

As illustrated in the previous chapter, women and men in low-income settlements of Dar es 

Salaam engage in a diverse range of practices, both policy-driven and everyday, to meet their 

WSS needs. How they move into, through and out of urban water poverty can differ significantly 

and is dependent on various intersecting factors and relations that are often time bound and 

spatially specific in how they shape individual trajectories. This chapter presents a range of 

relational trajectories of residents62 from Kombo and Tungi, the two case study settlements, 

highlighting different and changing degrees of urban water poverty. The analysis aims to zoom 

into specific trajectories to carefully explore the complex interplay between individuals and 

social, as well as structural processes in specific times and places (Maynes et al. 2008). The 

trajectories have been selected to provide a platform where emerging issues identified in the 

previous chapter can be examined in more detail and therefore represent a diversity of dwellers 

with regards to their intersectional identities (gender, age, occupation, location and time spent 

in the settlement, land and housing tenure, occupation), relations (intra-household and beyond) 

and practices they engage in to access WSS. The following two sections present a selection of 

narratives from Kombo and Tungi. The final section of the chapter synthesises the main findings 

and, through a cross-reading of individual trajectories, offers a reflection on key influencing 

factors without deflecting from the uniqueness of each of the trajectories presented.  

7.1 Everyday trajectories from Kombo 

7.1.1 Mary (K18) 

This is the trajectory of a landlady who came to Kombo in the 1980s, because she and her 

husband had the opportunity to purchase a plot of land and build their own house, enabling 

them to shift from being tenants to landlords. Mary is 49 years old, lives with her husband and 

one of their sons and his family, as well as three tenants in their 5-bedroom house. She has been 

a sub-ward representative63 for over ten years and her position within the settlement was 

                                                             
62 Unless otherwise stated, information is based on interviews and FGD with Kombo and Tungi residents 
(see sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 in Chapter 3). Their names have been changed for anonymity. 

63 Sub-ward representatives are elected members of the local community that, together with the elected 
sub-ward chairperson and appointed executive officer, form a committee that provides a grassroots link 
to the ward structure with the aim of mobilising community participation in local development issues 
(CLGF 2015). 
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further consolidated when she became a local federation leader in 2014. She has a small 

business selling snacks while her husband is employed in the city.  

Mary and her husband bought their plot informally back in 1984 when land in the area was 

readily available as the settlement was only sparsely populated. They moved to Kombo in 1988 

after completing construction of a one-bedroom house and gradually added more rooms, which 

allowed them to accommodate a total of three tenants since 1993.  

Figure 7.1: Mary's trajectory 

 

Source: Own elaboration (red=past; black=2015; BH=borehole; DP=distribution point) 

Figure 7.1 illustrates how, over time, Mary and her husband were able to invest in better access 

to WSS. Together, they have been involved in multiple income-earning activities, including the 

letting of rooms, and with her husband’s fixed employment they managed to access loans from 

microfinance banks to expand and improve the house. What is more, with their children growing 

up and starting their own family, they no longer have to support them financially. Initially, in a 

time with very few public distribution points (DPs) when water was free, the family of four had 

very restricted access to water as they had to rely on a privately operated public DP outside of 

the settlement:  
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“We used to go even over two hours to fetch water at Mabibo or Kibo [further 
North of Kombo]. We were paying 10 shillings per bucket and I would do even 
three trips per day.”  

Figure 7.2: Mary's household connection from a private borehole 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

With the rise of boreholes in Kombo since the early 2000s, Mary could shorten the distance to 

a water source and increase the amount collected. After several years of relying on water from 

a nearby private DP, she and her husband invested TSh80,000 (£28.80) in 2013, to establish a 

household connection from the same borehole, with a monthly flat rate of TSh20,000 (£7.20) 

(see Figure 7.2).  
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In 2014, the couple became beneficiaries of the first phase of a simplified sewerage scheme 

initiated by CCI with support from the Cambridge Development Initiative (CDI) (a student-led 

volunteering enterprise), which connected 20 toilets to the nearby wastewater stabilisation 

pond. A second phase of this intervention established a further 50 connections in the following 

year and more connections are underway. Because of her position in the local community, Mary 

played a crucial role in mobilising residents to participate, which subsequently made her a local 

federation leader. The first phase of the project required beneficiaries to pay a one-off 

subsidised contribution of TSh40,000 (£14.40), which Mary and her husband paid from their 

savings, while other beneficiaries relied on loans from TFUP’s Jenga Fund64. By taking advantage 

of this intervention, Mary and her husband could upgrade their simple pit-latrine, address issues 

of recurring floods and eliminate expenses associated with the need for frequent pit-emptying: 

“Previously, if your toilet was full you needed around 70,000 shillings (£25.20) to 
empty the toilet every 6 months, which was expensive. Now we only have to pay 
2,500 (£0.90) per month.” 

Conversely, other landlords outside of the project perimeter, continued to struggle with the safe 

disposal and treatment of wastewater. From the second phase of the project onwards, 

household contributions to join the scheme increased significantly; since 2015 these amount to 

TSh700,000 (£252), which, if paid in instalments over three years, comes to over TSh1 million 

(£360) including interest (Interview with K20 in Kombo, November 2015). Tenants can be 

indirect beneficiaries, but the simplified sewerage project primarily targets landlords as the 

owners of toilet facilities. As discussed in section 5.3 of Chapter 5, since the inception of the 

simplified sewerage project, CCI and TFUP have actively advocated against rent increases that 

sparked because of the intervention, but it has been difficult to enforce this in practice. As 

illustrated in more detail below, even Mary, who is one of the local TFUP leaders, capitalised on 

her improved toilet facility by raising her tenants’ rent, instead of helping to endorse the 

collective benefits of the scheme.  

Incrementally, Mary and her husband managed to reduce their level of urban water poverty, 

partly because of their tenure status and where they live in the settlement, which is further 

linked to when they settled in Kombo (see Figure 7.1). In 1984, the area was largely 

undeveloped, hence they succeeded in purchasing a plot of land for TSh6,500 (£2.34) and 

developing it incrementally. Nowadays, it is nearly impossible in Kombo to find an undeveloped 

                                                             
64 This fund was setup in 2008, and managed by CCI and TFUP, enabling federation members, landlords 
and tenants alike, to access loans. 
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plot and with rising land values, houses have become expensive; e.g. another resident 

purchased a 3-bedroom house in 2015 for TSh8 million (£2,880) (Interview with K15 in Kombo, 

June 2015). Consequently, most Kombo residents are now tenants. 

Mary and her husband were able to implement various home improvements over the years, 

which demonstrates how multiple income-earners in the family, with one of them benefitting 

from regular employment, can enhance household resources. While Mary’s tenants have also 

benefitted from the home improvements undertaken, they came at a price: 

“In 1993 tenants were paying 7,000 shillings (£2.52) and it gradually went to 
10,000 shillings (£3.60), 15,000 shillings (£5.40), 20,000 shillings (£7.20), 25,000 
shillings (£9.00) and currently it is 30,000 shillings (£10.80). This went up last year. 
[…] We increased because of the services that we added, that is electricity three 
years ago and the water connection two years ago. We also improved the toilet 
last year and did some house repairs.” 

With a growing demand for rental accommodation, landlords like Mary and her husband clearly 

have the upper hand and the Tanzanian law does not protect tenants against sudden rent 

increases (informal conversation with TFUP leader in London, March 2015; Trémolet and 

Muruka 2013).  

In addition to rent, Mary and her husband further charge their tenants a fixed monthly fee for 

water (TSh4,000 (£1.44)) and electricity (TSh10,000 (£3.60)). For landlords and tenants alike, a 

shared connection not only reduces the collection time but also the cost of water compared to 

pay-by-bucket schemes. However, Mary’s tenants end up paying a premium for their water as a 

result of the rent increase following the household connection. This has allowed Mary and her 

husband to recoup their investment and enhance their financial situation, but for many low-

income tenants in the city with monthly incomes of TSh100,000 (£36.00) or less, rent increases 

and overall mounting household expenses can prove challenging (Mkanga and Ndezi 2014; CCI 

household survey, 2016). It becomes evident how Mary and her husband have developed a 

certain ability to influence their urban water poverty trajectory, directly and indirectly, 

particularly during the last few years. Conversely, their tenants are far less in control over their 

hydro-social relations and therefore much more vulnerable to fluctuating levels of urban water 

poverty.  

Recently, Mary became a member of more than one savings and loans scheme as this helped 

her to boost her finances. Apart from saving with TFUP, she just joined a VICOBA group (see 

section 5.3 in Chapter 5) and wants to use her membership strategically to access government 

funds: 
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“I am also a member of VICOBA. I just joined recently, just after the elections. We 
haven’t even actively started. […..] I am there as their matron since this is my 
position within the party. So it was automatic for me to join.[…] The President 
promised in his manifesto that there will be 5% of funds from the government’s 
budget put aside for women entrepreneurs and youth that will be disbursed 
through these VICOBAs.” 

As a local leader, for the government as well as TFUP, Mary is well connected within the 

settlement and beyond and this provides her with access to information and resources that puts 

her in a privileged position and enhances her ability to make informed decisions, e.g. her VICOBA 

membership and other possibilities to access savings and loan schemes. Although Mary is among 

the few low-income residents with a bank account, her own experience taught her that 

membership in local savings and loans schemes cater better to her needs:  

“I am thinking of quitting the bank because of the time it takes to go and save 
while with VICOBA and the Federation it is easy and the amount is also 
manageable. I can save 500 shillings (£0.18) per day easily. [….] I hope to get a 
loan because the interest rate is also lower, that is the reason I am saving.” 

The stable and regular rent income helps to manage loan repayments, something that home 

owners without tenants and tenants themselves cannot rely on.   

Mary’s trajectory also demonstrates how one’s geographic location can pose enabling as well as 

constraining structural conditions. But her story takes this much further by highlighting a 

multitude of intersections and relations and how they shape her hydro-social relations. For 

example, she was able to get a household connection not simply because of her landlord status, 

but because of where she lives in the settlement and the ability to afford the TSh80,000 (£28.80) 

connection charge. Nevertheless, her access to water is dependent on her relationship with the 

borehole owner. Not all borehole owners are willing to establish connections for other 

households and the charge is defined by them, usually in relation to local competition. In fact, 

the owner of the borehole providing Mary with a connection increased the monthly flat rate by 

TSh5,000 (£1.80) to TSh20,000 (£7.20) in 2014 due to rising electricity charges. With regards to 

sanitation, Mary would not have been able to benefit from the simplified sewerage scheme in 

the same way if she lived elsewhere (even within Kombo), if she was a tenant or if she had joined 

the scheme after its first phase. The diverse range of income earning activities she and her 

husband have, her ability to save regularly and access loans, as well as her connectivity within 

the local community, have all contributed towards a gradual improvement of her household 

urban water poverty level. 
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7.1.2 Joseph (K19)  

Joseph is a 74-year-old landlord who, like Mary, is a beneficiary of the simplified sewerage 

project, yet his trajectory of urban water poverty is quite different. In 2006, h came to Kombo 

from Buguruni, a ward adjacent to Vingunguti, with his wife, in search of a more affordable life.  

“I bought a place here because they are much cheaper than anywhere else. […] I 
sold my house [in Buguruni] because it was in a bad condition and I did not have 
enough money to build another one, so I decided to sell it and look for a place 
that is a lot cheaper.” 

After selling their house in the more central, and more expensive, area of Buguruni Joseph and 

his wife managed to buy a three-bedroom house in Kombo near the wastewater stabilisation 

ponds, and were still left with some money. He used the remaining TSh1.15 million (£414) as a 

business investment and to cover expenses, e.g. the construction of a pit latrine at a cost of 

TSh450,000 (£162), and soon started to rent out rooms to supplement the household income.  

“I have two tenants living here. They moved into my house in 2007 and what 
normally happens is that we get new tenants often. The longest time one can stay 
here is like one to two years, for example the tenant who lives in the middle has 
lived here for about two and a half years now. We decided to have tenants so that 
we could have an income to meet our daily needs. […] Over the years, I increased 
the rent because life had also become expensive and we have to survive. The 
reason as to why rent goes up is because, when living standards go up, then the 
building materials become more expensive, so it’s very important to adjust to the 
changes that are currently taking place.” 

At the time of the interview in November 2015, rental income from the two rooms amounted 

to TSh40,000 (£14.40) per month and since retiring from the army in 1980 Joseph further 

receives a small pension of TSh150,000 (£54) per month. Joseph’s earnings have always been 

quite low. By completing secondary school, he qualified for a job in the army but this was poorly 

paid and he stopped his subsequent occupation as a security guard because of low wages. In 

2000, Joseph and his wife started a small business of selling mangoes, which they continued 

after moving to Kombo, earning them an average of TSh210,000 (£75.60) per month. However, 

since 2011 their only income consists of Joseph’s pension and rental payments from their 

tenants. They had to stop engaging in other income-earning opportunities as Joseph’s wife fell 

ill and needed looking after. Since then they have struggled to cover their expenses with the 

occasional help from others. 

“It is very hard to get by every day. My children cannot support me because their 
salaries are not enough and so we get money from the rent. I get help from 
neighbours, my friends, but not every day.” 
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Any potential to increase the rent is limited as Joseph, unlike Mary, is unable to add extra 

services to his house, like electricity or water on the premises, and the smell from the nearby 

wastewater ponds further renders their property less attractive. To access water, the couple 

relies on private boreholes in the vicinity and Joseph is responsible for fetching water as his wife 

is too ill to do so65. 

“I am using different boreholes because you may find sometimes there is no 
water in one so I go to another. […] When there is no electricity, there is no water. 
[…] We are using this for drinking and cooking. Yes, it is salty, but we can’t do 
anything because there is no other water. I use eight buckets three times a week 
and when we want to wash clothes we use ten buckets that day.” 

Like Mary, Joseph and his wife joined the simplified sewerage scheme in its first phase in 2014. 

In their case this was crucial, as it is unlikely that they would have been able to afford a 

contribution of TSh700,000 (£252) that beneficiaries from the second phase onwards had to 

pay. Already then, Joseph and his wife had to rely on their children to cover the TSh40,000 

(£14.40) project contribution and, unlike Mary, they share the monthly service charge of 

TSh2,500 (£0.90) with their tenants.  

Before joining the project, Joseph used a simple pit latrine. Although he claims that it did not 

cause him problems he sees the benefits of the simplified sewerage system: 

 “The major advantage of this is that we don’t have to call people to come and 
empty the septic tank, because it is never full, there is a drainage system. For me, 
I never emptied my pit but there are people who do it twice or once a year. […] 
We have never been affected by the floods in our house, but it only affects the 
outer areas due to the poor drainage system.” 

With his property in the lower-lying area of Kombo with a high water table, there is a greater 

risk of groundwater becoming contaminated with excreta and urine from overflowing pits. The 

pit of Joseph’s previous latrine was almost level with the ground and it is therefore likely that 

Joseph’s pit was subject to temporary flooding during the rainy season, causing a significant 

health risk. Conversely, another resident living in the vicinity of Joseph (with similar topography 

and vicinity to the ponds) claims that she had to empty her latrine every two months before 

                                                             
65 Joseph’s story is based on information provided during an interview conducted in November 2015. 
During a field visit in 2016, I observed a private DP very close to Joseph’s house, but I was unable to talk 
to him about how this impacted on his access to water. It might not have reduced his water expenses but 
significantly shortened the distance and time to fetch water. However, later in 2016, Joseph and his wife 
passed away and their property now belongs to their children. 
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connecting to the simplified sewer as it would fill up very quickly (Interview with K20 in Kombo, 

November 2015). As previously discussed in Chapter 6, low-income dwellers engage in various 

informal practices to avoid paying for emptying services, but many are reluctant to discuss their 

sanitation practices openly.  

While Joseph shares a few characteristics and relations with Mary and lives in the same 

neighbourhood, it is evident that he is less established and resourceful. He has a dependent wife 

to take care of, which hinders him to enhance their household income. TFUP and CCI see the 

simplified sewerage project as a way to encourage local residents to join TFUP. As a result, 

Joseph and his wife became members in 2014. He sees it as a way to strengthen community ties 

and to enhance financial resources, but the latter is challenging when your earnings are small:  

“I joined the federation because it promotes unity among the people. We are also 
able to access loans if we need to. […] if you are joining any local group you must 
have money, so if you don’t have, how will you manage to stay active when you 
can’t contribute? I contribute when I get the money but not always. So far I have 
saved TSh15,000 (£5.40).” 

It is clear from Joseph’s quote that membership in community groups is closely associated with 

people’s capacity to save and the inability to do so is often used as a reason for not being part 

of any group. With a limited income, Joseph was never part of any local group before joining the 

federation. Under current circumstances he is not able to save on a regular basis and it is 

therefore unlikely that he could manage regular loan repayments. In other words, his agency, 

i.e. control over his hydro-social relations and the capacity to transform his water poverty 

trajectory by taking advantage of favourable conditions and resolving adverse ones, is therefore 

limited (Sewell 1992).  

7.1.3 Janeth (K12) 

Janeth is a 24-year-old tenant living on her own. While her level of water poverty has not 

changed significantly over the past few years she is developing a strategy for improving her 

situation in the future.  

Janeth moved to Kombo with her mother and three siblings in 2007. Since 2009, she has been 

living alone, renting a room in the flood-prone area near the sewage ponds and supports herself 

through money earned from playing football. Janeth joined a local TFUP group in 2013 because 

of their community work: 
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“They had an awareness campaign about educating the community on matters 
that affect the community and the initiatives to solve these issues.” 

She has generally a keen interest to serve the community and recently trained as a firefighter.  

“I did a fire fighting course for 3 months. […] My passion is to serve my 
community. […] So, in case there is a fire or flooding, then we would be called in 
to assist in the rescue. This is a voluntary service to the community.” 

She accesses water from two sources, a Plan International DP and a private borehole. They are 

both at equal distance, but she feels that the quality from Plan International is better and sold 

at a lower price, although it provides anything but a reliable service. Limiting operating hours 

and frequent electricity cuts often force her to purchase more expensive water from a private 

borehole. As discussed in Chapter 6, amid more people moving to Kombo without increasing the 

capacity of existing infrastructure and services, problems with community-managed systems 

have risen and particularly affect those residents that access DPs further away from the 

borehole66. Janeth is currently not concerned about improving her access to water, especially if 

it increases her expenses, as she is saving up to leave Kombo to open her own business. With 

comparatively low consumption levels (20-30 litres per day) she tries to keep her expenses 

down, which has allowed her to save TSh5,000 (£5.40) per week. At the moment, committing to 

a monthly flat-rate would not suit Janeth’s circumstances, but for residents with large families 

and those that rely on water for their income-earning activities, purchasing by the bucket can 

be very expensive and time consuming.  

As a tenant, Janeth has limited influence over her housing conditions and services. Since the 

landlord lives off-site, keeping the pit-latrine shared among all six tenants safe and clean poses 

a challenge. As she lives in the lower lying area of Kombo, she was a victim of yearly floods until 

her landlord eventually took flood protection measures in 2014.  

“I was not affected by flooding this last rainy season since the landlord had done 
some maintenance by raising the level around the house. But the season before 
last, the flooding affected us. […] Some of my utensils were swept away, the seats 
and bed were all in water. […] I considered moving out but I didn’t have the 
money. Then after the rains were gone I thought that it was going to be a hassle. 

                                                             
66 As explained in the previous chapter, community managed systems, and some of the private borehole 
systems, tend to have one borehole that supplies water to a number of distribution points within the 
settlement where residents access water.  
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And since we haven’t experienced that type of flooding again, I decided to stay. 
Also, my landlord is very considerate which makes me comfortable.”  

Janeth is fortunate not to have incurred any rent increases since 2009, particularly following her 

landlord taking action against flooding. Concerns voiced by the ward health officer in Vingunguti 

about the difficulty to get absent landlords to resolve any issues regarding their property are 

unwarranted in this case (Interview with Vingunguti Ward Health Officer, November 2016).  

While Janeth’s level of poverty has neither improved, nor worsened over the past six years, this 

was largely due to the trade-offs that informed her own decisions. She has been working 

towards improving her situation by enhancing her knowledge and skills through TFUP capacity-

building activities. She is also increasing her financial resilience through their savings scheme. 

Both will contribute towards the aim of enhancing her income-earning opportunities and 

hopefully improving her living conditions.  

7.1.4 Sekani (K31) 

Sekani is an elderly resident who came to Kombo in the 1970s to become a farmer after working 

as a security guard for several years. When he first arrived, the settlement largely consisted of 

farmland.  

In the 1970s, Sekani was able to purchase land in Kombo very cheaply, which, similar to Mary, 

allowed him to move from rental accommodation to ownership. 

“I first rented a house in Buguruni. Then, when I came here I built my mud house 
on my land there where the school is. At that time, there was no school so as 
parents we donated part of our lands and built the school, which was later taken 
over by the government. So, when they wanted to expand the school, the 
government told us to move out. At that time [around 2000], they wanted to pay 
us 80,000 shillings (£28.80) per household but we were not ready to accept it. 
Since I didn’t have a place to go to, I decided to come and put a house here [in the 
lower lying area of Kombo]. This used to be my rice farm. I came and built a few of 
the rooms here and then my son, who works as a prison officer at Ukonga, came 
and completed this house. Then about 2 years ago, the government compensated 
us with land in Kinyerezi [North of the airport]. I sold the plot in Kinyerezi because 
I didn’t have money to develop it, and I used that money to build those 2 rooms at 
the rear of the house.” 

As Sekani recalls, receiving government compensation can be a lengthy process and often not 

in favour of the landowner. Another Kombo resident bought a plot of land in the less desirable 

area of the settlement, not as accessible and in the lower-lying part, in 1999 for TSh300,000 
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(£108), which demonstrates that the initial government offer did not reflect the market value 

(Conversation with Mji Mpya chairperson, June 2015).  

Sekani has received support from his children for some time now and he further gets around 

TSh100,000 (£36) a month from selling water, but his own access and the revenue from selling 

water has fluctuated over the years. Initially, when moving to Kombo, Sekani and his family met 

all their water needs from local wells.  

“There were some wells around, during that time when there were no houses and 
the water was very clean. […] It was like spring water. And it was free.” 

With more people moving into the settlement during the 1980s and 1990s the wells started to 

become contaminated and Sekani started to buy water from a private DP at a few minutes 

distance from his house until gaining a DAWASCO household connection in 2010. Sekani 

managed to get connected for a subsidised fee of TSh15,000 (£5.40) as part of an intervention 

that brought utility supply to Kombo (see also Section 6.3.1 in Chapter 6). However, the service 

stopped after approximately 1 year and Sekani had to revert to buying from private DPs. In 2013, 

a private borehole owner requested to install a DP on Sekani’s plot offering him free unlimited 

access for selling water by the bucket to others (see Figure 7.3 for a photo showing both 

connections). 

Figure 7.3: Private DP (left) and DAWASCO household connection (right) on Sekani's plot 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 
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“I get water from here. This Mpemba67 requested to install a distribution point on 
my plot. So I just get water whenever I want. We don’t have a contract, but 
occasionally he can give me whatever amount he pleases [for selling to others]. 
Sometimes he can give me 5,000-10,000 shillings (£1.80-3.60) at the end of the 
month. […] The first year it [the utility connection] worked well then it stopped for 
3 years. But now, just 4 days ago it started working again. It stopped working 
when they were constructing the road. Many pipes were cut or damaged. Just 
recently they repaired the pipes.” 

According to Sekani, DAWASCO supply stopped because of the infrastructure works in Kombo, 

implemented in 2011 as part of the Community Infrastructure Upgrading Project (CIUP) (see 

Chapters 4 and 5). This programme included the resurfacing of the main access roads and the 

construction of a drainage channel. Different stories circulate locally as to why the service 

stopped, but most people believe that utility supply has returned as a way to gain more votes 

for the ruling party in the lead up to the general elections in 2015. Nevertheless, like many 

others, Sekani is not yet convinced that the utility can provide a reliable service. 

 “Right now the water flow is very irregular. But we can sell between 2,000-3,000 
shillings (£0.72-1.08) per day from the household connection. We charge 50 
shillings per bucket for the private DP and 200 shillings per bucket for DAWASCO. 
For DAWASCO water we only help people once in a while since we are not 
allowed to sell. We have more people coming to get water from the private DP.” 

Over the years, Sekani’s premises have become increasingly subjected to frequent flooding 

during the rainy season. When the house was built (around 2000) its floor level was above the 

road outside but over the years, silt washed down from higher-lying areas has deposited in the 

surroundings of his house to the extent that today the floor level in his house is lower than the 

surrounding ground (see Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5), Sekani explains this: 

“It started when these storm drainage systems were constructed [as part of CIUP]. 
But also when it rains heavily. What happens is that the drainage channels are 
very narrow, so when it rains heavily much water floods into this area bringing a 
lot of silt. Like these tyres [see Figure 7.4], one was able to go through them but 
now they’ve been covered with silt.” 

While the 1982 Local Government Act charges local authorities with the duty to provide 

effective sanitation and drainage services to its constituents to maintain a healthy living 

environment (URT 1982), Temeke municipality does not act upon this responsibility in Kombo, 

                                                             
67 Mpemba refers to a particular ethnic group from Pemba in Zanzibar. In Dar es Salaam, quite a few of 
them are engaged in water selling.  
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or in many other low-income areas in the city. As a consequence, Sekani had to invest himself 

to prevent his house from flooding, but as illustrated in Figure 7.5 the barriers constructed 

cannot always keep the water out of the house and may pose further health risks as they also 

keep water in once it gets into the house. In his case, CIUP in Kombo had negative implications. 

Figure 7.4: Road outside Sekani's house with buried tyres 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

 

“If we hadn’t put this barrier [a small wall to separate the road from his plot as 
shown in  Figure 7.6] it would be flooding this place. We erected it this year 
[2015], about 6 months ago. And many times, the floods are also caused by 
people dumping waste, which tends to block the drainage channels.” 

A nearby stream that acts as a drainage channel, has become contaminated with solid and liquid 

waste and overflows regularly during heavy rains, thus negatively affecting Sekani and his 

neighbours. This constant threat of flooding, and consequent health risk, has made it difficult 

for Sekani to rent out rooms to generate extra income. While conscious of the reasons he is 

unable to take action to change this. 

“People don’t want to rent my house because it floods during the rainy season. 
My grandchildren are using the rooms now. They have been living here for a very 
long time. These are my extended relatives. They are all grown-up, over 15 years, 
but they don’t support or care about me.” 
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Figure 7.5: Entrance to Sekani's house with self-constructed flood barrier 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

 

Figure 7.6: View from Sekani's plot towards the nearby stream 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 
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Again, location within the settlement plays a significant role, and Sekani’s trajectory would be 

quite different if he still lived in the higher-lying areas of Kombo near the school, with a lower 

flood risk and higher potential to rent out rooms. However, there is currently no possibility of 

getting a utility connection as the DAWASCO pipes do not reach the area around the school.  

7.1.5 Mr and Mrs Mgeni (K33) 

This couple shares some characteristics with Sekani in that they also live with the constant threat 

of flooding because of where they live; they also have a utility household connection. Together 

with their children, Mr and Mrs Mgeni moved from Buguruni to Kombo in 2004 because they 

were in need of a bigger plot to keep livestock, their main income-earning activity. Since then, 

they have lived in the North-Eastern part of the settlement, in close vicinity to the Msimbazi 

river in the North, and a wastewater canal in the East that carries primary treated wastewater 

from the wastewater stabilisation ponds to the river (see Figure 7.7). Since moving, they have 

let their house in Buguruni, which earns them TSh240,000 (£86.40) per month in rent.  

Every day, Mr and Mrs Mgeni require large amounts of water for their livestock. Before gaining 

a utility connection, the couple spent approximately TSh10,000 (£3.60) per day on water alone. 

They live in the part of Kombo where the utility network was extended to in 2011, but, unlike 

Sekani, were unable to benefit from a subsidised connection as their efforts were stalled by an 

influential local borehole owner; their case was illustrated in section 6.5 in the previous chapter. 

Mr and Mrs Mgeni paid TSh246,000 (£88.56) while others in the settlement, e.g. Sekani, 

connected for TSh15,000 (£5.40). 

Figure 7.7: Detail of Figure 6.3 showing the location of Mr and Mrs Mgeni's plot in Kombo 
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Figure 7.8: DAWASCO household connection with 7,000 litre storage tank 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

Despite paying a high price for their utility connection, once connected it allowed them to not 

only reduce their water expenses, but also to generate an additional income of up to TSh60,00 

(£21.60) daily by selling utility water to neighbours at TSh100 per 20 litre bucket. However, they 

further had to spend TSh800,000 (£288) for a storage tank to cope with intermittent supply (see 

Figure 7.8). When utility supply seized completely, as happened to Sekani, the couple invested 

in their own borehole to meet their water needs. They continued to sell water to help cover 

electricity bills, which had doubled since installing the borehole, and other household expenses: 

“At the beginning we got water daily, then it went to twice a week, that lasted for 
only 6 months and then it stopped altogether. […] I dug the borehole because the 
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DAWASCO water was unreliable. I was using a lot of water, about 20 buckets [per 
day], for the livestock. I spent approximately 6 million (£2,160) to build the 
borehole. We agreed with the person who constructed it and I paid him in 
instalments. I was able to pay him in 3 months. I sold a cow and this helped. After 
that I got money from rent and my children to be able to install all the 
accessories.” 

The couple’s day-to-day life revolves around water in different ways. As landlords, they have 

been able to take important decisions to improve their access to water, but it required 

substantial investment, with sacrifices regarding their main livelihood.  

In 2015, the utility connection started working again and has been functional since. Like Sekani, 

Mr Mgeni believes that the repairs to the network were linked to the election campaign of the 

ruling party. The couple still sells water, but over the years an increasing number of residents 

have acquired their own on-site water supply and the revenue from selling water has therefore 

reduced to approximately TSh5,000 (£1.90) per day. This still leaves them with a small profit 

after paying their monthly water and electricity bills. 

Since moving to Kombo, Mr and Mrs Mgeni have seen a lot of change in the area. When they 

bought the plot in 1996, their neighbourhood consisted almost exclusively of farmland, but 

today it has become quite consolidated and the family increasingly experiences episodes of 

flooding. They recall: 

“This land of mine is inaccessible now due to the ‘swampiness’ as a result of the 
flooding, which has made it difficult for me to bring in soil to be able to raise the 
level of my land to avoid future flooding. From 2005, 2006, 2008 people started 
coming and in 2010 there was a massive migration to this place. They saw that 
this was a good and fertile valley for construction, and disaster free. This disaster 
of sudden flooding brought with it a lot of silt in the river and the government did 
not take any action. So now even with little rain this place floods, which changed 
people’s perception of the area. […] In 201168 there was flooding and we lost our 
livestock and we had to start afresh. What actually happened is there has been 
increased silt in the Msimbazi river. At the same time, there is wastewater that 
comes from the ponds and where these meet, that impact pushes the water 
towards our land. Another thing is that with construction of the roads, the 
trenches flow towards our land, which also causes flooding whenever it rains.”  

                                                             
68 The date has been adjusted after triangulating different sources. Throughout the interview, the couple 
was referring to different years. Various sources have reported about floods in Dar es Salaam in 2011 
caused by the heaviest rain since the 1960s and parts of Vingunguti, including Kombo, were severely 
affected (https://www.tzaffairs.org/2012/01/floods-in-dar-es-salaam/; 
https://www.cityscapesdigital.net/2013/05/06/house-under-water/). 2011 was the year Janeth 
mentioned when talking about flooding. 
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Figure 7.9: Wall constructed as flood barrier (the drainage channel in Figure 7.10 lies behind 

the wall) 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

With no significant expansion of the underground sewerage network coupled with a continuous 

increase of the city population, the volume of wastewater from the ponds has increased over 

the years and augmented siltation in the river. Like Sekani, the couple further voiced concerns 

about the detrimental effect of the road and drainage work that was done in 2011 as part of 

CIUP. They claim that while it improved drainage in the upper areas of Kombo it worsened the 

problem of flooding in the lower-lying areas. With little hope that the government will solve the 

problem, they took matters into their own hands to prevent further damage and invested in 

different flood defences (see Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10). 

The couple and their family try to make ends meet, but had to invest repeatedly to secure access 

to water and protect their premises from future floods, thus inhibiting their capacity putting any 

money aside. 

“It is difficult to approximate how much we make since whatever we make we 
inject it back into the business and any little extra we invest in the construction of 
the house.” 
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Figure 7.10: Drainage channel diverting water from the Msimbazi river 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

Over the years, they have faced several difficulties in relation to water and had to mobilise their 

own resources, including the liquidation of some assets, to solve arising problems that the 

government failed to provide support for. In fact, at the end of 2015 and beginning of 2016, 

instead of offering support to residents in flood prone areas, the government forcefully evicted 

communities in other settlements along river channels without offering alternative shelter (CCI 

2016); it is feared that  Kombo residents near the Msimbazi river could be next. 
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7.1.6 Zarifa (K01) 

Zarifa is a 32-year-old tenant who moved with her husband and three children from Mtambani 

(a more central area of Dar es Salaam) to Kombo in 2010, in search of a better house and 

improved work opportunities. Her husband is a fruit seller and Zarifa has been a food vendor 

since 2012 to increase the household income:  

“I started doing the business in 2012 to earn extra income to support my family. 
So now we are able to eat two meals a day instead of one.” 

In 2012, her landlord raised the rent from Tsh15,000 to 25,000 (£5.40 to £9.00) per room and 

as the children were growing the couple started renting a second room in 2013. While the family 

decided not to move, the increase in rent did bring challenges:  

“Now we are forced to sacrifice in other areas like food, the allowance we give the 
children for school, to be able to pay the rent.” 

Zarifa considers her children’s education crucial for their future and is determined that they 

complete secondary school while also investing time and effort in enhancing her own capacities 

and skills. In 2012, she co-founded the first local TFUP group in Kombo and joining the federation 

has helped her to gain new skills and put some of her income into savings. Peer-to-peer learning 

and exposure to other people and areas of the city have significantly increased Zarifa’s 

confidence and she is no longer afraid to speak up. In fact, she is well connected in the 

community and knowledgeable about local developments. Nowadays, she is responsible for 

coordinating the federation for the entire ward of Vingunguti. Zarifa’s husband thinks that the 

federation and their activities are ‘women’s stuff’, but at the household level the couple takes 

decisions regarding the family and their future jointly. Many married women tend to be unaware 

of their husband’s dealings and it is often the husband who takes the decisions within the 

household (see Asima’s trajectory in Tungi below). Together with her husband they manage to 

put aside an average of TSh150,000 (£54) per month and this has allowed them to purchase a 

plot in Chanika (South-West of the airport) in 2004 and start building a family home there:  

“We were able to buy because we took money earned through our businesses 
into our bank account. […] We used to save at home but we realised that we 
would use it time and again, so we decided to take it to the bank.” 

The daily savings with the federation have recently enabled Zarifa to access a loan for her 

business to deal with sudden increases in food prices, which she managed to repay quickly.  
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Since moving to Kombo, Zarifa’s access to water has improved, but as illustrated below, this is 

driven by others and not something she has much control over. She initially accessed water from 

a public DP, where she struggled with intermittent supply and many users sharing the same 

source. In 2013, she could shorten the distance to her water source as another public DP was 

installed closer to her place. Unexpectedly, a private borehole owner approached Zarifa’s 

landlord in 2015 and installed a DP outside their house (see Figure 7.11). Since then she meets 

her water needs from there paying TSh50 per 20 litres.  

“The cost of water has gone up, but the access to water has improved because 
then, the distance was big but also there were many people using the Plan DP. So, 
I still appreciate getting water from here since I can access it anytime.” 

Previously, Zarifa paid TSh30 per bucket at the public source. This goes to show that savings in 

distance and time and access to a more reliable water source are important considerations that 

can offset a higher price.  

Figure 7.11: Private DP outside Zarifa's house 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

As a tenant, it is similarly difficult to influence access to sanitation. While the house where Zarifa 

lives is not affected by flooding, heavy rain fills up the pit of the latrine. Despite complaints by 
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her and the other tenants, the landlord was, until recently, reluctant to install a better toilet. He 

now shows willingness to invest in an improved sanitation facility, but not because of his 

tenants’ complaints:  

“The toilet is unsafe, there is no roof, the walls have cracks. We have talked to the 
landlord and now he is agreeable to pay […] I had concerns before about the toilet 
and I used to talk to the landlord though he was not very cooperative. But when it 
rains, water fills the toilet so when the health officers come by, they would 
penalise the landlord. […] This year alone he paid the penalty twice, which is 
between 20-30,000 shillings (£7.20-10.80).”  

Health officers can put pressure on landlords to improve housing conditions and the immediate 

living environment. As mentioned in Chapter 5, they have the duty to inspect individual houses 

on a regular basis and the power to issue landlords with a fine if they fail to solve the issues 

raised by an agreed deadline.  

Even though tenants have less control over their access to WSS this does not mean they are by 

default trapped in water poverty or indefinitely reliant on others’ actions. Zarifa’s trajectory 

demonstrates scope to enhance the capacity for moving out of it. Access to information and 

capacity building can play a crucial role, as already illustrated in the case of Mary and Janeth 

above, and TFUP has helped Zarifa in that respect. She is already planning for a ‘federation-type 

toilet’, i.e. an improved toilet facility, for their house in Chanika. In contrast, Zeira (K23), a 37-

year-old food and drinking water vendor, does not live in severe water poverty conditions, but 

her prospects for improving her situation are currently limited. She resides in her mother’s 

house in Kombo, who receives the rent from the tenants and decides on any house 

improvements, e.g. the recent household water and electricity connections. Meanwhile, Zeira 

struggles to cover the cost for her children’s education and lacks a strategy for the future, largely 

because she does not know what her options are, e.g. she is unaware of existing savings and 

capacity building initiatives within the settlement. Although she lives rent free and has a monthly 

income similar to that of Zarifa, she feels unable to save.  

7.2 Everyday trajectories from Tungi 

7.2.1 Severina (T07) 

Severina came to Tungi in 1990 from outside of Dar es Salaam when her father, a public-sector 

employee, was transferred to the city. Her parents bought a plot of land and have been living 

there ever since. The current house, which was built in 1994, is quite big and of good quality, 
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with electricity and two toilets with their own soak-away pit. Today, Severina lives with her 

parents and four of her six children, who are all attending school. Apart from the family home, 

there are two more houses on the plot, each with its own latrine and soak-away pit; both were 

completed in 2003 and rented out since. 

Figure 7.12: TFUP borehole and DP in front of Severina's house 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

Severina and her family access water from the TFUP system put in place in 2011 (see Figure 

7.12). As the borehole and one DP are located on the family plot, the family receives ten 20 litre 

buckets for free every day, which satisfies their non-drinking water needs for most days and 

saves them the need to invest in a household connection. Drinking water is purchased from 

pushcart vendors every other day. Prior to 2011, the family used water from their own well, 

which dried up shortly after the federation borehole was installed. Even then Severina met her 

drinking water needs by purchasing from mobile vendors. Pushcart vendors used to charge 

TSh200 (£0.07) for a 20 litre bucket but since 2005, as vendors were increasingly able to source 

better quality water, the price per bucket began to increase. Nowadays, Severina pays TSh500 

for a 20 litre bucket (£0.18).  

Upon arriving in Tungi, Severina’s father was the only income earner in the family, as she had 

just been made redundant from working as a nurse and her mother was a housewife. Since then, 
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the family managed to diversify their household income. The lump sum Severina’s father 

received upon retiring in 2003 served to secure a regular long-term income as it was used to 

complete the two houses on the plot for renting and to purchase another rental property in the 

area. The rent received from a total of 20 tenants (at TSh30,000 (£10.80) each) has been the 

major source of income since and as rental properties are in high demand, landlords have the 

power to adjust rates according to their needs:  

“Living costs have been increasing and that’s why we raised the rent.”  

After having children, Severina started working as a small entrepreneur in 2009 cultivating and 

selling vegetables as well as selling drinking water and juices. Eventually, she had to close the 

vegetable business.  

“Since 2009, I was doing a number of activities at a time but then I stopped 
cultivating vegetables last year. People started buying land on the slopes where I 
was cultivating my vegetable garden. I was not paying; the owner just gave me a 
small portion to do my cultivation. But the  area has now changed to residential.”  

Severina sells water for drinking in reused plastic bottles that she fills with water from the 

pushcart vendors and sells them at TSh200 (£0.07) per litre. She initially sold by sachets, as they 

are cheap to produce, but switched to reused plastic bottles in 2012 because customers 

considered sachets unsafe.  

“We buy the water but we don’t boil it, we only use WaterGuard69 and sometimes 
we don’t because some people don’t like the taste of the water when we put it. 
[…] Now the pricing has increased. Because before the sachets were cheaper, you 
could buy a pack of 150 sachets for 500 shillings (£0.18) but if you buy a bottle 
now, it goes for 50 or 100 shillings (£0.02 and £0.04) per bottle. So to avoid buying 
bottles, sometimes we go to weddings and funerals and pick up those bottles 
after the event has ended.” 

Severina started her business of selling water as she saw it as a good opportunity to earn a living. 

Competition in the area is high as many others are engaging in the same business, but people 

perceive Severina’s water to be of good quality.  

“Yes, there is competition but a lot depends on the cleanliness of your bottles and 
how clean your water is, and if the water is cold enough. I can earn 2,000 shillings 
(£0.72) from selling the juice and 2,500 (£0.90) from water per day.”  

                                                             
69 WaterGuard is a chlorine-based water disinfectant used to kill micro-organisms. 
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She is well-connected, partly through her various business activities, but she has also been a 

federation leader since its inception in 2006 and a member of the federation water committee, 

as well as the committee for the public water system. Through the federation’s savings scheme, 

Severina was recently able to set up an additional business of selling batik up country and has 

further plans to use the scheme to enhance income-earning opportunities for herself and others 

in the family:  

“At first we would save any amount of money depending on what you get. But 
now we have started a new system where we save money according to the goals 
you set. For example, if you want to pay school fees by the end of the year then 
you save maybe 1,000 shillings (£0.36) every week to achieve that goal and in a 
duration of 6 months to the time you achieve it. […] And apart from saving 
according to our goals, we also take loans. When I took my money, I used it to 
create another business where I would buy batik fabrics and sell them in other 
regions of Tanzania. […] My plan right now is to open a stationery shop for my son 
where he can be able to work with computers and repair phones. So we are all 
donating as a family to accomplish that. […] I have plans to open a store and start 
a wholesale business of selling water and juice and I have already done my 
research on that.” 

It is evident that Severina does not live in the poorest conditions. The house she lives in with her 

family is of a good standard (see Figure 7.12); not many families in Tungi benefit from a soak-

away pit (CCI household survey, 2016). Because of her father’s earnings, the family was able to 

build their own house and his retirement money allowed them to guarantee a regular income 

well into the future. This income is complemented by Severina’s various types of small but 

expanding business activities and access to water plays an important part here.  

7.2.2 Juliana (T08) 

Juliana moved to Tungi with her husband and her two grandchildren in 2006 where they rent 

two rooms. The accommodation is very basic; there is no electricity and the landlord and the 

four tenants share a dilapidated pit latrine (see Figure 7.13).  

Last year, Juliana’s landlord installed a water connection on the compound (see Figure 7.14) that 

tenants can also use and this has improved their access substantially:  

“I don’t have to go to fetch water far away from here while I have water inside the 
compound; in other words, it has helped us. Now we spend less time and less 
money on water. In some places, they are selling a bucket for TSh100 (£0.04) and 
you have to pay every day. In a day, you might need more than a single bucket, 
and sometimes we don’t have money every day but here once you pay TSh3,000 
(£1.80) per month, which is a flat rate, you can be sure of having water the whole 
month.” 
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Figure 7.13: Shared pit-latrine on the compound of Juliana's dwelling 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

With variable income, paying for water on a monthly basis has helped Juliana to secure regular 

access to sufficient water. Prior to that, Juliana got water from a nearby DP connected to a 

private borehole and further purchased three buckets of water for drinking from pushcart 

vendors. As mentioned above, pushcart vendors have increased the price per bucket since 2006 

to TSh500 (£0.18).  Today, the family still buys their water for drinking and cooking from pushcart 

vendors, while the water connection on the compound meets all other water needs.  
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Figure 7.14: Water connection on the plot where Juliana lives 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

“The benefit I see is that I pay for it at the end of the month. This means that I can 
have money to buy food. […] but we really don’t have much of a choice. So, we 
have to cut what we use in our daily upkeep to be able to cover all our costs. 
Basically, we don’t have that money for rent, it is too much, but again we don’t 
have much of a choice.”  

The landlord increased the rent from TSh16,000 to TSh26,000 (£5.76 to £7.20) shortly after 

installing the connection, leaving the couple financially poorer. As already discussed above and 

in Chapter 6, it is a common occurrence for landlords to pass on investment costs to tenants 

who, like Juliana, end up being worse off.  

Juliana and her husband are both small entrepreneurs without a stable income, as their various 

income-earning activities are of a seasonal nature. Juliana is a mobile vegetable vendor and 

further sells used plastic bottles that she collects around the area to people like Severina. The 

demand for the products she sells fluctuates significantly and is particularly low during the 

fasting season.  
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Figure 7.15: Yard outside the dwelling where Juliana’s husband crafts thatch roof sheets 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

Juliana’s husband crafts sheets used to repair thatched roofs made from coconut tree leaves 

(see Figure 7.15). He gets orders from construction firms that do maintenance work for large 

hotels and his business peaks during times when tourism in Dar es Salaam is low. Even then, he 

barely earns a maximum of TSh150,000 (£54) per month from this labour-intensive activity. As 

a result, Juliana and her husband only just manage to get by without much capacity to improve 

their situation in future.  

“We are people of low income who don’t have a budget for the day. There are 
days in which we wake up without breakfast or lunch. As our income is not stable 
it is hard to say how much we are spending per day or per month.”   

The income Juliana and her husband are able to earn is largely determined by others. When 

selling empty water bottles, Juliana is dependent on how much her clients are willing to pay.  

“The price is set by the person who buys [e.g. Severina]. She can buy up to 200 
bottles every 3 days when the business is good. But even her, she tends to collect 
bottles herself whenever she goes to ceremonies like weddings and funerals to 
minimise costs.” 

Juliana’s husband’s income is dependent on the good will of farmers and farm workers: 
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“I normally get the coconut leaves for free but sometimes there are a few who 
demand payment. In such instances, I buy them for up to 150 shillings (£0.05) per 
piece. […] Sometimes, when I find the farm owners they let me collect for free but 
if I find the workers, they tend to sell them to me so that they can also make some 
money. When I am in a hurry I have to buy them.” 

The two grandchildren (eighteen and twenty years old) are just finishing secondary school and 

do not contribute towards the household income. They have been living with Juliana for years 

as their parents seem to be even worse off and unable to financially support their children and 

send them to school. Juliana and her husband are trying everything they can to earn enough 

money to cover all costs, working hard and always looking for other income earning 

opportunities. Because they are low-income earners they live their lives one day at the time and 

are not able to budget or strategise over their earnings.  

“I try to get additional income from offering help to other households, for 
example washing clothes, cleaning houses, gardening, while my husband 
sometimes works as a security guard at night…we’ve been struggling so we can at 
least survive. […] We thank God that we are getting daily bread. We are just able 
to buy food, pay for house rents; we are not able to save.” 

Although Juliana does business with Severina, she is not aware of the work of local federation 

groups and her low income has prevented her from joining any other savings group or scheme. 

Juliana and her husband struggle to meet basic needs and find the money for the increased rent. 

Some days there might not be enough money to buy sufficient food. While the small business 

undertakings have not really taken off, Juliana and her husband have been faced with ever-

increasing expenses, many of which are directly or indirectly related to water. In many ways, 

their everyday practices are shaped by others: 

“[Water] is always available except when there is no electricity. When there is no 
electricity, our landlord closes the pipe so we don’t get water but he gets it 24 
hours a day.” 

7.2.3 Kafil (T01) 

Kafil’s trajectory shows moderate but fluctuating levels of urban water poverty over time and 

further presents a case of benevolent behaviour towards those that are more water poor. He is 

56 years old and was born in Tungi to one of the oldest farming families in the area. His family 

used to own more than 100 acres of land, most of which was sold over the years to others: 

“The land we owned was very huge therefore the government confiscated the 
land and gave it to other residents. Because in 1972 the military barracks in 
Kigamboni displaced the citizens and they were brought here. The government 
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placed them here temporarily and they were not allowed to cultivate permanent 
crops either. It’s the residents themselves who approached us to sell them the 
plots they were occupying. Some sold the plots where they were temporarily 
placed and ran away.” 

As they were not compensated by the government and formally not allowed to sell the land, his 

family developed a different, informal strategy:  

“The government restricted us to sell the land because it was now government 
property so it was prohibited to sell land. Therefore, we would count for instance 
the number of coconut trees that were in a piece of land and sell them at 20,000 
shillings to 30,000 shillings (£7.20-10.80) depending on the number of trees on 
that plot. This was much better for us rather than letting the government take all 
our land free of charge and we lose everything.” 

As Tungi developed, the value of land increased significantly. Kafil and his family had informally 

‘sold’ most of their land by 2002 and were unable to benefit from further increases in land 

values. 

“As time went by in 1995 to 2004, land would go for 60,000 shillings to 70,000 
shillings (£21.60-25.20) per plot. Then from 2004 to 2010 there was a sharp 
increase in land value so that the same piece of land would go for 10 million 
(£3,600) and this was because of the infrastructure that was coming up, electricity 
and water is readily available, also the tarmac road has attracted many people. 
Social services such as hospitals, people are building better houses and the vicinity 
to the city centre has led to this rapid increase of population.” 

Today, Kafil is left with half an acre of land where he built his family home and lives there with 

his wife and four children. He started construction in 1993 with his share from selling the family 

business and has made incremental improvements over the years. 

After running a family shop in the city centre he was an employed cashier for TRADECO, a 

cooking oil producer, until 2002. In 2004 he started a catering business for weddings and 

funerals, which he runs with one of his sons and two partners. Coming from an established local 

family helped Kafil set up his business, which is now well established and even caters for clients 

outside of Tungi: 

“A lot of people have come to know me all around this area, all the way to 
Kariakoo, even at the Kigamboni ferry people know me. I have become popular 
because almost all these residents found us here already.” 

Because of his standing in the community, local leaders approached him to play a key role during 

installation of the public water supply system in 2002: 
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“I was involved in the team because I am very well familiar with the place and I 
know who owns what piece of land around here. […] Even when it comes to 
installation of the pipes they needed someone to talk to the residents around 
here, otherwise they cannot be granted the permission to do so. […] but the 
pump got stolen within 3 days and I was the one responsible for organising the 
whole process of the installation of that pump and the same people that installed 
it are the ones who stole it. So I decided I wasn’t going to be involved in these 
issues anymore because it was putting me in a bad situation. Henceforth, we 
stayed without the services until 2011 when the former MP of our area installed a 
new pump.” 

Because of the suspended service of the public system and the politics involved, Kafil and his 

family largely relied on their own shallow well to meet their water needs. Even after installing a 

household connection the well remains an important back up facility. 

“I get water from the public borehole and I have a well but I haven’t installed a 
pump yet. If I get one I’ll have to cover it so that it won’t get stolen. And if I cover 
it, I will need to use electricity, which is also not suitable because of the regular 
power cuts. The water I get from the public borehole also comes for short periods 
and it gets cut. […] I installed water in my house one year ago. I did it because 
sometimes children throw dirt into the well so I thought why not get cleaner 
water and the government distribution pipe passes right in front of my plot. It 
cost me like 70,000 shillings (£25.20). […] Yes, I have a meter. I pay 7,000 to 
13,000 shillings (£2.52-4.68) per month. Costs increase when I have catering 
tenders.” 

Since getting the household connection, Kafil stores less water in the house and when water in 

the public system runs out he has to revert to more expensive water from mobile vendors. 

“Sometimes they cut the water supply when I am cooking that’s why I buy water 
from the push carts and it’s very costly. In a day, I get water from 6am to 9am and 
then later on there may be water in the taps or not…they have no specific timing. 
[…] The water from the well does not meet the quality standards since it is dirty. I 
always want to satisfy my clients with quality food. So I’d rather incur those extra 
costs to provide good food.” 

Continuing his father’s benevolent deeds, Kafil feels an obligation to help those within the 

community that are less able to access sufficient amounts of water. The family well is located 

outside of his compound to be accessible to others (see Figure 7.16). 

“This is where the well is located that has been here for so many years. I decided 
to leave it outside the fence because my father wanted it to remain outside for 
everyone to use.”  

He also allows his neighbours to access the household connection, as already illustrated in 

section 6.3.4 in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 7.16: Family well outside Kafil's compound 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

7.2.4 Asima (T20) 

Asima is a 33-year old housewife whose urban water poverty trajectory is largely shaped by 

others as she herself has very little decision-making power. Asima, her husband and two children 

have been tenants in Tungi since 2014. Asima’s husband, an employed fisherman, provides her 

with a TSh100,000 (£36) weekly allowance, which amounts to more than the household income 

of most low-income residents in Tungi and Kombo, to cover food, water and electricity (CCI 

household survey, 2016). This allows her to meet all her daily water needs through a neighbour’s 

household connection. 

“I access water from the household connection of the neighbour, 10 buckets for 
150 shillings (£0.05) each. It is the only place where we fetch water, it is the 
nearest and we get clean water70.” 

                                                             
70 This is expensive compared to most water sources in the settlement. However, the neighbour is 
connected to a private borehole that also sells to mobile water vendors, for which their customers have 
to pay TSh500 (£0.18) per 20 litre bucket. 
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Previous trajectories in this chapter demonstrate that, unlike Asima, many low-income residents 

have to diversify their water sources in line with the intended use to keep costs down. Asima’s 

access to water is evidently better than most, but she largely lacks control over key decisions in 

her life and her water poverty trajectory is essentially shaped by others. This is not so much 

related to her tenancy status but due to the power relations within her household. Important 

decisions are taken by her husband, e.g. to move to Tungi or the decisions regarding their 

children’s education. 

“My first child is in secondary school and the other one in primary school. Their 
father pays their fees, they are in boarding school. […] Their father is the one who 
decided that.” 

What is more, the information her husband shares is very limited. Based on the household 

expenses they incur every month, Asima’s husband has to earns more than TSh1.3 million (£468) 

per month but she is unaware of his earnings and is generally unable to answer questions 

regarding choices made as well as strategies for the future. This is in line with other studies 

conducted in Tanzania, confirming the inferior positioning many women are placed in. There are 

some exceptions where husband and wife share decisions within the household, which seems 

to be more frequent among younger couples, those with higher education levels and couples 

where women can generate their own income (Van Aelst 2014), as exemplified in Zarifa’s 

trajectory above. Asima did not attend school and her marital relationship seems to uphold 

traditional patriarchal structures that make it difficult for women to get involved in decision-

making, from domestic to national level (TGNP and Macro International Inc. 2007; TAMWA 

2012). Access to information can play an important role in gender empowerment, which Asima 

clearly lacks. She knows her husband used savings to buy a plot in Mji Mwema, Kigamboni but 

she is unaware as to the plans for the plot and whether it will eventually serve to build a family 

home. Similarly, due to her limited social networks, she does not demonstrate great knowledge 

about local affairs and developments and finds it difficult to look for a job. 

7.2.5 Anita (T17) 

Anita is another tenant in Tungi restrained in terms of her power, but as a single mum she does 

not have a husband to rely on. Through the help of a relative, Anita arrived in 2012 with her two 

children from Mbezi (Western outskirts of Dar es Salaam) after getting divorced.    

“I have my relative who has been living here for a long while. She is the one who 
found me this place. I pay 25,000 shillings (£9.00) per month. I pay 6 months’ rent 
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in advance and there are no extra costs since there is no water connection nor 
electricity.” 

Until recently, she was working as a kitchen aid earning TSh5,000 (£1.90) daily but had to stop 

as she was looking after her sister’s injured child. While Anita was able to live off her savings for 

the past two months she needs to find another job soon as money is tight and her ex-husband 

does not provide any financial support. 

“I used to be a part of this money-go-round group called ‘Upatu’ [as discussed in 
Chapter 5]. We were 15 people and we would contribute 10,000 shillings (£3.60) 
every week. This is a rotational savings group, so a member would receive 
150,000 shillings (£54) once every few weeks. When I stopped working two 
months ago, I also ceased to be a member of this group because you must have 
money to contribute. […] There are days when I would save and sometimes I 
would get money from ‘Upatu’ where I could save up to 30,000 shillings (£10.80) 
per round. I would save on my Tigopesa account71. I have been doing this since I 
moved here. I do not have any support. Not even from my children’s father. He 
has not even taken his son to school even though he qualified to go to 
secondary.” 

Following the separation from her husband, Anita’s situation, including her access to water, 

clearly worsened. When living with her husband Anita enjoyed a more stable life. The house in 

Mbezi, which is owned by her ex-husband, had a household connection. There was no rent to 

pay and less pressure on Anita to work to make ends meet. When they divorced, the husband 

kept the house and continues to live there with his new family while Anita had to find a job to 

cover her newly encountered expenses. Since living in Tungi, she buys 10 buckets of water daily 

from a private DP at her neighbour’s house, at TSh100 (£0.04) each and further purchases 3 

buckets per week from mobile vendors for drinking and cooking. Anita lacks the confidence to 

challenge her ex-husband and demand support payments, partly because she is unaware of her 

legal rights and partly because she fears harassment from his family if she pushes her case. 

Despite legislative improvements in Tanzanian family law, traditional social norms persist and 

these hamper Anita’s bargaining power (see also discussion in Chapter 5). Apart from an ongoing 

male bias that curtails women’s rights, there is further insufficient legal education among the 

Tanzanian population (Van Aelst 2014). While she clearly sees the education of her children as 

a responsibility of their father, her lack of courage to make demands on her ex-husband means 

that she is unable to send her son to secondary school. 

                                                             
71 This is a widely used mobile phone-based finance service that allows users to deposit, transfer and 
withdraw money from an account that is stored on their mobile phone.  
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Once she finds another job, Anita is keen to re-join the Upatu group. However, even when she 

could save money it largely served to cover her costs. It is unlikely that this will bring 

improvements to Anita’s situation and that of her children, and that they will be able to move 

out of water poverty any time soon. 

“I used the money from Upatu to support myself in my daily life, to feed, pay 
school fees for my children and to pay rent. […] I don’t have any plans right now 
because I don’t have money.” 

While she is clearly aware of her situation, Anita lacks the means to initiate change and improve 

her conditions. 

7.2.6 Selemani (T26) 

Selemani came to Dar es Salaam because he believed that the city would offer better work 

opportunities, but so far he has been unable to capitalise on that. He came with his wife in 2014 

following advice from friends.  

“I shifted to Tungi in search of a better job and life. I was a small-scale farmer. I 
came here to find a better life, I decided to have a small business because I wasn’t 
successful in farming due to lack of capital, so that’s why I decided to leave 
Kigoma [region in North-western Tanzania] and come to Dar, and see if I could 
make it here. […] Before coming here, I spoke to some of my friends and they told 
me that Tungi is a lot cheaper compared to other places in terms of rent, and 
because I didn’t have a lot of money, I thought that this was the best thing for me 
to do.” 

After settling in Tungi he started a small charcoal business with monthly incomes between 

TSh100,000-200,000 (£36-72). The fact that he lost a permanent space to sell his charcoal has 

lowered his profit: 

“I used to sell at Magengeni, but the owner of the place where I was doing my 
business decided to sell the place, then I got evicted and went to another place. 
That was also sold, so what I am doing right now is when I go to the farm, I get 5 
sacks of charcoal and supply it to the people who are selling to individual 
customers, because I don’t have a permanent place for my business at the 
moment to do that myself. Retail business is more profitable than wholesale, 
except that one sack will take you two days to clear, but all in all retail is more 
profitable.” 

As  Tungi densifies and land values are increasing, the pressure on land has impacted on 

Selemani’s livelihood activity. While Selemani’s move to Tungi was motivated by his ambition to 

make a better life for him and his family, their access to water has worsened. In Kigoma, they 
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had a household connection, which was installed free of charge through a village project. In 

Tungi, they spend TSh1,500 (£0.54) per week on three buckets of drinking water from mobile 

vendors and have to meet their non-drinking water needs from a neighbour’s well where the 

water is very salty.  

At the moment, Selemani’s income is just enough to cover all expenses. Therefore, he is unable 

to save but is keen to join a savings group once his income increases to better provide for his 

children. 

“I am not part of any local group because for one, you must have a daily income 
to join. Yes, I would join a group because it’s a better way for saving your money. 
One of the benefits I see in joining these groups, especially for us who have 
children, is the ability to save money. So when you have a need, for example 
when your children have to go to school and you need money, this enables you to 
provide for them. I have seen some of my friends who have joined such groups 
and they are doing well, though not so much, but they are in a better position 
than I am.” 

Much of people’s perception about savings groups depends on their past experience and that 

of their friends and family. As he continues to struggle, Selemani is unable to put money aside 

and puts his faith in God to help him and his family to lead a better life. It is not uncommon for 

people to use their faith to hope for better life opportunities in situations where they cannot 

see any other option (see also Juliana’s trajectory and interviews with K24): 

“If things go well, I want to have a better life so that I can take my children to 
good schools. Only God knows, because he is the one who plans. I am thinking of 
increasing the business but as you know it all depends on the capital, so if God 
helps me to get more profit then I’ll be able to get more charcoal.” 

With the potential development of the Kigamboni area, Selemani and his family might be forced 

to look for another place to live but he does not feel threatened, as, like most tenants, he sees 

Tungi only as a temporary home . 

“I have heard rumours that they want to develop this place and there are some 
leaders who are saying there aren’t going to be any changes, so we haven’t 
received an official statement if it’s going to change or not. I am ok with whatever 
comes, if it works out it is ok and if doesn’t it’s still ok with me. […] It hasn’t really 
affected me because I don’t have a permanent residence here, I am just a tenant, 
so if time comes I’ll just move out.” 
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If the development goes ahead, Selemani will not be entitled to compensation. While landlords 

have been advocating for a fairer deal, by accepting their fate Selemani and other tenants 

contribute to the manifestation of unequal social structural (Kesby 2005). 

7.2.7 Munir (T26) 

Munir is a 22-year old water vendor from Dodoma who lives and works in Tungi since 2012. Like 

Selemani, he moved to the settlement because of work. Initially, his water vending business 

started in nearby Kibanebane but shifted to Tungi after a few months because of better business 

opportunities. 

“I came here in search of work. At Kibanebane, we were many who were selling 
water. So I thought of moving here since water vendors were fewer. I was 
informed by my relative, the owner of this shop.” 

In Munir’s case, advice from a relative helped to enhance his income-earning activity. Although 

water sellers in Tungi are on the increase, so far this has not affected his business negatively 

because he managed to establish his business in time. 

“At Kibanebane, there were many vendors, so it would take even longer to sell 
two trips but here in Tungi I am sure of selling two trips per day. Yes, the number 
of water vendors is growing. It has affected my business, but not so much because 
many people already know me around here.” 

Positive relations and connections with local residents are crucial to keep his business lucrative 

and the quality of water plays an important role in maintaining a good reputation. He fills his 

drums at a deep borehole in Kisiwani (see  

Most manage to do two trips per day, which in the case of pushcart vendors can give them an 

average monthly income of TSh400,000 (£144) or more (less for those using bicycles or 

donkeys), i.e. double the estimated monthly income of most households in Tungi (CCI household 

survey, 2016). While there is no formal association of water vendors, they meet informally and 

agree collectively on price increases (Interview with T26 in Tungi, November 2015). Customers 

pay the high price when they do not have a cheaper alternative that offers the same quality of 

water. 
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Figure 6.15 in previous chapter) for TSh50 per 20 litre drum that provides better quality water 

than any source in Tungi and is therefore heavily frequented by mobile vendors72. As the 

borehole owner has a generator it provides a reliable source and allows Munir to continue his 

business during electricity cuts. 

Mobile water vendors occasionally gather informally to discuss prices and this led to an agreed 

increase from TSh300 to TSh500 (£0.11 to 0.18) per 20 litre drum in 2015.  

“I am free to sell anywhere and everywhere. We don’t have any group but we do 
meet and just talk in an informal way.” 

Munir manages two return trips per day, which amounts to a profit of approximately Tsh900,000 

(£324) per month. Through savings, which he does on his mobile phone, he was quickly able to 

buy his own pushcart and drums, saving him TSh2,000 (£0.72) per day that he used to spend on 

renting equipment when he first started (see Figure 7.17).  

Figure 7.17: Mobile water vendor in Tungi with his pushcart 

 

Photo © P. Hofmann (2015) 

                                                             
72 The same owner also has a borehole in Tungi but the as the water there is saltier many mobile vendors 
continue to use the one in Kisiwani (Meeting with local leaders in Tungi, February 2015).  
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As Munir is single, his monthly expenses are low when compared to people with a family to take 

care of, like Selemani, and his income is also significantly higher when compared to most Tungi 

residents (CCI household survey, 2016). He spends TSh20,000 (£7.20) per month on rent and 

pays an extra TSh4,000 (£1.44) each for electricity and water, which he accesses through a 

household connection where he lives. He also uses three 20 litre drums of drinking water per 

week from Kisiwani. Since he purchases those directly from the borehole, he only spends TSh50 

per 20 litres, while most Tungi residents spend ten times as much for the same water as they 

access it through mobile vendors like Munir because of the distance. He succeeds in saving at 

least TSh300,000 (£108) per month and intends to use the money to construct his own house 

on the family plot in Dodoma, where he plans to continue working as a mobile vendor.  

“I have a plot back at home in Dodoma and I plan to build my house there. […] I 
am still saving, but I will have saved enough by next year to start building. I don’t 
know how long it will take to complete.” 

Because of his longer-term plan of building his own house, Munir was not concerned about the 

conditions of his temporary accommodation in Tungi and his motivation for moving there were 

clearly business-driven:  

“My housing conditions in Kibanebane were far better. The room was bigger and 
electricity was also included in that amount. […] I moved here because of business 
not rent.” 

7.3 Discussion and conclusion 

The personal trajectories from residents of both settlements bring new voices and untold stories 

to the discussion on urban water poverty. These alternative narratives offer interesting insights 

into the diverse trajectories experienced over time in the two case study settlements and 

juxtapose and reject the flat and static ontology that is upheld in most policy-driven practices. 

The needs of the ‘urban water poor’ cannot be met by falsely treating them as a homogeneous 

group as this reinforces prevailing unequal power relations and discriminations, both between 

the universal groupings of the ‘urban water poor’ and the ‘non-poor’ as well as within them. 

Overall, the range and number of policy-driven WSS interventions has been far greater in Kombo 

when compared to Tungi, particularly those supported or driven by external assistance, 

potentially offering more opportunities for residents to improve their access. Individual 

trajectories of urban water poverty are thus somewhat tied to the trajectory of a 

neighbourhood. However, the ways in which individuals in the settlements benefit or not is not 

identical or necessarily constant as it depends on the dynamic interaction of practices in a 
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particular place and time, intersectional identities and relations and structural and 

organisational developments across levels. Community-managed facilities supposedly provide a 

durable low-cost solution and, as discussed in Chapter 4, are currently the utility’s preferred 

option to provide services to low-income areas in Dar es Salaam. However, as witnessed through 

the stories from Kombo and Tungi, not all residents have access to community-managed systems 

and those that do, do not benefit equally or continuously. This is partly related to where people 

live, but access is not solely determined by physical vicinity.  

Water supply systems initiated or supported by the state in both settlements (mainly 

community-managed systems) have struggled over the years to operate effectively to provide 

sufficient, reliable and sustainable access to water without further (government) support. It is 

therefore largely left to residents themselves to activate their right to water, but while both 

settlements are considered ‘low-income’, the trajectories presented demonstrate that 

individuals do so with differing ability, opportunity and control. Private boreholes partially fill 

the gap, but leave customers vulnerable to volatile rates (see Table 6.1). For single person 

households with low consumption rates (e.g. Janeth), the impact is minimal, but for large 

households and those whose income is directly or indirectly tied to accessing considerable 

amounts of water, it can significantly reduce other household expenditures and effect 

livelihoods. The pay-by-bucket approach that is operating at most water sources means that 

customers only access the amount of water they are able to pay for momentarily, which is not 

necessarily a reflection of how much water is needed, and makes universal arrangements 

problematic. Very poor residents, such as Juliana and her husband, with low and fluctuating 

daily incomes, find it easier to pay monthly rates whereas others prefer to organise their 

expenses on a shorter-term basis and with more flexibility, e.g. single tenants like Janeth who 

try to minimise spending to increase their savings.  

The trajectories above provide more insights into the influence of intersectional identities and 

relations on urban water poverty and build upon the discussion in the previous chapter. 

Individual trajectories intertwine and influence each other in ways that can move people out of 

water poverty or aggravate their circumstances. For example, individual practices can seriously 

impinge on the amount of water available to others and compromise the environmental 

sustainability of the water source, but most low-income dwellers tend to be oblivious to wider 

implications of their own practices when they are busy trying to meet their own needs. This is 

further evident in relation to sanitation practices as discussed in the previous chapter. Residents 

with inadequate sanitation facilities often do not problematise their sanitation practices, 

somewhat mirroring the government’s lack of priority for sanitation discussed in Chapter 5 
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(Thomas et al. 2013). Resident landlords and tenants in the two settlements have a general 

desire to access water and dispose of wastewater to meet basic needs and improve personal 

well-being while absent landlords are less concerned with the access of WSS for their tenants. 

In the absence of adequate government provision, those able to take matters into their own 

hands do so individually rather than collectively. As a whole, the aggregation of individual acts 

often has implications for the environment and sometimes on other residents, without people 

being aware of the negative impact they are causing. For instance, in both settlements the 

increase in private boreholes has contributed to the depletion of the underground aquifer and 

heightened the salinity of water locally. At the same time, Tungi shows benevolent behaviour of 

several resident landlords that is less evident in Kombo.  

Traversing through the different stories reveals their uniqueness while also recognising the 

influence of social and historical processes on individual lived trajectories embedded in a specific 

place and time. Therefore, they offer rare insights into the dynamic relations between the micro 

and the macro level, or as Maynes et al. call it ‘the social and the individual’ and the potential of 

individual and collective agency to contribute to transformative change (2008).  

Single tenants like Janeth in Kombo and Munir in Tungi are keen to maintain their basic living 

conditions and access to WSS to enhance their chances for a better life in the future and their 

needs are likely to change if and when they decide to settle down and start a family. Thus, 

people’s agency, or capacity to act, cannot be reduced to their social identity simply along 

categories like race, gender, social class or economic capacity. The above trajectories clearly 

indicate that while ‘the urban water poor’ might share the same socio-structural position, their 

trajectories can be significantly different, not just because of their gender, but due to a more 

complex web of intricate factors and relations that define their path (Maynes et al. 2008). A 

relational perspective draws attention to power dynamics between the social and the individual 

and the various stories illustrate how these gain prominence at different times. Certain 

individual practices like private boreholes, can offer improvements in the absence of adequate 

utility provision, but not equally for everyone within a settlement.  

Being a lower-income resident in an informal settlement in Dar es Salaam can mean very 

different things. The status of a landlord bears clear advantages. When the federation water 

system was installed in Tungi, Severina’s family was in a position to offer land for water supply 

infrastructure and benefit from free water provisions. Similarly, Mary in Kombo had the means 

to install a household connection and offset the investment cost through rent increases. In 

contrast, Juliana relied on the initiative of her landlord to improve access to water, but while 

this arguably lifted Juliana and her husband out of water poverty, in some respect her overall 
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situation worsened when the landlord decided to increase the rent. Demand for rental housing 

in both settlements seems high and the value of land and property has increased. Landlords 

clearly have the upper hand and rents often augment following an investment that adds value 

to the property. Furthermore, rents might increase because of the landlord’s need or desire to 

capitalise on growing rental prices, such as in Severina’s case, and should tenants fail to afford 

the increase, landlords will have no difficulties in finding new tenants.   

Being able or not to draw on collective organisation and actions plays a key role in defining the 

extent to which poor women and men might ever be able to escape water poverty, but again, 

such ability is not equally shared among low-income residents. Some of the trajectories 

presented, highlight the importance of the status enjoyed within the community and of social 

and political connectivity. Being well connected and having a certain standing among residents 

and local leaders enhances people’s access to information. Juliana and Asina do not enjoy any 

inroads into local collectives and capacity building initiatives as they are unaware of their 

existence. The ‘where’ and ‘when’ of their struggles matter as much as who they are, not just as 

the outcome of their intersectional identities but, above all, as the result of the intricate web of 

social and political relations that defines who can escape water poverty traps and who cannot. 

What represents the best option for access to WSS to move out of urban water poverty varies 

from person to person and tends to change over time as people’s circumstances alter, but 

throughout the chapters in this thesis, certain patterns emerge that help to explain individual 

trajectories, as discussed further in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 8 Push and pull factors 

The previous chapter presented a range of individual trajectories from the two case study 

settlements and provides a variegated depiction of urban water poverty in Dar es Salaam. 

Drawing on the empirical analysis presented in Chapters 4 to 7, this chapter is concerned with a 

closer examination of the factors and relations that influence urban water poverty trajectories; 

those that offer opportunities to pull people out of urban water poverty as well as the ones that 

push them deeper into it. The chapter aims to explore contextualised determinants within each 

of them,  identify the scale where they emerge and highlight possible implications. The aim is to 

generate rare insights into who amongst the urban water poor can expand their capacity to act 

for better access to services, who cannot and why. Across Dar es Salaam the range of practices 

through which water can potentially be accessed is, to some extent, spatially and temporally 

determined, i.e. tied to the trajectory of the  neighbourhood. For instance, changes in Tungi with 

regards to the settlement’s connectivity to the city centre has led to increased migration and 

densification with direct and indirect impacts on residents’ access to WSS. Thus, the chapter will 

show which temporal and spatial considerations play a significant role and will highlight 

intersectional identities and relations, which are closely intertwined with the ‘where and when’, 

that are pertinent to urban water poverty trajectories within each of the following sections 

(Allen and Hofmann 2017).  

Many factors examined below are interlinked and condition each other. While the discussion in 

each of the following sections zooms into a more detailed analysis of one particular aspect at a 

time, reference to other relevant sections are provided to emphasise interrelations. The 

relational approach presented in Chapter 2 allows to show key associations, e.g. between policy-

driven and everyday practices; structural processes and individual/collective agency, and how 

these processes are shaped by intersections of time, space and socioenvironmental relations. In 

the discussion, references to narratives presented in the previous chapter are complemented 

with evidence from additional resident trajectories. After deliberating the range of factors and 

how they might push people into urban water poverty or pull them out of it, as they have arisen 

from the analysis of empirical data, the chapter concludes with some critical reflections on key 

factors, contextual determinants and associated relations shaping urban water poverty 

trajectories. 
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8.1 Access to finance 

The financial situation of a household, as discussed in Chapter 5 (see also discourse 5 in Table 

4.1 of Chapter 4), is frequently highlighted in dominant policy-driven practices as one of the 

main indicators for identifying those living in urban water poverty, as emphasised by many of 

the organisational representatives interviewed. However, household income alone is not 

sufficient to define water poverty levels and explain the range of everyday practices through 

which residents in Tungi and Kombo access water, as illustrated in the two previous chapters 

and further elaborated below. Access to finance is far more complex and associated with a range 

of additional issues.  

Regular savings are important for many landlords and tenants alike as a safety net and to 

improve their income-earning opportunities, which in turn might lead to better access to WSS 

(Interview with K12 in Kombo, June 2015; see also Anita’s trajectory in the previous chapter). At 

the same time, better access to water can improve income-earning opportunities and enhance 

the capacity to save and thus augment people’s agency. For tenants, savings can provide 

opportunities to move up the ladder by acquiring land and building a house while landlords 

might use them to enhance their living conditions. Having multiple income-earners in a 

household, particularly when one of them has stable employment, constitutes an act of 

resilience (see Katz in Chapter 2) by providing more financial stability and boosting the capacity 

for investments without the need to take a loan (Interview with K16 in Kombo, June 2015), as 

illustrated through Mary’s trajectory. However, the majority of households in Kombo and Tungi 

rely on one income-earner and the number of employed residents is small (CCI, household 

survey 2016). The ability to save and access loans differs considerably among landlords and 

tenants, not simply because of the number of income-earners or how much they earn but in 

relation to the amount of household expenses and the cost of water often constitutes a large 

proportion of that in relation to the type of service accessed (see Table 6.1 in Chapter 6). This is 

further linked to the number of dependents, e.g. see for example Juliana’s and Janeth’s 

trajectories in the previous chapter. Their monthly household income is currently not very 

different, but the expenses of a one-person household like Janeth’s are much lower when 

compared to Juliana’s four-person household with two dependents. As a consequence, capacity 

to save is influenced by multiple intersecting factors and relations. Some residents are able to 

put up to a quarter of their earnings into savings, like the 29-year old entrepreneur that lives 

with his wife and children at his mother’s house in Kombo without paying rent: 

“I save 3,000 shillings (£1.08) per day and I earn an income of 12,000 (£4.32) 
shillings per day” (Interview with K14 in Kombo, November 2015). 
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While several residents try to save regularly (see Section 8.7 for a discussion on whether they 

do so collectively and to what effect) many landlords and tenants alike remain hesitant to take 

loans due to the fear of not being able to keep up with repayments, as illustrated by a landlady 

and food vendor in Tungi: 

“No, I have not taken a loan. I am scared. If you take a loan you might end up 
failing to pay it back and they will come confiscate your property” (Interview with 
T14 in Tungi, November 2015). 

Government efforts focus on promoting the availability of microfinance services, as discussed in 

section 5.3 in Chapter 5, without enhancing the capacity of low-income residents to save and 

take loans (e.g. by lowering their expenses or enhancing income-earning opportunities), thus 

neglecting the difficulties encountered and the fears experienced by many. The contribution of 

such policy-driven practices to lift people out of (urban water) poverty is therefore limited.  

Those that have taken loans use them mainly to enhance income-earning opportunities rather 

than for home improvements, including better access to WSS services, which in the case of 

landlords can be income-enhancing. Moreover, loans are not equally accessible to everyone. 

Some public-sector employees are entitled to no-interest loans after having worked for a certain 

amount of time for the same employer. A Tungi resident works for the Ministry of Construction 

and has recently taken a loan to pay for an extension of the house that includes rooms for letting 

however, because demand is high he had to wait several years: 

“Some of the money that we generate from work is put aside to give us loans that 
we can access in turns, but there are many of us. They do not set a fixed duration 
to complete repaying, instead they deduct a certain amount from the salary, let’s 
say like 60,000 shillings (£21.60) every month, until you finish paying it. In my 
case, it will take me one and a half years and I don’t pay any interest” (Interview 
with K14, November 2015). 

The provision of soft loans can improve sanitation facilities within households, as promoted by  

Plan International Tanzania (PIT) within VICOBAs to target home owners  (see section 5.3 in 

Chapter 5). Such initiatives require potential beneficiaries to recognise the need for better 

sanitation, but they will not address unjust social structures (Katz 2004). Overall, landlords have 

more opportunities to access finance. Firstly, many micro-credit facilities in Tanzania, including 

some of the banks, exclusively target landlords as they can use their property as a collateral to 

reduce the risk of non-repayment for the organisation (Trémolet and Muruka 2013). To qualify, 

landlords do not need the title deed, but at least a residential licence, which not all of them 

have, even though Kombo and Tungi were both part of the government’s land regularisation 
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initiative (see section 5.1 in Chapter 5 and section 8.2 below). Secondly, as illustrated through 

some of the trajectories, several resident landlords supplement their household income by 

letting rooms to tenants and investments in housing improvements, including better access to 

WSS services, are frequently used to increase tenants’ rent, thus reproducing unequal 

relationships between landlords and tenants (see section 8.4 for a more detailed discussion on 

landlord-tenant relations). For those with a small local business, being well known in the 

community can enhance your income, which in turn could be used for house improvements, 

including water supply and sanitation as exemplified through Kafil’s trajectory in the previous 

chapter. 

At the same time, better access to water (and electricity) can be a means, particularly for 

women, to engage in an income-earning activity, which could alter intra-household relations 

and augment their participation in household decision-making (see section 5.3.1 in Chapter 5 

and sections 0 and 7.2.4 in Chapter 7). A household water connection, combined with access to 

electricity, enabled a housewife and mother in Kombo to sell cold water and other drinks from 

home, earning her an income of approximately TSh10,000 (£3.60) per day (Interview with K08 

in Kombo, November 2015). 

 A small proportion of very poor households can register at the sub-ward office to be entitled to 

government support through the Tanzania Social Action Fund (TASAF), as discussed in Chapter 

5, but not everyone knows what support is available (see section 8.5 on access to knowledge 

and education) as evident from the quote of a female tenant and housewife: 

“No, we are not receiving any support. I am also not aware if there is any 
government support or any other kind of support” (Interview with K36 in Kombo, 
November 2015). 

While guidelines exist for the selection process (see TASAF 2011), these are not clearly 

understood at lower levels of government even though they are involved in the process:  

“They have to register themselves and there is a special committee at the sub-
ward that verifies whether they are poor or not. […] There are no criteria. It is 
determined by how someone perceives the benefactor” (Interview with Tungi 
ward assistant, November 2015). 

As a consequence, not everyone registering actually receives money, and as previously 

discussed, payments that are supposed to be carried out frequently are, in fact, irregular, as 

explained by Kombo’s Executive Officer, who has been in this position since 2011:  
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“We have about 194 people registered with TASAF. TASAF explained to us that 
they would support them every two months. The first time was one month ago. I 
have never heard or seen any disbursement before then. I hear that previously 
they used to support people living with HIV by giving them the machine that 
grinds maize. The money received varied between 20,000 to 60,000 shillings 
(£7.20 to 21.60) depending on the number of children per person. Initially, we 
went house-to-house to qualify people and we got 2,000 people. Then TASAF 
came and re-qualified from that lot we had selected. I think they were looking at 
those who were in critical need of the support. People have to register, then we 
select and then TASAF comes and chooses the ones they will support” (Interview 
conducted November 2015). 

The disbursement of funds mentioned in the quote happened in the month leading up to the 

2015 general elections and could be interpreted as another strategic intervention of the ruling 

party to gain support. While there is evidence of further TASAF payments in other areas of Dar 

es Salaam since then, it is also clear that actual beneficiaries are far below the number of 

identified households. Local leaders and residents have tried to appeal to the government for 

increased support and many complain about disbursement of funds to non-poor people 

(Msikula 2016; Odunga 2016). Limited and irregular TASAF support to residents in Kombo and 

Tungi is not surprising given the government’s adoption of absolute poverty lines whereby Dar 

es Salaam residents are considered less poor and assumed to be able to cope with a monthly 

income over TSh36,482 (£13.13) per person. However, with very limited government support to 

improve access to WSS in the two settlements, individual trajectories presented in Chapter 7 

have shown that monthly expenses per person often exceed such amount, with a significant 

proportion spent on securing access to WSS.  

Benevolent behaviour towards the less able exists at the local level in both settlements whereby 

a select number of elderly, ill and/or disabled residents are entitled to free water supply from 

public community-managed systems. However, without clear criteria for entitlement the 

number of beneficiaries is small, currently ranging from none to two per scheme (fieldwork 

notes, June 2015). What is more, accessing water for free does not automatically improve one’s 

level of water poverty. Yahaia, an elderly resident in Kombo, receives water free of charge from 

the Plan International borehole because of his age and limited mobility. His ability to benefit is 

closely intertwined with and conditioned by his relationship with others. He relies on his 

grandson to fetch water. This has sometimes proven difficult as his grandson lives elsewhere in 

the settlement and is not continuously available during operating hours (FGD in Kombo, 

September 2014). Moreover, he might be compelled to seek alternative access at times because 

of the unreliable electricity supply these systems rely on. 
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VICOBAs can choose to add a charitable component to their group and support those in need, 

as explained by the ward assistant in Tungi: 

“Basically, in this group we meet for our own benefits but we also contribute 200 
shillings (£0.07) per week towards the kitty that serves the vulnerable children in 
our community. […] One reason why we support them is because there are many, 
but also to support them when the need arises. For example, one of my members 
is employed with an organisation that supports people living with HIV. So, she 
gets free medicines that we supply to those whom we have identified to help. We 
also don’t help everyone but normally we would identify the children living under 
hardship conditions or orphans to support” (Interview with Tungi ward assistant, 
November 2015). 

This is voluntary and therefore not standard practice and represents another example of local 

self-help initiatives that, although somewhat consider intersecting identities, are neither able to 

enhance the agency of beneficiaries nor challenge the state to take responsibility.  

8.2 Access to land 

While the correlation between access to land and urban poverty is well-established 

internationally and in Tanzania (see Payne 2001; Porio and Crisol 2004; Lusugga Kironde 2006; 

Payne et al. 2015), the link between land and access to water in urban areas has been less 

explored. Fieldwork in Kombo and Tungi shows that access to land plays an important role in 

people’s access to WSS, whether they rely on on-site or off-site facilities. Land for infrastructure 

and services is limited in lower-income settlements, particularly public land, and therefore much 

of the water supply infrastructure in the two settlements is placed on private plots. As discussed 

in Chapter 6, landlords able to offer land for water supply infrastructure can improve their own 

access and that of others without having to invest, with many receiving free supply and/or 

monthly payments in return, e.g. see Sekani’s and Severina’s trajectory in Chapter 7. Benefits to 

tenants living on the same premises are limited to shortening the distance to a water source, 

without a monetary advantage (see Zarifa’s trajectory). Tenants, which nowadays make up the 

majority of residents in the two settlements, are usually not able to directly influence the 

position of water supply facilities in their neighbourhood and are therefore less capable of 

shaping their water poverty trajectory (see section 8.4 for a discussion on how far this is related 

to landlord-tenant relationships). Nevertheless, Joseph’s trajectory demonstrates that the 

ability to own a plot of land with a house does not automatically make people less water poor 

or enhance their agency to pull themselves out of urban water poverty, but in combination with 

other factors it can potentially increase people’s control over their access to WSS, as illustrated 
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through some of the other trajectories (e.g. see Sekani’s and Kafil’s trajectories in the previous 

chapter) .  

For many lower income landlords, e.g. Mary in Kombo or Severina’s family in Tungi, buying an 

undeveloped plot and gradually building a house is the only means to move from renting to 

owning a property. Because of this incremental process where resources are used to build as 

they become available, which can take several years, many are unable to estimate how much 

money they invested. Two landlords in Tungi explain: 

“I can’t really come up with an accurate figure but at first I spent 600,000 shillings 
(£216) on cement…” (Interview with T05 in Tungi, November 2015). 

“Whenever we would get money we would gradually buy building blocks” 
(Interview with T14 in Tungi, November 2015). 

Trajectories from both settlements demonstrate how earlier settlers, migrants from outside of 

the city and tenants from other, often more central, areas of Dar es Salaam, took advantage 

when Kombo and Tungi still offered opportunities for future landlords through a process of 

incremental building. Urbanisation processes in both settlements display specific spatial 

patterns whereby lower-lying and more flood-prone areas developed last. Nowadays, with 

hardly any parcels left to be developed, in Kombo even less so than Tungi, low-income tenants 

have to look in areas further and further away to find a piece of land that they can afford to 

build on (see Zarifa and Asima’s trajectory), also because increasing land values have rendered 

land and property prices in both settlements unaffordable for most tenants unless they have 

other assets. Family inheritance has recently enabled a Kombo resident to move from rental 

accommodation to owning a house in the same neighbourhood (Interview with K15 in Kombo, 

June 2015), but many renters interviewed come from tenant families with no land or property 

shares over generations, which corroborates “a high persistence between parents’ and 

children’s socioeconomic attainments” as found in a recent World Bank poverty assessment of 

Tanzania (World Bank 2015, 22). However, Zarifa (see section 0 in Chapter 7), whose parents 

have always been tenants, seems to be on her way to break that cycle for her and her children 

because of her and her husband’s combined capacity to save. There are also examples of 

disputes between family members, e.g. with regards to sharing or dividing up family land, which 

can prolong the process of people looking to gain access to land or they might even forfeit their 

share (Interview with K28 in Kombo, November 2015). 

Those in the process of getting their own place, do so through personal savings and investments 

as discussed in the previous section, but often not without sacrifices. One could argue that 
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people’s mobility out of water poverty responds to the number of years lived in a particular 

settlement and that older settlers automatically bear an advantage. Accordingly, more recent 

settlers might become gradually able to follow a similar path, but linking the chances to move 

out of urban water poverty to a single aspect is too simplistic as more factors that enable or limit 

individual prospects, may come into play. 

The following quotes from a landlady and two young men who both bought a plot recently, 

confirm findings from a study on Sub-Saharan African countries, including Tanzania (Locke and 

Henley 2016, 22) stating that relations with family and friends are often critical in brokering 

people’s access to land. Friends and family play key roles in advising where to buy, establishing 

links with potential sellers and it is also very common to keep land within the family: 

 “My husband bought [the land] through one of his friends and colleague” 
(Interview with K08 in Kombo, November 2015). 

 “I bought the plot from my brother at a reasonable price” (Interview with K29 in 
Kombo, November 2015). 

 “I have my own land. It is now three years since I bought the land. I was advised 
by my parents to invest in this area. […] I didn’t pay much money since I bought it 
from the family. It is almost like being given it for free” (Interview with K34 in 
Kombo, November 2015). 

Following the Ministry of Land’s 2004-2007 land regularisation programme in Dar es Salaam (see 

section 5.1.1 in Chapter 5), quite a few landlords in Kombo and Tungi began to be awarded 

residential licences. However, some have not been able to gain these, particularly if they live on 

land considered ‘hazardous’, e.g. flood-prone or earmarked for (infrastructural) development 

(Kironde 2006). Since announcing the development plans for Kigamboni in 2008, Tungi residents 

have been unable to use their residential licences as collateral and the government stopped 

issuing them to discourage further development of the area (Naluyaga 2013). A long-term 

landlord in Tungi clarifies why he lacks a licence:  

“Everybody here has a residential licence. The project covered this area as well. I 
don’t have one just because it was a long process to get it and also because at 
that time I was travelling a lot and when I came back they had stopped the 
process because this area was now in the Masterplan” (Interview with T05 in 
Tungi, November 2015). 

Nevertheless, this did not stop people from moving to Tungi and some believe that the prospect 

of development attracted more newcomers to the area: 
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“People have been coming in massive numbers since 2008. I think that after it was 
announced that Kigamboni will be a planned city, many people were attracted to 
the idea of living in a planned city so they started coming here. […] Since the 
announcement was made, land value has increased to a high extent. Although I 
am not really aware of the rates, I could say it has increased as much as 50%. […] 
Some build so they can live in those places but also bearing in mind that in the 
future they will be compensated more money for their plots” (Interview with 
Tungi sub-ward chairperson, November 2015). 

However, some of the reasons why the development plans have not progressed are centred 

around controversies regarding resettlement and compensation and residents in the area used 

their collective agency to stall implementation of the proposal; an established landlord in Tungi 

recalls: 

“At first what they came and told us is that we will be evicted from this place but 
we did not agree to that. So we told them to deliver the message to the 
parliamentary meeting that we don’t want to be moved. When the former 
Minister of Lands, Anna Tibaijuka, came to tell us that we will be relocated people 
started booing her so this time the new Minister Lukuvi came and explained that 
we won’t be forced from our land but that investors will come and negotiate with 
us and if we come to an agreement then the investor will go ahead with the 
construction. But those whose plots have been planned for infrastructure and 
social services, they have to move and will be compensated by the government” 
(Interview with T03 in Tungi, November 2015). 

The government has been accused of breaking the law by not properly consulting affected 

residents who have been living in a state of uncertainty for almost a decade now, and state-

driven processes of land acquisition in Tanzania frequently sideline the rights of women and 

tenants (Naluyaga 2013; Lindell et al. 2016).  As illustrated through Sekani’s trajectory, the need 

to move because of government developments tends to leave people worse off, on the one 

hand because government compensation can take several years to be paid and on the other 

because payments usually do not reflect market value. If the planned Kigamboni development 

goes ahead, many landlords and tenants living in the area are likely to be disadvantaged 

financially, spatially (as they will probably be forced to move to more peripheral areas) and 

socially (having to leave their social support networks behind). 

While the overall aim of the residential licences programme was to enhance tenure security and 

decrease poverty in unplanned settlements, its impact thus far is limited as it has not financially 

empowered property owners in Kombo and Tungi as intended (Kironde 2006). A married couple 

in Tungi explains:  
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“We have not used it for anything yet although we were informed that the 
residential licence could benefit us if we wanted to get a loan. But we haven’t yet 
decided to get a loan” (Interview with T14 in Tungi, November 2015). 

Having a licence guarantees being recognised as legal owners by the government but it is only 

the first step in regularising unplanned settlements and does not solve the problem of land 

disputes, which many people face, as illustrated by a residential licence owner in Tungi: 

“Our plot was bigger but the neighbours have been squeezing us and we ask them 
to pay a fine. But we continue to have some boundary conflicts” (Interview with 
T03 in Tungi, November 2015). 

To gain the official title deed, which clearly demarcates the spatial boundary of a plot, involves 

a lengthy and expensive process. Lack of available subsidies and unrealistic minimum plot sizes 

of 90m2 or above makes this yet another policy-driven practice that fails to consider the 

circumstances of lower-income residents (Interview with Ministry of Lands employees, 

September 2014).  

While land ownership provides an opportunity to gain more control over access to WSS, access 

to land can also indirectly influence people’s water poverty trajectory by offering a safety net 

and additional asset. A number of families are involved in farming as a way to reduce their food 

expenses and, where possible, to supplement their household income. The Tungi chairperson, 

whose monthly government allowance of TSh50,000 (£18) is insufficient to meet all household 

needs and expenses, explains how farming helps him to cope:  

“I have a farm in Mbutu [North Tanzania]. […] The biggest thing that helps me get 
by is the farm because I get all my food from there. […] We usually don’t record 
our earnings, what we harvest is what we use. But when the harvest is great we 
sell the rest after we set aside food for personal use” (Interview with T10 in Tungi, 
November 2015). 

However, government laws and policies fail to acknowledge the importance that land plays in 

poor people’s coping strategies, for example in relation to tenure arrangements, expropriation, 

resettlement and compensation, income-earning and subsistence (Schmidt 2012; Lindell et al. 

2016).  

8.3 Service modalities  

Chapter 6 clearly illustrates the range of service modalities through which residents in Kombo 

and Tungi access WSS, providing insights into how they access water, as well as where, from 
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whom and for how much. While the source where water originates plays a crucial role, the 

previous two chapters clearly demonstrate how practices are modified at the local level and the 

relations between those managing access to water and those accessing it is significant in shaping 

individual trajectories. Empirical evidence provided ample proof that solutions cannot be 

standardised because of the significance of individual circumstances and relations, as 

exemplified through the comparison between the needs and capacities of large families/users 

of large quantities of water versus one-person households/users of small water quantities. The 

difference between pay-by-use and paying monthly can be considerable as substantiated in 

Juliana’s trajectory in the previous chapter. When her landlord installed a household connection, 

she was able to access sufficient water every day, which was difficult before as she paid for 

water on a daily basis and had a low and inconsistent income. Constraining conditions at the 

macro-level, i.e. inadequate public water supply and lack of enforced regulation for alternative 

water providers, can be overcome through modifications at the micro-level to cope with existing 

circumstances, e.g. diversification of water sources, or more conscious reconfigurations of 

practices, e.g. special agreements between users and local service providers as illustrated in 

section 6.4 of Chapter 6. Not only are such arrangements quite rare, they largely reconstitute 

existing social relations as they do not permeate policy-driven practices and structural processes 

at higher scales. 

Residents frequently mention high upfront costs as the major deterrent from installing a 

household connection or an improved toilet facility (FGDs in Kombo and Tungi, June 2015). A 

landlady that has been in Tungi since 2000 (first quote) and a tenant born in Kombo in 1998 

(second quote), explain how development and consolidation of the area can lead to a 

diversification of water supply facilities and can enable households to gradually improve their 

access to water, but this has been accompanied by increasing land values and higher rents.  

“We used to buy water from the bicycle vendors until my neighbour installed his 
household connection. […] Then we saw that the water pipes had been 
distributed everywhere in this area and most of the people got a household 
connection. And because I have a big family, we would require using at least 1,000 
shillings (£0.36) per day on water. So, we thought it would be cost effective if we 
had a household connection for which we pay 15,000 shillings (£5.40) per month 
instead of the 30,000 shillings (£10.80) that we used to spend before. It cost 
30,000 shillings to get connected” (Interview with T14 in Tungi, November 2015). 

 “With more investors coming in, it will be a lot cheaper to have a household 
connection. […] We would pay for a household connection if it was less than the 
current connection fee. It is expensive. It costs 80,000 shillings (£28.80) to 
connect water” (Interview with K13 in Kombo, June 2015). 
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It might not have been a conscious decision, but the testimony from a young female tenant living 

in Kombo since 2014, shows how moving to different areas within the city can gradually reduce 

household expenses over the years, including for water, emphasising the influence of 

neighbourhood trajectories: 

“At my parents’ house [in Tabata] we had to buy water from water vendors, of 
which one bucket cost 500 shillings (£0.18) and in a day we used 3,000 to 4,000 
shillings (£1.08 to 1.44). […] After getting married I moved with my husband to 
Yombo and water there was quite expensive. There you buy one [10 litre] bucket 
for 50 shillings but here in Kombo you can get two buckets for 50 shillings” 
(Interview with K22 in Kombo, November 2015). 

Sanitation practices are similarly influenced by where people live. Pit latrines in lower-lying areas 

of Kombo and Tungi fill up more quickly during the rainy season and need to be emptied more 

frequently as there is an increased risk of water-related diseases. 

While the spatial distribution of WSS infrastructure across the city and within settlements clearly 

plays an important role with regards to how people access water (see Figure 4.7, Figure 6.3 and 

Figure 6.5) it is only one of the deciding factors. Over the years, utility connection charges in 

Kombo have increased rather than decreased and the simplified sewerage project offers 

another example that highlights the importance of temporal specificity. In both interventions 

not enough thought was put into their evolution, replicability and scaling up. In both cases, 

terms and conditions changed over time with significant implications for local residents. For 

example, landlords participating in the first phase of the simplified sewerage system and those 

initially gaining a utility connection, were able to benefit from highly subsidised rates, whereas 

now, connection fees are charged on a cost recovery basis. The time of connection is therefore 

crucial as elevated charges automatically exclude certain households from becoming 

beneficiaries if they are unable to mobilise the necessary funds. Landlords like Joseph (see 

previous chapter) who already struggled with a subsidised contribution, are unlikely to cope 

with higher charges. Altering the terms and conditions of an intervention without involving 

potential beneficiaries can cause further challenges. Landlords in Kombo raised feelings of 

injustice and challenged the decision when household contributions were suddenly raised and 

deemed it unfair that some of their neighbours paid much less (conversation with CCI employee, 

November 2015). Finding a sustainable solution for the project to continue required community 

mobilisation to regain local commitment (see section 8.7) and the involvement of local leaders 

as well as municipal officials has been crucial. 
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Offering customers to pay in instalments can enable households to improve their access to 

services: 

“I paid for the electricity connection in instalments that’s why I was able to get 
connected. I paid 320,000 shillings (£115.20)” (Interview with T10 in Tungi, 
November 2015). 

Spreading costs over a number of payments, allowed Mr and Mrs Mgeni (see previous chapter) 

to pay for their own borehole and assisted some Kombo landlords to become beneficiaries of 

the simplified sewerage project. Since the re-establishment of utility supply in Kombo in 2015, 

DAWASCO followed suit and now offers customers to pay their connection charge over a year, 

however, this will still be unfeasible for many. As argued in Chapter 4, the utility does not 

consider household connections as a pro-poor measure and therefore the price to get 

connected could increase further. Deferred payment is currently not possible for household 

connections from local boreholes schemes. In both settlements, the connection charge is 

required upfront but one of the borehole systems in Kombo offers other aspects that could assist 

low-income customers to gain a household connection: 

“We don’t charge a registration fee. But, if someone requests a connection, we, 
the committee, will assess the distance from the DP and give him/her a quotation 
on how much they are to pay. If they agree, then after they pay the amount we 
give them a technician to connect them. We then give them a grace period of one 
month, after which they pay a flat rate of 15,000 shillings (£5.40) every month. 
[…] We felt that if we connect the meters, then after consumption someone is 
unable to pay and we disconnect, they would not reconnect and we would lose on 
revenue. We would have to remove the meter and may not have a place to take 
it. I see this as an extra cost that is unnecessary. So, we thought a flat rate was a 
better option” (Interview with Kombo water committee chairperson, November 
2015). 

Nevertheless, motivations are again largely supply-driven, but in this case, as already explained 

in Chapter 6, they can work in favour of customers with high consumption rates. This 

disadvantages households with lower water consumption and further contributes towards the 

unsustainable use of the coastal aquifer as it encourages customers to consume more rather 

than less. 

Elsewhere in Tanzania, GIZ has piloted more flexible payment mechanisms that allow weekly or 

bi-weekly payments based on a pilot initiative in Kenya where they found that households with 

limited resources find it difficult to pay their water bill on a monthly rate (Interview with GIZ 

programme manager in Dar es Salaam, September 2014). This is not implemented in Dar es 
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Salaam, but emphasises the need to develop payment modalities that can cater for different 

individual circumstances.   

8.4 Land and housing tenure 

As a tenant, the relationship with the landlord can play a defining role in water poverty 

trajectories. This is significant for areas like Kombo and Tungi with high proportions of tenants 

and migrant populations, particularly when considering the scaling up and replication of WSS 

improvements. The trajectories presented in the previous chapter have shown that rent 

increases, which are quite common in Dar es Salaam, happen for different reasons. They can be 

related to house and service provision improvements (see Mary’s trajectory), increased costs of 

living (Severina and Joseph’s trajectories) or land value changes in the area, driven by processes 

of urbanisation, as illustrated by this elderly male landlord in Tungi: 

“I increased the rent because everybody else was increasing the rent. Sometimes 
you find that the landlord has not done any maintenance in the house, they just 
increase the rent as they please because rent has generally gone up in the area” 
(Interview with T19 in Tungi, November 2015). 

This has direct implications for tenants and can indirectly impact on their access to WSS. Many 

tenants interviewed embraced the higher rent as they prefer not to move, but not without 

effects on other aspects of their lives, as illustrated through Zarifa’s trajectory in the previous 

chapter and the following quote from Juliana in Tungi: 

“We really don’t have much of a choice. So, we have to cut what we use in our 
daily upkeep to be able to pay the increased rent. Basically, we don’t have the 
money for that rent, it is too much, but as I said, we don’t have much of a choice” 
(Interview with T08 in Tungi, June 2015). 

Tenants who are unable to afford higher rents are forced into seeking cheaper accommodation, 

which often implies poorer living conditions, including access to services, or moving further 

away from the city centre. A male tenant that moved to Kombo in 2011 recalls: 

“The house I was staying in was sold and the new landlord increased the rent. So, 
I could not afford to stay. I decided to look for something I could afford” 
(Interview with K28 in Kombo, November 2015). 

However, as illustrated by another tenant that has lived in Kombo all his life, moving to a 

different place does not protect tenants from further rent increases.  
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“I was paying 15,000 shillings (£5.40) in the first house then it was increased to 
20,000 shillings (£7.20) so I moved to another house where I was paying 15,000 
shillings. Then I moved here and the rent was initially 15,000 shillings. It was then 
increased to 30,000 shillings (£10.80) after the electricity connection” (Interview 
with K13 in Kombo, June 2015). 

With rental accommodation in high demand across different income groups in the city and a 

continuous increase in land values, tenants struggle to get their landlords to care for their living 

conditions, let alone consider their financial abilities. Improvements often only happen if 

tenants themselves take action. They might do so by lobbying their landlord, e.g. Zakira trying 

to get a better sanitation facility, but tenants do not consider it their responsibility to pay for 

housing and service improvements. The tenancy status of residents in Kombo and Tungi clearly 

plays a crucial role in shaping their own actions towards WSS improvements. Tenants in both 

settlements see themselves as transitory and are thus reluctant to make investments that are 

likely to be short-lived and the following example shows that this goes beyond a simple landlord-

tenant dichotomy. Ally lives in the family house in Kombo with two of his younger siblings and 

three tenants. Because his mother resides elsewhere, he takes care of the house and lives rent-

free, but the rental income goes to his mother. He has no plans of moving elsewhere and would 

benefit from getting a household connection installed, not just distance-wise and in terms of 

time spent to collect water, but also financially. However, he is reluctant to do so because he is 

not the property owner (Interview with K14 in Kombo, June 2015): 

Interviewer: And what about water, because you are quite close to the DP, 
have you ever thought about getting a household connection? 

Ally:  No, I haven’t. 

Interviewer: Why not? 

Ally:  Because it’s not my house. 

This is corroborated with evidence from interviews with residents that are in a similar situation 

to Ally (see Interviews with K14, K23 and T03).  

While the phenomenon of increasing rents and neglectful landlords affects tenants from all 

income groups, those in lower-income areas have less capacity to act, often because they are 

unaware of their options, and have fewer legal rights. For example, Tanzanian policy on 

resettlement does not entitle tenants to compensation (Ministry of Water and Irrigation 2016). 

Tungi residents are aware that they should not expect any government support if the Kigamboni 
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development goes ahead and forces them to move, as explained by a female tenant living in 

Tungi since 2012: 

“I don’t expect to be paid. I know that my landlord may be compensated and 
when that happens then he will inform us so we can plan our move” (Interview 
with T17 in Tungi, November 2015). 

While the Tanzanian government grants far fewer rights to informal tenants compared to 

informal landlords, World Bank social safeguards stipulate to compensate landlords and tenants 

alike. Thus, ESA involvement might not prevent relocation, but can enhance tenants’ rights as 

the government has to adhere to their policies within such interventions, as was the case for the 

Dar es Salaam Water Supply and Sanitation Project (DWSSP) and the Community Infrastructure 

Upgrading Programme (CIUP). While the government is reluctant to adopt this in their regular 

practice, it did set a precedent that could be used in future to pressurise the government. 

Some claim that absent landlords can increase the danger of ‘exploitative landlordism’ and 

proliferate the displacement of tenants (Scott 2013; Stephens et al. 2013) but findings from the 

fieldwork are mixed and therefore suggest that other factors and relations are also significant. 

Resident landlords like Mary and Joseph (see previous chapter) have a keen interest to invest in 

their homes and in service provision improvements primarily to enhance their own 

circumstances, which is not shared by absent landlords. Both joined the simplified sewerage 

project due to an opportunity to avoid paying expensive pit-emptying charges in future. 

However, while Mary decided to capitalise on this and raise her tenants’ rent, Joseph only asked 

his tenants for a contribution to the monthly wastewater charge to DAWASCO.  

In both settlements, there are opportunistic resident landlords as well as those showing more 

benevolent behaviour. A resident landlord in Kombo allows one of his tenants to keep her food 

vending stall on his plot without charging rent, which constitutes a saving of at least TSh10,000 

(£3.60) per month based on what others in the area pay (Interview with K24 in Kombo, 

November 2015). There are similarly diverse findings for absent landlords, with those showing 

consideration towards their tenants (see Janeth’s trajectory) and those that do not, e.g. Zakira’s 

landlord that raised her rent without any improvements to the house. Nevertheless, unequal 

relations between landlords and tenants at the micro-scale can change in favour of the 

disadvantaged with support from the government, e.g. ward health officers putting pressure on 

landlords as illustrated through Zakira’s case in the previous chapter. Her story provides an 

example whereby environmental health policies enforced through house inspections and follow 

up visits can improve tenant’s living conditions. However, the effectiveness of such policy-driven 
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practices is crippled by lack of capacity. As mentioned in Chapter 5, ward level governments are 

seriously under-resourced and rely heavily on the support of unpaid sub-ward health 

committees, and thus struggle to carry out their duties. What is more, despite existing channels 

for lower levels of government to feed back to and influence municipal policies and action, the 

scope in practice is very limited (Interview with Vingunguti Health Officer, November 2016). 

Conversely, Mary’s trajectory in Chapter 7 paints a contrasting picture, whereby enabling 

conditions generated by an intervention such as the simplified sewerage project can reinforce 

unequal social relations at the micro-scale between landlords and tenants despite collective 

efforts by TFUP to prevent this (see section 8.7 for a more detailed discussion on community 

mobilisation and collective action).  

Evidence from a comparable study undertaken in low-income areas of Lagos, Nigeria (see 

section 3.1.1 in Chapter 3), shows a similarly diversified picture regarding absent and resident 

landlord behaviour with examples of some absentee landlords less inclined to put up rents even 

in cases where access to WSS has improved (Hofmann and Lawanson 2017). The discussion in 

this section thus clearly advocates for a multifaceted examination of land and housing tenure 

that can unearth existing complexities. 

8.5 Access to knowledge and education 

In an environment where utility provision is inadequate or inexistent, as is the case for Tungi, 

the capacity of individual households to act as well as their ability to have control over their 

hydro-social relations can be significant in shaping urban water poverty trajectories. Evidence 

shows that access to knowledge and information is crucial to explore the capacity to improve 

access to WSS and to evaluate existing opportunities in relation to residents’ own abilities and 

needs. Residents are not equally aware of different developments and opportunities across their 

settlement, tenants usually less so than landlords, with many grounding their judgement and 

decisions in their limited localised knowledge and experience, as illustrated by the following 

conversation with a male tenant that has lived in Kombo his entire life: 

Interviewer:  Do you think that DAWASCO could be the company connecting 
water? 

K13: There is no DAWASCO connection in Kombo. 

Interviewer: Do you know how much a household connection costs? 
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K13: The private and government household connection is 15,000 
shillings (£5.40) per month but I don’t know about DAWASCO. 

Interviewer: If DAWASCO comes to put a household connection at a higher price 
would you agree? 

K13: Nobody would accept. It will be higher than what we can afford. 

Interviewer: How much can you afford? 

K13: We would pay if it is less than the current connection fee. It costs 
80,000 shillings (£28.80) to connect water. 

He is clearly unaware of existing utility supply and associated costs in the North-East of Kombo 

because he lives outside of the area served and neither him nor any of his local contacts accesses 

water in that way. In contrast, households in the area with utility connections are more likely to 

know and have either managed to gain a connection or know somebody that sells from theirs. 

A Kombo landlady discovered a leak from one of the DAWASCO pipes near her house when 

utility supply in Kombo was re-established in 2015 and used it as an opportunity to ask for her 

own connection when DAWASCO came to repair it. She paid TSh200,000 (£72) to get connected 

and is authorised by the utility to sell water to others in the settlement (Interview with 

DAWASCO DP operator in Kombo, November 2016). 

Similarly, knowledge about local loans and savings groups is highly influenced by individual local 

connections and relations. Mary’s trajectory evidently shows that residents can gain knowledge 

more easily, e.g. about planned interventions in the settlement or grassroots activities (TFUP, 

VICOBA), if they are well-connected or have a leadership position in the community. This is how 

she learnt about the simplified sewerage pilot and benefitted from a heavily subsidised 

connection. Her privileged position also enabled her to become a leading member of VICOBA 

and TFUP while others are not even aware of existing initiatives and their benefits. Information 

sharing within the settlements does happen, but selectively. For example, even though Severina 

and Juliana sometimes do business together in Tungi, Juliana is not aware of local TFUP groups 

even though Severina is one of the local leaders.  

One way some families plan to gradually move out of urban water poverty is by investing in their 

children’s education, even if this involves sacrifices in other areas, as explained by a female 

tenant living in Kombo since 2008: 
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“It is very important for my children to complete secondary school, that is why I 
am struggling to take them to school. It is important because I would also be 
happy if my parents had the ability to take me to school. And so, since my parents 
were not able, I am praying that God may help me to take my children to school 
so that they may have good lives” (Interview with K24 in Kombo, November 
2015). 

However, there are still many families who cannot afford to send their children to school, 

particularly after primary level. A housewife and mother of three recalls: 

“I finished my primary education in 2001, and I stopped my secondary education 
in 2004. My parents were not able to take me to school, so I had to quit” 
(Interview with K21 in Kombo, November 2015). 

There is some evidence that school education is considered less important for parents who did 

not have any school education themselves, which is higher among rural migrants, particularly 

women (URT 2014b; Interview with K36 in Kombo and T16 in Tungi, November 2015). What is 

more, responsibilities and decisions around education are often gendered whereby the 

children’s father frequently decides and takes care of school education as seen in the following 

quote of an 18-year old college student living with his grandmother in Tungi (see also Anita’s 

trajectory). 

“My father is paying my fees. He wanted me to come and study environment” 
(Interview with T18 in Tungi, November 2015). 

For married couples, the type of intra-household relations between husband and wife often 

determines the wife’s access to knowledge and information. Many of the interviewed young, 

stay-at-home wives, tend to depend on their husbands, not only to provide for the family but 

also to take important decisions (Interview with T25 in Tungi, November 2015), as illustrated 

through the following quotes of female tenants in Kombo and Tungi when asked about current 

affairs and future plans: 

“I really don’t know but I presume my husband must have one [a residential 
licence]. He has all the documents for the place” (Interview with K35 in Kombo, 
November 2015). 

"I really don’t know, all I know is that he just decided to build the house. […] my 
husband knows and makes all decisions. My husband is employed, he is working 
in Arusha. I don’t know if he will continue to work there but he comes and goes” 
(Interview with T25 in Tungi, November). 
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This is not to say that they are necessarily more water poor, but it means they have limited 

control over their hydro-social relations and their water poverty trajectories are not only tied 

to, but also largely driven by their husbands’ trajectories. While the Tanzanian government is 

pushing for more gender equality in the country, this has not filtered through to everyday 

practices and relations at the local level. Some of the trajectories presented confirm Van Aelst’s 

(2014) claim that married women in Tanzania can increase their intra-household decision-

making power through age, better education and skills and if they generate their own income. 

For example, Zakira, who earns an income and has enhanced her skills and capacities through 

the federation, has a more equal relationship with her husband when compared to Asima, who 

stays at home and never attended school. Similarly, older women like Mary, Mrs Mgeni and 

Juliana, who contribute to the household income, seem to be equally involved in household 

decision-making with their husbands.  

Everyday discursive and material practices regarding sanitation in the two settlements greatly 

mirror dominant policy-driven practices that endorse a progression towards water-based 

sanitation systems as a ‘logical’ step towards improved access (multi-stakeholder workshop in 

Dar es Salaam, November 2016; FGD in Kombo, September 2016). The recent UN 

acknowledgement of sanitation as a distinct right provides an opportunity to support sanitation 

solutions that are less water intensive (e.g. ecosan toilets), but this is not sufficiently reflected 

in the new JMP sanitation ladder developed to monitor SDG progress and has not significantly 

influenced policy-driven or everyday practices (WHO and UNICEF 2015). In Dar es Salaam, 

although some NGOs have been experimenting with alternative sanitation solutions, low-

income residents’ exposure to and uptake of alternative technology, remains limited (Interview 

with BORDA employee, September 2014; Interview with PIT programme director in Dar es 

Salaam, September 2014; Multi-stakeholder workshop in Dar es Salaam, November 2016; 

multiple conversations with CCI employees in Dar es Salaam, 2014-2016) and thus has not 

triggered the necessary shifts in established practices. 

8.6 Support networks 

Having a strong support network for residents living in low-income settlements is crucial for 

individual coping strategies. Primarily, close family ties are significant and there seems to be an 

unspoken obligation to help covering household expenses, land sharing, contributing to 

children’s school education, lending money and providing accommodation. An established 

landlady in Kombo clarifies: 
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“Yes, I have relatives staying with us. They came looking for a place where they 
could stay because some were evicted from the place they were living, so I had to 
help. They don’t contribute anything” (Interview with K16 in Kombo, June 2015). 

This evidently does not only apply to nuclear families, but encompasses extended family 

members; interviewees often referred to uncles as ‘fathers’ and cousins as ‘brothers’ or ‘sisters’, 

which is a clear indication of tight family relations and networks. It is quite common for children 

to go and live with older siblings, cousins, uncles, aunts or grandparents, particularly if this can 

enhance their chances for school education or income-generating activities. A 30-year old 

tenant in Tungi recalls the time he arrived in Tungi: 

“When I came here I was living in my brother’s house. […] In 2003 my brother 
brought me here so that I could work at the Dar es Salaam Zoo” (Interview with 
T21 in Tungi, November 2015). 

Several young adults decide to continue living with their parents or other family members even 

when they have a family of their own as this reduces their household expenses and might enable 

them to save towards getting their own house. Many would seek advice from family and friends 

regarding some key decisions, e.g. where to live (e.g. Anita and Selemani), where to buy land 

(Interviews with K34 in Kombo and T21 in Tungi, November 2015) or whether to join local 

collectives (see next section).  

Acts of kindness whereby households help others in need are still present in Tungi, and the 

practice of making shallow wells freely accessible within the settlement is still operational. This 

used to be a common practice in Kombo, too, but as illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7, increasing 

development of the area led to the disappearance of shallow wells and reduced benevolent 

practices regarding water. Tungi further shows examples where house owners grant less-abled 

neighbours free access to their household connection, as explained by a landlady that has lived 

in Tungi since 2000 (see also Kafil’s trajectory): 

“It’s just one person, the lady living in that house. There used to be two but now 
the other one has moved out. It’s because sometimes she doesn’t have any 
money to pay and she needs to clean up so we decided to help her” (Interview 
with T14 in Tungi, November 2015). 

In Kombo, access to water has become a very individualised practice. Most residents with on-

site supply charge others for water to cover their own expenses and earn a small profit. The only 

situation of residents allowing neighbours free access encountered during fieldwork were 

households with a utility connection they do not pay for because of a broken meter (Interview 
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with DAWASCO DP operator in Kombo, November 2016). These findings can be corroborated 

with discoveries from a similar study in Lagos (see section 3.1.1 in Chapter 3) where water as a 

gift has been a long-established practice in a peri-urban settlement of Lagos State, but is almost 

absent in a more central area of the city (Hofmann and Lawanson 2017). This suggests that 

solidarity towards others, beyond family and friends, is somewhat associated with traditional 

values in a community. As discussed in Chapter 4, water supply in Tanzania used to be free and 

the wells in Tungi are a small testimony of the ‘free water for all’ era of the 1970s.  

8.7 Collective action and community mobilisation 

The most basic form of collective action is of a pragmatic nature, whereby people join forces for 

financial reasons. Sharing a household connection among a few households can lead to better 

water access for a lower price. There are several examples in both settlements where 

households share the monthly cost of a water connection to reduce household expenses. The 

most common type is between landlords and tenants living on the same premises (see Mary and 

Juliana), but Tungi further shows examples of household connections shared among neighbours, 

as evident from the quote of a male resident that recently moved into his own house:  

“We are three of us who share that household connection, including him [the 
person where the household connection is placed] and he has to pay the person 
he has connected to 15,000 shillings (£5.40) per month, so we now decided to 
distribute that sum among ourselves” (Interview with T10 in Tungi, November 
2015). 

In both instances, it is the prospect of monetary savings at household level that drives collective 

action rather than a collective goal (see discussion in section 2.2.1). As already mentioned in 

Chapter 6, service charges are per household and are not based on the number of household 

members, therefore smaller households spend proportionately more when their consumption 

levels are lower. For some landlords, an on-site water connection might initially be unattainable, 

but can be a feasible step out of urban water poverty if the distance to the pipe decreases as 

this lowers the cost to connect (see discussion on local relations in section 6.5 of Chapter 6). 

Nevertheless, there is little evidence in either settlement of strategic endeavours targeting the 

installation of on-site WSS facilities collectively, rather than at the level of individual households, 

whether through policy-driven or everyday practices.  

In line with the discussion in section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2, it is important to clarify the motives that 

drive individual actions to assess their capacity for change. Some of the trajectories show that it 

is often people’s individual, rather than collective, identity that drives their actions, therefore 
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putting self-interest before community spirit and the common good. Individuals frequently use 

their participation in collective undertakings to attain personal gains in status and achieve 

material benefits, but evidently not everyone shares the same capacity to do so, leading to an 

unequal enhancement of agency among low-income residents. Group membership tends to be 

associated with the need to make financial contributions, as evident from the conversation with 

a female landlady in Tungi: 

Interviewer: Are you part of any local group?  

T23:   I don’t have money to join such groups.  

Interviewer: So, do you see those local groups largely as a saving 
opportunity?  

T23:  It’s mostly about saving money and I don’t have the money to 
save. 

Savings and loan collectives such as TFUP, VICOBA or the highly informal Upatu (see section 5.3 

in Chapter 5) are the most common forms of bottom-up community mobilisation and 

organisation. They are accessible to tenants and landlords alike and seem better suited to the 

needs of low-income residents. A local leader in Tungi elucidates why he preferred to establish 

a VICOBA rather than use a bank: 

“Firstly, I wanted to bring people together and secondly, to look for a way of 
developing ourselves. Because if you take a loan from the bank they demand large 
interests which can be very hard to pay at the end of the day. So, we thought it’s 
much better if we join hands so we can take loans under bearable conditions” 
(Interview with T05 in Tungi, November 2015). 

Despite their benefits, many residents (women, men, tenants and landlords) remain reluctant 

to join local collectives and tenants tend to be in the minority. The following quotes from a 

female food vendor and tenant (first quote), a male vendor selling home utensils (second quote) 

and a livestock keeper (third quote) demonstrate how the unwillingness to engage in collective 

endeavours often relates to the money and time required to attend meetings, as well as 

suspicions of fraudulent practices. 

“I am not so interested in joining any group. […] My main reason is because I don’t 
have the money to give, I also have a lot of responsibilities and I don’t have time” 
(Interview with K26 in Kombo, November 2015). 
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“I usually fear those groups because first, you have to bear with the members 
when they have not repaid their loans and maybe you need the money and also 
because there is so much time wasted in the meetings. […] I have my money in my 
mobile phone, it is easier for me to take money and invest it in a business, for 
instance, if I am in Dodoma I can just take it and buy products and come sell here 
in Dar es Salaam, something I cannot do if my money is in VICOBA” (Interview 
with K14 in Kombo, November 2015). 

“I have seen many of the groups swindling their members of some money. That is 
why I decided it is better to keep my own money” (Interview with K33 in Kombo, 
November 2015). 

Opinions are either formed on the basis of concrete experiences or based on what people hear 

from others. While most of these groups revolve around enhancing the financial capacity of its 

members, some VICOBAs and TFUP, in particular, have an embedded capacity-building 

component, as argued by a landlady and small entrepreneur in Kombo, which has proven 

especially valuable for women (see also Zarifa’s trajectory in Chapter 7): 

“I joined the federation because one of my neighbours motivated me to join, and 
so I joined and every day we contribute 700 shillings […] and all in all I have seen 
great changes since I joined the group. I was once a very shy person, but now I can 
stand up and talk in front of people, I have had so much experience going to so 
many places with the federation like doing the mapping of this area, training 
people and doing presentations” (Interview with K16 in Kombo, November 2015). 

However, not many non-members seem to know about this aspect. Information about the 

federation, their work and the benefits to its members is not extensively disseminated, 

particularly in Tungi where the groups have not been very proactive in their recruitment. In both 

settlements, local leaders tend to be part of the federation and can help to mobilise local 

communities, as strategically done during the simplified sewerage project. However, different 

identities can take prominence at particular moments in time and serve varying purposes. A 

member of the sub-ward health committee who is also a TFUP member, participated in the 

sanitation mapping in Kombo as a federation member and subsequently wanted to use the 

insights gained to carry out her duties as a local leader and enforce environmental regulations 

(Community workshop in Mtoni, September 2016).  

Community mobilisation can also be triggered through interventions, e.g. an externally-funded 

project led to the formation of local federation groups in Kombo, and TFUP now uses the 

simplified sewerage project to gain more members. Nevertheless, membership numbers are still 

quite low when compared to the total sub-ward population and CCI has not actively challenged 
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federation groups on their mobilisation efforts (or lack thereof) (Conversation with CCI engineer, 

November 2015).  

Unlike local TFUP groups, VICOBAs tend to be registered with the government and this can 

provide access to state funding, as explained by the ward assistant in Tungi:  

“A registered VICOBA is recognised by the government, therefore it is easy to 
benefit from any programme that the government may have. For example, in the 
event that there is donor funding or like now there is this empowerment 
programme, which is based on a promise made by our new President John 
Magufuli to empower women and youth through finance. Previously there was 
the Presidential Basket Fund started by Kikwete [the previous president]. Every 
member who wanted to borrow got 150,000 shillings (£54) at 10% interest and 
this was to be repaid in 6 months. So, since it was being loaned to the group, it 
was 150,000 multiplied by the number of members in the group. This money was 
being disbursed to the group. So, it was up to the group to decide what they 
would do with the money, whether they would lend it to each other or start up a 
project” (Interview with Tungi ward assistant, November 2015). 

However, with these schemes there is often confusion in the communities as to whether the 

money is provided as loans or grants and this led to some groups not repaying and the fund, 

which was supposed to be a yearly occurrence, ended.  

VICOBA and TFUP members benefit in different ways based on their capacity to save, which, as 

discussed in section 8.1, is not only determined by income but is also dependent on other 

characteristics of a household and of the individual. A landlady in Kombo describes how her 

VICOBA group works: 

“You are able to borrow 3 times the number of your shares. But also at the end of 
the year when we dissolve, you are able to earn from the profits made based on 
how much you borrowed and total interest realised, which is distributed 
according to your shares. So, some earn more than others” (Interview with K08 in 
Kombo, November 2015). 

Cleaver and de Koning argue that multiple social networks in a community can weaken rather 

than strengthen the potential for transformative change and the co-existence of VICOBA and 

TFUP could in fact divide people's attention and therefore dilute the effectiveness of these 

groups (Cleaver and De Koning 2015).  

Overall, the ways in which low-income communities in Dar es Salaam currently mobilise tend to 

(re)produce unequal power relations rather than tackle injustices and challenge structural 

positions (Dill 2009). As mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5, the foundations for this can be traced 

back to the policies and politics pursued after independence. Like many other African countries, 
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postcolonial Tanzania was a single party state for decades, executing state control and 

promoting norms that hindered 'local initiative and participation' (Dill 2010a, 34); to this day it 

continues to hamper the potential for structural change. Today, remnants of postcolonial efforts 

to hinder decentralised power in an attempt to unify the nation are still present in Dar es Salaam; 

this, together with liberal reforms and structural adjustment programmes pursued through 

development assistance to limit and reduce the role of the state, has left a social vacuum with 

nobody equipped to fill it and take on protective functions (Parnell 2015). 

Participatory approaches embedded in mainstream policy-driven practices have a tendency to 

conflate efficiency goals with claims of enhancing the agency of low-income groups through 

collective action (Dill 2009). Government policies and programmes neglect the importance that 

access to information can play and how this influences the ability to move out of urban water 

poverty; e.g. while gender equity is highlighted, many women continue to be disadvantaged 

because of their limited access to knowledge and information and higher female representation 

in local collectives is not a sufficient remedy. As illustrated in Chapter 5, many policy-driven 

practices display a pragmatic approach to community engagement whereby the involvement of 

low-income communities might meet practical needs, but without challenging hegemonic 

relations to trigger transformative change (see discussion on the potential for transformative 

change in Chapter 2, section 2.2.2). Evidently, it is difficult for an intervention to challenge 

existing power relations and structural conditions and alter policy-driven and everyday practices 

towards more inclusive participation and representation (Kesby 2005). International 

organisations have created a culture whereby residents expect remuneration for their 

participation and this has caused difficulties for continued mobilisation and commitment that is 

based on residents recognising the intrinsic value of getting involved. At the same time, the 

government’s clientelistic and pragmatic attitude towards WSS provision, in line with 

liberalisation reforms, either recognises low-income people as individual consumers, rather 

than a collective, or as convenient service providers. This further limits the potential to recognise 

and treat access to WSS as a political issue, for which collective organisation and mobilisation 

are key, as argued by Agnew (Agnew 2011, 469): 

“[p]olitics is never simply about individuals following separate courses but about 
social influences affecting choices and involving the relative mobilization of 
different groups”. 

Conversely, local initiatives can equally be compromised by local politics. The chairperson in 

Tungi is now working under a councillor of the opposition party, which can lead to sub-ward 
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concerns being sidelined at higher local government levels (Interview with Tungi sub-ward 

chairperson, November 2015; conversation with local leaders in Tungi, June 2015).  

8.8 In or out of urban water poverty?  

This chapter has identified crucial push and pull factors in relation to urban water poverty.  It 

deliberated particular contextual determinants in individual trajectories across scales, as they 

intersect with time, space and socioenvironmental relations in a dialectic relationship between 

policy-driven and everyday practices. Based on the discussion across the chapter sections, Table 

8.1 captures contextualised determinants under each of the factors discussed above at the scale 

where they originate. Importantly, factors and determinants cannot be seen in isolation, but are 

highly complex and interrelated within and across scales. Although the interrelated complexity 

is not conveyed in Table 8.1, this table serves to identify different entry points that can facilitate 

a multi-scalar analysis (from the intra-household scale to the settlement, city, nation and 

beyond) to explore existing relations, frictions and disjunctures across factors and scales . This 

sheds light onto existing intersections and dissections across factors and scales, which is crucial 

in a relational investigation of justice (see Joy et al. 2014). As evident from the preceding 

discussion, and synthesised below, the range of intersecting factors and determinants can 

lower/augment the level of urban water poverty or not have any effect at all.  

Table 8.1: Push and pull factors and contextualised determinants across scales 

 Household Settlement City National International 

Access to 
finance 

× Land & housing 
tenure 
× Livelihood activity 
× Household 

structure 
× Access to services 
× Ability to save 
× Social relations 
× Access to 

knowledge & 
education 

× Local savings & 
loan groups 

× Micro finance 
services 

× Microfinance 
policy 
× TASAF support 
× National poverty 

lines 
× TFUP Jenga 

Fund 

× ESA loans & 
grants 

Access to 
land 

× Land & housing 
tenure 
× Time settled 
× Place of residence 
× Social relations 
× Ability to save 

× Urban 
development & 
densification 
× Land disputes 
× WSS & 

development 
interventions 

× Urban 
development & 
densification 
× Development 

plans & 
interventions 

× Urban 
development & 
densification 
× Development 

plans 

× ESA social 
safeguards 
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 Household Settlement City National International 

× Local savings & 
loan groups 

× Land 
categorisation 

× Resettlement & 
compensation 
policy 
 

Service 
modalities  

× Relation with 
service providers 
× Adaptive capacity 
× Types of services 

accessed 
× Land & housing 

tenure 
× Place of residence 
× Ability to store 

water 

× Spatial distribution 
of WSS 
× Adaptation of 

policies & 
regulations 
× Terms & conditions 

of local service 
providers 

× Use and capacity 
of water sources 
× WSS policies, 

regulations & 
tariffs 
× Spatial distribution 

of WSS 
× Environmental 

health policies 

× Conceptualisation 
of pro-poor 
service provision 
× WSS policies & 

regulations 
(NAWAPO), 
strategies 
(NWSDS) and 
programmes  
(NWSDP) 
× Push for 

independent WSS 
management 
entities 
× Liberalisation 

policies 

× ESA-supported 
interventions 
× Aid 

conditionalities 

Land & 
housing 
tenure 

× Place of residence 
× Housing conditions 
× Access to services 
× Tenancy status 
× Social relations 

× Local savings & 
loan groups 
× WSS & 

development 
interventions 
× enforcement of 

env. health policies 
× Tenure mix  

× urban 
development & 
migration 
× Environmental 

health policies 
× Land 

categorisation 
 

× Resettlement & 
compensation 
policy 

× ESA social 
safeguards 

Access to 
knowledge 
& education 

× Intra-household 
relations 
× Land & housing 

tenure 
× Social relations 
× Role in the 

settlement 
× Vicinity to WSS 

facilities 
× Livelihood activity 
× Membership in 

collective 

× Traditional norms 
× Collective capacity-

building initiatives 
× Spatial distribution 

of WSS facilities 

× Spatial distribution 
of WSS 
innovations and 
alternative 
technology 

× Gender equality in 
legal, policy and 
institutional 
frameworks 

× international 
standards & 
definitions 

Support 
networks 

× Extended family 
ties 
× Willingness & 

ability to join a 
collective 

× Savings & loan 
collectives 
× Traditional values 
× Type of WSS 

facility 

× Commercialisation 
of service 
provision 

× Liberalisation 
policies 

× Aid 
conditionalities 
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 Household Settlement City National International 

Collective 
action & 
community 
mobilisation 

× Capacity to save 
× Willingness & 

ability to join a 
collective 
× Access to 

knowledge  
× Attitude to 

problem-solving 

× Operationalisation 
of participatory  
approaches 
× Savings & loan 

collectives 
× Spatial distribution 

of WSS facilities 
× WSS & 

development 
interventions 
× Representative 

political structures 

× Operationalisation 
of participatory 
approaches 
× WSS & 

development 
interventions 
× Development 

plans & planning 
enforcements 

× Legacy of Ujamaa 
× State funding for 

local collectives 
× Liberalisation 

policies 
× Approach to 

community 
involvement 
× Decentralisation 

policy and local 
government 
reform 
programme 

× ESA 
participatory 
approaches 
× ESA 

conditionalities 
× ESA participant 

remuneration 

Source: Own elaboration 

At Dar es Salaam’s policy-level, a simplified thinking prevails with distinctions between public 

and private, formal and informal, planned and unplanned, landlords and tenants. There is little 

recognition of the intricacies and distortions of policy-driven practices that materialise through 

everyday practices and how local dynamics shape individual trajectories, both positively and 

negatively. For instance, the state is pushing for intermediaries to manage access to water at 

the local level without considering their influence on how, when, how much and at what cost 

water is accessed. By shifting management responsibilities to local communities or private 

individuals, the utility removes itself from how the implementation of policy-driven practices is 

negotiated at the local level, as elaborated below. Furthermore, prevailing policy-driven 

practices are largely insensitive towards, and thus incompatible with, the diverse realities, needs 

and capacities among ‘the urban water poor’ and therefore only have a marginal or no effect on 

individual trajectories, as exemplified through the government’s promotion of microfinance 

facilities, the land regularisation programme and some of the World Bank funded interventions 

(DWSSP and CIUP). Restrictions within policy-driven practices, both in terms of thematic focus 

and the single variables used to identify potential beneficiaries (e.g. income, gender or ability), 

disregard the interrelatedness of factors that impact individual trajectories in different ways 

because of other intersecting characteristics and relations; from improving the level of urban 

water poverty for some, worsening it for others and to no effect. Moreover, failure to envisage 

the evolution and scaling up of WSS initiatives can foreclose the possibility for less capable 

residents to lower their level of urban water poverty, as exemplified in section 8.3 with 

reference to the simplified sewerage project and the evolution of charges for utility connections. 

Social networks and relations at the local level are central in all of the factors discussed above. 

To exemplify this with direct reference to how WSS is accessed, it is through the interactions 
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and negotiations between water users and those that directly manage access at the local level 

(i.e. local service providers) that service modalities are negotiated and defined, e.g. when, 

where, how much and at what cost water is available and to whom. The capacity of such 

arrangements to lower individual levels of urban water poverty is closely associated with the 

agreed access terms and conditions and how far individuals and households are able to align 

them with their needs and abilities. Among other things, section 8.3 emphasised how different 

payment modalities can enhance or worsen urban water poverty levels depending on the 

identities and relations of water users, e.g. pay-as-you-go versus monthly water charges in 

relation to the level and regularity of income and number of household members. It is equally 

important to examine the underlying rationale for existing agreements, i.e. who defines them 

and how they might change over time. Strong local support networks, comprised of family 

members and friends, provide important safety nets that can prevent individuals from being 

pushed further into urban water poverty or support opportunities to move out of it.  

Limitations within existing practices, policy-driven and everyday, are further evident in the lack 

of integrated thinking and approaches with significant impacts on the provision of WSS in the 

city, particularly in the light of different water scarcity scenarios (see Gomme 2016; Nobert and 

Skinner 2016). Unless the sustainable use of the coastal aquifer, currently serving most low-

income residents in the two case study settlements and elsewhere in the city, is given sufficient 

consideration, current levels of urban water poverty are likely to worsen over time. Similarly, 

projections for the use of surface water in the city has to align with the management and issuing 

of upstream abstraction permits. However, this would require an integrated management of 

water resources that bridges micro and macro-level efforts (i.e. policy-driven and everyday 

practices) that, as discussed in Chapter 4, is currently absent. Moreover, unless policy-driven 

and everyday practices are responsive to the complex web of interrelated and far-reaching 

factors and processes that shape individual trajectories (beyond the WSS sector), the most 

marginalised and vulnerable residents will remain unable to gain more control over their 

trajectories and are likely to be pushed further into urban water poverty. For example, empirical 

evidence demonstrated the complexity around land and housing tenure and its significant 

influences on urban water poverty trajectories. While tenants tend to have less control over 

their hydrosocial relations and are potentially more susceptible to fluctuating levels of urban 

water poverty, this cannot be established as a universal rule. Access to land constitutes an 

important resource to pull people directly or indirectly out of urban water poverty without 

necessarily implying ownership. With regards to the latter, being able to cultivate land for 

subsistence and/or income generation constitutes a local act of resilience (see reference to Katz 

in Chapter 2) for landlords and tenants alike. It emphasises the importance of urban-rural 
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linkages in local coping strategies that is frequently neglected in policy-driven practices, but has 

been repeatedly highlighted by various scholars (Douglass 1998; Allen 2003; Marshall et al. 

2009; Randhawa and Marshall 2014). While land ownership does not automatically translate 

into lower levels of urban water poverty, it can enhance control over access to WSS. There is a 

close relationship with the ability to increase financial resources (e.g. through savings, loans or 

better income-earning opportunities) and access to land. The former presents tenants with an 

opportunity to break the cycle of generations of tenant families and the latter has the potential 

to augment household finances. Both can play a crucial role in directly or indirectly lowering 

urban water poverty levels, much more so than policy-driven practices focused on increasing 

loan opportunities for the urban poor or land regularisation, which so far have had limited to no 

impact on individual trajectories as they have been unable to strengthen the agency of those 

living in urban water poverty. 

Unlike Tungi, over the years, Kombo has benefitted from a range of initiatives with external 

support and shows more evidence of collective efforts to pull people out of urban water poverty. 

Indications of interventions leading to WSS improvements in a settlement can trigger the 

mobilisation of communities for collective endeavours and inject a community spirit to 

overcome decades of collective inertia. At the same time, planned developments and planning 

enforcements, e.g. the government’s stop order for the Kigamboni area, can inhibit any 

collective attempt to pull people out of urban water poverty, giving way to multiple individual 

acts of resilience and reworking (see section 2.2.2 in Chapter 2). An uncritical emphasis in policy-

driven practices on collective agency, as evidenced in Chapter 5, disregards how individual 

agency employed at the local level can distort planned outcomes and lead to unintended 

consequences with clear winners and losers. It enables those with more local power to pull out 

of urban water poverty while simultaneously pushing others deeper into it. Postcolonial efforts 

have dampened people’s enthusiasm for collective action and fostered more individualised 

practices where joint endeavours are driven by individualistic interests. This differs significantly 

from other cases, e.g. Cochabamba in Bolivia and Caracas in Venezuela, where policy-driven 

practices of the state have facilitated collective action within the realm of participatory 

democracy through government-citizen service coproduction that have the potential to benefit 

residents more equally (Allen 2013; Allen et al. 2016). So far, interventions in Dar es Salaam have 

been unable to equally enhance the ability of beneficiaries to pull themselves out of water 

poverty because they have not engaged with or challenged the motives that drive the collective 

spirit, i.e. individual interest or selective collective identities and aspirations.  
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As argued in Chapter 2, transformation starts with a recognition that things could be different. 

In Tungi and Kombo, women with little awareness about their inferior position, e.g. within the 

household, unconsciously normalise uneven social relations by reproducing current practices 

based on these relations rather than challenge or alter them. They are unlikely to question their 

lack of decision-making power unless they are exposed to alternative experiences and 

perceptions. As illustrated above, this does not imply that they necessarily experience higher 

levels of urban water poverty but their trajectory is significantly shaped by their husbands’ and 

Asima’s story poignantly illustrates to what extent this can persevere even after a divorce. While 

the case of Dar es Salaam emphasises the importance of enhancing and sustainably managing 

water sources, improving the physical infrastructure and reforming the utility, future efforts 

cannot be limited to these. Additionally, policy-driven and everyday practices that naturalise the 

causes of inadequate provision and reproduce or even aggravate conditions for the most 

marginalised among the urban water poor need to be challenged. As manifested through the 

empirical chapters, transforming policy-driven and everyday practices requires progressive 

thinkers across scales and institutional spheres that can trigger change. This involves identifying 

and building upon shifts and breaks in current practices towards innovative processes that can 

alter existing relations in a way that allows more inclusive and equitable pathways out of urban 

water poverty (Katz 2004; Kesby 2005; Strengers 2010).  
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Chapter 9 Conclusions 

This research provided an in-depth examination of how ‘the urban water poor’ move in and out 

of urban water poverty and how they do so in different ways, exploring the interrelations 

between policy-driven and everyday practices and their influence on individual trajectories in 

time and place. In exploring the research questions stated in section 1.1.2, it uncovered factors 

that pull people out of urban water poverty and others that push them deeper into it. The thesis 

set out to answer these questions incrementally through the analysis of policy-driven practices 

in Dar es Salaam (Chapters 4 and 5 – RQ1), an exploration of everyday practices in two case 

study settlements (Chapter 6 – RQ2) and an in-depth examination of individual urban water 

poverty trajectories (Chapter 7 – RQ3).  

The study adopted a normative perspective based on principles of socioenvironmental justice 

and insights from Feminist Political Ecology (FPE) to enable a critical exploration of the 

production and reproduction of inequality and the potential to challenge and alter this. The 

relational approach incorporated insights from the agency-structure debate and 

intersectionality scholarship for an integrated interrogation of urban water poverty trajectories. 

The approach was operationalised through a combination of mainly participatory methods that 

engaged a substantial number of organisational representatives as well as poor women and men 

in Dar es Salaam. As evident throughout the thesis, the city of Dar es Salaam offered a fitting 

case to examine the range of policy-driven and everyday practices and explore how residents in 

two similar, but distinct low-income settlements move in and out of urban water poverty. 

This allowed a disaggregated examination of urban water poverty that provided insights into 

differential (vulner)abilities among poor women and men towards enabling as well as restraining 

structural processes, paying careful attention to how time, space and socioenvironmental 

relations intersect and influence individual trajectories. I was thus able to generate an 

understanding of the potential for transformative change within existing policy-driven and 

everyday practices towards more equitable pathways out of urban water poverty. As this 

particular journey draws to a close, the following sections offer a final reflection that looks back 

on the research to highlight the main contributions, especially regarding the approach adopted 

and the capacity for transformative change and, looking forward, emphasises actual and 

potential implications for policy, practice and future research.  

The research is expected to be of value for academics working on urban and peri-urban water 

supply and sanitation, through contributions made to existing debates and by informing future 

research agendas, as outlined below. However, a particular target group is that of practitioners 
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in the field, especially those working within local and international NGOs (e.g. WaterAid, Plan 

International and CCI) as well as utility employees and policy-makers. 

9.1 Contributions of the study 

This thesis contributes to the growing number of critical approaches to water governance 

systems and practices (e.g. see Bakker et al. 2008; Ahlers et al. 2014; Peloso and Morinville 2014; 

Finewood and Holifield 2015) with an overall emphasis on urban water poverty trajectories. This 

enabled a time-based study that systematically examines how poor women and men move in 

and out of urban water poverty and identify influencing factors and determinants in relation to 

differential and changing (vulner)abilities, and thus fills an important gap within existing 

research on water, environmental change and everyday practices (Lusambili 2011; Truelove 

2011; Ahlers et al. 2014; McFarlane et al. 2014; Peloso and Morinville 2014; Hanson and 

Buechler 2015; Björkman 2015). The empirical evidence confirms a dialectic relationship 

between policy-driven and everyday practices and offers multiple examples where practices 

produce, reproduce and normalise the conditions under which urban water poverty prevails. 

However, the findings further show instances of more transformative practices that challenge 

unjust processes and outcomes with a potential for people to move out of it. Each of the 

trajectories explored reflects a very personal and distinct journey that could limit the potential 

to draw general conclusions. Although the findings cannot be easily transferred, the study 

highlighted the importance of a contextualised investigation of urban water poverty and 

provides an innovative approach for such examination. Moreover, it was a relational analysis 

that enabled the identification of key push and pull factors, determinants and relations (see 

Table 8.1) that shape individual trajectories and generated an understanding of the potential to 

transform existing practices to lift poor women and men out of urban water poverty.  

As corroborated by the findings, urban water poverty has clear spatial and temporal 

characteristics and such specificity requires consideration across scales (household, settlement, 

town/city and beyond) as the provision of and access to WSS is closely associated with the 

evolution of the natural and built environment in which human-nature interactions are 

continuously negotiated in situ through different types of infrastructure and service modalities. 

This supports claims from other studies that have focused on urban water supply governance 

and service provision (see Budds 2012; Jaglin 2012; Joy et al. 2014). The availability of water 

resources and the type of infrastructure and technology available across scales, enables and 

promotes certain practices while foreclosing others. Correspondingly, by moving to another city, 

area or place within the same settlement, residents tie themselves to certain trajectories. A 
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fitting example is the location of wastewater stabilisation ponds across the city. In the absence 

of underground sewer lines, the presence of the ponds in Kombo opened the possibility for a 

simplified sewerage system that will never be a feasible option in Tungi, irrespective of individual 

and collective capacities. The influence of place and the built environment is not only apparent 

in the provision of WSS infrastructure, but further extends to issues of mobility, transport 

infrastructure and accessibility, which in turn has implications for WSS. The individual 

trajectories explored provide important clues about neighbourhood trajectories and the role 

they play in how poor women and men move through urban water poverty. 

On the relational approach 

The relational approach developed and adopted in the thesis as outlined in Figure 1.2 in the 

Introduction, and deliberated in Chapter 2, adds to the limited, yet growing, scholarship that 

converses across different, but complementary interdisciplinary fields and concepts (Leach et 

al. 2007; Joy et al. 2014; Finewood and Holifield 2015; Hanson and Buechler 2015). A multi-scalar 

perspective shed light on the production, reproduction and contestation of social differences 

and injustice within and across existing practices. The combined analytical lenses reveal the 

diverse struggles of different men and women moving in and out of urban water poverty, that 

are concealed or normalised in most policy-driven approaches. 

In particular, a normative framing of urban water poverty that draws on socioenvironmental 

justice and FPE scholarship, allowed for an exploration of differing trajectories as they are 

shaped by complex socio-ecological interactions. In combination with insights from the agency-

structure debate, this contributed to an understanding of the power within current practices to 

normalise existing inequalities (thus reinforce structure) or challenge and transform them by 

strengthening individual and/or collective agency, i.e. how far they lower or heighten water 

poverty levels, which would have been unattainable otherwise. FPE further revealed how urban 

water poverty is socially constituted and emphasised its spatial specificity. The relational 

approach expands the application of a constructionist interpretation of intersectionality to 

enquiries of environmental justice and inequality to highlight socially differentiated 

(vulner)abilities among women and men that a narrow focus on gender or other identity 

categories forecloses (Seward 2014; Buechler et al. 2015). Evidently,  the case of Dar es Salaam 

demonstrates that low-income residents do not suffer from the same level of urban water 

poverty, but their diverse trajectories are shaped by a complex web of intersecting factors and 

relations across scales. For example, a relational examination of the micro-scale that focuses on 

everyday practices and individual trajectories (using narrative construction) established how 
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being a woman in a low-income settlement in Dar es Salaam can mean very different things as 

gender is but one of many intersecting relations that shape water poverty trajectories, e.g. the 

trajectories of Severina and Juliana in Chapter 7 emphasise the importance of tenure and social 

status in shaping relations within the community and negotiating access to services. Spatial 

considerations within the investigation highlighted how place and location enable or constrain 

systems of interaction in the provision, access and use of water.     

Methodologically, operationalising the approach through the combination of different, largely 

participatory methods offered an opportunity for an incremental yet integrated process of data 

collection and analysis, which further assisted in developing and refining the conceptual 

approach alongside. While individual methods employed are not new, they were applied and 

combined in an innovative way to integrate temporal, spatial and relational concerns. For 

example, integrating geo-referenced mapping with an investigation over time (e.g. through 

timelines) facilitated an understanding about how spatial and temporal aspects intersect with 

other factors, e.g. access to land and WSS, in shaping urban water poverty trajectories. Within 

the analysis of individual trajectories, juxtaposing policy-driven and everyday practices as 

enactments of the dialectic agency-structure relationship, generated insights into how far 

agency and structural conditions hinder or enable transformative change, shedding light on the 

multiple ways in which organisations and their representatives, as well as poor women and men, 

exercise their agency – to maintain existing practices or transform them. As further elaborated 

below, the conceptual and methodological approach developed within this thesis can be 

valuable in enhancing both policy and practices. 

On the capacity for transformative change 

The case of Dar es Salaam shows evidence of all four quadrants of agency depicted in Figure 2.1 

of Chapter 2, with differing abilities to transform social relations towards more just outcomes. 

Many local residents engage in small acts of resilience or reworking (Katz 2004) to enhance their 

ability to cope and adjust to emerging circumstances. While some practices suggest a certain 

level of reflexivity, their capacity for transformative change is limited as they largely occur at the 

local level without significantly enhancing individual or collective agency beyond the settlement 

scale and without questioning existing structural conditions and altering social relations. 

Consequently, many poor women and men remain vulnerable to fluctuating levels of urban 

water poverty. Some might be aware of their level of vulnerability, but their capacity to act on 

such recognition and become active agents varies considerably. Findings from the two case 

study settlements confirm that power and agency are dispersed within and across scales and 
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institutional spheres, including low-income residents themselves (see Kesby 2005), with 

evidence of agency used across scales towards progressive change or to uphold practices that 

obscure existing inequalities. Sewell’s claim about agency being culturally and historically 

determined is a pertinent one in Tanzania and Dar es Salaam where post-independence efforts 

to reunite a nation have focused on de-politicising ethnic and tribal identities while overlooking 

the role other identity characteristics and relations play (e.g. land and housing tenure) and this 

has created further exclusion (1992).  

At the local level, the formation of collective action platforms is fuelled by particular biases, 

which delineate who is able to join and how and this is reflected in local power and leadership 

structures. Lower-income residents thus do not organise and mobilise in a fully inclusive way; 

while women are often greatly represented, tenants and those whose level of poverty precludes 

them from saving regularly are less likely to join a collective. Findings demonstrate how an 

uncritical emphasis on collective agency in policy-driven practices has obscured the capacity of 

individuals to influence and enabled the appropriation and distortion of processes at the local 

level for personal rather than collective gains. Future efforts to trigger transformative change 

need to revive the collective spirit among low-income communities through a more inclusive 

approach that can challenge and reverse popular values and attitudes that have been nurtured 

for decades, e.g. regarding gender and tenure relations. 

Policy-driven practices in Dar es Salaam show how organisations are ingrained with particular 

mind-sets that more progressively thinking employees find difficult to break. The learning that 

takes place in terms of altering policy-driven practices is significantly shaped by organisational 

beliefs and ways of thinking with slow and limited change. As highlighted above and emphasised 

in previous research (see Gomme 2016; Nobert and Skinner 2016), the sustainability of the 

entire WSS sector in Dar es Salaam is threatened by the State’s overall disregard for integrated 

water resources management and monitoring strategy. This has led to over-exploitation and 

depletion of ground and surface water resources instead of promoting a culture of water savings 

and careful management, which will further urban water poverty in the mid to long-term rather 

than alleviate it, particularly in the light of further population growth and settlement 

densification. However, in line with Freeman’s constructionist conception of learning (2007), 

there is evidence in Dar es Salaam of shifts and breaks across levels through collective and 

interactive processes. Findings suggest that this can be nurtured by engaging key organisational 

representatives in pilot initiatives around innovative technology to forge new partnerships and 

collaborations where the urban water poor are not only represented but are incrementally 

recognised as legitimate stakeholders in decision-making throughout the process. While there 
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is evidence of this already happening, the potential for such processes to lead to large-scale 

improvements and structural changes beyond these initiatives remains unclear. Besides, existing 

processes are not fully inclusive because community engagement is facilitated through existing 

representative structures with inherent unequal power relations and limited representation, as 

discussed above. 

Everyday practices are thus equally affected by deep-seated ways of thinking that normalise 

unjust structural processes and positions. As illustrated through practices and trajectories in 

Kombo and Tungi, residents themselves often unconsciously reproduce unequal relationships in 

their everyday practices, e.g. between husband and wife, landlord and tenant or service provider 

and client, by acting out socially determined roles and identities that classify them as inferior 

(Kesby 2005). Challenging traditional norms and practices that continue to prevail over more 

progressive policies (e.g. with regards to gender) requires marginalised residents to become 

aware of injustices and recognise the possibility for change. As argued by Katz (2004), the 

potential for transformative change depends on individual and collective perceptions about how 

permanent or malleable existing practices are. 

As seen in both case study settlements, unequitable social arrangements through which poor 

women and men access resources, including water, are triggered through the dialectic agency-

structure relationship enacted through the interplay between policy-driven and everyday 

practices. By shifting the implementation of pro-poor approaches (i.e. operation of WSS 

schemes and application of life-line tariffs) to third parties at the local level, the government 

and the utility enable everyday practices to alter policy-driven practices in a way that 

(re)produces unequal power relations. As evidenced in the previous chapter, service modalities 

negotiated between water users and local service providers have significant implications for the 

trajectories of the urban water poor and can distort macro policies and legislations. This 

underlines important interactions between humans, nature and infrastructure in the provision 

of services and the significance of hydro-social relations across scales.  

Local relations are crucial in efforts to lower the level of urban water poverty and can be 

strengthened by joining a collective. However, this requires greater awareness regarding the 

collective aspect of existing groups, particularly concerning their purpose and activities beyond 

savings and loans. The case of Dar es Salaam demonstrates that local change makers can 

promote and instil a collective spirit within communities, but that not all local leaders can be 

seen as such, thus requiring a renewal of local leadership structures, e.g. within TFUP and other 

collective action platforms, that can dissipate existing biases. While transformative change can 

be triggered at the local level, it needs to permeate higher scales. Similarly, change initiated at 
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the national or city scale has to consider the influence of local processes and interactions over 

intended outcomes. 

On implications for policy and practice 

This section clarifies the implications of this study, firstly in terms of particular findings that can 

inform better policy and practice, and secondly regarding how components of the methodology 

could be adopted to enhance the practices of different organisations. 

Findings clearly indicate that policy-driven practices tend to homogenise the ‘urban water poor’ 

leading to universal approaches, which constitutes a stark contrast to the individual trajectories 

presented in Chapter 7 that show the full complexity of urban water poverty and its differential 

effects. Policy and practice need to attach more importance to the heterogeneity among low-

income communities with an understanding of unequal power relations at the local level and 

how they influences individual trajectories. Insights gained from the range of urban water 

poverty trajectories highlight the need for policy makers and practitioners to transform existing 

policies and practices so that they are more flexible and sensitive towards differential and 

changing (vulner)abilities among poor women and men. For instance, offering a range of service 

modalities would allow the utility to be more responsive towards diverse and changing 

individual circumstances and enable better access to WSS over time, a point corroborated 

through the discussion in previous chapters on how existing service modalities impact on diverse 

households, particularly in relation to household structure and the quantity and quality of water 

accessed. On a very practical level, this could imply offering a greater variety of options for 

people to choose from with a degree of flexibility in terms of where they access water and how 

they pay for it, including, where applicable, establishing on-site connections and associated 

charges (e.g. up-front charges versus instalments; pay-as-you-go versus monthly or bi-monthly 

payments). Accordingly, section 6.4, together with insights from Chapters 7 and 8, emphasised 

the need for alternatives to the pay-as-you-go arrangements for off-site water provision from 

networked kiosks and distributed borehole systems. As illustrated, paying for water by the 

bucket offers the needed flexibility to single households but is often challenging for households 

that consume larger quantities of water. Monthly payment plans have proven to be more 

suitable where this has significantly reduced household expenses and these arrangements might 

also guarantee a more steady revenue for service providers.  

Evidence from both settlements further demonstrates that associating pro-poor service 

provision solely with off-site access, as stipulated in NAWAPO and NWSDP, is problematic. Some 
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of the trajectories in Chapter 7 clearly demonstrate that household water connections can offer 

a feasible solution for poorer households, provided the conditions to gain a household 

connection and the service modalities to sustain it are more varied and adaptable to different 

circumstances. At present, tenants have limited control over their access to WSS and specifically 

rely on their landlords to gain on-site access, frequently being the first ones to get cut off during 

times when water provision is scarce (see Juliana’s trajectory in Chapter 7). Examples from other 

cities show that alternative arrangements are possible. In Lagos, Nigeria, tenants can establish 

a separate household water connection73 and in Freetown, Sierra Leone, they are able to obtain 

their own electricity meter. Findings show that connection charges are often the biggest 

impediment for households to establish on-site water connections. Dar es Salaam reveals 

evidence of groups of households (either living on the same compound or neighbouring 

households) that share the running costs of a household connection. However, there is no 

indication of multiple households strategically joining forces to gain household/on-site 

connections even though several residents acknowledged how an increase of household 

connections in their neighbourhood has made it more affordable for them to get connected. A 

clustered/collectivised approach to establishing and maintaining better access to water, rather 

than individual households pursuing it in isolation from each other, can be favourable for service 

providers and low-income residents alike. In the case of sanitation, the simplified sewerage 

project in Kombo demonstrates that collective planning and implementation of network 

connections lowers the cost for customers while increasing the client base for service providers. 

For water supply, this can take different forms whereby groups of households in collaboration 

with the service provider define the type of water supply arrangement collectively based on 

their needs and abilities, e.g. water supply cooperatives managing shared standpipes, yard taps 

or in-house connections (Mara and Alabaster 2008). Importantly, initiatives require careful 

planning with active involvement of all beneficiaries (e.g. landlords and tenants) to cater for the 

potential to replicate and scale up, as well as establishing social safeguards to prevent the 

exclusion of and negative implications for the most vulnerable. There are some lessons to be 

learned from the simplified sewerage project in relation to both aspects as highlighted in 

Chapter 8.  

Methodologically, there is further value for policy-makers and practitioners to apply elements 

of the relational approach adopted in this thesis. This is not to suggest that they have to go 

                                                             
73 In this case the landlord still has to approve the installation of the connection but once this is in place 
tenants are in control as they manage their own connection and do not rely on the landlord to define the 
terms and conditions of their access.  
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through mediums of individual trajectories to gain better insights but the case of Dar es Salaam 

demonstrates that more abstract and simplified discourses informing policy-driven practices are 

largely disconnected from the reality on the ground. The relational approach can be applied to 

the settlement scale to examine the trajectory of a neighbourhood and its implications for WSS. 

While this thesis focused more explicitly on individual trajectories, Chapters 6, 7 and 8 call 

attention to the critical role of the immediate environment in the provision of and access to WSS 

and how it shapes urban water poverty trajectories. For instance, improving the connectivity of 

Tungi to the city centre has attracted more migrants to the area, which in turn has led to a 

densification of the settlement. In absence of a utility network this has led to an increase in 

private boreholes, which intensified the use (and depletion) of groundwater and made it overall 

more challenging for residents to access good quality drinking water. In contrast, a particular 

part of Kombo has recently witnessed an expansion of utility connections while the rest of the 

settlement continues to rely on distributed systems that try to accommodate an increasing 

population. A relational examination of neighbourhood trajectories that explores WSS in 

relation to other important issues, e.g. migration, land and housing development, economic 

changes etc., can assist in the development of concrete strategies to reduce urban water poverty 

in particular settlements. The method of charting and overlaying multiple timelines can further 

be employed to analyse significant changes over time, across scales and domains to understand 

important linkages, e.g. between the water resource itself, the governance of WSS, urban 

policies, planning and development, and local practices; an approach recently incorporated into 

a research proposal focusing on water (in)security in an urban region in the Global South.  

Organisations such as WaterAid and others can use the evaluation of policy-driven practices 

presented in this thesis to critically examine their own discursive and material practices in 

relation to urban water poverty and use the insights to revise their organisational strategy and 

programmatic design. Table 8.1 in the previous chapter provides a multi-scalar framework for 

different organisations to scrutinise past as well as future interventions to develop approaches 

that tackle urban water poverty more effectively. Government entities and utilities can navigate 

the factors and contextualised determinants across scales to appraise the implications of 

different policies and service provision arrangements. For instance, the government and the 

utility’s association of pro-poor water supply with off-site access is not only problematic from a 

health perspective (as it hinders residents from incrementally moving to on-site access proven 

to bring the greatest health benefits) (Prüss-Üstün et al. 2008; Brocklehurst and Slaymaker 2015) 

it is also unreceptive to policy inconsistencies within the National Water Policy between the aim 

to provide an affordable service and the need to establish self-sufficient systems. These tensions 

are played out particularly at the local level and have led to unintended consequences, e.g. the 
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closing down of distribution points in areas with high levels of household connections. 

Application of the framework assists in identifying entry points to develop policies and 

interventions that can effectuate transformative change and emphasise what linkages need to 

be established within and across scales to address current frictions. 

Furthermore, the methods employed to capture and examine everyday practices in the two case 

study settlements (see section 3.5.2 in Chapter 3) can assist local organisations such as CCI to 

collect data on the range of existing practices in a settlement to gain a first impression on how 

far these are meeting diverse needs. This is particularly relevant in a context where 

disaggregated data at the settlement level is scarce. In fact, a public engagement project 

described in section 3.1.1  of Chapter 3 has already achieved this by providing the necessary 

training and equipment for CCI and TFUP to integrate this methodology into their participatory 

mapping and enumeration practice. They have subsequently applied it in another WSS-focused 

project, which involved adapting the methodology to map sanitation facilities and conduct 

household surveys. This, coupled with FGDs with residents from different low-income 

settlements, has led to the development of community water and sanitation ladders that can be 

used to guide efforts to lower urban water poverty levels incrementally (see McGranahan et al. 

2016). Another important aspect to highlight is the involvement of local leaders in the mapping 

process. Such engagement increased their awareness and provided a hitherto non-existent 

spatialised understanding of the challenges their constituents are facing in relation to urban 

water poverty. As a result, they intend to use the collected data and maps generated in 

negotiations with the utility and other relevant stakeholders to improve service provision in 

their settlement. The mapping methodology could be further applied to systematically monitor 

existing water supply arrangements in low-income settlements and verify contamination levels 

and health hazards. Additionally, an exploration of selected individual trajectories through 

intersecting timelines, as illustrated in Figure 3.7, offers an effective and contextualised method 

for local organisations (e.g. NGOs and CBOs) to evaluate previous interventions and their 

differential impact on poor women and men across the city to complement the usual ‘before 

and after’ comparison based on a snapshot assessment with a tendency to quantify outcomes 

to enhance their validity (e.g. see Coville and Su 2013). 

On further research 

There are a number of opportunities to extend and deepen the research presented in this thesis 

as a result of the findings. The following paragraphs outline three main areas that merit further 

investigation. Firstly, as stated in the introduction, it was beyond the scope of this study to 
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equally look at sanitation and investigate it in its own right. Yet, the research clearly indicated 

how sanitation and hygiene practices, policy-driven and everyday, shape individual trajectories 

of urban water poverty, whether that is in relation to the quantity of water required for better 

sanitation and hygiene or regarding the implications of their inadequacy on the quality of water. 

There is potential to build on the work presented in this thesis and apply a relational approach 

to an in-depth examination of sanitation and hygiene practices over time and across scales. This 

can clarify the potential and limitations within existing practices to address the marginalisation 

of sanitation and hygiene concerns across scales towards more integrated approaches, which 

are needed in future efforts to achieve universal access to WSS in 2030, as stipulated in the 

water and sanitation-related SDG that aims to ensure availability and sustainable management 

of water and sanitation for all. 

Secondly, while the research highlighted land and housing tenure as an important factor shaping 

individual trajectories, a more focused exploration of how this interacts with other factors and 

processes in shaping women’s and men’s access to WSS would be useful, including a more 

detailed assessment of the importance of access to land in poor women’s and men’s coping 

strategy. The case of Dar es Salaam further emphasised that land tenure and tenancy profiles 

are much more diverse than the simple landlord-tenant dichotomy suggests and highlighted a 

range of implications for the provision of, access to and control over WSS. Although previous 

studies have engaged with this to some extent (Homeless International 2011; Scott 2013; 

Stephens et al. 2013) WSS-related behaviour tends to be associated with tenure identity, e.g. 

tenant, owner-occupier, resident landlord and absent landlord. Conversely, evidence from this 

research, confirmed by findings from a similar study in Lagos (see Hofmann and Lawanson 2017), 

reveal the limitations of such approach and how it leads to a simplified portrayal of diverse 

realities on the ground (see section 8.4 in Chapter 8) and advocates for an approach that 

emphasises the relational aspect of land and housing tenure. Dar es Salaam further displays a 

more complex spectrum of tenure statuses. For instance, a house might be occupied by children 

of the house owners as well as tenants where the latter pay rent and the former live rent free, 

yet pass the rental income to their parents. The children are neither landlords nor can they be 

considered tenants. More research is needed to better understand how far the diverse tenure 

profiles and the tenure mix in a settlement shape the motives behind people’s action and their 

relations with regards to WSS.  

Thirdly, Dar es Salaam offers a particularly interesting case to examine in detail the underlying 

motives and drivers of collective endeavours within a country that still exhibits the remnants of 

an authoritarian and oligarchic postcolonial state. Research findings largely displayed instances 
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of aggregations of individual acts to pursue personal goals with a few examples of collective 

action based on a shared vision; while the case study settlements examined display some with 

more sustained engagement in collective endeavours, many are triggered by and associated 

with particular interventions with more episodic/time-bound collective involvement. Many 

collective action platforms within low-income settlements display particular biases that define 

who is able to join and who is not. For instance, tenants and those less able to save are under-

represented and  membership seems to be promote on the basis of individual interests (e.g. 

savings groups that can enhance the financial situation of their members). It was outside the 

scope of this study to fully understand existing barriers to collective action and how far this 

constitutes an impediment to tackle existing injustices and unequal power relations, starting at 

the local level. Future studies ought to build on the research presented in this thesis and the 

work of others (e.g. see Dill 2010a; Dill and Crow 2014) for a context specific exploration that is 

locally grounded and rooted in history, thus advocating for a multi-scalar investigation with 

emphasis on temporal and spatial specificity.  
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Appendix 1: Interview guide for organisational representatives 

Interview guide for organisational representatives 

Name:         Interview ID: 

Institutional affiliation: 

Position:  

Professional background: 

 

Place and date of interview: 

1) How would you define urban water poverty? 
a. Differences across urban spectrum, with rural areas? 
b. When would you say that people have been successfully lifted out of water poverty 

(what are the conditions)? 
 

2) What are in your view the key challenges for improving access to water and sanitation in 
urban Tanzania? 

a. Where are the bottlenecks?  
b. What are the key factors that need addressing? 

 

3) Activities of your organisation with impact on water supply and sanitation 
a. Projects/interventions – how do they come about/who decides? 
b. Geographic locations & selection criteria (is there a preference for certain areas or 

populations? – who is recognised/entitled?) 
c. Budget allocation (who decides; geographically: rural vs urban; within cities/towns) 
d. Who is involved within the organisation? 
e. collaboration with other stakeholders  
f. Involvement of urban communities (individuals vs. collectives) 

 

4) Which interventions are in your view successful in lifting people out of water poverty? – link 
back to definition of urban water poverty (consideration for intersectionality?) 

a. Why (what do they address in relation to distribution, recognition and 
representation?) 

b. Who benefits and in what way? 
c. Who is left out and why? 
d. How is that success monitored, evaluated and assessed? Short-term vs. long-term 
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Appendix 2: Water facilities mapping questionnaire 

 

  

Facility(ID:([this(will(consist(of(the(group(letter(we(allocate(and(a(number](

[note:(on(EpicollectPlus(we(start(with(the(automatically(allocated(unique(ID,(then(facility(ID,(then(
location,(followed(by(picture](

1.!What%is%the%water%facility?%% (

!((Government(BH(with(DP(
!((Government(DP(( (
!((private(BH(with(DP(
!((private(DP(
!((private(DP(with(storage(tank
( (

!((FaithGbased(BH(with(DP(
!((storage(tank(
!((mobile(water(vendor(station(point(
!((water(truck(station(point(
!((other

(

2.!When%was%the%facility%built?%_______________________________________________________%%

3.!Who%paid%for%the%facility?%_________________________________________________________%%

4.!Who%owns%the%land?%_____________________________________________________________%%

5.!What%is%the%current%status?%%

!((fully(operational(
!((largely(operational(( (

!((disrepair(
!((abandoned(

6.!Who%runs%the%facility?%

!((community(water(committee(
!((public(water(committee(
!((WUA(

!((private(
!((faith(group( (
!((other(

7.!What%is%the%price%per%bucket?% _____________________________________________________%%

8.!What%is%the%daily%revenue?%________________________________________________________%%

9.! How%many%buckets%per%customer%per%day?%___________________________________________%%

10.!What%is%the%storage%capacity%in%litres?%_______________________________________________%%

11.!What%is%the%power%supply?%

!((grid(
!((generator(( (
!((other(

12.!What%are%the%costs%of%running%the%facility?%% ___________________________________________%%

13.!What%is%the%quality%of%water?%%!(sweet((((((!(salty%

14.!%Is%the%water%quality%monitored?%

(
15.!Additional%observations%

(
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Appendix 3: Identity of interviewees in case study settlements 

Interviewees in Kombo74 

ID G Age Year 
settled 

Moved from Land 
tenure 

HH 
Size 

Others on 
compound 

Collective 
membership 

Occupation 

K01 F 32 2008 Temeke tenant 5 5 tenants Federation entrepreneur 
K08 F   2003 Buguruni RL 6 no  Vicoba street 

vending & 
water 
vending from 
home 

K09 M   1990   RL 5 2 tenants federation technician 
K12 F 24 2007 Ilala tenant 1 5 tenants federation football 

player 
K13 M 28 1988 born there tenant 5 7 tenants 

and 
landlord 

no  entrepreneur 

K14 M 27 1989 born there son of 
landlord, 
no RL 

4 4 tenants  no  entrepreneur 

K15 M   2000 Mtambani no RL 6 no no  entrepreneur 
K16 F   1989   landlord 6 3 families 

(relatives) 
federation entrepreneur 

K18 F 49 1988 Mwanyamala RL 6 3 tenants  federation, 
sub-ward 
representative, 
Vicoba 

food vendor  

K19 M 72 2006 Buguruni landlord 
no RL 

2 2 tenants federation  retired 

K20 F   1960s Morogoro landlord 
no RL 

3 4 tenants federation retired 

K21 F 28 2013 Temeke landlord 
no RL 

5 no Vicoba housewife   

K22 F 25 2014 Yombo tenant 2 4 tenants 
and 
landlord 

no  selling ice 

K23 F 37 1978 born there RL 7 3 tenants no  drinking 
water vendor 

K24 F   2008 Kariakoo tenant 6 17-20 
tenants 
and 
landlord 

Upatu food vendor 

K25 M 30 2012 Mtambani tenant 1 3 tenants no gardener 
K26 F 25 2013 Kinondoni tenant 2 2 tenants 

and 
landlord 

no food vendor 

K27 F 19 2007 Tabata RL 3 2 tenants no student 
K28 M 65 2011 Buguruni tenant 3 2 tenants 

and 
landlord 

no clothes 
vendor 

K29 M 1992 born 
there 

 born there son of 
landlord, 
no RL 

3 2 tenants no sells cooking 
utensils 

K30 F 44 2003 Kurasini RL 5 no no food vendor 

                                                             
74 The age stated in this table and the one for Tungi was accurate in 2015, which is when the interviews 
took place. Not all interviewees provided their age. 
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ID G Age Year 
settled 

Moved from Land 
tenure 

HH 
Size 

Others on 
compound 

Collective 
membership 

Occupation 

K31 M 85 late 
1950s 

Buguruni no RL   3 no no retired 

K32 F 24 2005 Zanzibar RL 6 no no hotel 
receptionist 

K33 F 
M 

66 
56 

2004 Buguruni no RL   4+ no no livestock 
keeping 

K34 M 35 6 Tabata tenant 1 landlord no steel worker 
K35 F 50 2013 Mbayalakoo no RL   2 3 tenants; 

1 shop 
tenant 

no small shop 

K36 F  35 2010 Mpemba 
(Zanzibar) 

tenant 4 6 tenants no housewife 

G=gender    F=female    M=male  BH=borehole   DP=distribution point    HH=household    RL=residential licence 
 

Interviewees in Tungi 

ID G Age Year 
settled 

Moved 
from 

Land 
tenure 

HH 
Size 

Others on 
compound 

Collective 
membership 

Occupation 

T01 M 57 1958 born there RL 6 no none chef/caterer 
T03 M 47 1987 Kigamboni RL 2 4 tenants   fisherman 
T04 F   1992 Makumbusho tenant 3  4 tenants federation pharmacy 

shop keeper 
T05 M 52 1990 Tungi Juu RL 4 no Vicoba entrepreneur 
T07 F   1990 Moshu RL 6 17 tenants federation; 

water 
committee 

entrepreneur 

T08 F   2007 Kigamboni tenant 4 3  tenants 
and 
landlord 

no entrepreneur 

T09 F 36 2000 Kigamboni no RL 6 4 tenants  Vicoba entrepreneur 
T10 M 38 1990 Tanga no RL 4 no no sub-ward 

chairman 
and farmer 

T11 M 79 1975 Kibanebane no RL 9 shop 
tenants 

no entrepreneur 

T12 f   1993 Kinondoni RL 5 6 shop 
tenants 

no entrepreneur 

T13 F 38 2012 Tuamoyo in 
Kigamboni 

tenant 6 2 tenants, 
landlord 
and son 

no small food 
vending 
business 

T14 F 42 2000 Kigamboni RL 7 not yet no food vendor 
T15 M 25 1990   born there RL 4 2 tenants no selling boxes 

for fish 
T16 F 68 1984 Mbagala RL 2 no no retired 
T17 F 30 2012 Mbezi tenant 3 2 tenants  Upatu not working 
T18 M 18 1997-

2005; 
2015 

born in Tungi 
but was in 
Mwanza 
2005-2015 

lives 
with 
grand-
mother 

3 no no college 
student 

T19 M   1983 Kigamboni RL 5 2 tenants no fisherman 
T20 F 33 2014 Zanzibar tenant 4 1 tenant 

and 
landlord 

no housewife 

T21 M 30 2003-
2005; 
2013 

initially 
Morogoro; 
Kigamboni in 
2013 

tenant 3 landlord 
and 1 
tenant 

no snake 
caretaker; 
driver; 
electrician 
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ID G Age Year 
settled 

Moved 
from 

Land 
tenure 

HH 
Size 

Others on 
compound 

Collective 
membership 

Occupation 

T22 M 32 2014 from Kigona 
(lake district) 

tenant 5 3 tenants 
and 
landlord 

no charcoal 
vendor 

T23 F 40 2012 Keko no RL 6 no no food vendor 
T24 M 35 1998 Morogoro tenant 1 3 tenants 

and 
landlord 

no electrician 

T25 F 23 2011 Musoma tenant 3 1 tenant 
and 
landlord 

no housewife 

T26 M 22 2012 Kibanebane tenant 1 3 tenants no water vendor 

G=gender    F=female   M=male   BH=borehole    DP=distribution point    HH=household    RL=residential licence 
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Appendix 4: Form for resident interviews 

 

 

ID#number:# # # # # # # # # # Age:#

1.!What'is'your'name'______________________________________________________________''
#

2.!When'did'you'move'to'the'area?''__________________________________________________'##
#
#[location#of#where#they#live#captured#on#satellite#map#&#GPS]#

#
3.! Gender''

!##male# #
!##female## #
#
4.! Land'and'housing'tenure'

!##owner#–#title#deed#
!##owner#–#residential#license## #
!##owner#D#informal#
!##tenant#
#
5.!What'is'your'occupation?'_________________________________________________________''

6.! How'many'people'live'in'your'household?'___________________________________________''

7.! How'do'you'access'water?'

!##HH#connection#D#network#
!##HH#connection#–#public#BH## #
!##HH#connection#–#federation#BH#
!##HH#connection#–#private#BH#
!##DP#–#public#BH## #
!##DP#–#federation#BH#

!##DP#–#private#BH#
!##DP#–#faithDbased#BH# #
!##water#vendor#D#truck#
!##water#vendor#D#pushcart#
!##storage#tank#(supplied#by#truck)## #
!##other#

#

8.!What'toilet/sanitation'do'you'use?'

!##network#sewers#
!##simplified#sewers## #
!##septic#tank#
!##improved#pit#latrine#
!##simple#pit#latrine#
!##no#facility#

#
9.! Notes'

#


